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C
anonizing or castigating an entire vintage 
feels like a fool’s errand in California. The 
weather is much more cooperative than 
the Old World, and the landscape is pep-

pered with microclimates, making exceptions 
to the rule.

And yet, here I am ready to declare 2016 
as a banner year for Central 
Coast Pinot Noir. Following the 
drought-addled and minimal 
harvest of 2015, the 2016 vintage 
welcomed the return of rains to 
the Golden State, flushing the 
soils a bit and breathing new life 
into the wines. The growing sea-
son started early due to warm 
spring weather but mellowed 
out later into summer, allowing 
for proper maturation.

Whatever the climatic equation, the results 
are remarkable. I’ve reviewed nearly 200 Cen-
tral Coast Pinot Noirs from the 2016 vintage, 
with more than 140 scoring 90 points or above.

At the top of the range are the Roar Sober-
anes Vineyard from the Santa Lucia Highlands 
(published in a prior issue) and the Melville 

Block M from the Sta. Rita Hills (included in 
this month’s Buying Guide). These bottlings 
showcase all that Central Coast Pinot Noir can 
be: bright, fruity and undeniably delicious, yet 
intriguingly layered in a wild herb tone, lifted by 
fresh acidity and framed by lithe tannins.

This is very much the style that’s lauded 
in the recently released doc-
umentary Somm 3, in which 
sommelier-turned-winemaker 
Rajat Parr’s Domaine de la Côte 
Pinot from the Sta. Rita Hills is 
repeatedly mistaken for Bur-
gundy by a renowned panel of 
experts. This seemingly Old 
World style is the commonal-
ity in many of the top-scoring 
wines from the 2016 vintage. 

Outside of California, else-
where in this issue’s Buying Guide, you’ll find 
reviews from other New World regions like 
Washington, Texas, Chile and New Zealand. 
The Old World is well represented as well, with 
France and Italy holding court alongside lesser-
known regions in Eastern Europe, like Bulgaria.

Cheers!  —Matt Kettmann

A banner vintage for Central Coast Pinot Noir
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PINOT NOIR

97 Melville 2016 Block M Pinot Noir (Sta. Rita 
Hills). Extremely fresh and pungent aromas 

of smashed strawberries are enhanced by white 
pepper dust, whole green peppercorns, wet tobacco 
leaf and the smell of a dewy morning amidst pine 
trees and chaparral scrub on this wine by Chad 
Melville. The palate is simply stunning with juni-
per and pine-needle elements that slip into rich yet 
tart cherry and baked raspberry, proving extremely 
dynamic and lovely all around. Editors’ Choice. 
—M.K. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $60 

96 Bee Hunter 2015 Docker Hill Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Mendocino). For full review see page 

3. Cellar Selection. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $48 

96 Daniel 2015 Pinot Noir (Anderson Valley). 
Oodles of black cherry and sour cherry fill 

the aroma and flood the flavors of this full-bodied, 
concentrated and deeply fruity wine. The ripeness 
is balanced by good fruit acidity, making the wine 
both seductive and refreshing to sip. Made from 
Ferrington Vineyard and the old-vine Beaujolais 
Vineyard, it has the structure to age and improve. 
Best to drink after 2023. Cellar Selection. —J.G. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $45 

96 Melville 2016 Indigéne Pinot Noir (Sta. Rita 
Hills). The 2016s are Chad Melville’s first 

total-control vintage since longtime winemaker 
Greg Brewer departed, and they show how much 
he knows his family’s ranch. Bright and buoyant 
aromas of bursting pomegranate, cranberry, laven-
der and cinnamon lead into a palate of tart cherry, 
hibiscus and lemon rind, with thyme and sage 
dusted throughout. Editors’ Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $50 

96 Mount Eden Vineyards 2015 Pinot Noir 
( Santa Cruz Mountains). Brilliantly fresh 

and snappy black raspberry aromas lead into a 
savory streak of mulberry-laced pork fat, hickory 
and tobacco smoke, with a hint of crushed slate 
on this wine’s fascinating and shape-shifting nose. 
Peppery spice grips the palate immediately, then 
splashes fresh red plum and pomegranate flavors 
around, finishing on white pepper, cracked nutmeg 
and unrelenting tension. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $65 

96 Ryan Cochrane 2016 Solomon Hills Vineyard 
Pinot Noir (Santa Maria Valley). Always one 

of the more compelling bottlings from the region 
each year, this single-vineyard expression shows 
smoked thyme, roasting game, light raspberry, tea 
leaves and dried purple flowers on the nose. Rose 
petal, Chinese five spice and cardamom pod flavors 
make for an exotic palate, set against a tart red-fruit 
backdrop. —M.K. 
abv: 13.3% Price: $46 

95 Albatross Ridge 2015 Estate Reserve Pinot 
Noir (Monterey County). For full review see 

page 3. 
abv: 13% Price: $65 

95 Daniel 2015 Ferrington Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Anderson Valley). Savory nuances and 

a tight, nervy structure distinguish this impres-
sive, potentially long-lived wine. It has all the ripe 
fruit and full body one could ask for, but also offers 
accents of sage, black tea and redwood forest in the 
aromas and meaty accents in the flavors. Great bal-
ance from good acidity and firm tannins completes 
the picture. Best after 2021. Cellar Selection. —J.G. 
abv: 13.3% Price: $60 

95 Gary Farrell 2016 Bien Nacido Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Santa Maria Valley). For full review see 

page 3. 
abv: 13.3% Price: $70 

95 Lynmar 2016 Lynn’s Blend Pinot Noir ( Russian 
River Valley). Powerfully structured and 

brooding in dark fruit, this velvety red (named for 
the winery’s founder) is exotic and savory in nature. 
A succulent midpalate gives way to highlights of 
white pepper, cardamom and black tea as the ripe-
ness grips the tongue. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $85 

95 Lynmar 2016 Monastery Pinot Noir (Russian 
River Valley). For full review see page 3. 

abv: 14.2% Price: $70 

95 Melville 2016 Anna’s Block Pinot Noir (Sta. 
Rita Hills). Rusty red cherry, wild mint, 

turned earth and rainbow peppercorns show on the 
lovely nose of this bottling by Chad Melville from 
his family’s property. The palate is extremely fresh 
and vibrant, with Bing cherry and plump hibiscus 
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96 Bee Hunter 2015 Docker Hill Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Mendocino). The nose of this wine 

from the folks at Balo Vineyards is full of ripe fruit, 
giving it a powerful yet nuanced feel. Intense, deep 
fruit flavor mingles with sage, rhubarb, black tea 
and a touch of black pepper. It’s delicious and com-
plex on the palate, with smooth, fine layers of inte-
grated tannins and acidity. Best after 2023. Cellar 
Selection. —J.G. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $48 

96 Talley 2016 Rosemary’s Vineyard Estate 
Bottled Chardonnay (Arroyo Grande Valley). 

A white peach aroma meets hazelnut, lemon cream, 
brioche, whipped butter and salt on the lavish and 
yet restrained nose of this bottling. An iron grip 
immediately seizes the palate with chalky tension 
and flavors, then smooths into tones of lemon pre-
serves on toast, tangerine zest, vanilla dust and sea 
salt caramel. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $48 

95 Albatross Ridge 2015 Estate Reserve Pinot 
Noir (Monterey County). From an epic vine-

yard 1,250 feet above the Carmel Valley comes this 
bottling by the Bowlus family. It shows aromas of 
candied red cherry, grenadine and turned earth on 
the nose. The palate is herbally tinged and tightly 
wound, offering pomegranate, rose hips, dried flow-
ers, pepper and tree bark flavors that extend deep 
into the finish. —M.K. 
abv: 13% Price: $65 

95 Gary Farrell 2016 Bien Nacido Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Santa Maria Valley). Subtle and ele-

gant aromas of pomegranate, dried rose petals and 
a touch of game show on the beautiful nose of this 
bottling. There’s a wide array of flavors on the pal-
ate, from dried lilac, violet and rose petals to black 
plum, tarragon, Earl Grey tea and more game. —M.K. 
abv: 13.3% Price: $70 

95 La Jota Vineyard 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Howell Mountain). Exotic herb and floral 

tones start off this brawny full-bodied wine. Plum 
and black currant flavors underscore bristling acid-
ity and a well-built tannic structure, as secondary 
characteristics of sage, cedar and oak emerge. This 
should be put away and enjoyed 2025–2030. Cellar 
Selection. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $125 

95 Lynmar 2016 Monastery Pinot Noir (Russian 
River Valley). This wine brims in sizzling 

Asian spice and vanilla. Tangy acidity supports the 
bright, fresh core of cherry, pomegranate, leather 
and soy, finishing on tones of black tea and white 
pepper. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $70 

The Wine Enthusiast 
Buying Guide

The Buying Guide includes ratings and reviews of new-release 
and selected older beverage alcohol products evaluated by Wine 
Enthusiast Magazine’s editors and other qualified tasters. Regular 
contributors to our Buying Guide include Tasting Director  Alexander 
 Peartree, Executive Editor Susan Kostrzewa, Managing Editor 
 Lauren  Buzzeo, Assistant Tasting Director Fiona Adams, Tasting 
Coordinator Carrie Dykes, Contributing Editors Michael Schachner, 
Anna Lee C. Iijima, Christina Pickard, Mike DeSimone, Jeff Jenssen 
and Spirits Editor Kara Newman in New York; European Editor 
Roger Voss in France; Italian Editor Kerin O’Keefe in Switzerland; 
Contributing Editor Anne Krebiehl in England; Contributing Editors 
Virginie Boone, Jim Gordon and Matt Kettmann in California; and 
Contributing Editors Paul Gregutt and Sean Sullivan in  Washington.

If a wine was evaluated by a single reviewer, that taster’s 
initials appear following the note. When no initials appear fol-
lowing a wine review, the wine was evaluated by two or more 
reviewers  and the score and tasting note reflect the input of all 
tasters. Unless otherwise stated, all spirit reviews are by Kara 
Newman and all beer reviews are by Lauren Buzzeo.

Each review contains a score, the full name of the product, its 
suggested national retail price, its alcohol (abv) as reported to us 
by the submitter and a tasting note. If price or alcohol content 
cannot be confirmed, NA (not available) will be printed. Prices 
are for 750-ml bottles unless otherwise indicated. 

TASTING METHODOLOGY AND GOALS
All tastings reported in the Buying Guide are performed blind. 
Typically, products are tasted in peer-group flights of from 5–8 
samples. Reviewers may know general information about a flight 
to provide context—vintage, variety or appellation—but never 
the producer or retail price of any given selection. When possible, 
products considered flawed or uncustomary are retasted. 

ABOUT THE SCORES
Ratings reflect what our editors felt about a particular product. 
Beyond the rating, we encourage you to read the accompanying 
tasting note to learn about a product’s special characteristics.

 Classic 98–100: The pinnacle of quality.
 Superb 94–97: A great achievement.
 Excellent 90–93: Highly recommended.
 Very Good 87–89: Often good value; well recommended.
 Good 83–86: Suitable for everyday consumption;  
  often good value.
 Acceptable 80–82: Can be employed in casual, less- 
  critical circumstances.

Products deemed Unacceptable (receiving a rating below 80 
points) are not reviewed.

SPECIAL DESIGNATIONS
Editors’ Choice products are those that offer excellent qual-

ity at a price above our Best Buy range, or a product at any price 
with unique qualities that merit special attention.

Cellar Selections are products deemed highly collectible 
and/or requiring time in a temperature-controlled wine cellar to 
reach their maximum potential. A Cellar Selection designation 
does not mean that a product must be stored to be enjoyed, but 
that cellaring will probably result in a more enjoyable bottle. In 
general, an optimum time for cellaring will be indicated.

Best Buys are products that offer a high level of quality in 
relation to price. Wines meriting this award are generally priced 
at $15 or less, and are designated Best Buys after surpassing a 
specific quality-to-price ratio benchmark.

SUBMITTING PRODUCTS FOR REVIEW
Products should be submitted to the appropriate reviewing lo-
cation as detailed in our FAQ, available online via winemag.com/
contact-us. Inquiries should be addressed to the Tasting & Review 
Department at 914.345.9463 or email tastings@wineenthusiast.
net. There is no charge for submitting products. We make 
every effort to taste all products submitted for review, but there 
is no guarantee that all products submitted will be tasted, or 
that reviews will appear in the magazine. All samples must be 
accompanied by the appropriate submission forms, which may 
be downloaded from our Web site.

LABELS
Labels are paid promotions. Producers and importers are given 
the opportunity to submit labels only after the reviews have been 
finalized and assigned to a specific issue. Labels are reproduced 
and printed along with tasting notes and scores. For information 
on label  purchases, contact Denise Valenza at 813.571.1122; fax 
866.896.8786; or email dvalenza@wineenthusiast.net.

Find all reviews on our fully searchable database at  
winemag.com/ratings
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94 Albatross Ridge 2015 Estate Chardonnay 
(Monterey County). There is a strong wet-

chalk note on the nose of this bottling, along with 
aromas of marmalade, sourdough, apple, pear and 
lemon candy. The palate is consumed by a compel-
ling tannic grip, framing diverse yet complementary 
flavors of chalk, clay, honeysuckle, Asian pear and 
nectarine. —M.K. 
abv: 13% Price: $65 

94 Amador Cellars 2015 The Native Zinfandel 
(Amador County). Generous aromas of wild 

berry, sage and spice shine through in this fruity, bold 
and well-balanced wine that was fermented with 
native yeast. The palate offers tangy raspberry and 
sour-cherry flavors, firm tannins, lively acidity and, 
most importantly, an appetizing character that keeps 
you coming back for more. Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $34 

94 Bella 2015 Barrel 32 Zinfandel (Sonoma 
County). This wine is blended from some 

of the best barrels that the winery made in 2015 
from various parts of Sonoma. Gorgeous, plump 
blackberry aromas meet palate-drenching berry 
and black-cherry flavors in this dramatically con-
centrated but smooth-textured wine. It has a great 
sense of depth and focus due to the perfectly rip-
ened fruit, while staying supple and composed. Best 
through 2025. Cellar Selection. —J.G. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $58 

94 Bella 2015 Rocks Edge Zinfandel (Rockpile). 
This is one of the rare Zinfandels that needs 

time in the cellar to reach its most enjoyable stage. 
The concentration and depth of fruit is apparent, 
but it’s currently wound up with tight tannins and 
bright acidity, needing time to unravel its complexi-
ties. Best after 2022. Cellar Selection. —J.G. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $58 

94 Boekenoogen 2016 3 Clone Estate Pinot Noir 
(Santa Lucia Highlands). Elegant aromas 

of black raspberry, wild mint, tarragon and mossy 
earth show on the nose of this clonal blend. Earthy 
thyme and cherry-tomato flavors play against the 
cranberry and raspberry fruit of the palate, with 
bright acidity driving deep into the finish. —M.K. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $58 

94 Boich 2014 Wall Road Vineyard Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Mount Veeder). This is a thick, 

layered and leathery wine, with ample spice and 
complexity. Cinnamon, toast, clove, red currant and 
black cherry tones highlight a full-bodied robust 
experience of impressive integration and tamed 
tannins. —V.B. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $175 

94 Daou 2015 Micho (Paso Robles). Dark yet 
pure aromas of blueberry, black pepper, 

olive and savory roasted beef show on the nose of 
this blend of 57% Merlot and 43% Cabernet Sau-
vignon. It’s thick and lavish on the palate, with 
sticky tannins and dark berry and charred meat fla-
vors that make the mouth stand at attention. Drink 
2020–2035. Cellar Selection. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $75 

94 Gary Farrell 2016 Rochioli Vineyard Chardon-
nay (Russian River Valley). The beautiful 

Rochioli site is divinely represented here, offering 
a lush, plush wine with an effusive nose of spicy 
oak. On the palate, the acidity is firm and focused, 
adding to a complex layering of texture and well-
defined flavors of green apple, grapefruit and lime. 
—V.B. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $65 

94 Justin 2014 Isosceles Reserve (Paso Robles). 
There is a focused intensity of black plum, 

elderberry and black-cherry pie on the nose of this 
blend of 82% Cabernet Sauvignon, 9% Merlot, 
5% Cabernet Franc and 4% Malbec. A ripe black-
cherry flavor meets with licorice, vanilla and fudge 
on the palate, where polished tannins provide ample 
 structure. —M.K. 
abv: 16% Price: $105 
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94 La Pitchoune 2014 Pinot Noir (Sonoma 
Coast). Dark cherry liqueur and marzipan 

leave an impression on the nose before a grippy 
structure and a stemmy earth tone join on the pal-
ate. This is balanced yet concentrated in feel, with 
blood orange and black cherry on the midpalate that 
lead to spicy clove and nutmeg on the finish. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $48 

94 Robert Biale 2016 Monte Rosso Vineyard 
Zinfandel (Moon Mountain District Sonoma 

County). Sourced from a mountainous site, this wine 
is brimming in mineral aspects of volcanic ash and 
crushed rock. Tangy and expansive on the palate, it 
offers persistent tones of flowers, ginger and laven-
der that accent rich baked plum. Enjoy 2021–2031. 
Cellar Selection. —V.B. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $68 

94 Vokel 2016 828 Neighbors Pinot Noir (Rus-
sian River Valley). Named for the clone used 

in the cuvée, this wine offers lightly spiced, deli-
cately layered tones of raspberry, cherry and pome-
granate. The acidity is interwoven nicely between 
the fruit and spice. —V.B. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $70 

93 Bella 2015 Maple Vineyards Annie’s Block 
Zinfandel (Dry Creek Valley). Brambly aro-

mas and wild berry flavors give this wine a classic 
profile, while a full body and moderate tannins help 
firm up the texture. Hints of olive and sage offer 
added complexity. —J.G. 
abv: 15% Price: $55 

93 Benovia 2016 Three Sisters Chardonnay 
(Fort Ross-Seaview). This is made from the 

spectacular coastal vineyard farmed by the Marti-
nelli family, showing the cool-climate grip of tart, 
tangy acidity. Flavors or apple blossom and Meyer 
lemon custard give it an unctuous quality that’s 
hard to resist. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $50 

93 Carmen 2013 Gold Reserve Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Maipo Valley). Saturated aromas 

of jammy blackberry come with plenty of Maipo’s 
herbal essence. A sappy, full-bodied palate is 
extracted in feel but doesn’t tip in the wrong direc-
tion. Luscious blackberry flavors land on the fin-
ish alongside flavors of chocolate and prune. Drink 
through 2021. Trinchero Family Estates. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $50 

93 Château Pas de l’Ane 2014 Saint-Émilion. 
Rich blackberry fruit and layers of tannins 

are a great combination for this wine that has profited 
from the quality of the Cabernet Franc in this vintage. 
It has plenty of fruit and acidity, as well as firm, still-
toasty tannins. The wine needs to age. Drink from 
2023. LefGroup, LLC. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $74 

93 Cocchi 2011 Pas Dosé Brut Nature (Alta 
Langa). Heady, inviting aromas of wild herb, 

field flower and white stone fruit lift from the glass 
along with a whiff of crusty bread. Made with no 
added dosage, the vibrant, linear palate doles out 
yellow apple, white peach, lemon rind and min-
eral alongside bright acidity and a silky mousse. A 
hint of hazelnut lingers on the smooth, dry finish. 
Alpenz. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $50 

93 Daou 2016 Cuvée Lizzy (Adelaida District). 
An intense elderberry aroma meets with an 

equally powerful scent of toasted oak on the nose of 
this blend of 63% Malbec, 23% Petit Verdot and 
14% Cabernet Franc. The elderberry-oak combina-
tion carries into the palate as well, where it also 
picks up blackberry jam and pastry flavors, layered 
with polished tannins and light acidity. —M.K. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $75 
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93 Diora 2016 La Petite Grace Pinot Noir (Mon-
terey). This is an expertly delivered steak 

house Pinot Noir, with big, booming aromas and fla-
vors. Concentrated, intense tones of Bing cherry and 
boysenberry are lifted by star anise and a strong flo-
ral character on the nose. The palate brings flavors 
of boysenberry pie and vanilla, with bright acid and 
smooth but hearty tannins. Editors’ Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 

93 Dutton-Goldfield 2017 Chileno Valley Vine-
yard Riesling (Petaluma Gap). From a vine-

yard farmed by Mark Pasternak on the Marin side 
of the new Petaluma Gap AVA, this is a perennially 
beautiful, bone-dry white. Floral, stony and crisp, 
it offers white peach and apple aromas and flavors, 
while the acidity is refreshing and integrated. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $30 

93 Ex Post Facto 2016 Syrah (Santa Barbara 
County). This Syrah from Winemaker Greg 

Brewer is dynamic and built to last, starting with 
aromas of crushed peppercorn, tapenade, twigs, 
ground pepper, tar and elderberry fruit. The palate 
combines black currant with tart black-plum skin, 
thyme, bay and peppercorns, ending on flashes of 
tar and mocha. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $35 

93 Gary Farrell 2016 Russian River Selection 
 Pinot Noir (Russian River Valley). From a 

blend of iconic sites, like Rochioli, Hallberg and 
Martaella, this opens with thick, dense and concen-
trated tones of dried cherry and cola before unleash-
ing a wealth of white pepper and black tea. It finds 
a balance between the fruit and the forest elements 
on the midpalate, finishing in silky brilliance. —V.B. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $45 

93 Grand Napa 2015 Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Napa Valley). Juicy black fruit meets pow-

erfully structured tannins and concentrated flavor 
in this wine, blended with 10% Petit Verdot, 5% 
Cabernet Franc and 3% Merlot. Sizable oak sup-
ports layers of black cherry and currant, along with 
tense, underlying acidity. Enjoy 2025–2030. Cellar 
Selection. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $85 

93 Jean-Claude Boisset 2016 En Remilly Pre-
mier Cru (Saint-Aubin). This wine shows 

the richness of the appellation in this vintage. It is 
opulent, full of ripe fruits and with just the right 
amount of acidity. Textured and still young, it will 
be ready to drink from 2019. Boisset Collection. 
Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $55 

93 Margerum 2017 Sybarite Sauvignon Blanc 
(Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara). This 

extremely energetic and zippy bottling offers grassy 
elements on the nose that are balanced by hints of 
passion fruit, wet stone and lime rind. The palate is 
extremely textural and grippy, delivering pear and 
apple flavors along with pink-grapefruit pith and a 
chalky finish. Editors’ Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $21 

93 Patz & Hall 2016 Chardonnay (Sonoma 
Coast). Rich and brooding with intensely 

perfumed oak, this is a layered white made from 
grapes grown throughout the appellation. It delivers 
medium-bodied weight and grip, with lush apple 
and gingersnap flavors. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $40 

93 Portalupi 2016 Pauli Ranch Barbera (Mendo-
cino County). This is a bold, ripe and rich 

wine that leads with saturated aromas of black fruits. 
On the palate, it feels broad, gentle and velvety as 
fine-grained tannins support flavors of blueberry, 
cocoa and black pepper. Excellent to drink now, it 
has the requisite tannins, acidity and depth for aging. 
Best after 2023. Cellar Selection. —J.G. 
abv: 15.8% Price: $38 
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93 Robert Biale 2016 Pagani Ranch Zinfandel 
(Sonoma County). From old vines in the 

heart of the Sonoma Valley, this is an earthy, savory 
and impeccably structured wine. Lavender, rose and 
cedar all play a role in contributing complexity and 
depth to this beautiful wine. Editors’ Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $52 

93 Rockpile 2016 Rockpile Ridge Vineyard Zin-
fandel (Rockpile). With an addition of 5% 

Petite Sirah, this wine is brooding in a berry fruit 
tone that mingles with brown sugar, baking spice 
and coffee. Lifted acidity does a good job reining 
in the fundamental power and concentration at its 
core. —V.B. 
abv: 14.57% Price: $45 

93 SalvaTerra 2008 Cave di Prun Riserva (Ama-
rone della Valpolicella Classico). Aromas of 

pipe tobacco, ripe dark-skinned fruit, nutmeg and 
vanilla lead the way. The concentrated, polished 
palate offers prune, fig, mocha and licorice along-
side polished, velvety tannins. Drink through 2028. 
Salvaterra USA. Cellar Selection. —K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $75 

93 Sanford 2013 Founders’ Vines Single Block 
Estate Grown Pinot Noir (Sta. Rita Hills). 

This is a rare look at the original vines planted by 
Richard Sanford and Michael Benedict in the 1970s. 
Aromas of candied strawberry and red currant lead 
into a dry palate, where cranberry, rose petal, thyme 
and dried sagebrush arise. The integrated acidity 
and tannic structure are most compelling, along 
with the lingering hint of dried flowers. Editors’ 
Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $115 

93 Tenuta San Guido 2016 Guidalberto (Tos-
cana). This blend of Cabernet Sauvignon 

and Merlot opens with aromas of black currant, star 
anise and a whiff of incense. It’s savory and elegant, 
doling out flavors of dried black cherry, raspberry 
jam, white pepper and licorice. Fine-grained tan-
nins and fresh acidity provide balanced support. 
Enjoy through 2027. Kobrand. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $60 

93 Tornatore 2016 Pietrarizzo Rosso (Etna). 
Wild rose, red berry, dark spice and Medi-

terranean brush aromas come together to create a 
delicate, alluring fragrance. The smooth, elegant 
palate doles out juicy red cherry, strawberry, white 
pepper and clove alongside polished, silky tan-
nins. Bright acidity gives it tension and energy. It’s 
already approachable, but will age well for several 
more years. Drink through 2026. LUX Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $55 

93 Trombetta 2016 Pinot Noir (Sonoma Coast). 
This wine opens with a voluptuous nose of 

black cherry, vanilla and black tea. The palate is 
lush and expansive, with complex earthiness that 
highlights a fruit profile brimming in spice and 
lively acidity. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $45 

92 Alara 2016 Pinot Noir (Central Coast). Deep 
and concentrated aromas of black plum and 

red currant meet an earthy core of herbs and forest 
floor on the nose of this bottling. Fresh and snappy 
flavors of raspberry and pomegranate are framed by 
a chalky texture on the palate, where sagebrush and 
incense flavors also arise. —M.K. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $41 

92 Baca 2016 Tug O’ War Maffei Vineyard Zin-
fandel (Russian River Valley). Beautifully 

inviting in aromas of baked bread and cherry-berry 
fruitiness, this is a well-integrated, soft and rich 
wine that delivers plenty of vibrant flavor and com-
plexity. A note of charred oak provides complexity 
on the finish. —V.B. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $50 
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92 Beckon 2016 Bien Nacido Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Santa Maria Valley). Dried red cherry, wild 

thyme, sagebrush and an underlying hint of game 
show on the nose of this bottling from a vineyard 
first planted more than four decades ago. The pal-
ate is herbaceous at first before delivering flavors of 
roast pork in a mulberry-thyme sauce. —M.K. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $45 

92 Bee Hunter 2016 Mariah Vineyards Chardon-
nay (Mendocino Ridge). Harmonious and 

beautifully integrated, this supple and flavorful 
wine feels seamless and tastes rich, complex and 
complete. The palate subtly combines flavors of 
ripe apple and pear with hints of honey, butter and 
vanilla. —J.G. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $32 

92 Bella 2015 Florence Zinfandel (Dry Creek 
 Valley). Pure, expressive fruit flavors and a 

supremely polished texture make this full-bodied 
wine a delight to drink. It practically oozes rasp-
berry and blackberry aromas, and floods the palate 
with flavors of berries and peppery spice. —J.G. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $40 

92 Cocchi 2013 Bianc ’d Bianc Brut (Alta Langa). 
Yellow wildflower and orchard fruit aromas 

mingle with a whiff of baked bread. On the creamy 
palate, bright acidity lifts flavors of Golden Deli-
cious, tangy lemon and a hint of hazelnut. A silky 
mousse lends finesse. Alpenz. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $45 

92 Cocchi 2013 TotoCorde Brut (Alta Langa). 
This offers enticing scents of field flower, 

white stone fruit and bread dough. On the vibrant 
palate, you’ll find ripe Bartlett pear, nectarine and 
juicy citrus offset by an elegant mousse and crisp 
acidity. Alpenz. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $38 

92 Cuda Ridge 2016 Merlot (Livermore Valley). 
Great concentration and good balance make 

this medium- to full-bodied wine enjoyable. It has 
an intense dark color and plenty of ripe red- and 
black-cherry aromas and flavors that flood the lay-
ered, saturated mouthfeel. —J.G. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $34 

92 Domaine Jessiaume 2016 Les Gravières Pre-
mier Cru (Santenay). This is a textured and 

structured wine that has good aging potential. Tones 
of butter and ripe fruit broaden out the palate, while 
plenty of acidity keeps everything fresh. Drink from 
2020. MS Walker. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $49 

92 Folded Hills 2016 Grant Grenache (Santa 
Ynez Valley). Black raspberry, red plum 

candy and a hint of hibiscus show on the nose of this 
bottling from a new winery owned by Andy Busch 
of the Anheuser-Busch family. There are intense 
streaks of red flowers and rosewater on the palate, 
alongside notes of plum and  cinnamon. —M.K. 
abv: 13.1% Price: $38 

92 Jarvis 2014 Estate Grown Cave Fermented 
Tempranillo (Napa Valley). This is a soft, 

well-integrated and moderately tannic wine, juicy 
in brawny black fruit and smoked meat. It offers a 
dusting of tannins that are offset by the fruit fla-
vors, finishing with aspects of lavender, licorice and 
black pepper. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $85 
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92 Lava Cap 2016 Estate Bottled Grenache (El 
Dorado). Plummy and generous on the nose, 

and equally rich and expansive on the palate, this 
wine is smoothly textured and full bodied. Light tan-
nins add a little grip to the plush sensations of black 
plums, strawberries and a dash of dried herbs. —J.G. 
abv: 15.6% Price: $28 

92 Lava Cap 2015 Estate Bottled Cabernet Franc 
(El Dorado). This wine is powerful but well-

balanced, showing a ripe black-fruit aroma and rich 
black-cherry flavor. Moderate tannins and bright 
acidity yield a lip-smacking texture. The appealing 
fruit flavors are lightly accented by subtle oak spice. 
Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $40 

92 Le Casque 2017 Damiano Vineyard Viognier 
(Placer County). This charming wine offers 

richness backed by well-honed acidity, so it stays 
fresh on the palate through the finish. Light baking-
spice and honeysuckle aromas lead to subtle vanilla 
and white-peach flavors that enhance the smooth 
mouthfeel.  Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $26 

92 Peltier 2016 Estate Grown Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Lodi). This wine is big and bold, 

offering a ripe black-fruit aroma along with complex 
nuances of black olive, sage and black pepper. These 
tones carry to the full-bodied palate and are sup-
ported by a firm tannic strucure. Drink after 2022. 
Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $25 

92 Planeta 2016 Eruzione 1614 Nerello Mas-
calese (Sicilia). Made predominantly from 

Nerello Mascalese and a small percentage of Nerello 
Cappuccio, this wine offers alluring aromas of red 
berry, blue flower, crushed stone and wild herb. It’s 
elegantly structured and focused, evoking crushed 
raspberry, Marasca cherry, savory black pepper and 
graphite alongside taut, refined tannins and bright 
acidity. Drink through 2026. Taub Family Selec-
tions. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

92 Replica 2016 Goldenrod Flower Pinot Noir 
(Anderson Valley). This wine offers aromas 

of fresh cherry and berry. Smooth and gentle on the 
palate, the berry flavors become even more ripe on 
the palate and ease through the lingering fruit-and-
spice finish. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $38 

92 Robert Biale 2016 Black Chicken Zinfan-
del (Napa Valley). Made mostly from Oak 

Knoll District fruit, this perennial favorite offers 
rich tones of mocha, blackberry and cinnamon 
toast that are balanced by underlying acidity. It’s 
a crowd-pleasing style that strikes a harmonious 
chord between fruit and structure. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $48 

92 Rotari 2011 40 Anni Special Limited Edition 
Riserva (Trento). Packed in a festive gold-

wrapped bottle in honor of the firm’s 40th anni-
versary, this 100% Chardonnay opens with delicate 
scents of white stone fruit, bread crust and a hint of 
toast. The elegant palate offers yellow apple, pear, 
citrus zest and hazelnut alongside fresh acidity and 
a refined perlage. Prestige Wine Imports Corp. Edi-
tors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $40 

92 SalvaTerra 2011 Amarone della Valpolicella 
Classico. Aromas of baked plum, mocha and 

crushed blue flower take shape in the glass. The 
smooth, full-bodied palate delivers black cherry 
jam, licorice and tobacco alongside polished tan-
nins. Salvaterra USA. —K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $50 
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92 Sangiacomo 2016 Roberts Road Vineyard 
Pinot Noir (Sonoma Coast). Earthy blue-

berry and clove tones give way to a juicy core of soft, 
integrated fruit. This is ultimately a full-bodied, 
ripe and robust wine that lingers on a baking spice 
note. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $70 

92 Saracina 2016 Skid Row Vineyard Malbec 
(Mendocino County). Ripe grape and plum 

aromas fill the nose in this exuberant and fruity 
wine. The palate brings a rich blackberry-jam flavor 
that seems to coat the tongue in a velvety texture, 
ending on a delicious dark-grape tone on the fin-
ish. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $28 

92 Saucelito Canyon 2015 1880 Old Vine Zinfan-
del (Arroyo Grande Valley). Intense aromas 

of black fruit, savory meats and dried flowers pro-
vide a complex entry to the nose of this wine, which 
comes from vines planted in 1880. Buoyant acidity 
and ample structure uphold the palate, where bright 
flavors of blackberry and elderberry meet with 
mocha and anise. —M.K. 
abv: 13.92% Price: $80 

92 Skinner 2017 Seven Generations (El Dorado). 
Plush but not fat, this subtle and complex 

wine combines peach and vanilla flavors with fig, 
crushed rock and bright acidity. The creamy mouth-
feel stays well balanced as lemon and crisp apple 
notes come forward on the midpalate and linger 
through the finish. —J.G. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $26 

92 Steele 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon (Red Hills). 
Complexity and concentration mark this 

wine as a standout. It has a deep, dark color, with 
aromas of black cherry, currant and mint. Layered 
flavors of ripe fruit and mild spice are bolstered by 
a velvety texture of fine-grained tannins. The finish 
lingers nicely, and the wine will surely improve in 
the cellar. Best after 2021. Cellar Selection. —J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $30 

92 Tower 15 2016 The Jetty (Central Coast). 
Plum, dried strawberry, rocky earth, nut-

meg and fennel make for a brilliantly complex nose 
in this blend of 50% Grenache, 26% Syrah, 10% 
Cinsault, 9% Carignan and 5% Counoise. The pal-
ate shows a plump plum flavor and a healthy dose of 
baking spice, with the tannins and acidity in expert 
balance. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

92 Valdivieso NV Caballo Loco Number Seven-
teen (Central Valley). Earthy berry, cocoa, 

oak spice, tobacco and herbal aromas are inte-
grated on the nose. While this is thick and rich in 
feel, dense berry and spice flavors are compelling. A 
blend of multiple vintages of Valdivieso’s best red-
wine stock, it’s dry, tannic and spicy on the finish. 
Drink now with thorough airing, or hold through 
2030. El Catador Corp. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $70 

92 Yacoubian-Hobbs 2015 Areni (Vayots Dzor). 
This deep ruby wine has a nose of pome-

granate and white chocolate. Silky tannins provide 
a rich mouthfeel and offer a backdrop for flavors of 
black plum, raspberry, anisette and espresso bean 
that head off into a baking spice finish. Paul Hobbs 
Selections. —M.D. 
abv: 14% Price: $32 

91 Alara 2016 Tempranillo (San Benito County). 
Ripe aromas of black plum, cocoa, cinnamon 

and turned loam show on the nose of this bottling 
from a newer winery in the Gilroy area. Thyme, 
marjoram and oregano play against red plum on the 
herbal palate. —M.K. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $39 
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91 Angry Bunch 2015 Zinfandel (Dry Creek  Valley). 
Grainy, thick and concentrated, this wine 

offers structure amidst its big-boned richness and 
ripe flavor. Sizable tannins surround a core of bram-
bly black fruit and toasted oak that lingers on the 
finish. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $25 

91 Balletto 2017 Estate Grown Estate Bottled 
Pinot Gris (Russian River Valley). This is a 

succulent, textured white that’s vibrant in tones of 
Meyer lemon and blood orange. The acidity is lively 
and refreshing, accentuating the fruit without dis-
traction. —V.B. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $20 

91 Calera 2016 Chardonnay (Central Coast). The 
nose of this wine is sharp and precise in tones 

of chalk, tangerine cream, dried lemon and crushed 
nuts. There’s a strong mineral quality through the 
entire palate that accents flavors of lemon juice and 
yellow pear. Editors’ Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $20 

91 Eberle 2016 Steinbeck Vineyard Syrah (Paso 
Robles). There’s a tarry backbone to the nose 

of this bottling, but there’s also ample blackberry 
fruit, peppercorn, roasted meat and crushed vio-
let aromas. The palate is intense in more tar, meat 
and peppercorn flavors, which result in a savory, 
medium-bodied mouthfeel. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $28 

91 Encanto 2017 Encanto Vineyard Sauvignon 
Blanc (Lake County). This enticing wine is 

savory on the nose, displaying light herb, fig and 
mineral aromas. Rich melon and crushed rock fla-
vors yield a creamy texture. —J.G. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $24 

91 Francis Coppola 2016 Diamond Collection 
Black Label Claret Cabernet Sauvignon 

( California). Superripe flavors of black cherry juice 
and blackberry jam give this full-bodied wine rich-
ness and depth. It is concentrated and deep, show-
ing dark chocolate and blueberry flavors, with light 
spicy, oaky accents of vanilla, cedar and mocha. Edi-
tors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $21 

91 Goldschmidt 2013 Plus Yoeman Vineyard Cab-
ernet Sauvignon (Alexander Valley). Aged in 

new oak, this wine is rich and syrupy thick. The oak 
takes on smoky overtones that mesh well with the 
ripe cherry fruit, with flavors of sage and clove as 
well. The tannins are polished yet burly, adding siz-
able structure into the mix. —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $150 

91 Hillersden 2017 Sparkling Sauvignon Blanc 
(Marlborough). This is a fruity sparkler made 

in the Charmat method. The nose is a mix of hon-
eyed nuts, yeasty apples, green tea and orange zest 
while the palate shows a touch of sweetness, which 
enhances the tangy fruit and honey flavors without 
completely taking over. Hillersden. —C.P. 
abv: 12% Price: $22 

91 Jermann 2017 Pinot Grigio (Friuli). Honey-
suckle and tropical fruit aromas lead the nose 

of this savory white. Smooth and juicy, the envel-
oping palate doles out honeydew melon, cantaloupe 
and baking spice alongside a hint of tangy citrus. 
LUX Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $30 
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91 Justin 2015 Isosceles (Paso Robles). Snappy 
aromas of boysenberry and black raspberry 

mark a somewhat lighter, brighter spin on this 
classic blend of 76% Cabernet Sauvignon, 13% 
 Cabernet Franc and 11% Merlot. Smashed plums 
and berries run into tobacco and herbs on the  palate, 
where bright acidity pushes into the finish. —M.K. 
abv: 15% Price: $72 

91 Koyle 2015 Royale Los Lingues Vineyard Cab-
ernet Sauvignon (Colchagua Valley). Cola, 

mint and eucalyptus aromas are attached to a spicy 
berry tone. The full-bodied palate is saturated yet 
balanced, while pepper and blackberry flavors come 
with an herbal undertone. Drink through 2025. 
Natural Merchants, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

91 Kunde 2015 Reserve Century Vines Zinfandel 
(Sonoma Valley). Big, brawny waves of black-

berry and mocha dot the landscape of this full- bodied 
wine that’s tense in structure and thick in rich tan-
nins. An earthy note of forest floor complements the 
bold fruit and gives depth to the wine. —V.B. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $60 

91 Lynmar 2016 Susanna’s Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Sonoma Coast). Tight and tannic, this is a 

bold coastal-influenced red. It’s thick and richly 
layered in dense flavors of pomegranate, dark cherry 
and blood orange. The oak and spice elements are 
well integrated and add complexity. —V.B. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $65 

91 Martinelli 2015 Pinot Noir (Sonoma Coast). 
This is a robust, generous and meaty red wine. 

On the palate, smoke and toasted oak tones support 
warm baking spice, black cherry and an undeniable 
earthiness of cardamom and forest floor. —V.B. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $45 

91 Michael David 2016 6th Sense Syrah (Lodi). 
This lavish wine matches loud oak spice on 

the nose with equally bold jammy fruit on the full 
palate, without the tannins becoming too oppres-
sive. It has aromas of vanilla, nutmeg and toasted 
bread plus tasty blackberry, blueberry and dark-
chocolate flavors. Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 15% Price: $16 

91 Michael Shaps 2015 Petit Manseng (Monti-
cello). This wine offers a nose of honey and 

grapefruit that leads into a palate full of marzipan, 
ripe papaya and ginger. There is great concentration 
and a creamy texture to the mouthfeel, with racy 
acidity keeping  balance. —C.D. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $30 

91 Old Ghost 2015 Old Vine Zinfandel (Lodi). Ripe 
fruit flavors, a firm texture and generous spicy 

oak make this full-bodied wine a winner. The color is 
deep and dark, while the bouquet emphasizes black-
berry and blueberry aromas that segue to a palate of 
baking spices and concentrated berries. —J.G. 
abv: 15.9% Price: $37 

91 Peju 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Napa Valley). 
Stainless-steel fermented, this is a floral and 

balanced wine that displays great tension and tex-
ture. Fleshy in flavors of peach, lime zest and wet 
stone, it delivers a rounded feel that lingers on the 
palate. —V.B. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $25 
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91 Planeta 2016 Rosso (Etna). Wild berry, Med-
iterranean scrub, underbrush and dark spice 

aromas form the nose of this immensely enjoyable, 
drinkable red. Smooth and linear, the bright, pol-
ished palate delivers crushed strawberry, juicy red 
cherry and ground black pepper alongside lithe tan-
nins. An iron note marks the close. Drink through 
2022. Taub Family Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

91 Rock Wren 2013 Syrah (Solano County Green 
Valley). A dark color and intense blackberry 

aroma gets this wine off to an impressive start. Rich 
flavors of blackberry and black cherry flood the pal-
ate, backed by firm tannins and steady acidity. It’s a 
big wine, not particularly oaky, but well poised and 
packs a lot of flavor. —J.G. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $25 

91 Saracina 2017 Unoaked Chardonnay (Men-
docino County). Intriguing pine-needle and 

white-pepper aromas lead to lean flavors of lemon 
and green apple in this light-bodied, crisp wine. 
It’s a refreshing antidote to the overly buttery, oaky 
options. —J.G. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $20 

91 Scharffenberger NV Brut Excellence Méthode 
Traditionnelle (Mendocino County). This 

enticing and supple wine starts with aromas of 
bread dough and toasted almonds. The palate brings 
flavors of both fresh and baked apple on a plush, 
softly sparkling texture. —J.G. 
abv: 12% Price: $18 

91 Summers 2016 Villa Andriana Vineyard 20th 
Anniversary Charbono (Calistoga). This 

obscure variety thrives in small amounts in the 
appellation and is done justice by this bottling. A 
fruity palate of cherry, vanilla and strawberry is 
complemented by lavender and white pepper. Soft in 
texture, it’s lovely and lingering on the palate. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $38 

91 Tenuta Montemagno NV TM Brut 24 Metodo 
Classico (Vino Spumante). Made with 100% 

Barbera grapes, this intriguing sparkler opens with 
aromas of dried rose petal, sandalwood and a whiff 
of bread dough. On the airy, elegant palate, fresh 
acidity brightens wild cherry, pomegranate, vanilla 
and a hint of white almond. A creamy perlage lends 
elegance. Cherio Holding & Trading. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $28 

91 Terlato 2017 Estate Bottled Pinot Grigio  (Friuli 
Colli Orientali). This opens with enticing 

scents of honeysuckle, ripe orchard fruit and a whiff 
of beeswax. The enveloping palate doles out juicy 
yellow pear, creamy white peach and a hint of cit-
rus, while a mineral note brightens the finish. Ter-
lato Wines International. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $24 

91 Tower 15 2016 The Swell (Central Coast). 
This blend of 33% Merlot, 27% Petit Ver-

dot, 27% Cabernet Sauvignon and 13% Cabernet 
Franc comes from both Paso Robles and Santa Bar-
bara County vineyards. It shows aromas of elder-
berry, leather, dried leaves and cappuccino on the 
nose. It’s lush in texture on the palate, where baked 
blackberry, charred meat and espresso bean flavors 
arise. —M.K. 
abv: 15% Price: $27 

91 Wente 2015 Charles Wetmore Single Vineyard 
Cabernet Sauvignon (Livermore Valley). This 

wine has a big, spicy presence backed by a lush fruit 
flavor. Cedar, clove and cinnamon aromas fill the 
nose followed by ripe black-cherry, blackberry and 
dried plum flavors that are wrapped in a blanket of 
fine-grained tannins. The mouthfeel is generous but 
balanced by good acidity. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 
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90 Altemasi 2010 Riserva Graal Metodo Clas-
sico Brut (Trento). This offers delicate 

scents evoking orchard fruit, chamomile and bread 
crust. On the linear palate, a racy perlage and 
vibrant acidity frame yellow apple, lemon zest and a 
hint of Alpine herb. Palm Bay International. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $45 

90 Angry Bunch 2015 Zinfandel (Mendocino 
County). This wine captures a wild brambly 

character without being tricked up with new oak. 
Bolstered by 6% Petite Sirah, 3% Syrah and 2% 
Alicante, it shows raspberry and tea aromas, while 
the palate brings ample cherry and raspberry fla-
vors and balanced tannins. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $21 

90 Artesa 2016 Chardonnay (Los Carneros). 
This is a full-bodied, fleshy and oaky white, 

intense in flavor and grippy power. It delivers tones 
of anise and lavender amidst succulent layers of 
white nectarine and green apple. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $35 

90 Balletto 2016 Emerson Block Burnside Road 
Vineyard Estate Grown Estate Bottled Pinot 

Noir (Russian River Valley). This wine is earthy, ripe 
and lush in texture. The palate is velvety and gener-
ous, displaying dark cherry and raspberry flavors, 
with lavender, rose petal and earthy forest-floor 
tones backing it up. —V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $46 

90 Balletto 2016 Estate Grown Estate Bottled 
Chardonnay (Russian River  Valley). This 

wine is a dry, expansive and fleshy expression of 
lemon, lime and Gravenstein apple. The oak is sup-
portive and lightly toasted, giving it a warm, invit-
ing undertone. Editors’ Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $28 

90 Balletto 2016 Estate Grown Estate Bottled 
Pinot Noir (Russian River Valley). This wine 

shows cherry and strawberry flavors that wrap 
around a succulent, delicate core. The acidity is 
nuanced and delicately balances an earthy under-
tone. —V.B. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $29 

90 Balletto 2015 Cider Ridge Vineyard Estate 
Grown Estate Bottled Chardonnay (Russian 

River Valley). This is a medium-bodied white offers 
plenty of personality, displaying tones of vanilla 
wafer and Meyer lemon. These flavors combine 
effortlessly on the palate to provide a well-balanced 
experience. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $39 

90 Bodegas Muriel 2017 Pazo Cilleiro Albariño 
(Rías Baixas). Nectarine and tangerine 

aromas are bright and clean. On the palate, this 
is plump yet balanced by a zip of acidity. Orange, 
nectarine and honey flavors finish with length and 
a sense of healthy ripeness. Drink now. Quintessen-
tial Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

90 Bouchaine 2016 Las Brisas Vineyard Riesling 
(Carneros). A waxy nose of apricot leads to 

flavors of peach and lime on the palate in this fresh, 
fleshy white. The moderate acidity enlivens and 
elongates the finish. —V.B. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $28 
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90 Buck Shack 2016 Small Batch Sustainably 
Farmed Cabernet Sauvignon (Lake County). 

Chocolate and beef aromas and flavors complement 
the generous, ripe berry and cherry notes in this 
full-bodied wine. New oak is prominent on the pal-
ate, showing loud tones of baking spice, mocha and 
maple. —J.G. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $35 

90 Château Recougne 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. This ripe wine is full of black fruits and 

ripe tannins, suggesting a fine future. It’s structured 
and dense, which promises richness as it develops 
and opens up. Give this concentrated wine until 
2022. Vintus LLC. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $19 

90 Chimney Rock 2015 Elevage Estate Grown 
(Stags Leap District). This is a blend of 

77% Merlot, 13% Cabernet Sauvignon, 6% Caber-
net Franc and 4% Petit Verdot from the producer’s 
estate in the heart of the appellation. It is driven by 
a velvety texture, with plush wrap-around tannins 
running the show. Oak, sage and cedar define the fla-
vors alongside layers of plum and red currant. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $110 

90 Dry Creek Vineyard 2015 DCV6 Estate Single 
Vineyard Series Cabernet Franc (Dry Creek 

Valley). Brawny in tones of toffee and coffee, this 
wine is generous in tannin and rich and rounded 
in feel. Black olive and blackberry flavors contrast 
well on the palate, making this a composed pack-
age. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $40 

90 Eberle 2017 Côtes-Du-Rôbles Blanc (Paso 
Robles). Delicate and chalky on the nose, 

this blend of 50% Grenache Blanc, 46% Rous-
sanne and 4% Viognier offers pear, honeysuckle 
and nectarine aromas. There is solid zip on the pal-
ate, where cantaloupe, lemon skin and dried apple 
flavors are touched with exotic saffron spice. —M.K. 
abv: 13.1% Price: $24 

90 Flora Springs 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Napa 
Valley). Fleshy, full-bodied and floral, this 

wine is generously proportioned in stone fruit and 
Meyer lemon tones. These tones complement the pal-
ate well, giving a sence of substance and style. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $27 

90 Gehricke 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon (Knights 
Valley). Blended with 11% Malbec and 2% 

Petite Sirah, this wine offers leather saddle and 
earth aromas on the nose. Generous helpings of 
oak and tannin give it power on the palate within 
a framework of briary red- and black-berry flavors. 
Editors’ Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $35 

90 Grgich Hills 2014 Violetta Late Harvest 
(Napa Valley). A blend of 46% Sauvignon 

Blanc, 37% Riesling and 17% Gewürztraminer—
all left to develop botrytis on the vines—this wine 
shows a petrol character that’s intense on the nose. 
The palate is viscous and rich in flavors of hazelnut, 
pineapple and honey. It winds its way to lingering, 
balanced finish. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $85/375 ml 

90 Kunde 2015 Heritage Block Zinfandel 
( Sonoma Valley). Made from estate-grown 

fruit, this offers notes of smoked oak and char-
cuterie on top of a soft, rounded expression of red 
fruit. The mellow tannins meld seamlessly with the 
 flavors. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $40 
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90 Lava Cap 2017 Reserve Chardonnay (El 
Dorado). This wine is packed full of ripe 

apple and pear flavors that are accented by vanilla 
and butter. This is a full-bodied, barrel-fermented 
wine that’s big in profile but smooth in feel. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $24 

90 MacRostie 2016 Chardonnay (Sonoma 
Coast). Full of melon and crème brûlée 

richness, this is a delightfully lush white from 
grapes grown across the appellation. It shows lay-
ered concentration and strong, lingering flavors of 
pineapple and caramel. Editors’ Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

90 Marimar Estate 2015 Don Miguel Vineyard 
Unfiltered Estate Grown & Bottled Tempra-

nillo (Russian River Valley). Blueberry, mocha and 
earth highlight this softly textured wine that’s made 
from an estate-grown site and pays homage to the 
producer’s Spanish heritage. It has grip and quiet 
power. —V.B. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $53 

90 Mengler Family Wines 2017 Alegría Vine-
yards Rosé of Syrah (Russian River Valley). 

Meat, sage and lavender highlight the light yet com-
plex body of this dry rosé. Fresh acidity and fruity 
components of raspberry and blood orange persist 
from start to finish. —V.B. 
abv: 12.9% Price: $28 

90 Michael David 2015 Ink Blot Cabernet Franc 
(Lodi). This broad-textured, deeply fruity 

wine is also generously spiced with oak. It shows 
tempting black-cherry and blackberry flavors, as 
well as plentiful vanilla, nutmeg and milk chocolate 
accents. These flavors are housed on a richly tannic 
texture and lead to a spicy finish. —J.G. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $35 

90 Pine Ridge 2017 Chenin Blanc-Viognier (Cali-
fornia). Crisp, lively and refreshing, this 

medium-bodied wine offers a tangy citrus flavor 
and a light mineral accent that adds complexity. It’s 
a natural pairing for seafood. Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $16 

90 Portalupi 2016 Shake Ridge Ranch Barbera 
(Amador County). This is a pretty, fruity 

and focused wine that displays good balance and 
a sleek texture. It offers plenty of red cherry, black 
cherry and spice accents that are supported by light 
tannins and tangy acidity. —J.G. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $45 

90 Radix 2015 Laevus Syrah-Petite Sirah (Red 
Mountain). This is a blend of 69% Syrah 

and 31% Petite Sirah, all coming from Red Heaven 
Vineyard. Generous aromas of cherry, blackberry, 
plum and spice lead to a dense, ripe, full-bodied 
palate of dark fruit flavors. A firm lick of tannins 
provides support, followed by a warm finish. —S.S. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $55 

90 Rotari 2010 Flavio Riserva (Trento). Made 
entirely from Chardonnay, this opens with 

aromas of ripe yellow apple, chamomile flower, 
bread crust and a whiff of toast. On the elegant 
palate, a continuous perlage underscores candied 
citrus zest, ripe white stone-fruit and toasted 
hazelnut. Fresh acidity brightens the rich flavors. 
Prestige Wine Imports Corp. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $49 
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90 Scharffenberger NV Brut Rosé Excel-
lence Méthode Traditionnelle (Mendocino 

County). This is a mellow, subtle wine that is qui-
etly concentrated and polished. Mild raspberry and 
cinnamon aromas lead to crisp apple flavors on 
the palate. It shows good balance and a refreshing 
mouthfeel that’s full of fine bubbles. —J.G. 
abv: 12% Price: $24 

90 Shannon 2015 Home Ranch Reserve Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Lake County). Ripe in flavor and 

brawny in structure, this full-bodied wine offers 
enticing aromas of oak spice, sunbaked earth and 
olive. Blackberry and plum flavors glide along the 
palate, with moderate tannins and firm acidity to 
keep it grippy and balanced. —J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $38 

90 Shannon Ridge 2016 High Elevation Collec-
tion Cabernet Sauvignon (Lake County). This 

full-bodied wine has a flinty, earthy aroma and 
dense flavors of blackberry and blueberry. The pal-
ate shows lots of richness and concentration, which 
makes for a lingering fruit and spice finish. It is well 
balanced, doesn’t overdo the oak and will be a good 
wine to stock up on. —J.G. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $20 

90 Virginia’s Heritage NV Virginia Red Wine 
(Virginia). This nonvintage wine is a col-

laboration between 16 Virginia wineries. Dark plum 
aromas are dense on the nose and aided by black 
pepper and cocoa tones. It’s plush in feel, with black 
olive, tobacco and clove flavors. A warm finish with 
spicy oak and well-integrated tannins is smooth and 
attractive. —C.D. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $59 

89 Dry Creek Vineyard 2017 Dry Chenin Blanc 
(Clarksburg). This wine is a long-running 

success story for the winery. It carries aromas of 
citrus zest and freshly sliced apples on the nose. 
The palate shows good balance through crisp acid-
ity and a medium body, tempered slightly by 4 g/L 
residual sugar. Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

89 Resign 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Sonoma Val-
ley). Fermented and aged in neutral oak, 

this wine offers pretty aromas of lemon and apple 
blossom. The firm palate brings peach and apple fla-
vors that are balanced by tense acidity. —V.B. 
abv: 14% Price: $17 

89 Scotto Family Cellars 2017 Anthony & Domi-
nic Dry Rosé (North Coast). This low-alcohol 

wine has plenty of crisp fruit flavors, good balance 
between body and acidity, and a fresh, gripping 
texture. Light raspberry and red cherry tones lend 
plenty of substance on the palate. —J.G. 
abv: 11% Price: $15 

88 Kopriva 2017 Ricci Vineyard Unoaked Char-
donnay (Carneros). This is a delightfully 

crisp, seamless and simple white, the only wine 
made by this producer. Grapefruit, lemon and lime 
flavors contribute freshness to a crisp, floral person-
ality that’s unfussy and fun. Editors’ Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $19 

88 Messina Hof 2017 Private Reserve Gewürz-
traminer (Texas High Plains). Aromas of 

white blossom, quince and mango peel are muffled 
on the nose. The palate is bright and fresh in ripe 
citrus and apple flavors that are shot through with 
lemon-lime acidity. The ripe green-apple finish is 
delicately balanced between tart and sweet. —F.A. 
abv: 11% Price: $19 
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88 Messina Hof 2016 Private Reserve Double 
Barrel Tempranillo (Texas High Plains). An 

earthy nose of lush green moss, ferns and tilled 
earth carries a subtle hint of wild blackberry. The 
palate is more fruit driven, offering cherry, rasp-
berry and plum flavors that are supported by a 
backbone of a savory earth note and gritty tannins. 
It finishes with a spicy pepper tone. —F.A. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

86 Gambino 2015 Tifeo Rosso (Etna). This has 
aromas of French oak, prune, underbrush 

and vanilla. Reflecting the nose, the lean, light- 
bodied palate evokes coconut, espresso and a hint of 
dried berry alongside dusty, rather fleeting tannins 
that leave a drying, astringent finish. P.M. Beverage 
Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

86 Kirkland Signature 2015 Signature Series 
Cabernet Sauvignon (Stags Leap Dis-

trict). This is a full-bodied, boldly ripe Cabernet 
Sauvignon . Soft layers of dark cherry and plum 
are well integrated and contrasted against dusty 
crushed rock and toasted oak. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $22 

 BEST BUYS

91 Giesen 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlborough). 
Aromatic but not bombastic, this shows 

grapefruit, apple and lemon aromas on the nose that 
are followed by herbal notes of tomato leaf, mint 
and grass. There’s a focused line of acidity on the 
palate that cuts through the fruit and rounded tex-
ture but doesn’t jut out. Drink now–2023. Pacific 
Highway Wines & Spirits. Best Buy. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $15 

91 Parducci 2016 Small Lot Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Mendocino). Generous in dark-fruit flavors 

and rounded in texture, this full-bodied wine is 
mouthcoating in concentrated tones of black cherry 
and blackberry. A spicy oak note don’t intrude, while 
this feels moderately tannic and well balanced. Best 
Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

90 Ballard Lane 2017 Chardonnay (Central 
Coast). Tight aromas of lime, wet stone 

and bright lemon are quite fresh on the nose of this 
well-priced wine. There is tension to the palate, 
carrying flavors of nectarine, white melon and tangy 
citrus. Best Buy. —M.K. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $12 

BEST BUYS 

90 Château Lamothe Castéra 2016 Cabernet 
Sauvignon-Merlot (Bordeaux). This is a 

ripe, rounded wine that displays fine tannins and 
a black fruit flavor that come together easily on the 
palate. It will age well and should be enjoyed from 
2021. JP Bourgeois. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

90 Château Petit-Freylon 2016 Cuvée Sarah 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). While rich in red 

fruit flavor and showing plenty of tannins, this is a 
balanced wine. It has enough structure and fruit to 
age. Drink from 2022. Misa Imports. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

90 Gnarly Head 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Mon-
terey County). Light aromas of lime and 

apple lead into a more supple tone of honeydew 
on the nose of this widely available wine. There 
is a compelling grip to the palate, where a chalky 
texture carries flavors of Anjou pear and lime pith.  
Best Buy. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 
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BEST BUYS 

90 McManis 2017 Estate Grown Certified Sus-
tainable Viognier (River Junction). This ripe 

and rich wine has orange blossom and honey aromas 
that lead to a palate of vanilla, orange and peach fla-
vors. It displays a smooth, thick texture, with soft 
acidity and a creamy presence. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

90 Nola Grace 2017 Dry Rosé (California). This 
wine offers spicy cinnamon and toast aro-

mas that are followed by tasty red cherry and nut-
meg flavors. Good acidity and a medium body give it 
a full, vibrant mouthfeel. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 12% Price: $13 

89 Sunday Mountain 2017 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Marlborough). Showing the restraint of the 

vintage, this wine offers notes of guava, lemon ver-
bena and white spice. Prickly acidity weaves into a 
chalky wet-stone note on the palate, finishing long, 
citrusy and mouthwatering. HB Wine Merchants. 
Best Buy. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 

BEST BUYS

88 Black Box 2017 Chardonnay (California). 
This is a rich style of Chardonnay that 

shows pear and apple aromas, with vanilla and but-
ter flavors. The palate offers a good balance of ripe-
ness and natural acidity. It’s medium in body and 
smoothly textured without feeling too soft. Best 
Buy.—J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25/3 L 

88 Firestone 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Santa Ynez 
Valley). Strong aromas of dewy springtime 

grass, lime zest, pomelo rind and wet cement make 
for a pungent entry to this bottling. The palate is 
stony in flavor, with touches of pink lemonade, cut 
grass and lime rind. Best Buy. —M.K. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $13 

88 Gnarly Head 2017 Chardonnay (Central 
Coast). Aromas of crisp apple, poached pear 

and a hint of chalk show on the nose of this widely 
available, reliable bottling. It’s tightly wound on the 
palate, with pungent lime, pear and honeysuckle fla-
vors. Best Buy. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

BEST BUYS

88 McManis 2017 Certified Sustainable Pinot 
Grigio (California). Very fruity and fresh, 

this light-bodied wine shows vivid floral and apple 
aromas and flavors. It’s attractively clean, snappy 
and straightforward. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $10 

87 McManis 2017 Estate Grown Certified Sus-
tainable Pinot Noir (Lodi). This is a dry, 

sturdy wine that has moderate cherry and herb aro-
mas. The palate is lean but offers clean fruit flavors 
and a medium body. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

86 Oak Grove 2017 Family Reserve Chardonnay 
(California). Pear, butter and vanilla aromas 

lead to a soft, rich texture and tasty fruit flavors. 
The wine is medium in weight, low in acidity and 
easy on the palate. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $9 
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flavors at the core, dazzled by white pepper and 
olive tapenade on the fringes. —M.K. 
abv: 14% Price: $60 

95 Tantara 2016 Lindsay’s Pinot Noir (Sta. Rita 
Hills). The winery has been working with 

this same block since 2005, and its experience 
shows, starting with aromas of rugged thyme, bay 
leaf, peppercorn and wild cherry. There’s an earthy 
core to the palate, with forest floor, moss, wild mint 
and thyme flavors, but quite a lot of raspberry fruit 
as well. Extremely energetic throughout. —M.K. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $65 

94 Black Kite 2016 Kite’s Rest Pinot Noir 
(Anderson Valley). Good balance and a 

plethora of juicy, ripe fruit flavors highlight this 
full-bodied wine. It has generous black cherry and 
light baking-spice aromas, plenty of cherry and sour 
cherry in the flavors and a moderately tannic tex-
ture livened by good acidity. —J.G. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $50 

94 Boekenoogen 2016 3 Clone Estate Pinot Noir 
(Santa Lucia Highlands). For full review see 

page 4. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $58 

94 Domaine Eden 2015 Pinot Noir (Santa Cruz 
Mountains). Offering almost as much ele-

gance as its bigger Mount Eden sister at a much 
lower price, this bottling shows plump red cherries, 
thyme, vanilla and savory tones on the nose. There 
is a taut tension to the dry palate, where mulberry, 
elderberry and cranberry flavors vie for attention 
against the rocky earthy minerality. Editors’ Choice. 
—M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $40 

94 La Pitchoune 2014 Pinot Noir (Sonoma 
Coast). For full review see page 5. 

abv: 13.5% Price: $48 

94 Lynmar 2016 Kanzler Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Sonoma Coast). A full-bodied, tannic and 

powerfully built wine from a great site, this is rich 
and warm in baking spice, ripe black raspberry and 
classic cherry cola. Tart and tangy acidity provides a 
wall of freshness and structure to meet its brooding, 
brambly tendencies. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $80 

94 Sanford 2014 Block 6 Pinot Noir (Sta. Rita 
Hills). Elegant aromas of cranberry, straw-

berry and dusty gravel show on the nose of this 
block-designated bottling. The palate is subtle but 
persistent, offering delicate flavors of hibiscus, 
pomegranate, oregano and wild thyme. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $88 

94 Sanford 2014 Loma Alta Pinot Noir (Sta. 
Rita Hills). One of the winery’s single-block 

series, which benefit from extra bottle aging, this 
wine is still fresh and lively, with lots of time to 
grow. Aromas of red currant, raw meat and tea leaf 

BEST BUYS 

85 Kirkland Signature 2017 Pinot Grigio (Friuli 
Grave). Aromas of honeysuckle, green apple 

and citrus lead the nose. On the simple palate, fresh 
acidity accompanies pineapple and lemon zest. Misa 
Imports. Best Buy. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $6 

SPIRITS

95 Château de Laubade 1979 Bas-Armagnac 
(France; Baron Francois, New York, NY). This 

sip-worthy Armagnac was bottled in 2012, 33 years 
after distillation. Look for a deep nut-brown hue and 
maple aroma, with undercurrents of dried herbs and 
dried cherries. The silky palate opens with vanilla 
and crème brûlée, exiting with dusty cocoa and 
a hint of cherry that combine into a pleasing dark 
chocolate-covered cherry effect. 
abv: 40% Price: $200

93 Château de Maniban V.S.O.P Single Estate 
Bas Armagnac (France; Biagio Cru and Estate 

Wines, New Hyde Park, NY). The bold, oak-forward 
aroma is accented by hints of roots and bark. Silky 
and soft, the palate opens with cocoa, fresh fig and 
cinnamon, finishing brisk and mouthwatering on a 
bright hint of lemon peel.
abv: 40% Price: $55

SPIRITS 

93 Château de Maniban X.O Single Estate Bas 
Armagnac (France; Biagio Cru and Estate 

Wines, New Hyde Park, NY). Rich and spiced, the 
aroma is reminiscent of a wintry punch. The palate 
shows sweetness and more spice, plus a hint of resin. 
Look for milk chocolate, hazelnut, brown sugar and 
dried dates flavors as well. These tones finish gently, 
elegantly and lightly spiced.
abv: 40% Price: $80

93 Château du Tariquet 12 Ans Pure Folle Blanche 
Bas-Armagnac (France; CVI Brands, San Car-

los, CA). This 12-year-old Armagnac is made from 
Folle Blanche and bottled at cask strength. The cara-
mel aroma offers a whiff of fragrant violet. The dry-
ing palate echoes that subtle floral note but finishes 
with more confectionary flavors: caramel, brown 
sugar, maple and hazelnut richness, enlivened by 
bright orange peel.
abv: 48.2% Price: $80

87 Château de Maniban V.S Single Estate Bas 
Armagnac (France; BIagio Cru and Estate 

Wines, New Hyde Park, NY). Look for honey and 
vanilla aromas on the nose. The palate opens with 
cedar and oak, finishing with spice, lemon peel and 
alcohol heat. A hint of honey sweetness ties it all 
together. Recommended for mixing. 
abv: 40% Price: $40
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lead into a zippy palate where buoyant acidity car-
ries flavors of tart red-plum skins and cranberry. 
The energy will last for years, so drink now through 
2034. Cellar Selection. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $88 

94 Small Vines 2016 Baranoff Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Russian River Valley). Fresh persistent 

acidity drives this vineyard-designate with energy 
and buzz—a tension that buoys a fragrant, flavorful 
palate of forest floor, black tea and citrus. The tan-
nins are strong and structured, a worthy companion 
to the delicate layers. —V.B. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $82 

94 Small Vines 2016 TBH Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Sonoma Coast). Mint, cardamom and tea 

contrast well against a voluptuously built core of 
succulent raspberry and strawberry in this lovely, 
memorable and lightly ripe wine. Lasting acidity 
enlivens and then energizes a velvety texture of 
gorgeousness. —V.B. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $82 

94 Tantara 2016 La Encantada Pinot Noir (Sta. 
Rita Hills). The nose on this bottling from a 

vineyard planted in 2000 is loaded with raspberry 
gelato, hibiscus and spicy cinnamon-stick aromas 
on the nose. There’s a twiggy herbal edge to the pal-
ate, where dried sagebrush, wild thyme and pepper-
corn play with tangy cranberry and nearly tapenade 
flavors. Intriguing throughout. —M.K. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $65 

94 Vokel 2016 828 Neighbors Pinot Noir (Rus-
sian River Valley). For full review see page 5. 

abv: 14.4% Price: $70 

93 Bee Hunter 2014 Oppenlander Vineyard 
Pinot Noir (Mendocino). Very fruity, very 

pretty in flavor and elegant in texture, this well-
balanced wine tastes fresh and cherrylike, slightly 
floral and lightly spicy too. It seems to glide across 
the palate with ease and leave a lingering aftertaste 
of cinnamon and cherries. —J.G. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $48 

93 Bee Hunter 2014 Pinot Noir (Mendocino). 
This is a distinctive wine with memorable 

flavors of rhubarb, wild berries and black cherries, 
an expansive mouthfeel and full body. The effect is 
very ripe and opulent while backed by mild tannins 
and good acidity for a tasty sense of balance. —J.G. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $42 

93 Black Kite 2016 Sierra Mar Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Santa Lucia Highlands). Plump red 

cherry, star anise, gingerbread and strawberry gelato 
aromas show on this single-vineyard expression. 
The palate is extremely structural even though it is 
lighter weight in mouthfeel, with taut tannins carry-
ing snappy red-fruit flavors, dried ginger and brown 
spices. Drink 2019–2032. Cellar Selection. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $45 

93 Boekenoogen 2016 Garrett’s Vineyard Dry 
Land Pinot Noir (Santa Lucia Highlands). 

This wine comes from a remote patch of earth that 
Garrett Boekenoogen farms without irrigation, 
which concentrates aromas of Bing cherry, herbs, 
turned earth and barbecued meats. The palate com-
bines rounded red fruit with wild thyme, crushed 
slate and balanced acidity. Editors’ Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $65 

93 Daniel 2015 Grand Vent Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Sonoma Coast). This has underlying smoke 

and char that works well to bring out the lithe, cool-
climate silkiness of texture and tart high-toned 
fruit. Cranberry, pomegranate and a squeeze of cit-
rus appear on the intriguingly bright, delicate palate 
as white pepper develops on the finish. —V.B. 
abv: 13.3% Price: $60 

93 Daniel 2015 Laguna Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Russian River Valley). This is a tiny produc-

tion wine well worth seeking, savory in forest floor, 
black tea, sage and mushroom, with a soft, round 
midpalate that presents as equal parts silky and 
velvety. Exotic and earthy, it has integrated barrel 
presence and tamed tannins, with a succulent finish 
of baking spice. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $60 

93 Davies 2016 Piedra Libre Vineyards Pinot 
Noir (Sonoma Coast). Succulent in brambly 

cherry and berry with an effusive, taut and persis-
tent thread of acidity, this is a lovely, memorable 
vineyard-designated wine, coastal in its bright 
embrace of freshness and delicate layering. Addi-
tional elements of forest floor and black tea provide 
a nice contrast to the fruit. —V.B. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $70 

93 Diora 2016 La Petite Grace Pinot Noir (Mon-
terey). For full review see page 6. Editors’ 

Choice. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 

93 Domaine Anderson 2014 Dach Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Anderson Valley). Smooth and supple, 

but with a strong heart of dark and ripe fruit flavors, 
this is a big wine in terms of flavor that still comes 
off elegant and well balanced despite its power. It’s 
also full bodied, not overtly oaky, and seems to get 
better with each sip. —J.G. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $55 

93 Gary Farrell 2016 Russian River Selection 
 Pinot Noir (Russian River Valley). For full 

review see page 6. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $45 

93 LaRue 2015 Thorn Ridge Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Sonoma Coast). Winemaker Katy Wilson’s 

dedication to delicate winemaking is on full dis-
play in this tangy acid-driven wine from a beloved 
coastal site. Pomegranate and citrus underline the 

fresh, focused fruit aspects complemented by earthy 
forest floor, turned earth and crushed rock. —V.B. 
abv: 12.9% Price: $70 

93 Lynmar 2016 Anisya’s Pinot Noir (Sonoma 
Coast). Earth and sandalwood greet the 

nose in this soft, velvety and textured wine that’s 
made in an expansive, succulent style. It is effusive 
in fruit, a mélange of blueberry and black cherry fla-
vors, with a bright refreshment of blood orange and 
tart pomegranate. —V.B. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $85 

93 MacRostie 2016 Terra De Promissio Pinot 
Noir (Sonoma Coast). Minty in forest pine 

and seductively silky, this wine is wickedly sauvage 
and complex, offering delicately layered flavors of 
wild strawberry, black tea and crushed rock. The 
tannins are supportive and supple. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $58 

93 Matias Wines 2015 Rosella’s Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Santa Lucia Highlands). Rose petals, 

cranberry and dust show on the nose of this bot-
tling, which grows more intense on the nose as it 
sits open, offering riper fruit. Dried sagebrush and 
baked earth flavors show on the sip as the red fruit 
and floral components arise with grace. —M.K. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $55 

93 Matias Wines 2015 Sierra Mar Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Santa Lucia Highlands). Aromas of red-

cherry reduction sauce meet with mud, clay, purple 
flowers, peppercorns and herbs on the dynamic 
nose of this single-vineyard bottling. The palate is 
quite dry and herbal with flavors of fennel frond, 
anise, and thyme, but there’s a solid mulberry and 
exotic red-fruit core. —M.K. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $55 

93 Matias Wines 2015 Soberanes Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Santa Lucia Highlands). Plum, black 

cherry and raspberry meet with cardamom, tomato 
and slate on the dynamic nose of this bottling. It’s 
fresh and taut on the palate, with more raspberry, 
a hint of charcoal and caramel flakes on the finish. 
Tightly wound tannins will unfurl with patience. 
Drink 2020–2035. Cellar Selection. —M.K. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $55 

93 Migration 2016 Running Creek Vineyard 
Pinot Noir (Russian River Valley). This is a 

classic wine from the appellation, bright, lush and 
spicy in cola and cardamom. Full bodied and velvety 
smooth, it offers dense layers of strawberry, rasp-
berry and blood orange with a wealth of rich toasted 
oak and brioche. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $70 

93 Ryan Cochrane 2016 Fiddlestix Vineyard 
 Pinot Noir (Sta. Rita Hills). Bright and ener-

getic aromas of pomegranate, light thyme, marjoram 
and rose petals show on the nose of this bottling from 
a vineyard that lies near the Santa Ynez River. Strong 
herbs show on the palate, from oregano to wild mint, 
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giving depth to the mulberry flavors. It’s all framed 
by persistent, well integrated acidity. —M.K. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $46 

93 Sanford 2014 Block 5 Pinot Noir (Sta. Rita 
Hills). One of the winery’s single-block 

 series, this focused bottling features clone 777 and 
delivers aromas of red cherry, vanilla, licorice and 
pine oil on the nose. The texture is quite grippy, and 
the palate offers flavors of roasted cranberry, anise, 
sumac and allspice. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $88 

93 Sanford 2013 Founders’ Vines Single Block 
Estate Grown Pinot Noir (Sta. Rita Hills). For 

full review see page 7. Editors’ Choice. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $115 

93 Small Vines 2016 Pinot Noir (Sonoma Coast). 
Bright layers of citrus and strawberry high-

light a wild element of high-toned character in this 
fiercely complex, tannic wine that expands on the 
palate over time. Floral rose and lavender persist 
from start to finish. —V.B. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $55 

93 Tantara 2016 Dierberg Pinot Noir (Santa Maria 
Valley). Light raspberry and strawberry aro-

mas mesh with star anise and close on the pleasing 
if somewhat mellow nose of this single-vineyard 
expression. Riper, richer flavors of vanilla, oak, bak-
ing spice and cooked berries show on the palate, 
which is powered by strong acid. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $65 

93 Tantara 2016 Zotovich Pinot Noir (Sta. Rita 
Hills). Framboise, sweet dill, moss and dewy 

herbs show on the nose of this bottling from the 
Sta. Rita Hills. A grippy texture grabs hold of the 
palate right away and won’t let go, allowing pungent 
and underripe strawberry, cinnamon and all spice 
flavors to grab the attention. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $65 

93 Trombetta 2016 Pinot Noir (Sonoma Coast). 
For full review see page 7. 

abv: 14.2% Price: $45 

92 Alara 2016 Pinot Noir (Central Coast). For 
full review see page 7. 

abv: 15.1% Price: $41 

92 Ancien 2015 Jouissance Pinot Noir (Russian 
River Valley). This is a tightly wound, youth-

ful and still developing, medium-bodied wine, with 
plenty of beauty to show for it even as it evolves. 
Dense black cherry, plum and cardamom flavors are 
complemented by floral aromatics of rose, violet 
and lavender. —V.B. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $48 

92 Beckon 2016 Bien Nacido Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Santa Maria Valley). For full review see 

page 8. —M.K. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $45 

92 Black Kite 2016 Soberanes Vineyard  Pinot 
Noir (Santa Lucia Highlands). There’s a rug-

ged and burly quality to this single-vineyard expres-
sion, starting with aromas of roast pork in a pan sauce 
of cranberry, mulberry, dried herbs and cracked pep-
per. The hearty palate layers pomegranate and plum 
alongside chai spice, bay leaf and sage. —M.K. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $45 

92 Boekenoogen 2016 Estate Pinot Noir (Santa 
Lucia Highlands). There is a strong earthy 

and rocky quality on the nose of this wine at first, 
with crushed gravel aromas, but then the dark red 
fruit becomes more boisterous. There is also can-
died red fruit in the background on the sip, but the 
mineral tones of slate and earth are prominent and 
compelling. —M.K. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $46 

92 Davies 2016 Nobles Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Fort Ross-Seaview). Soft in wild blue fruit, 

black tea and stemmy earth, this wine has a brood-
ing earthiness that’s exotic and beguiling. It invites 
with a perfume of violet and rose as well as coastal 
salt and crushed rock, mineral components that 
accent a grainy texture. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $70 

92 Domaine Anderson 2014 Pinoli Vineyard 
 Pinot Noir (Anderson Valley). Deep ripe fruit 

flavors give this full-bodied wine a big personality, 
while moderate tannins and brisk acidity add a nice 
textural touch. It has plenty of ripe black-fruit aro-
mas and flavors, and light spicy accents like cinna-
mon and black tea. —J.G. 
abv: NA Price: $55 

92 Foxen 2016 Block 43 Bien Nacido Vineyard 
Pinot Noir (Santa Maria Valley). This coveted 

block designation from a historic property combines 
rich aromas of black cherry and dark berry with 
gamy hints of roasted pork and composting violets. 
It’s bright and tart at first on the palate before wood 
spice, roasted cherry and cherry pit show in the 
midpalate. It’s still a young wine. —M.K. 
abv: 14% Price: $65 

92 Foxen 2016 Fe Ciega Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Sta. Rita Hills). Black raspberry, turned 

earth, baked plum and incense show on the nose 
of this bottling from the vineyard of winemaker 
Billy Wathen’s good friend Rick Longoria. There is a 
woody core to the palate, where oak and pine flavors 
are wrapped around black plum and boysenberry 
fruit, with a touch of sagebrush. —M.K. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $70 

92 Frank Family 2016 Lewis Vineyard Reserve 
Pinot Noir (Carneros). Lush and exotically 

spiced in nutmeg and rose, this wine is expansively 
complex and beguiling in its big-boned, full-bodied 
richness. It displays bold flavors of dark cherry and 
cola. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $65 

92 LaRue 2015 Rice-Spivak Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Sonoma Coast). Strawberry flavors coat 

the palate delicately in this tangy, softly textured 
wine that shows restraint in ripeness and style. The 
site’s volcanic ash soils contribute a mineral element 
that’s part turned earth, part crushed rock. —V.B. 
abv: 12.8% Price: $70 

92 MacRostie 2016 Manzana Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Green Valley). Juicy, with a medium-

built backbone of intense fresh acidity, this wine 
is savory in spirit and style, with large helpings of 
black tea, cardamom and forest pine. The fruit com-
ponent is defined in cherry, cola and vanilla. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $58 

92 Neely 2015 Pinot Noir (Santa Cruz Moun-
tains). Fresh raspberry and pomegranate 

mix with hibiscus, sumac and French toast aromas 
on this bottling from a vineyard just south of San 
Francisco. It’s very fresh and snappy on the precise 
palate, with bright raspberry and cranberry flavors 
leading into dried ginger and all spice. —M.K. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $42 

92 Replica 2016 Goldenrod Flower Pinot Noir 
(Anderson Valley). For full review see page 9. 

abv: 14.5% Price: $38 

92 Sanford 2014 Dominio del Falcon Pinot Noir 
(Sta. Rita Hills). Named for the falcons that 

nest above this single block, this bottling offers 
aromas of cooked cherry, dried herbs, nutmeg and 
charred oak. The palate is wrapped in clove spice 
and dried red fruit, with a persistent tension and 
overall earthy flavor profile. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $88 

92 Sanford 2014 Vista Al Rio Pinot Noir (Sta. 
Rita Hills). From a vineyard planted by win-

ery in 1997 that overlooks the Santa Ynez River, this 
bottling shows clean black-cherry, vanilla, clove and 
star anise aromas. There is a strong red-plum and 
orange-rind tang on the palate, which is framed by 
strong acidity and a chalky texture. Potpourri and 
black cherry pop on the finish. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $88 

92 Sangiacomo 2016 Roberts Road Vineyard 
Pinot Noir (Sonoma Coast). For full review 

see page 10. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $70 

92 Siduri 2016 Pisoni Vineyard Pinot Noir (Santa 
Lucia Highlands). Somewhat reserved for a 

vineyard that often shows unbound power, this bot-
tling begins with rounded red-cherry and boiled 
pomegranate aromas on the nose. The palate offers 
cooked cranberry, oregano and earth, wrapped in 
balanced acidity and tannins. —M.K. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $70 

92 Small Vines 2016 Estate Cuvée Pinot Noir 
(Russian River Valley). Fresh and forested, 

this wine has tannin weight and spice to match and 
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complement buzzy acidity and ongoing freshness 
in the glass. With 35% new French oak, it allows 
the pomegranate-tangy fruit and Asian spice to take 
turns speaking. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $65 

91 Albatross Ridge 2015 Cuvée Vivienne Pinot 
Noir (Monterey County). Quite light in the 

glass, this bottling from a dramatic vineyard atop 
the Carmel Valley shows light pomegranate, tart 
red-fruit and sarsaparilla aromas on the nose. The 
palate is quite tangy and tart with raspberry, cran-
berry, fennel frond and nutmeg flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 13% Price: $45 

91 Ampelos 2015 Ampelos Vineyard Lambda 
 Pinot Noir (Sta. Rita Hills). Woody earth 

meets carbonic strawberry in this lightly spiced, 
delicately crafted, estate-grown wine. With elusive 
notions of pomegranate and cherry, it is light and 
balanced, finishing gracefully soft and supple. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $35 

91 Cebada 2014 Reserve Pinot Noir (Santa Ynez 
Valley). Dark hibiscus and rose petals meet 

with cooked cranberry and earthy aromas on the 
nose of this bottling from a vineyard northwest 
of the Sta. Rita Hills. The palate shows sage, dark 
berry, wild mint and turned earth touches, framed 
by tense tannic depth. —M.K. 
abv: 12.6% Price: $55 

91 Lynmar 2016 Susanna’s Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Sonoma Coast). For full review see page 12. 

abv: 14.4% Price: $65 

91 Martinelli 2015 Pinot Noir (Sonoma Coast). 
For full review see page 12. 

abv: 15.2% Price: $45 

91 Matias Wines 2015 Pinot Noir (Santa Lucia 
Highlands). Ripe and fruity aromas of cherry 

pie with vanilla-laced crust make for a delicious 
and hedonistic if not entirely complex nose on this 
appellation blend. It’s also rich and fruity on the 
palate, with black-cherry and warm croissant fla-
vors. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $35 

91 Neely 2015 Hidden Block Spring Ridge Vine-
yard Pinot Noir (Santa Cruz Mountains). Ele-

gantly layered aromas of black cherry, cola, ginger 
and damp wood show on the nose of this bottling 
from a vineyard in Portola Valley. Baked cherries, 
nutmeg and clove flavors show strongly on the fuller-
bodied palate, with a dried hibiscus finish. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $42 

91 Siduri 2016 Rosella’s Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Santa Lucia Highlands). Both gamy and 

sweet aromas show on the nose of this bottling, with 
cranberry, pomegranate and candied strawberry 
touches offset by meaty funk. The palate is lightly 

bodied, with long simmering acidity and herbal 
touches enhancing the dark strawberry core. —M.K. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $60 

91 Wolff 2015 Dijon Clones Selection Pinot Noir 
(Edna Valley). Tangy aromas of sour cherry 

compote, exotic mulberry and spice cake show on 
the nose of this bottling from a vineyard located less 
than five miles from the coast. Roasted cranberry and 
red-cherry flavors meet with strong spicy elements 
on the palate, which is quote concentrated. —M.K. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $34 

90 Ancien 2015 Pinot Noir (Carneros). Dark 
cherry and pomegranate take on a delicate 

nature in this mineral-laden red, tasting of crushed 
rock and orange zest. A gritty complex texture rides 
beneath and is lifted by firm buoyant acidity. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $38 

90 Balletto 2016 Burnside Road Vineyard 
Estate Grown Estate Bottled Pinot Noir 

(Russian River Valley). For full review see page 14. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $46 

90 Balletto 2016 Estate Grown Estate Bottled 
Pinot Noir (Russian River Valley). For full 

review see page 14.
abv: 13.9% Price: $29 

90 Bee Hunter 2015 Pinot Noir (Anderson Val-
ley). Powerful fruit flavors, a firm structure 

and light oak shadings make this full-bodied wine 
enjoyable on its own terms but also a great pairing 
for roast duck or pheasant or simply sautéed mush-
rooms. —J.G. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $42 

90 Domaine Anderson 2015 Estate Pinot Noir 
(Anderson Valley). This medium- to full-

bodied wine starts with a concentrated and earthy 
or reduced aroma, then brings on fresh, slightly 
spicy cherry and raspberry flavors shaded by damp 
earth tones. More than just a straightforward fruit 
bomb, it has nuances and complexity. —J.G. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $39 

90 Kitson 2016 Haynes Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Coombsville). This is a highly earthy, deli-

cate and floral wine from a nook in the southern end 
of the Napa Valley. The acidity is present and sup-
portive of its bold, beguiling flavors of strawberry, 
raspberry and vanilla tea. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $36 

90 MacRostie 2016 Fedrick Vineyard Sangia-
como Family Pinot Noir (Sonoma Coast). 

Light and bright in strawberry and spicy cardamom, 
this wine is also alight with coffee and tea flavors 
and an abiding element of earthy mint. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $58 

90 Ramey 2016 Pinot Noir (Russian River 
 Valley). Dark, brooding black fruit and 

strong tannin greet a rich, interwoven palate of full-

bodied ripeness and cola in this lush red wine. The 
grapes are sourced from the warmer reaches of the 
appellation and show deep concentration lifted by 
moderate acidity. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $50 

90 Sangiacomo 2016 Pinot Noir (Sonoma 
Coast). This is sourced from three of the 

family’s best coastal sites: Roberts Road, Fedrick 
and Amaral Vineyards. Earthy, spicy and floral in 
rose and lavender, it has an enduring and endearing 
softness on the palate and crisp focused flavors of 
blueberry, nutmeg and vanilla. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $60 

90 Sangiacomo 2016 ViMaria Pinot Noir 
( Sonoma Coast). Named in honor of Vit-

torio and Maria Sangiacomo, the producer’s fore-
bears, and made in small amounts by winemaker 
James MacPhail, this is a hearty, impressive wine 
sourced from several sites, including Roberts Road. 
Soft and silky in strawberry, pomegranate and 
orange, it is floral and powerful, lingering on the 
finish in chocolate-covered plum. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $80 

90 Sonoma-Loeb 2016 Pinot Noir (Sonoma 
Coast). This has a yeasty nose and intense 

opening acidity that mellows in the glass. Earthy 
and complex, it’s unabashedly lush and full bodied, 
with spicy highlights of rhubarb, pomegranate and 
orange peel. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $34 

89 Alara 2015 Reserve Pinot Noir (Central 
Coast). Ripe red plums, mulberry and bak-

ing spice make for a rather rich nose on this reserve 
appellation blend. The palate is fleshy and full with 
loads of red plum, strawberry, cinnamon and dried 
herb flavors, finishing with a flash of light vanilla. 
—M.K. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $53 

89 Balletto 2016 Cider Ridge Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Russian River Valley). Spicy in white 

pepper and black tea, this is an effusive, intrigu-
ing and fruit-shy wine that’s strong in tannin and 
power. —V.B. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $44 

89 Cebada 2014 Pinot Noir (Santa Ynez Valley). 
Reduced cherry and cranberry aromas meet 

with wild mint and fennel on the nose of this bot-
tling. There is compelling structure on the palate, 
where boiled red-cherry and cranberry flavors and 
lifted by bay leaf and oregano. —M.K. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

89 Mark West 2016 Pinot Noir (Santa Lucia 
Highlands). Rich black-cherry aromas are 

layered with game, herbs and wet slate on the com-
plex and ripe nose of this bottling. Tangy red-cherry 
flavors and strong acidity consume the hefty palate 
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along with a pinch of herbs, wrapped in a creamy 
mouthfeel. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

89 Schug 2016 Pinot Noir (Carneros). Effusively 
floral, this is a soft, earthy wine sourced 

from several sites within the appellation. Baked 
cherry and raspberry elements are accented in mint 
and turned earth, with a grainy underbelly of tex-
ture and acidity. —V.B. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $30 

89 Sean W. McBride 2016 Filigreen Farm The 
China Block Pinot Noir (Anderson Valley). 

Plush and full-flavored, this ripe and fruity wine 
tastes like black cherries and red-cherry jam, has a 
smooth, lightly tannic texture and soft acidity. —J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $32 

88 Butternut 2016 Pinot Noir (California). 
Nicely fruity and full in mouthfeel, this 

appealing wine offers ripe black-cherry and rasp-
berry aromas, almost-sweet cherry flavors and a 
smooth, lightly gripping texture. —J.G. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $15 

88 Cebada 2014 Cuvée Pinot Noir (Santa Ynez 
Valley). A touch sour on the nose, this bot-

tling offers earthy yet fruit-punch-like aromas of 
pomegranate and sage. The body is light on the pal-
ate and framed in a chalky texture, offering tangy 
red fruit and a slightly sour finish. —M.K. 
abv: 12.6% Price: $48 

88 Cosa Obra 2016 Pinot Noir (Sonoma Coast). 
Big in style and somewhat reductive, this 

wine offers funky earthiness and plenty of spear-
mint, clove and forest floor. It has a softness to the 
midpalate that reveals fruity flavors of black cherry 
and blueberry with a lasting note of cola. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $32 

88 Cult X 2014 Pinot Noir (Russian River Valley). 
This wine is velvety and full bodied, with a 

quiet power. Cherry, strawberry and black tea min-
gle around a jammy center of tannic intensity and 
toasted oak. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $48 

88 Kitson 2016 Black Knight Vineyard Pinot 
Noir (Sonoma Coast). From an organically 

farmed, high-elevation site east of the Petaluma 
Gap, this is a moderately light, delicate wine with 
cherry fruit and wisps of baking spice to offer. It 
retains an impressive grasp of minerality that tastes 
of crushed rock. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $36 

88 MacRostie 2016 Day Ranch Pinot Noir 
( Anderson Valley). This is an attractive, 

smooth and nicely fruity wine that is lightly spiced 
with oak. Medium bodied and easy to drink, it offers 
good black-cherry and black-plum flavors and mild 
tannins in the texture. —J.G. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $58 

88 Napa Cellars 2015 Pinot Noir (Napa Valley). 
Lush and expansive, this is a fleshy and ripe 

red with highlights of brooding rhubarb, strawberry 
and citrus flavors. —V.B. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $25 

88 R. Bryce 2016 Pinot Noir (Santa Maria  Valley). 
Ripe Bing cherry and clove aromas make for 

a clean and familiar entry to this bottling, a new 
label from the folks behind Bien Nacido Vineyard. 
It’s boisterous and juicy on the palate with red cur-
rant and raspberry, held together by ample tannins. 
—M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $18 

87 Mark West 2017 Pinot Noir (California). This 
affordable wine is a little obvious in terms 

of oaky spices in the aroma and flavors, but it backs 
them up with good cherry and berry flavors to com-
plete the package. It’s medium bodied and smooth 
in texture. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $11 

87 McManis 2017 Estate Grown Certified Sus-
tainable Pinot Noir (Lodi). For full review see 

page 19. Best Buy. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

87 Meiomi 2017 Pinot Noir (Monterey County-
Sonoma County-Santa Barbara County). 

Obvious oak spices including cedar, clove, cinnamon 
and wood char fill the aroma of this medium-bod-
ied, extroverted wine and continue in the flavors, 
giving a sweet edge to the fruit component. —J.G. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $25 

87 Schug 2015 Estate Grown Pinot Noir (Carne-
ros). Turned earth and baked strawberry 

highlight this lightly ripe wine, which is seasoned 
distinctively in mint and dried herb. —V.B. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $45 

87 Sean W. McBride 2016 Filigreen Farm Old 
Saint George Pinot Noir (Anderson Valley). 

Maple syrup in the aroma and raspberry jam in the 
flavor add up to a very fruity, almost-sweet wine 
that is rich and mouth-filling. It has a soft soothing 
texture, low acidity and little tannin. —J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $38 

87 Wente 2014 Coastal Selection Pinot Noir 
(Central Coast). Pomegranate and light bak-

ing-spice aromas show on the mellow nose of this 
bottling. The palate is clean with fruit punch and 
spice-cake flavors wrapped in a fairly mellow tex-
ture. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $20 

86 Balderdash 2014 Joyride Pinot Noir (Edna 
Valley). Very extracted aromas of red cur-

rants and all spice show on the ripe nose of this bot-
tling. Muddled plums and berries meet with spice 
cake on the rich palate. —M.K. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $29 

86 Collier Creek 2015 Red Wagon Pinot Noir 
(Lodi). An aroma like toasted almonds and 

wood smoke meets spiced plum and red-cherry fla-
vors in this medium-bodied wine. It’s an oaky ver-
sion that maintains pretty good balance. Best Buy. 
—J.G. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $10 

86 Dutton Estate 2016 Thomas Road Pinot Noir 
(Green Valley). This is a big ripe red wine 

moderate in structure that offers fleshy mouthfuls 
of cola and black cherry. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $65 

86 Dutton Estate 2015 Karmen Isabella Pinot 
Noir (Russian River Valley). This is an aus-

tere, earthy and tannic red tangy in strawberry and 
dark cherry with a lingering taste of hazelnut and 
oak. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $46 

86 Formation 2015 Pinot Noir (Monterey). 
Quite light in the glass, this twist-top bot-

tling shows hints of hibiscus, cranberry and damp 
herbs on the nose. The palate offers tart flavors of 
tomato and orange rind, lifted by fresh herbs. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

84 Black Box 2017 Pinot Noir (California). This 
is a drinkable, basic version of the varietal 

that offers light plum and spice aromas, canned-
cherry flavors and a very smooth velvety texture. 
Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $25/3 L 

84 Michael Pozzan 2016 Pinot Noir (Russian 
River Valley). This is a mild wine that tastes 

gritty on the palate and sizable in tannin. The fruit 
is a mix of strawberry and blueberry with teases of 
baking spice. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $22 

83 Reichwage 2015 Twin Hills Pinot Noir 
(Sonoma Coast). Smoked cherry and tea fla-

vors become somewhat stemmy and green, with a 
touch of leather and barnyard-like earth. —V.B. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $NA 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

95 La Jota Vineyard 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Howell Mountain). For full review see page 

3. Cellar Selection. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $125 

94 Boich 2014 Wall Road Vineyard Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Mount Veeder). For full review 

see page 4. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $175 

94 Entrepreneur 2014 Stagecoach Vineyard 
Cabernet Sauvignon (Atlas Peak). Juicy and 

impressively structured, this wine hits all the right 
notes in its complex grasp of blueberry cobbler and 
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graham cracker richness. The denser aspects are 
skillfully complemented with a length and breadth 
of additional elements like clove, cedar, sage and 
graphite, the tannins appropriately robust. —V.B. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $150 

94 Entrepreneur 2013 Stagecoach Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Atlas Peak). Crayon wax, pen-

cil shavings and red currant highlight this brightly 
structured and powerfully ripe wine, a worthy rep-
resentative of the mountain site. The earthy fruit is 
complemented by a light sprinkling of clove, sage and 
cedar, while strong, chalky tannins provide a sub-
stantial mouthfeel of graceful concentration. —V.B. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $150 

94 Spottswoode 2015 Lyndenhurst Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Napa Valley). This remains one 

of the most impressive wines at its price point—a 
varietal wine blended with small amounts of Merlot, 
Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot, from both the pro-
ducer’s estate and other pedigreed sites. Tense acid-
ity buoys a brawny tannic profile that settles into 
lushness texture, highlighted in black fruit, butter, 
gunpowder and plum. Editors’ Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $85 

93 Grand Napa 2015 Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Napa Valley). For full review see page 6. 

Cellar Selection. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $85 

92 Blind Justice 2015 Beckstoffer To Kalon 
Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon (Napa Valley). 

Smoky cherry and tar open the way to well-defined 
flavors of cola spice and vanilla in this 100% vari-
etal wine from the famous Oakville site. Integrated, 
it is succulent and fruit-forward with sultry, sensu-
ous texture and heavy toasted oak. —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $199 

92 Boich 2013 Wall Road Vineyard Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Mount Veeder). This wine is 

thick and reduced, with sizable tannins and a gen-
erosity of black and red currant. Leather, clove and 
pepper round out and season the fruit, contributing 
to its overall complexity and intrigue. This wine is 
structured and bursting in power. Enjoy best 2023–
2033. Cellar Selection. —V.B. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $175 

92 Crosby Roamann 2014 Crosby’s Reserve Cab-
ernet Sauvignon (Napa Valley). Juicy blue 

fruit is wrapped in expansive tannins in this com-
plex, nicely structured, reserve-level wine. Clove, 
nutmeg and black pepper dot a well-textured pal-
ate accented in ample acidity and lovely length and 
breadth. —V.B. 
abv: 15% Price: $90 

92 Mount Eden Vineyards 2014 Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Santa Cruz Mountains). Black-plum 

sauce, Chinese five-spice and a hint of black olive 
linger behind the prominent pine-oil and wood-
spice aromas on the nose of this bottling from the 

acclaimed producer. The palate is also very woody 
and savory, with oak and pine forest flavors slipping 
into baked blackberry and dark plum. —M.K. 
abv: 14% Price: $80 

92 Naggiar 2016 Estate Grown Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Sierra Foothills). This wine tastes 

delicious, honest, full of fruit flavors and has a vel-
vety texture that carries blackberry, black cherry 
and light oak spices over the palate and hangs on 
to them through the finish. It is full bodied, lightly 
tannic and quite concentrated. —J.G. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $29 

92 Oakville East 2015 Rough Road Stagecoach 
Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon (Napa  County). 

A sizable helping of 16% Cabernet Franc adds 
complexity to this wine, a thick, dense portrait of 
black fruit, sage and cedar. Textured and taut, it has 
plenty of mountain-grown ripeness on offer, finish-
ing in dried herb, crushed rock and turned earth. 
—V.B. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $250 

92 Peltier 2016 Estate Grown Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (Lodi). For full review see page 9. Edi-

tors’ Choice. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $25 

92 Raymond 2015 District Collection Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Yountville). Brawny and thick in 

richness, this wine evolves in the glass and softens, 
its tannins going from grippy to polished. Coconut 
and vanilla flavors emphasize the role of oak as 
blackberry gets jammy and seasoned in nutmeg and 
sage. —V.B. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $88 

92 Steele 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon (Red Hills). 
For full review see page 10. Cellar Selection. 

abv: 14.2% Price: $30 

92 Viaggio 2013 Submission with Permission 
Cabernet Sauvignon (Lodi). This is an origi-

nal, authentic-tasting wine (made from 65-year-
old vines) that doesn’t follow a commercial pro-
file. Instead it offers subtle fruity, savory and spicy 
aromas, and an abundance of ripe and dried fruits 
ranging from blackberries to figs and dates. It feels 
wonderfully mouth-filling but has enough fine-
grained tannins for good structure. —J.G. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $26 

91 Barnett 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon (Spring 
Mountain District). Concentrated in tannic 

layers of vanilla, cassis and sage, this wine offers a 
sauvage quality of mountain air and power. Its full-
bodied ripeness and richness is complemented by a 
lifted hit of bright acidity that lingers on the finish. 
—V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $80 

91 Barra of Mendocino 2016 Estate Grown Cab-
ernet Sauvignon (Mendocino). Full flavored, 

well structured and well balanced, this is a hand-

some wine that carries its ample black-cherry and 
blackberry flavors on a muscular frame of fine-
grained tannins and full body. The natural, concen-
trated grape flavors come shining through with little 
obvious oakiness to get in the way. Editors’ Choice. 
—J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $20 

91 Cuda Ridge 2015 Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Livermore Valley). This impressive and full-

bodied wine has powerful fruit and subdued oak 
flavors held tightly by a firm structure. Vivid black 
cherry and sour cherry unfold on the palate while 
light accents of dark chocolate and clove are layered 
in. Fine-grained tannins are abundant, but should 
mellow by 2023. —J.G. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $60 

91 D.R. Stephens 2015 Estate Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Napa Valley). Thick and rich in baked plum 

and toffee flavors, this is a robust, well-made wine 
that is integrated, supple and pleasantly direct in 
focus and flavor. —V.B. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $85 

91 En Garde 2014 Le Bijou du Roi Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Diamond Mountain District). Brawny 

in enveloping tannins, this is a mountain of a wine, 
showy in its mountainous provenance and grip. 
With a touch of leather, it offers coffee, mocha and 
a juicy, lasting layering of blackberry dusted in dark 
chocolate. —V.B. 
abv: 15.6% Price: $120 

91 Entrepreneur 2013 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Rutherford). Bright, tangy acidity helps lift 

a soft midpalate of polished tannin in this appella-
tion wine. It has enviable structure to offer around 
a layered flavor array of cassis, red currant and 
black cherry, its secondary characteristics playfully 
savory in black pepper and clove. —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $150 

91 Entrepreneur 2012 Reserve Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (Mount Veeder). Well-defined acidity 

holds on with tenacity in this stylistically rich, thick 
and full-bodied reserve-level wine from the elusive 
appellation. Big tannins provide a gritty, leathery 
texture marked by notes of coffee, toffee and dried 
herb, the fruit concentrated in black cherry. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $150 

91 Francis Coppola 2016 Diamond Collection 
Black Label Claret Cabernet Sauvignon 

( California). For full review see page 11. Editors’ 
Choice. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $21 

91 Goldschmidt 2013 Plus Yoeman Vineyard Cab-
ernet Sauvignon (Alexander Valley). For full 

review see page 11. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $150 
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91 Parducci 2016 Small Lot Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Mendocino). For full review see page 18. Best 

Buy. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

91 Wente 2015 Charles Wetmore Single Vineyard 
Cabernet Sauvignon (Livermore Valley). For 

full review see page 13. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 

90 Buck Shack 2016 Small Batch Sustainably 
Farmed Cabernet Sauvignon (Lake County). 

For full review see page 15. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $35 

90 Crosby Roamann 2013 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Rutherford). Tangy flavors of currant and 

cassis are lifted by a richness of vanilla in this bold, 
full-bodied and robust wine. The leathery texture 
helps emphasize its tannic underbelly and wealth of 
toasted oak. —V.B. 
abv: 15% Price: $75 

90 En Garde 2014 Cabernet Sauvignon (Diamond 
Mountain District). Thick and dense in blue 

fruit and billowy tannin, this is a well-made, hyper 
ripe red, generous in oak and a lasting thread of 
leather and black pepper. —V.B. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $90 

90 Gehricke 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon (Knights 
Valley). For full review see page 15. Editors’ 

Choice. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $35 

90 Now Presenting... 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Paso Robles). This playfully labeled wine 

shows strong blackberry aromas with surrounding 
hints of turned earth and dust on the nose. Tangy 
and dark-red fruits are held up by firm tannins, 
strong acidity and dried herbs on the well-framed 
palate. —M.K. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $18 

90 Omen 2017 Cabernet Sauvignon (Califor-
nia). This big dry wine, based on Paso 

Robles and Sierra Foothills grapes, is intense in 
flavor, well-structured to stand up to big proteins, 
and nicely full bodied. Black-cherry and black-plum 
notes stand out on the palate, while light baking-
spice accents begin in the aromas and continue 
through the finish. —J.G. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $20 

90 Pine & Brown 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Rutherford). Brawny in brown sugar and 

black cherry, this is a robust, 100% varietal wine 
made from two vineyard sites within the appella-
tion. Soft, supple and approachable in its balanced 
richness, it finishes in mocha. —V.B. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $75 

90 Provenance Vineyards 2014 Fortitude Caber-
net Sauvignon (Napa Valley). Sweet oak lies 

beneath mouth-coating tannin in this full-bodied, 

100% varietal wine, a rich, soft expression of cherry, 
vanilla and dried herb. —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $225 

90 Raymond 2015 District Collection Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Diamond Mountain District). 

Perfumed in violet, this is a soft, integrated and 
subtle wine, sweet in oak and rich round cherry 
flavor. Made entirely from one variety, it shows the 
power and grace of the appellation and the dense 
concentrated vintage. —V.B. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $95 

90 Raymond 2015 District Collection  Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Spring Mountain District). 

Smooth and succulent, with a soft core of richness 
and length, this is a full-bodied, highly ripe and bold 
red with dense flavors of cola, clove and cinnamon. 
—V.B. 
abv: 15% Price: $95 

90 Raymond 2014 District Collection Caber-
net Sauvignon (Napa Valley). Sanguine in 

red currant and a touch of meat, this wine offers a 
bright, underlying thread of dried herb and cedar, 
flavors that are built around a wall of ample tannin 
and oak. —V.B. 
abv: 15% Price: $85 

90 Round Pond 2015 Reserve Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Rutherford). Woody cedar, toffee 

and coffee highlight a soft, richly concentrated core 
of full-bodied power and brawny tannin in this 
reserve-level wine. Black fruit has a smoky edge of 
toast and oak and is intensely concentrated. —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $110 

90 Shannon 2015 Home Ranch Reserve Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Lake County). For full review see 

page 17.
abv: 14.2% Price: $38 

90 Shannon Ridge 2016 High Elevation Collec-
tion Cabernet Sauvignon (Lake County). For 

full review see page 17. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $20 

90 The Calling 2014 Our Tribute Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Moon Mountain District Sonoma 

County). Brawny, expansive and dipped in leather, 
this robust red shows big tannins and a soft velvety 
texture. The flavors meld together seamlessly in a 
celebration of blackberry jam, toffee and pepper. 
—V.B. 
abv: 15.7% Price: $62 

89 Art of the Cooper 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Lodi). Strong and delicious oak flavors 

dominate this full-bodied and rich-tasting wine, 
keeping true to its name. Cedar, cinnamon and 
vanilla light up the aromas, while maple, brown 
sugar and clove flavors overlay jammy black-cherry 
notes. Moderate tannins are softened by a light 
sense of sweetness on the palate and finish. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

89 Barrelhouse 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon (Cali-
fornia). Relatively light body comes with 

terrific, fresh fruit flavors and good balance in this 
appealing and straightforward wine. Raspberry and 
cherry waft up from the glass and equally exuberant 
fruit flavors fill this wine out nicely. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $14 

89 Bolshoi 2016 Estelle Vineyard Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Santa Ynez Valley). This bottling by 

a winemaker originally from Moldova offers well-
integrated aromas of black plum, subtle licorice and 
sweet herbs on the nose. The palate is polished and 
carries flavors of fresh berries, wild mint and anise, 
proving fruity but balanced. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $46 

89 Provenance Vineyards 2015 Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (Rutherford). This is a soft, full-bod-

ied wine made in reasonable quantities, its flavor 
profile marked by a wealth of caramelized cola flavor 
and blackberry jam. Dried herb, espresso bean and 
clove last on the finish. —V.B. 
abv: 15.3% Price: $55 

89 Shroud Mountain 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(California). This wine is charming, fruity 

and lightly oaky. It has more than the usual dose 
of cherry and berry flavors, medium body, a firm 
enough mouthfeel and clean fruity finish. —J.G. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $17 

88 Butternut 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon (Cali-
fornia). This wine has aromas like toasted 

bread and black pepper, followed by ripe blackberry 
flavors and a firm structure of grippy tannins and 
mild acidity. It is medium to full bodied and offers 
plenty of character, so don’t let the screwcap be a 
negative. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $15 

88 Doren 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon (Sonoma 
Valley). Reduced on the nose, this 100% 

varietal wine is brawny in smoke, tar and espresso. 
Its fruit components are subtle and nuanced, a light 
mingling of cherry vanilla and red currant. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $45 

88 Eberle 2016 Eberle Estate Vineyard Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Paso Robles). A bit shy in aro-

mas at first, this bottling slowly opens up toward 
blackberry and caramel scents with patience. The 
palate is densely structured, putting texture at the 
forefront, with flavors of black plum and pepper 
arising toward the finish. —M.K. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $45 

88 Folie à Deux 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Alexander Valley). This is an easygoing 

approachable wine that’s soft and supple in texture. 
Well integrated, it has a generous ripeness of black 
plum and mocha that plays well on the palate. —V.B. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $23 
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88 High Valley Vineyard 2015 Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (High Valley). This wine has modest 

fruit and spice flavors, a relatively firm texture and 
medium to full body. It is elegant in texture, well bal-
anced but unassuming in its restrained flavors. —J.G. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $32 

88 Lodi Estates 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Lodi). This is a good, solid choice that will 

be versatile at the table. Fresh black-cherry and 
red-cherry aromas and flavors ride on an appetiz-
ing structure of light tannins and good acidity. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $24 

88 Medlock Ames 2015 Kate’s and B’s Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Alexander Valley). Sticky in 

blueberry, coffee and leather, this wine presents as 
full bodied and big in style, with a savory smooth-
ness on the texture. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $95 

88 St. Supéry 2014 Dollarhide Estate Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Napa Valley). This wine is high-

toned in dried herb and currant, with a whisper of 
cedar and soy. The texture is leathery and chalky in 
tannin. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $100 

87 Donati Family Vineyard 2015 Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Paicines). A strong herbal display 

shows on the nose of this bottling, including dried 
oregano as well as shaved chocolate, coffee and 
red-plum fruit. The palate adds marjoram and pen-
cil shavings to the mix, which gives a strong cedar 
tone to the cooked blackberry flavor, finishing with 
sticky tannins. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $20 

87 Goldschmidt 2016 Yardstick Ruth’s Reach 
Cabernet Sauvignon (Napa Valley). Rustic 

and well priced, this has a char oak imprint with 
highlights of cedar and pencil, its overall intensity 
and blackberry richness tamed by an herbal under-
belly and lifted acidity. —V.B. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $35 

87 Grayson 2017 Lot 10 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(California). Rich, full bodied and oaky, this 

wine offers jammy fruit aromas, ripe and almost 
candied-cherry flavors that are generously accented 
by vanilla, maple and coconut. It is lightly tannic for 
a good firm texture. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $11 

87 Klinker Brick 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Lodi). This full-bodied wine is rich with 

fruit and spice flavors, very oaky in character and 
has a almost soft texture in spite of pretty thick but 
fine-grained tannins. Vanilla, nutmeg and black-
cherry notes dominate. —J.G. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $19 

87 Sean Minor 2017 Cabernet Sauvignon (Paso 
Robles). Black currant, black plum, crushed 

pine and dried herbs show on the nose of this twist-

top bottling. Roasted black plum with oregano fla-
vors show on the sip. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

87 Telios 2014 Cabernet Sauvignon (Lodi). This 
is a good, solid and concentrated wine for 

everyday occasions. It has ample blackberry and 
blueberry notes, a light vanilla and cinnamon oak 
touch, smooth texture and rich finish. —J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $15 

86 California Republic 2016 Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (California). Butter and vanilla notes 

dominate the jammy fruit flavors in this rich and 
seemingly sweet wine. It is medium bodied, lightly 
tannic and heavily influenced by oaky aromas and 
flavors, including baking spices and maple syrup. 
—J.G. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $15 

86 Caricature 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Clarksburg). Obvious oak aromas and an 

almost sweet sensation on the palate give this wine 
a sense of wearing plenty of makeup. The texture 
is broad and soft, and the flavors are like candied 
cherries. —J.G. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $15 

86 Carson Scott 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon (Cal-
ifornia). This wine has fresh fruit flavors 

and a fair share of vanilla and nutmeg from aging 
with oak. It feels smooth, medium bodied and soft 
in structure as little tannin comes through. —J.G. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $15 

86 Kirkland Signature 2015 Signature Series 
Cabernet Sauvignon (Stags Leap District). 

For full review see page 18. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $22 

86 Martin Ranch 2015 J.D. Hurley Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Santa Cruz Mountains). The aromas 

of cedar and cigar box consume the dark fruit on the 
nose of this bottling. Similar wood-spice and pine-oil 
flavors are wrapped around the palate, with flashes of 
black plum and tobacco trying to emerge. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $29 

86 Old Soul 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon (Califor-
nia). This is an easygoing, fruity wine that 

shows sweet-oak aromas, a soft texture and candy-
like flavors of cherries and raspberries. The body 
is medium, tannins are light and it finishes with a 
sense of sweetness. —J.G. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $15 

86 Raymond 2015 LVE Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Napa Valley). This has a wealth of cherry 

cola flavor that brushes up against varietal black 
currant and cedar. It takes on a lush brawny ripe-
ness that overwhelms and opts for fruit flavor over 
structure. —V.B. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $85 

86 Rocca 2014 Grigsby Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Yountville). This vineyard-designate has a 

sweet nose of oak and corresponding thick ripe rich-
ness on the palate—a full-bodied take that’s generous 
in tannin and flavors of vanilla and coconut. —V.B. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $85 

86 Telios 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon (Lodi). This 
medium-bodied wine has good fresh fruit 

flavors that verge on jammy, boosted by a sweet-
seeming oak character that includes vanilla, maple 
and brown sugar accents. It’s smooth in texture and 
light in tannin content for this varietal. —J.G. 
abv: 14% Price: $18 

85 Jack’s House 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(California). This wine seems sweet due to 

candied-fruit aromas and flavors and oaky spices like 
vanilla and maple. It is medium bodied and soft in 
texture for the varietal. —J.G. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

85 Seven Daughters 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(California). This medium-bodied wine has 

an earthy overtone at first sip and then generally 
ripe and plummy flavors that are straightforward 
but lightly accented by vanilla. It feels smooth in 
texture. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

84 Doren 2015 Doren Vineyard Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Sonoma Valley). This wine tastes 

slightly underripe, with herbal elements of bell pep-
per. It is made entirely from one variety, and its oak 
is subtle and supportive. —V.B. 
abv: 13.3% Price: $45 

84 Hayes Valley 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon (Cali-
fornia). This medium-bodied wine has lots 

of jammy aromas and flavors but also a dry palate 
impression and enough tannin and acidity to give it 
a lean finish. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

CABERNET FRANC

95 La Jota Vineyard 2015 Cabernet Franc (How-
ell Mountain). There are simply not enough 

wines of this variety at this level from the Napa Val-
ley so this stands out in more ways than one. Blue-
berry, blackberry and cinnamon provide a warmth 
of inviting and voluptuous layers of flavor that are 
buoyed by violet and lavender aromas, while soft-
ened tannins allow the texture to impress. Editors’ 
Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $85 

94 Oakville East 2015 Franc N Stern Cabernet 
Franc (Oakville). Reduced and strongly aro-

matic in coffee, this wine offers generous helpings 
of tannin and dark brooding blackberry, tar and 
dark chocolate. Its powerful concentration doesn’t 
detract from the overall structure, which suggests 
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aging. Enjoy best 2025–2030. Cellar Selection. 
—V.B. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $125 

93 Chappellet 2015 Cabernet Franc (Napa 
 Valley). A good 15% Cabernet Sauvignon 

is blended within this wine, as well as 4% each of 
Malbec and Petit Verdot. Impressive, it offers rich 
notions of dark chocolate and graham cracker that 
present as round and richly soft. A bright streak of 
acidity contrasts well, refreshing the palate under 
cover of creamy oak. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $85 

93 Corison 2015 Sunbasket Vineyard Helios Cab-
ernet Franc (St. Helena). A 100% varietal 

wine, this shines in its full embrace of woody suc-
culence, driven by a core of balanced red and black 
cherry. Tightly woven tannins provide structure 
without distraction or dominance, allowing an earthy 
thread of leather and clove to close things out. —V.B. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $100 

93 Terra Valentine 2015 Cabernet Franc (Spring 
Mountain District). Brawny in generous fruit 

and tannin, this 100% varietal wine is from a low-
yielding vineyard at elevation. Soft layers of black 
cherry, clove and a welcome helping of dried herb 
combine effortlessly on the full-bodied palate to 
offer complexity and concentrated flavor. —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $60 

92 Lava Cap 2015 Estate Bottled Cabernet Franc 
(El Dorado). For full review see page 9. Edi-

tors’ Choice. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $40 

90 Cuda Ridge 2016 Cabernet Franc (Livermore 
Valley). All warm and rich and ripe, this 

expansive and very fruity wine expresses the pure 
fruitiness of the grape variety with minimal notice-
able influence of oak. It has good concentration, an 
almost-thick texture, generous alcohol, light tan-
nins and a lingering finish that echoes the fruiti-
ness. —J.G. 
abv: 15.7% Price: $40 

90 Dry Creek Vineyard 2015 DCV6 Estate Single 
Vineyard Series Cabernet Franc (Dry Creek 

Valley). For full review see page 15. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $40 

90 Gibbs 2016 Cabernet Franc (Napa Valley). 
This is a 100% varietal, value-driven wine 

that is sanguine and meaty as well as layered in 
dark plum and currant. Strong and powerful, it has 
a high-toned, dusty texture that brightens the fruit 
and earth. —V.B. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $28 

90 Maxville 2015 Cabernet Franc (Napa  Valley). 
This has small amounts of Merlot, Petite 

Sirah and Cabernet Sauvignon blended in, the whole 
offering a soft integrated taste of blackberry, cherry 

and cassis. Lingering seasonings of clove and leather 
add to the complex experience. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $67 

90 Meeker 2015 Cabernet Franc (Dry Creek Val-
ley). Rich red cherry and cinnamon high-

light a big-boned wine that’s lengthy in clove, cin-
namon and dried herb. The components work well 
within brawny, chalky tannin and toasted oak. —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $45 

90 Michael David 2015 Ink Blot Cabernet Franc 
(Lodi). For full review see page 16. 

abv: 15.5% Price: $35 

90 Pride Mountain 2015 Cabernet Franc (Napa 
County-Sonoma County). Generous in 

strong fruit flavors of cherry liqueur and blueberry 
jam, this is a full-bodied expression of the grape 
blended with small amounts of Cabernet Sauvignon 
and Merlot. The tannins are powerful and opulent. 
—V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $70 

90 Wait Cellars 2016 Los Amigos Vineyard Cab-
ernet Franc (Russian River Valley). Sizable, 

dry tannins wrap around a core of leather and dried 
herb before a juicy midpalate unleashes flavors of 
blue fruit and plum. This wine is light on its feet 
and lingers on tones of cloves and herbs. Editors’ 
Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $28 

89 Donati Family Vineyard 2015 Cabernet Franc 
(Paicines). Ripe black-plum and vanilla 

aromas are layered with rocky soils, chaparral scrub 
and thyme on the nose of this bottling. It’s lighter 
bodied but lively and likable on the palate with ripe 
berry, cherry and dried oregano flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $30 

89 Peju 2015 Cabernet Franc (Napa Valley). 
This is a robust, ripe varietal wine blended 

with 24% Cabernet Sauvignon. Soft and lightly 
spiced, it imparts rich dense flavors of black cherry, 
blackberry and plum. —V.B. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $65 

89 Robert Mondavi 2015 Cabernet Franc 
(Oakville). With a strong addition of 20% 

Cabernet Sauvignon, this offers sizable tannin 
weight and herbal components of dusty earthy min-
erality. It is full bodied and tightly woven in black 
plum, violet and anise. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $65 

89 Tantara 2015 Mateo Vineyard Cabernet 
Franc (Los Olivos District). Very plump ber-

ries are cut by underlying aromas of stinging nettle 
and uncracked peppercorns on the nose of this 
single-vineyard expression. Classic flavors of boy-
senberry with white pepper dust and dried herbs 
show on the palate, where acid cuts into a thicker 
mouthfeel. —M.K. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $60 

88 Darcie Kent Vineyards 2014 Stone Patch 
Cabernet Franc (Livermore Valley). Bright 

cherry and cranberry aromas and equally vivid and 
crisp fruit flavors dominate this medium- to full-
bodied wine. It has a firm texture of tannins and 
acidity and a mature mellow spicy character that 
develops in the mouth. —J.G. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $50 

88 Hawley 2016 Cabernet Franc (Dry Creek 
 Valley). Strong in red fruit and clove and 

light in tannin and oak, this is a robust wine that 
remains soft on the palate. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $40 

88 Pech Merle 2015 T-Bar-T Ranch Cabernet 
Franc (Alexander Valley). Aromatically shy, 

in contrast to its showy tannins, this wine is huge 
in structure and weight, with a jammy core of black 
cherry and raspberry dusted in clove. —V.B. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $55 

88 Tessier Winery 2016 Alegria Vineyards Cab-
ernet Franc (Russian River Valley). This 

is from a great site near the town of Healdsburg 
planted to an array of heirloom, less-obvious variet-
ies. Juicy and dusty, it has a wealth of tangy cur-
rant and cassis flavor and high-toned acidity, with a 
simple thread of cedar and dried herb. —V.B. 
abv: 12.2% Price: $35 

87 Clos LaChance 2016 JoLi Meritage (Santa 
Clara Valley). Rich black cherry and tart 

berry meet with a touch of red flowers on the sharp 
nose of this bottling. It’s lighter bodied on the pal-
ate, with more tart red-fruit flavors, showing loads 
of acid and sticky tannin. —M.K. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $50 

87 Clos LaChance 2015 Reserve Cabernet Franc 
(Central Coast). Fruity and juicy aromas of 

ripe blackberry and purple flowers prove lush but 
with a tang on the nose of this bottling. Candied 
blackberry, vanilla, sarsaparilla and cigar-box flavors 
show on the palate. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $40 

87 V. Sattui 2014 Cabernet Franc (Alexander 
 Valley). This wine has an herbal nose of 

dried sage and cedar that highlights a palate of 
sticky tannin that grips and dominates. Red and 
black cherry contribute a touch of fruit.  —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $42 

87 Winery by the Creek 2015 Estate Reserve Cab-
ernet Franc (Fair Play). Powerful in structure 

and quite ripe and monolithic in flavor, this full-
bodied wine tastes like black cherries and light oak 
spices and has a firm texture backed by moderate 
tannins. —J.G. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $25 

86 Bravante 2013 Cabernet Franc (Howell 
Mountain). Dusty with highlights of cedar 

and sage, this full-bodied wine presents as some-
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what dull on the palate—a soft, rounded and 
approachable expression of jammy blueberry. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $75 

86 Charles B. Mitchell 2014 Estate Reserve Cab-
ernet Franc (Fair Play). Boasting overripe 

aromas and flavors of raisins and dried cherries, 
this wine is full bodied and very broad. —J.G. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $25 

85 Merriam 2013 Windacre Vineyard Cabernet 
Franc (Russian River Valley). This wine is 

simple in structure with a medium-bodied richness 
of juicy red fruit. —V.B. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $45 

MERLOT

95 Pahlmeyer 2015 Merlot (Napa Valley). 
Hugely concentrated and a touch reduced, 

this is a lovely, generously full-bodied wine, rich 
as a dark-cherry cobbler in flavor. The barrel oak is 
pronounced and supportive of the wine’s season-
ings of black pepper, violet and plum. The ripeness 
and richness are profound, met by a structure that 
suggest further cellaring; enjoy best 2025–2030. 
Cellar Selection. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $90 

93 Duckhorn 2015 Three Palms Merlot (Napa 
Valley). Reduced and brimming in barrel 

oak, this is a full-bodied, concentrated and age- 
worthy wine, flavored in strong layers of baked plum, 
cinnamon and soy. As it opens, generous helpings of 
blueberry and fig figure into the mix, adding to the 
complexity and memorability of the wine. Enjoy best 
2025 through 2030. Cellar Selection. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $98 

93 Rocca 2014 Grigsby Merlot (Yountville). Cin-
namon-covered cherry and black currant 

highlight this beautifully layered, spicy and complex 
example of the variety—a well-made, full-bodied 
effort that finishes in a dusting of cocoa powder and 
coconut. —V.B. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $55 

92 Cuda Ridge 2016 Merlot (Livermore Valley). 
For full review see page 8. 

abv: 14.8% Price: $34 

92 Duckhorn 2015 Merlot (Carneros). A 100% 
varietal expression of this fine grape, in 

this case from a relatively cool climate, this sings 
in brambly black-cherry, mocha and graham cracker 
richness, its texture soft and supple on the midpal-
ate. Tremendous aromatics give it a memorable lift 
and length, elegant to the end. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $75 

90 Duckhorn 2015 Merlot (Atlas Peak). Grown 
at high elevation, this is 100% varietal. 

Thick in mocha, oak and dusty sage, it speaks to 

strong tannin and oak, providing a punch of full-
bodied ripeness and chocolate-covered plum. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $75 

90 Duckhorn 2015 Merlot (Napa Valley). 
Blended with 12% Cabernet Sauvignon and 

smaller amounts of Cabernet Franc and Petit Ver-
dot, this wine is thick, dense and dusty in tannin. 
Flavors of mocha, cherry and clove dominate on 
the well-integrated, full-bodied palate, finishing in 
dried herb and coffee bean. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $54 

90 Stewart 2015 Merlot (Napa Valley). A 100% 
varietal wine that celebrates its strength 

and softness in equal measure, this wine delights 
in crayon wax, dried herb and red currant, the ini-
tial elements complemented in black plum, clove 
and cedar. Savory and tannic, it shows a balanced 
approach to its full-bodied ripeness on the lasting 
finish. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $40 

90 Swanson 2015 Merlot (Napa Valley). This is 
a fine wine, blended with 12% Petit Verdot 

and 9% Cabernet Sauvignon. Perfumed in violet 
and sage, it has grip and expansive weight flavored 
in red currant and plum. The finish is soft, lush and 
dusted in cocoa powder. Editors’ Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $32 

88 Barnett 2015 Merlot (Spring Mountain Dis-
trict). Made with 13% Cabernet Sauvignon 

and 2% Cabernet Franc, this is juicy in cherry and 
berry, a fruit-forward and roundly soft wine that’s 
pleasantly structured, full bodied and fresh. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $70 

88 Donati Family Vineyard 2015 Merlot 
( Paicines). Deep aromas of boysenberry, 

slate and pine show on the nose of this bottling 
from an appellation in San Benito County. Turned 
loam flavors arise on the earthy palate, which also 
offers dark cherry, strong acidity and firm structure 
that still needs some time to smooth out. —M.K. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $20 

88 Maddalena 2014 Merlot (Paso Robles). 
Black-cherry and caramel aromas show on 

the familiar, straightforward nose of this bottling 
by the Riboli family. It’s very cleanly made, with 
crushed blackberry, crushed slate and smoked wood 
flavors on the palate. —M.K. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $18 

88 Napa Cellars 2016 Merlot (Napa Valley). 
Herbal and grippy, this medium-bodied 

wine offers tones of red plum, dried herb and a 
touch of graphite. It has a lasting streak of freshness 
that supports the fruit. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $25 

87 Broadside 2016 Margarita Vineyard Merlot 
(Paso Robles). Tight aromas of dark berry, 

cedar and wet lumber show on the nose of this bot-

tling from a vineyard in the southern reaches of 
Paso Robles. Twiggy, herbaceous flavors meet with 
red fruit on the palate, which is framed by chunky 
tannins. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $NA 

87 Midnight 2015 Estate Merlot (Paso Robles 
Willow Creek District). The nose of this bot-

tling is quite shy, offering hints of black cherry, dark 
berry and loam with patience. The palate shows 
simple berry and earth flavors, with a touch of tan-
nic tension. —M.K. 
abv: 16.8% Price: $36 

87 Oberon 2016 Merlot (Napa Valley). Blended 
with just over 9% Syrah and a touch of Zin-

fandel, this is a thick, densely structured red, offer-
ing flavors of mocha, cherry and plum. The second-
ary aspects dive into herbal territory, a mix of dried 
herb, cedar and pencil shavings. —V.B. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $23 

87 San Simeon 2014 Estate Reserve Merlot 
(Paso Robles). Baked red-cherry, vanilla, 

baking-spice and turned earth aromas show on the 
nose of this bottling. Strong herbs, from oregano to 
thyme, show on the sip, alongside tangy red fruit 
flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $22 

86 Esser 2016 Merlot (Monterey County). Red 
cherry and turned earth show on the simple 

but clean nose of this bottling. Tart red fruit and 
more dusty qualities show on the sip, with a hint of 
vanilla on the finish. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

86 Gundlach Bundschu 2015 Merlot (Sonoma 
Valley). This wine possesses a hearty help-

ing of tannin and herbal elements that won’t appeal 
to all. Full bodied and concentrated in ripeness, the 
dried herbs and cedar dominate on the nose and 
palate. Small amounts of Petit Verdot, Cabernet 
Sauvignon and Malbec are blended in. —V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $35 

85 Balderdash 2014 49 Mulberry Merlot (Paso 
Robles). Overextracted aromas of tangy 

black plum and blackberry jam show on the nose of 
this bottling. Ripe flavors of black-plum juice prove 
too tangy and nearly vinegar-like. —M.K. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $35 

85 Olelo 2016 Merlot (Paso Robles). Light-red 
fruit, crushed gravel and a hint of gunmetal 

aromas show on the nose of this bottling. It’s lighter 
bodied on the palate with lots of turned soil flavors 
and just a touch of red fruit. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

MALBEC

93 Cinnabar 2015 Malbec (Red Hills). This is 
a sophisticated, complex and smooth-tex-
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tured wine that has a mellow, spicy, moderately 
oaky character and lots of ripe berry and black 
cherry to fill the middle. The body is full, the tan-
nins are abundant but soft and the mouthfeel is rich 
and plush. —J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $60 

92 Charles B. Mitchell 2014 Reserve Delfino  Mal-
bec (El Dorado). Rich aromas of blackberry 

jam and equally concentrated fruit flavors give a 
lot of enjoyment to this deeply colored, full-bodied 
wine. It has lots of fine-grained tannins that enrich 
the texture while nuances of black pepper and boy-
senberry flood the tongue and linger on the finish. 
—J.G. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $25 

92 Saracina 2016 Skid Row Vineyard Malbec 
(Mendocino County). For full review see 

page 10. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $28 

92 Shannon 2015 Home Ranch Reserve Malbec 
(Lake County). An alluring spicy aroma and 

generous, opulent fruit flavors pack this full-bodied 
wine with pleasure. It has a velvety, almost-thick 
texture, blackberry, blueberry and oak spice flavors 
that are concentrated and deep, plus a good struc-
ture of fine-grained tannins. —J.G. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $38 

91 Viaggio 2014 Outlaw Malbec (Lodi). Aromas 
of black pepper and grilled beef lead to rich 

black-cherry and blackberry-jam flavors in this full-
bodied and densely flavored wine. It has firm tan-
nins and good acidity for a rather stiff texture that 
needs a bit of time to soften. Best after 2021. —J.G. 
abv: 14.43% Price: $24 

91 Winery by the Creek 2015 Miller Vineyard 
 Malbec (Fair Play). Ripe and saturated fruit 

flavors and moderate tannins come together nicely 
in this full-bodied, lightly spicy wine. It has a good 
sense of concentration, lots of ripe blackberry and 
blueberry flavors and a lingering finish. —J.G. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $25 

89 Langman Estate 2015 Bud’s Block Malbec 
(Sierra Foothills). This medium-bodied 

wine is rich in blackberry and blueberry flavors and 
mellow in texture. It starts with aromas of cinna-
mon and black pepper, has good fruit concentration, 
light tannins and low acidity. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $36 

87 Charles B. Mitchell 2013 Chui Vineyard Reserve 
Malbec (Fair Play). Slightly earthy aromas 

lead to good fruit, black-pepper and smoke flavors, 
solid structure and a firm moderately tannic texture. 
—J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $25 

SYRAH

96 Melville 2016 Estate Syrah (Sta. Rita Hills). 
This is an awesome expression of cool cli-

mate Syrah, with rosemary-crusted lamb chops, 
peppercorns, asphalt and elderberry-jam aromas 
starting the show. The palate is intense with cracked 
pepper, bay leaf, rosemary oil and sage, which play 
against riper black-fruit tones and elegant lavender 
flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $38 

96 Stolo 2016 Estate Syrah (San Luis Obispo 
County). A gamy meat aroma meets black 

cherry, black plum, hickory, licorice and pepper-
corns on the nose of this cool-climate Syrah by 
Winemaker Nicole Bertotti Pope. Loads of cracked 
pepper and bright purple-fruit flavors show on the 
palate alongside rosemary and bay leaf, all wrapped 
in a taut structure with zippy acidity. —M.K. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $36 

95 Stolpman 2016 Angeli Syrah (Ballard 
 Canyon). Dense and focused on the nose, 

this winery’s top bottling is built to last, starting 
with aromas of elderberry, cola, wisteria and jas-
mine. Those flower elements extend to the palate, 
where crushed boysenberry, candied violets and 
black-pepper flavors are just starting to coalesce. 
Patience will reward with more savory elements, 
all wrapped in purple flowers. Drink 2020–2036. 
 Cellar Selection. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $68 

93 Ex Post Facto 2016 Syrah (Santa Barbara 
County). For full review see page 6. 

abv: 14.5% Price: $35 

93 Stolpman 2016 Hilltops Syrah (Ballard Can-
yon). Intense aromas of black currant, vio-

lets and white pepper make for an extremely purple 
expression on the nose of this bottling by the fam-
ily-owned winery. Snappy black-plum and boysen-
berry flavors are lifted by peppercorns and crushed 
herbs on the palate, which offers both tart and ripe 
elements for a dynamic experience. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $48 

92 Naggiar 2016 Estate Grown Root 49 Syrah 
(Nevada County). This is big but agile wine 

that deftly balances an earthy, wild-herb character 
with vibrant red-cherry and plum flavors and has 
just the right amount of fine-grained tannins and 
good acidity for grip and freshness on the palate. 
Best after 2023. Cellar Selection. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $28 

92 Prospect 772 2015 The Brawler Syrah (Sierra 
Foothills). Smoky aromas and potent meaty 

earthy smoky flavors make a powerful statement 
for this full-bodied, concentrated and firmly tannic 
wine. It’s one of those wild feral singed-sage wines 

that combines obviously intense grapey fruity fla-
vors with other earthy influences. —J.G. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $39 

91 Eberle 2016 Steinbeck Vineyard Syrah (Paso 
Robles). For full review see page 11. 

abv: 14.5% Price: $28 

91 Michael David 2016 6th Sense Syrah (Lodi). 
For full review see page 12. 

abv: 15% Price: $16 

91 Rock Wren 2013 Syrah (Solano County Green 
Valley). For full review see page 13. 

abv: 14.6% Price: $25 

90 Townley 2015 Alder Springs Vineyard Syrah 
(Mendocino). Intense in structure, this is a 

tightly wound wine with powerful tannins and full 
body. It smells like black pepper, blackberries and 
oak, and tastes dry and firm, as the fruit elements 
are blanketed securely by tannins. It will need time 
to mellow. Best after 2023. —J.G. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $50 

89 Tantara 2015 Ingeborg Syrah (Los Olivos 
District). Very ripe aromas of black plum, 

elderflower, jasmine and a hint of teriyaki show on 
the nose of this bottling. It’s clean and full on the 
palate with a strong sticky tannic tension, showing 
primarily black-plum flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $42 

88 Kula 2016 Estate Syrah (Paso Robles). Aro-
mas of black currant, blackberry syrup, root 

beer float and charred meat show on the nose of this 
bottling. It’s a tad syrupy on the palate, where cara-
melized black-fruit and tar flavors are cut by decent 
acidity. —M.K. 
abv: 15.9% Price: $32 

GRENACHE

93 Amador Cellars 2015 Estate Reserve Grenache 
Noir (Amador County). This wine is nervy in 

a good way, showing good acidity to match gener-
ous alcohol and a fine mixture of complex aromas 
and flavors ranging from mineral and dried herb to 
cherry, iron and beef juices. The color is in the natu-
ral lighter end of the garnet range, the aromas bring 
a wide variety of nuances, and the fruity threads 
weave in and out of savory ones on the palate and 
finish. Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 15% Price: $30 

93 Folded Hills 2015 Grant Grenache (Santa 
Ynez Valley). Bright and radiant aromas of 

cherry, strawberry and raspberry meet with rose 
petals, spice cake and a touch of bubblegum on the 
nose of this bottling by winemaker Angela Osborne. 
There is firm structure to the palate at first, then 
comes tart cherry and hibiscus flavors—altogether 
quite refreshing. —M.K. 
abv: 13.03% Price: $34 
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92 Folded Hills 2016 Grant Grenache (Santa 
Ynez Valley). For full review see page 8. 

abv: 13.1% Price: $38 

92 Lava Cap 2016 Estate Bottled Grenache (El 
Dorado). For full review see page 9. 

abv: 15.6% Price: $28 

90 Balderdash 2013 Trademark Red Grenache 
(Edna Valley). There is intense color and 

even a dark-chocolate kick on the nose of this bot-
tling, along with more usual aromas of baked berry, 
plum jam and clove. The tannins are a tad sticky on 
the sip, carrying boysenberry flavors and plentiful 
acidity. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $35 

90 Prospect 772 2015 The Brat Grenache (Sierra 
Foothills). This is a bold full-bodied wine 

that’s well oaked and has plenty of black-fruit 
 flavors too. Firm tannins support ripe black-cherry 
and blueberry flavors while tempting baking spices 
and wood-smoke accents add extra interest. It’s 
made from 79% Grenache and 21% Syrah. —J.G. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $36 

90 Sarah’s Vineyard 2014 Estate Grenache 
(Santa Clara Valley). Concentrated aromas 

of pomegranate and cherry meet with more complex 
aromas of crushed rocks and wet wood on the nose 
of this estate bottling. There is brightness and light-
ness to the elegant palate, where rose, hibiscus, red 
fruit and cedar flavors intermingle. —M.K. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $28 

88 Townley 2015 Alder Springs Vineyard Gre-
nache (Mendocino). Lean and appetizing in 

character, this medium- to full-bodied wine blends 
mild raspberry and forest-floor aromas with meaty, 
slightly peppery flavors. It has a tangy texture that 
leaves a clean aftertaste. —J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $35 

MOURVÈDRE

90 Aver Family Vineyards 2015 Family Album 
Mourvèdre (Contra Costa County). Bak-

ing spices and milk chocolate in the aroma lead to 
very pleasant plum, spice and chocolate flavors that 
weave together on the palate and the finish. It’s a 
smooth, well-modulated wine with mild tannins 
and a plush mouthfeel. —J.G. 
abv: 15% Price: $40 

89 J. Lohr 2016 Gesture Mourvèdre (Paso 
Robles). Earthy on the nose, this bottling 

shows tobacco, cigar box, crusty brioche and purple-
flower aromas. Rounded and tart berry fruits meet 
with pencil shavings and crushed graphite flavors on 
the palate. —M.K. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $30 

88 Amador Cellars 2015 Estate Mourvèdre 
(Amador County). This effusively fruity 

wine has a dazzling cherry-candy character that 
pervades the aromas and flavors, making it taste 
almost sweet. It’s one of the purest, fruitiest Cali-
fornia Mourvèdres available—easy to sip, low in 
tannins and medium in body. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $28 

ZINFANDEL

94 Amador Cellars 2015 The Native Zinfandel 
(Amador County). For full review see page 4. 

Editors’ Choice. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $34 

94 Bella 2015 Barrel 32 Zinfandel (Sonoma 
County). For full review see page 4. Cellar 

Selection. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $58 

94 Bella 2015 Rocks Edge Zinfandel (Rockpile). 
For full review see page 4. Cellar Selection. 

abv: 14.9% Price: $58 

94 Easton 2015 Rinaldi Vineyard Old Vine Zin-
fandel (Fiddletown). Hardly a run-of-the-

mill wine, this potent liquid exudes tobacco and 
flint aromas that join with wood smoke, cocoa and 
blackberry flavors to make it dramatic and spicy. 
Full body and firm tannins build great structure to 
pair with indulgent proteins and give it the stuffing 
to age. Best from 2022. Cellar Selection. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $35 

94 Robert Biale 2016 Monte Rosso Vineyard 
Zinfandel (Moon Mountain District Sonoma 

County). For full review see page 5. Cellar Selection. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $68 

94 Rockpile 2016 Black Sheep Zinfandel (Rock-
pile). A 100% varietal wine made in mag-

nums only, this is the owner and winemaker’s 
amusing ode to his own position within his large 
family, choosing winemaking over grape growing, 
the choice of all his brothers. It is brightly layered 
and brooding in berry and spice, with lovely soft 
grooves of cinnamon, nutmeg and black pepper. The 
tannins are polished and supportive. —V.B. 
abv: 14.57% Price: $150/1.5 L 

93 Bella 2015 Maple Vineyards Annie’s Block 
Zinfandel (Dry Creek Valley). For full review 

see page 5. 
abv: 15% Price: $55 

93 Charles B. Mitchell 2015 Merill Vineyard 
 Reserve Zinfandel (El Dorado). This big wine 

is so full of jammy fruit flavors and laced with such 
firm tannins that it’s almost chewy. It has bold ripe 
fruit aromas like blackberries, rich and concen-
trated fruit flavors that are deep and focused, and 
a great structure of tannins and good acidity that 
make it lip-smacking to taste. —J.G. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $25 

93 Easton 2015 Estate Bottled Zinfandel 
(Shenandoah Valley). This is a deep, rich 

and mouth-filling wine from the heart of Zinfandel 
country in Amador County. It offers an abundance 
of ripe berries, black pepper and hints of oak spices. 
It’s full bodied, creamy in texture, layered with 
black fruits and has a soothing, moderately tannic 
texture. Best through 2024. —J.G. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $35 

93 Edmeades 2014 Zinfandel (Mendocino 
 County). Tight, concentrated aromas of 

black fig and dark chocolate meet beefy, earthy and 
ripe berry flavors in this high-powered, concen-
trated wine. It has a full body and firm tannins that 
give it a powerful structure, with nice depth and a 
lingering chocolate and cherry finish. —J.G. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $20 

93 Joseph Jewell 2015 Grist Vineyard Zinfandel 
(Dry Creek Valley). From a sloping hillside 

at 1,000-feet in elevation, this is a beautiful vine-
yard-designate and ambassador for the variety: shy 
in fruit at first, which only allows its floral, earthy 
aspects of ash and rock to shine. Black pepper and 
leather boost an array of tangy cherry, raspberry 
and plum that remains tart and fresh. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $42 

93 Robert Biale 2016 Aldo’s Vineyard Zinfandel 
(Oak Knoll District). Estate grown, this is 

a signature wine for the producer. It is named for 
Biale’s father and made from vines planted decades 
ago. Tangy red fruit, plum and citrus complement a 
rich and tannic midpalate of powerful density and 
complexity, seasoned in dried flowers. —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $85 

93 Robert Biale 2016 Pagani Ranch Zinfandel 
(Sonoma County). For full review see page 

7. Editors’ Choice. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $52 

93 Rockpile 2016 Rockpile Ridge Vineyard Zin-
fandel (Rockpile). For full review see page 7. 

abv: 14.57% Price: $45 

92 Amador Cellars 2015 Family Reserve Zinfandel 
(Amador County). This wine is big but bal-

anced as it delivers copious amounts of ripe fruit 
flavor, full body and tasty accents of black pepper 
and sage to convey that brambly brushy personality 
of Zin. Some of that spiciness can be attributed to 
aging for 20 months in 50% new oak barrels. —J.G. 
abv: 15.4% Price: $45 

92 Baca 2016 Tug O’ War Maffei Vineyard Zin-
fandel (Russian River Valley). For full review 

see page 7. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $50 

92 Bella 2015 Florence Zinfandel (Dry Creek 
 Valley). For full review see page 8.

abv: 14.9% Price: $40 
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92 Easton 2015 Zinfandel (Fiddletown). 
Smooth and supple all the way through, this 

concentrated and powerful wine nevertheless has 
great layers of ripe fruit and velvety tannins. Grown 
at 2,000-feet in elevation, it has black cherry and 
blackberry that blend with hints of black pepper 
and toasted oak as the flavors roll across and linger 
on the palate. Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

92 Graziano 2014 Zinfandel (Mendocino  County). 
This is a snappy, well-balanced and also con-

centrated wine that’s compelling to drink. Engaging 
complexity in the aromas leads to equally intrigu-
ing and spicy flavors that are well supported by good 
acidity and firm tannins. Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 15% Price: $19 

92 Jessie’s Grove 2014 Jessie’s Collection Estate 
Grown Old Vine Zinfandel (Lodi). A velvety 

texture based on a wealth of fine-grained tannins sets 
this high-octane wine apart. That structure supports 
good ripe fruit flavors and lots of spicy oak accents 
so the wine is layered and long on the finish. —J.G. 
abv: 15.6% Price: $22 

92 Kokomo 2016 Rockpile Vineyard Zinfandel 
(Dry Creek Valley). Brambly blackberry fla-

vors are seasoned with pungent aromas of cinnamon 
and nutmeg in this thick, rich and intensely ripe 
wine. Its power and concentration provide a lush-
ness and roundly fruity approachability that doesn’t 
hinder its lingering, textured complexity. —V.B. 
abv: 15.3% Price: $42 

92 Quivira 2016 Black Boar Zinfandel (Dry Creek 
Valley). This is a juicy, leathery and layered 

wine with hearty characteristics of grilled meat, 
blackberry and black cherry. Bold and full bodied, it 
retains supportive acidity and is integrated in tannin 
and oak, showing lasting notes of nutmeg and clove. 
—V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $48 

92 Robert Biale 2016 Black Chicken Zinfandel 
(Napa Valley). For full review see page 9. 

abv: 14.7% Price: $48 

92 Saucelito Canyon 2015 1880 Old Vine Zinfan-
del (Arroyo Grande Valley). For full review 

see page 10. —M.K. 
abv: 13.92% Price: $80 

92 Steele 2015 Pacini Vineyard Zinfandel (Men-
docino County). Engaging and nicely oaky but 

also well structured, this full-bodied wine has dense 
layers of ripe fruity spicy flavors and almost chewy 
tannins. It is concentrated, deep and with a lengthy 
finish. Best after 2022. Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $20 

91 Angry Bunch 2015 Zinfandel (Dry Creek  Valley). 
For full review see page 11. 

abv: 14.7% Price: $25 

91 Easton 2016 Zinfandel (Amador County). 
Smooth and creamy yet firm enough for good 

grip, this is a big but well-balanced wine that offers 
plenty of ripe berries and plums along with hints 
of black pepper and sage. Moderate tannins seem 
to build on the palate and add a good bite to the 
finish. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $22 

91 Kunde 2015 Reserve Century Vines Zinfandel 
(Sonoma Valley). For full review see page 12. 

abv: 14.8% Price: $60 

91 Old Ghost 2015 Old Vine Zinfandel (Lodi). For 
full review see page 12.

abv: 15.9% Price: $37 

91 Quivira 2016 Zinfandel (Dry Creek Valley). 
This is a heck of a value, well-made, well-

integrated and structured. Baked bread and dark-
cherry flavors are supported by thick tannin and 
complementary high-toned acidity, the finish a rich, 
rewarding end note of dark chocolate and coffee. 
Editors’ Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

91 Robert Biale 2016 Valsecchi Vineyard Zinfandel 
(Carneros). This has both high-toned acidity 

and strong tannins, with corresponding flavors that 
contrast from cranberry and cherry to vanilla and 
fresh bread. Along the powerful midpalate are high-
lights of leather, dried herb and peppery oak. —V.B. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $58 

91 Viaggio 2014 Little Missy Estate Zinfandel 
(Lodi). Great concentration helps this full-

bodied wine stand out. It has intense and ripe 
blackberry and raspberry flavors, moderate tannins 
and good length on the finish. —J.G. 
abv: 15.04% Price: $26 

90 Angry Bunch 2015 Zinfandel (Mendocino 
County). For full review see page 14. 

abv: 14.5% Price: $21 

90 Charles B. Mitchell 2016 Goltz Vineyard 
 Reserve Zinfandel (El Dorado). This wine is 

full bodied and well balanced, easy to enjoy for its 
wealth of fruit and spice flavors, and also appetiz-
ing due to good acidity and moderate tannins. —J.G. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $25 

90 Frank Family 2015 Zinfandel (Napa Valley). 
Blended with 11% Petite Sirah, this wine 

is soft, round and richly layered in strong flavors of 
baked plum and dark cherry. It balances its ripeness 
with nuanced aspects of toasted oak, firm tannin 
and moderate acidity. —V.B. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $38 

90 Kokomo 2016 Timber Crest Vineyard Wine-
maker’s Reserve Zinfandel (Dry Creek  Valley). 

Dark cherry and blackberry flavors dominate in this 
thick, rich and concentrated wine, which is boldly 
ripe and round in style. Its intensity is addition-

ally defined by strong characteristics of coffee and 
molasses. —V.B. 
abv: 15.8% Price: $40 

90 Kunde 2015 Heritage Block Zinfandel 
( Sonoma Valley). For full review see page 

15. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $40 

90 Navarro 2016 Old Vine Zinfandel (Mendo-
cino). Very fruity, very ripe and very full 

bodied, this wine practically oozes a jammy berry-
like character from the first whiff to the lingering 
finish. Dried fruits like fig and raisin dominate the 
flavors while a rich lush texture coats the tastebuds. 
—J.G. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $29 

90 Navarro 2016 Zinfandel (Mendocino). This 
wine goes for extreme ripeness in the 

dense jammy saturated blackberry and black-plum 
 flavors, has a broad smooth texture and full body. 
It’s on the verge of sweetness, showing mild tannins 
and soft acidity, and is seductive for the purity and 
generosity of the fruit character. —J.G. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $22 

90 Opaque 2015 Zinfandel (Paso Robles). 
Slightly tart aromas of black fruit meet with 

turned earth, campfire and incense on the savory 
nose of this bottling from the Riboli family. Cooked 
black-currant and olive flavors combine with  roasted 
beef and cocoa on the thick palate. —M.K. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $32 

90 Peltier 2016 Estate Grown Old Vine  Zinfandel 
(Lodi). A dark color, concentrated flavors 

and firm tannins make this a deep and impressive 
wine. It has nicely ripe flavors like blackberries and 
black cherries, a grippy texture and very full body. 
—J.G. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $28 

90 Robert Biale 2016 Old Kraft Vineyard Zin-
fandel (St. Helena). With a charred, meaty 

nose, this wine has a strong tannic profile and 
thickness of fruit, layering from blueberry to plum. 
It remains concentrated and thick on the palate 
through highlights of black pepper, cinnamon and 
clove. —V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $52 

90 Rockpile 2016 Cemetery Vineyard Zinfandel 
(Rockpile). Thick rounded richness is sup-

ported in pillowy tannin and brimming in brambly 
blueberry and blackberry. It broods and bristles in 
grippy texture and earthy elements of dried sage, 
lavender and crushed rock. —V.B. 
abv: 14.57% Price: $51 

90 Rockpile 2016 Jack’s Cabin Vineyard Zinfan-
del (Rockpile). Juicy black fruit and big oak 

give this 100% varietal wine a notable opulence 
around deep layers of mocha, dark chocolate and 
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nutmeg. It is full bodied but not overbearing, show-
ing balanced lushness. —V.B. 
abv: 14.76% Price: $47 

90 Rockpile 2016 Pritchett Peaks Vineyard 
Zinfandel (Rockpile). Tight tannins under-

score a rocky dusty texture in this big-boned savory 
wine that is 100% varietal. Spice, leather and red 
fruit come together seamlessly basked in violet. It 
has plenty of power and concentration but leaves an 
elegant lasting impression. —V.B. 
abv: 14.75% Price: $49 

90 Skinner 2015 Six Horse Zinfandel (El  Dorado). 
This full-bodied wine has a high ripeness 

factor and also a solid structure of fruit acidity and 
moderate tannins to nicely support the jammy rasp-
berry and blackberry flavors that are so tempting. 
—J.G. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $36 

90 V. Sattui 2015 Ancient Vine Quaglia Vine-
yard Zinfandel (St. Helena). Rich and round 

with a soft texture, this wine offers a pillowy tannin 
structure and a leathery backbone of savory flavor. 
Raspberry and vanilla stand out amidst toasted oak 
and hints of dusty crushed rock. —V.B. 
abv: 15.4% Price: $49 

90 V. Sattui 2015 School House Creek Zinfandel 
(Dry Creek Valley). High-toned red cherry 

highlights this soft, rounded and highly ripe wine, 
which is varietally correct and well representa-
tive of the appellation. Dense concentrated fruit is 
accented in cedar and clove. —V.B. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $43 

90 Winery by the Creek 2015 Reserve Delfino 
Vineyards Primitivo (Fair Play). Extra-deep 

and ripe fruit flavors pack this full-bodied wine to 
bursting, from black cherries in the aroma to floral 
and grapey notes on the palate. It’s full bodied and 
has moderate tannins for a nice grip in the mouth. 
—J.G. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $25 

89 Portalupi 2016 Shake Ridge Ranch Zinfandel 
(Amador County). This is a nicely dry, fla-

vorful and firm-textured wine with a good layer of 
tannin for structure and moderately ripe berry and 
black-cherry flavors. The balance and mouthfeel are 
tailored for the table: this is not a cocktail or dessert 
wine as many seem to be. —J.G. 
abv: 15% Price: $38 

89 Wilson Creek 2015 Promenance Vineyard 
Family Reserve Zinfandel (Temecula Valley). 

Quite light in the glass, this bottling offers subtle aro-
mas of red fruits and turned earth. There is decent 
tannic tension to the palate, where rounded red-fruit 
and herb flavors meet with an anise spice. —M.K. 
abv: 15.6% Price: $55 

88 Angry Bunch 2016 Zinfandel (Lodi). This 
is a generous and fruity wine with attrac-

tive black-pepper and wood-smoke accents that 
add complexity to the plummy, raspberry-like fruit 
qualities. It’s full bodied but smooth and easy to sip. 
—J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $18 

88 Easton 2017 Lot 1852 Zinfandel (Amador 
County). This is a smooth relaxed wine 

that’s easy to sip and enjoy without having to fight 
high alcohol or tight tannins. It has a relatively light 
color, plenty of plum and sour-cherry flavors and 
medium to full body. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $22 

88 Gehricke 2014 Ponzo Vineyard Zinfandel 
(Russian River Valley). This is 100% vari-

etal and aged in both new French and American oak. 
Turned earth and grilled mushroom provide savory 
contrast to soft jammy layers of cinnamon, plum 
and blackberry. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $35 

88 Kula 2016 Zinfandel (Paso Robles). Some-
what delicate on the nose, this bottling 

offers aromas of kirsch and spice cake to start. It 
lands softly on the palate, with mouth-coating 
flavors of strawberry and sharp cinnamon, with a 
pinch of dried herbs. —M.K. 
abv: 16.7% Price: $30 

88 Kunde 2015 Estate Zinfandel (Sonoma 
 Valley). Juicy, soft, round and rich, this 

wine is fruit forward in blackberry and plum with 
an underlying hint of brown sugar. It finishes in 
black pepper and cinnamon. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $22 

88 Parducci 2015 Small Lot Zinfandel (Men-
docino). This non-oaky wine is somehow 

brawny and pretty at the same time. It offers won-
derful cherry-like floral aromas and equally focused 
bright flavors, along with a definitely dry palate and 
full body. —J.G. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $14 

88 Pedroncelli 2016 Bushnell Vineyard  Zinfandel 
(Dry Creek Valley). This is an intensely 

jammy, rich, 100% varietal wine that’s rich and thick 
with elements of barbecue, grilled meat and Italian 
deli. It finishes in vanilla oak and black pepper. —V.B. 
abv: 16.1% Price: $26 

88 Robert Biale 2016 Founding Farmers Zinfan-
del (St. Helena). Earthy and brimming in 

crisp red fruit, this is a floral, somewhat ethereal 
wine that’s powerfully built in ripe plum and lico-
rice that finishes in grippy tannin. —V.B. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $38 

88 V. Sattui 2015 Ancient Vine Crow Ridge Vine-
yard Zinfandel (Russian River Valley). Black 

olive, truffle and brown sugar underlie this opu-
lently ripe wine, mild in structure and big in tannin. 

Cherry and berry flavor add to its lush voluptuous 
nature. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $55 

88 V. Sattui 2015 Black Sears Vineyard Zinfan-
del (Howell Mountain). This wine is tightly 

wound with plenty of tannic tension, a mountainous 
expression of menthol and turned earth seasoned in 
black pepper. Brambly blackberry flavor is accentu-
ated by aspects of dark chocolate and coffee. —V.B. 
abv: 15% Price: $51 

88 Vermeil 2015 1908 Block Luvisi Vineyard 
Zinfandel (Calistoga). This is an intensely 

tannic wine from an historic site, richly layered in 
brown sugar, molasses and cinnamon. The bolder 
flavors are in contrast to herbal elements of black 
pepper, clove and cedar. —V.B. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $52 

87 Cline 2016 Ancient Vines Zinfandel (Con-
tra Costa County). Very ripe, almost sweet 

fruit flavors pour forth from this full-bodied wine, 
accented by baking spices like vanilla and cinna-
mon. It feels very smooth and soft in texture. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $15 

87 Gen5 2015 Old Vine Zinfandel (Lodi). This 
medium-bodied wine has plenty of plummy 

flavors and a spicy streak of black pepper and 
smoke running through it from the aroma to the 
finish. It’s smooth in texture, moderately concen-
trated and is 100% estate grown, very rare for a 
wine this inexpensive. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $10 

87 GTB 2016 Del Barba Vineyard Zinfandel 
( Contra Costa County). This wine is very 

smooth, fruity, ripe and almost sweet in flavor. It 
has plum and raisin notes, a soft texture, elevated 
alcohol and low acidity. —J.G. 
abv: 16.3% Price: $16/500 ml 

87 Miro 2016 Reserve Mounts Vineyard Zinfandel 
(Dry Creek Valley). This is an earthy brawny 

red wine with bold ripe characteristics of leather, 
espresso and black cherry. It broods intensity and 
big flavor. —V.B. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $28 

87 Quivira 2016 Anderson Ranch Zinfandel (Dry 
Creek Valley). Earthy and herbal, this full-

bodied wine offers a generous helping of tart acidity 
and wild flavors of brambly berry, red cherry and 
vanilla bean. —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $48 

87 Shannon 2015 Two Bud Block Reserve Zinfan-
del (Lake County). Heavy oak spices domi-

nate this full-bodied wine giving it plenty of vanilla, 
cinnamon, wood smoke and black pepper in the 
aromas and flavors. Beneath the oakiness and firm 
tannins, the berry flavor that the varietal is known 
for is rather hidden. —J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $30 
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87 Tortoise Creek 2016 Zinfandel (Lodi). Nice 
fruit concentration, a touch of spicy oak and 

a very clean uncomplicated flavor profile make this 
smooth and almost-sweet wine easy to quaff and 
enjoy. It’s full bodied, soft and not noticeably tannic. 
Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $12 

87 V. Sattui 2015 Gilsson Vineyard Old Vine Zin-
fandel (Russian River Valley). Baked plum, 

licorice and lavender aromas and flavors define this 
jammy wine, which takes on a sweetness of oak. 
Thick on the midpalate, it has substantial weight 
from the tannins and powerfully ripe fruit. —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $42 

87 Wilson Foreigner 2017 Del Barba Vineyard 
Zinfandel (Contra Costa County). Very ripe, 

rich and almost syrupy, this full-flavored wine has 
dried-fruit flavors like raisins and prunes, a soft 
broad mouthfeel and very full body. —J.G. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $30 

86 Carnivor 2016 Zinfandel (California). A 
deep, dark color and deep, dark flavors steal 

the show in this extra-ripe and extremely spicy 
wine. Oak is the star, as cedar, clove, vanilla, cin-
namon and smoke notes pervade the aromas, flavors 
and finish. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $15 

86 Collier Creek 2016 Old Press Zinfandel 
(Lodi). Soft-textured and definitely fruity, 

this easy-going non-oaky wine is charming for its 
fresh raspberry aromas and red-fruit flavors. The 
texture is smooth and non-tannic. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $10 

86 La Storia 2016 Block 303 Zinfandel (Alexan-
der Valley). This wine opens gritty in tex-

ture and tannin before softening on the midpalate. 
Black fruit, cedar, dried herb and black pepper com-
bine for a forceful experience of power and serious 
ripeness. —V.B. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $26 

86 Murphy-Goode 2014 Liar’s Dice Zinfandel 
(Sonoma County). Brawny fruit is over-

whelmed by smoke and charred oak in this thickly 
tannic wine that has a jammy core of blackberry and 
marshmallow flavor. —V.B. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $21 

86 Saddleback 2016 Old Vines Zinfandel (Napa 
Valley). This wine has a touch of reduction 

that makes it hard to fully delve into, a well as a 
thickly tannic character of ripeness that quietly 
exudes notions of blackberry and vanilla. —V.B. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $NA 

86 V. Sattui 2015 Battaglini Vineyard Ancient 
Vine Zinfandel (Russian River Valley). Floral 

and quite cherry-berry in fruity flavor, this wine has 

mild structure and generous tannin, with a midpal-
ate bursting in earthy oak. —V.B. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $45 

85 Moss Roxx 2015 Ancient Vine Reserve Zin-
fandel (Lodi). An abundance of sweet-

seeming, spicy oak fills the aroma and smothers the 
fruit flavors in this spice cabinet of a wine. It has 
lots of vanilla, ginger, nutmeg and maple flavors and 
full body. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $26 

84 Decoy 2016 Zinfandel (Sonoma County). 
This is a big, juicy and somewhat astringent 

red, the tannins sizable and intrusive. —V.B. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $25 

84 The Federalist 2016 Zinfandel (Dry Creek 
Valley). This wine is brimming in black-

berry and vanilla flavors, with an earthy quality that 
rides below the intensity of the fruit. The acidity is 
elusive. —V.B. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $18 

84 ZinPhomaniac 2016 Zinfandel (Lodi). Strong 
smoky oaky aromas and flavors pervade 

this full-bodied wine, nearly covering the  plummy, 
 almost-sweet fruit flavors that lie underneath.  —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $18 

SANGIOVESE

92 Giornata 2015 Sangiovese (Paso Robles). 
Fresh plum fruit meets with rocky earth, 

pipe tobacco and dark-red flowers on the nose of 
this bottling by Brian and Stephy Terrizzi. The pal-
ate is wrapped in a dark earthy core with bountiful 
acidity and thick tannins, carrying flavors of tangy 
plum skin and berry fruit. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $30 

90 Luna 2015 Sangiovese (Napa Valley). 
J ammy in rustic dried cherry and blue-

berry, this is a likably soft, rounded and full-bodied 
red with a leathery finish dotted in black pepper and 
clove. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $45 

90 Pestoni Family 2016 Estate Sangiovese 
(Rutherford). Juicy in cherry with a strong 

element of char and smoke, this is a soft, rounded 
and full-bodied wine made entirely from the vari-
ety. It has secondary characteristics of dried herb 
and sage. —V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $45 

90 Pride Mountain 2015 Sangiovese (Sonoma 
County). A nice representation of what 

the grape can do in California, this is blended with 
19% Cabernet Sauvignon and 1% Petit Verdot. The 
result is juicy, leathery and soft in texture, with 
well-defined notes of dried currant, cherry and a 
lasting tease of sage. —V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $60/500 ml 

89 Alara 2016 Sangiovese (San Benito County). 
Dark strawberry, gingerbread spice, toast 

and gravel show on the nose of this relatively light 
bottling. Rounded and ripe plum and boysenberry 
flavors are lifted by cinnamon spice on the palate. 
—M.K. 
abv: 15.8% Price: $39 

89 Naggiar 2016 Estate Sangiovese (Sierra 
Foothills). This wine has pleasant red-

cherry and sour-cherry aromas, a plush mouthfeel 
and mellow ripe fruit flavors. Moderate acidity and 
tannins give it some good heft in the texture. —J.G. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $28 

88 Mietz 2015 Estate Sangiovese (Dry Creek 
Valley). With 10% Merlot, this wine is 

brawny in baked and dried flavors of blueberry and 
cherry, its texture soft and rounded with a moderate 
amount of richness. There’s both tension and bal-
ance in its acidity. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $28 

87 Benessere 2016 Estate Sangiovese (St. Hel-
ena). With a nose of brioche and smoky oak, 

this is a well-made, light-bodied version of the vari-
ety with 3% Syrah blended in. Dried cherry, leather 
and black pepper all appear along a high-toned, tan-
nic texture. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $38 

86 Mengler Family Wines 2016 Alegria Vine-
yards Sangiovese (Russian River Valley). 

With an ashy undercurrent of char and smoke, this 
wine offers medium-bodied layers of dried cherry 
and leather, finishing with a lasting note of black 
pepper. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $45 

BARBERA

94 Langman Estate 2014 Vincent Henry’s 
Barbera (Sierra Foothills). Beautiful fruit, 

flower and spice aromas give way to opulent, rich 
and complex flavors in this very appealing and pol-
ished wine. It has vivid black-cherry flavors, bak-
ing-spice accents and a palate-soothing texture of 
fine-grained tannins and moderate acidity. Editors’ 
Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $36 

93 Giornata 2017 Barbera (Paso Robles). This 
is an immensely fun, fruity and fresh wine, 

a vibrant display of delicious youth that’s ready to 
glug now. Light in the glass, the wine shows fruit 
punch and all manner of red fruit on the nose, along 
with some carnations. The palate offers red apple 
and watermelon but with tannic grip and ample 
spice to make it memorable. Editors’ Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 
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93 Portalupi 2016 Pauli Ranch Barbera (Mendo-
cino County). For full review see page 6. Cel-

lar Selection. 
abv: 15.8% Price: $38 

92 Shooting Star 2016 Barbera (Lake County). 
Delicious fruit flavors, subtle spices and a 

generous mouthfeel come together in this full-bod-
ied, luxurious wine. It has a mouth-filling texture 
due to lots of fine-grained tannins, very ripe and 
pure black-cherry flavors and excellent concentra-
tion that helps extend the finish. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $15 

91 Prima Materia 2016 Estate Barbera (Kelsey 
Bench). High-powered berry and cherry fla-

vors light up this very focused and purely fruity 
wine. It is quite full-bodied but not very tannic, 
and minimal use of oak in the winemaking yields a 
 vibrant, uncomplicated character. —J.G. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $25 

91 Westbrook Wine Farm 2015 Laurie’s Vineyard 
Barbera (Madera). This bold wine is very 

ripe in terms of fruit flavor, and shows generous oak 
spices like cedar, clove and black pepper that meld 
nicely with its almost jammy blackberry and blue-
berry  flavors. The mouthfeel is broad and velvety. 
—J.G. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $25 

90 Binz 2015 Sleeper-Crain Vineyard Barbera 
(Shenandoah Valley). Deep dark fruit flavors 

are matched by oaky spices in this dark-colored, full-
bodied and moderately tannic wine. It has a touch of 
the varietal’s usual acidity underpinning vivid cherry 
and blackberry flavors, while fine-grained tannins 
give a velvety feel to the texture. —J.G. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $28 

90 Easton 2015 Cooper Ranch Barbera (Shenan-
doah Valley). This wine is dark and brood-

ing, offering black-pepper, blackberry and wood-
smoke aromas, then potent concentrated fruit 
flavors on a rather tannic full-bodied frame. Subtle 
oak spices of wood smoke and clove add complexity 
on the palate and finish. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

90 Portalupi 2016 Shake Ridge Ranch Barbera 
(Amador County). For full review see page 

16. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $45 

88 Andis 2016 d’ Amador Barbera (Amador 
County). This crisp, lip-smacking red wine 

has lots of cherry and cranberry flavors, light to 
medium body and good balance. It’s an appetizing 
mealtime wine that doesn’t steal the show. —J.G. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

87 Lava Cap 2016 Barbera (El Dorado). A smoky 
sage-like aroma and fruit flavors tinged with 

earthy, woody accents make this full-bodied wine a 
bit of a wild card, but an enjoyable one. —J.G. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $25 

87 Terra d’Oro 2016 Barbera (Amador County). 
This is a good wine that balances ripe berry 

flavors with lively acidity and medium body. It 
tastes like sour cherries and raspberries and has a 
lightly tart mouthfeel. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $18 

86 Binz 2016 Barbera (Sierra Foothills). This 
medium-bodied wine shows a lot of oak 

influence in the baking-spice aromas, cedar and 
vanilla flavors and spicy finish. Under the oak are 
bright raspberry and cherry flavors. —J.G. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $25 

86 Binz 2016 Oleta Vineyard Barbera (Sierra 
Foothills). This big and rather tart wine 

has a green streak in the piney, woody aromas and 
flavors that accompany red-cherry and sour-cherry 
notes. —J.G. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $25 

86 Blue Victorian Winery 2016 Barbera (Suisun 
Valley). A heavy oak influence gives this 

full-bodied wine smoky, charred aromas and flavors 
that dampen the fruity components that may have 
been in the grapes. It’s bold and spicy. —J.G. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $42 

84 Lewis Grace 2016 Barbera (Amador County). 
A strong spicy oaky aroma is followed by 

equally strong oak flavors, so this medium-bodied 
wine is one-dimensional, without the fruit character 
that most people like to taste in their wines. —J.G. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $28 

83 Binz 2016 Hanna’s Vineyard Barbera 
(Shenandoah Valley). Charred wood-smoke 

aromas and raw oak flavors nearly overwhelm the 
taste of this heavy-handed and medium-bodied 
wine. —J.G. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $28 

TEMPRANILLO

92 Grace + Vine 2015 Tempranillo (Paso Robles). 
Very dark in the glass, this bottling from a 

new project based in Santa Barbara County offers 
aromas of elderberry, blue flowers, dark cocoa and 
earth, proving both rocky and fruity on the nose. 
Acid rises quickly on the palate to deliver flavors of 
blueberry, black rocks and a hint of leather. —M.K. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $30 

92 Jarvis 2014 Estate Grown Cave Fermented 
Tempranillo (Napa Valley). For full review 

see page 8. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $85 

91 Alara 2016 Tempranillo (San Benito County). 
For full review see page 10. 

abv: 15.1% Price: $39 

90 Alara 2015 Tempranillo (Central Coast). 
Ripe black-currant, baked fig, clove and 

ginger aromas show on the rich nose of this bottling. 
The palate is also quite ripe with thick fig cake and 
gingerbread flavors, though framed by chalky tan-
nins and lots of acid, proving very Rioja-like. —M.K. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $41 

90 Marimar Estate 2015 Don Miguel Vineyard 
Unfiltered Estate Grown & Bottled Tempra-

nillo (Russian River Valley). For full review see page 
16. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $53 

82 Viaggio 2014 Outta the House! Tempranillo 
(Lodi). This is a basic table wine, light and 

a bit brownish in color, that tastes a little tired and 
has flavors like tea and raspberry vinegar. —J.G. 
abv: 13.22% Price: $25 

RED BLENDS

96 Continuum 2015 Sage Mountain Vineyard 
Proprietary Red (Napa Valley). This deeply 

flavored and silky-textured wine is surprising in the 
way that rather mild aromas of cigar box and pen-
cil shavings lead to very rich and concentrated fruit 
flavors and a mouth-filling firmly tannic but cer-
tainly not heavy texture. It layers blueberry, black 
cherry, mocha and mint notes that seem to build 
and expand with each sip and linger on the finish. 
Best after 2024. Cellar Selection. —J.G. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $225 

94 Daou 2015 Micho (Paso Robles). For full 
review see page 4. Cellar Selection. 

abv: 14.5% Price: $75 

94 Happy Canyon Vineyard 2014 Barrack  Family 
Estate Brand (Happy Canyon of Santa 

 Barbara). This blend of 81% Merlot, 5% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 5% Cabernet Franc, 5% Petit Verdot and 
4% Malbec bursts forth with aromas of ripe black-
berry, boysenberry, baking spice and pencil shavings. 
The palate is tightly wound with firm chalky tannins 
and bright acid giving poignance to fruity flavors of 
exotic red plum and baking spice. —M.K. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $49 

94 Justin 2014 Isosceles Reserve (Paso Robles). 
For full review see page 4. 

abv: 16% Price: $105 

93 Bacio Divino 2015 Red (Napa Valley). This is 
93% Cabernet Sauvignon and 7% Sangio-

vese—a tense, focused and structured blend that’s 
full bodied and rich. Black currant, mocha and 
dusty crushed rock provide a complement of fruit 
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and mineral characteristics that work well together 
and while supported by toasted oak. —V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $110 

93 Daou 2016 Cuvée Lizzy (Adelaida District). 
For full review see page 5. 

abv: 14.7% Price: $75 

93 Happy Canyon Vineyard 2014 Barrack Fam-
ily Estate Ten-Goal (Happy Canyon of Santa 

Barbara). There is very playful and buoyant energy 
to the nose of this blend of 81% Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon, 5% Merlot, 5% Cabernet Franc, 5% Malbec 
and 4% Petit Verdot, with fresh and inviting aromas 
of ripe black plum, blackberries and spring flower 
petals. The palate is delicately bodied and full of 
black-raspberry and dried herb flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $82 

93 J. Lohr 2016 Gesture G-S-M (Paso Robles). 
This blend of 80% Grenache, 19% Syrah 

and 1% Mourvèdre is easygoing, likable and fit for 
many occasions and meals, just like a good Château-
neuf-du-Pape. Inviting aromas of plump cherry, 
macerated strawberry and vanilla lead into a palate 
loaded with cherries and vanilla ice cream flavors, 
finishing on a touch of caramel. Editors’ Choice. 
—M.K. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $30 

92 Bee Hunter 2015 Merlot-Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Yorkville Highlands). Focused black-fruit 

and flower aromas and flavors are wrapped in a 
lightly tart texture that amps up the volume of 
fruitiness on the palate. Having been aged in used, 
neutral-flavored barrels there is little oakiness to 
interfere with the powerful ripeness of the black-
cherry, black-plum, black-tea and violet flavors. 
—J.G. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $48 

92 Naggiar 2015 Le Grand-Pere Estate Reserve 
G-S-M (Sierra Foothills). Cherry and cran-

berry aromas precede richer riper black-plum and 
black-currant flavors in this full-bodied plush-tex-
tured Rhône-style blend. The combination of bright 
red fruits, warming black fruits and hints of mild oak 
baking spices give the wine complexity and interest. 
—J.G. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $47 

92 Rocca 2014 Vespera (Napa Valley). Made 
from half Cabernet Sauvignon, the remain-

der nearly equal portions of Syrah and Merlot, this 
is a full-bodied ripe blend of spicy, fresh and ample 
flavors. With integrated tannin and oak, it is effu-
sive in dark berry, leather and clove, with a meaty, 
gamy tinge on the finish. —V.B. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $50 

92 Sheldon 2017 Vinolocity (Napa-Sonoma). 
This is an unusual commingling of old-vine 

Petite Sirah from the Napa Valley and Tempranillo 
from Luc’s Vineyard in Sonoma County, a 50-50 
partnership between the two. Made in a carbonic 

style in stainless steel, it tastes of fresh strawberry, 
raspberry, with a fresh floral aspect to the palate 
that’s juicy, plush and bursting with energy. —V.B. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $40 

92 Tower 15 2016 The Jetty (Central Coast). For 
full review see page 10. 

abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

92 Workman Ayer 2015 De Facto (Santa Bar-
bara County). Gamy aromas of peppercorn-

crusted beef smoked over an oak wood fire meet with 
black plum and boysenberry on the savory nose of 
this 80% Syrah and 20% Grenache blend. Smoky 
bacon flavors lead into elegant red-plum and hibis-
cus flavors on the medium-weight palate. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $38 

91 Giornata 2016 Il Campo Rosso (Paso Robles). 
Light in the glass, this extremely quaffable 

twist top table wine is perfect for a wide range of 
foods and casual sipping, showing easy aromas of 
strawberry, baking spice and gravel on the nose. 
The palate is fresh with framboise, red plum, orange 
rind and white pepper, offering great complexity in a 
lightweight package. Editors’ Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

91 Giornata 2015 Gemellaia (Paso Robles). This 
Super Tuscan-style blend, which includes 

75% Merlot from two vineyards and 25% Sangio-
vese from a third, offers aromas of plum skin, baking 
spice and crushed asphalt on the nose. There is a 
strong earthy and rocky flavor to the palate, which 
is very dry and lifted by solid acidity. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $45 

91 Justin 2015 Isosceles (Paso Robles). For full 
review see page 12. 

abv: 15% Price: $72 

91 Tower 15 2016 The Swell (Central Coast). For 
full review see page 13. 

abv: 15% Price: $27 

90 Ackerman Family Vineyards 2015  Alavigna 
Tosca Cabernet Sauvignon-Sangiovese 

(Napa Valley). A blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and 
Sangiovese made in a well-integrated rustic way, 
this reflects both varieties in its embrace of soft, 
round flavors, including a mix of blueberry, dried 
cherry and clove. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $65 

90 Alara 2016 Boudoir Red (San Benito  County). 
A clean bouquet of crushed roses and pur-

ple flowers, baked boysenberry with vanilla and rich 
spice cake show on the nose of this blend of 50% 
Sangiovese and 50% Tempranillo. Clove, ginger-
bread and tangy black-plum flavors are evident on 
the balanced palate. —M.K. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $59 

90 Broadside 2016 Printers Alley (Paso  Robles). 
Black plum and black cherry meet with 

dried fennel frond on the nose of this blend of 50% 
Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Merlot and 20% Petit 
Verdot. Wrapped in a chalky mouthfeel, the palate 
brings broad red-fruit and baking-spice flavors with 
a hint of dried herbs. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

90 Calculated Risk 2014 Red (Mount Veeder). A 
soft, rounded and balanced red blend, this 

shows deft layers of plum accented in mountain 
sage, dried herb and a lightness of nutmeg. —V.B. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $65 

90 Chalk Hill 2015 Estate (Chalk Hill). This 
blends 57% Cabernet Sauvignon with 29% 

Malbec, 10% Petit Verdot and 4% Merlot. It offers 
impressive tension of smoky black fruit, dark choc-
olate and leather with rounded edges of richness 
and sizable tannin. —V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $70 

90 Chimney Rock 2015 Elevage Estate Grown 
(Stags Leap District). For full review see 

page 15. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $110 

90 Donati Family Vineyard 2015 G-S-M 
( Paicines). This blend of 54% Syrah, 42% 

Grenache and 4% Mourvèdre offers oregano, pep-
percorns and salted beef against a plummy back-
drop on the nose. The mouthfeel is full and chalky, 
delivering flavors of roasted black plum and dried 
herbs. —M.K. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $45 

90 En Garde 2014 Adamus (Diamond Mountain 
District). Brawny in toasted oak and grippy 

ripeness, this blend is softly layered in plum and 
black cherry. The secondary characteristics comple-
ment the fruit in cinnamon and black pepper. —V.B. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $100 

90 Thirty-Seven Wines 2015 The Hermit Reserve 
(Sonoma County). This is a blend of 50% 

Merlot and 50% Cabernet Franc sourced from 
throughout the county. Sanguine, it offers a juicy 
midpalate marked by cranberry, red currant and 
graphite, the acidity tight and firmly focused, allow-
ing for a lasting freshness on the finish. —V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $46 

89 Grand Napa 2016 Master Red (Napa Valley). 
This blends Cabernet Sauvignon with Merlot 

and Cabernet Franc, the end result offering a sweet-
ness of oak around balanced ripeness of black fruit, 
clove and dark chocolate. With a nose of violet and 
lavender, it has a touch of heat on the finish. —V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $65 

89 Oso Libre NV Primoroso Especial (Paso 
Robles). The multi-vintage blend is quite 

subtle on the nose at first, slowly allowing hints 
of dark hibiscus, plum, blackberry ham and loamy 
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soil to emerge. Dark flavors of black plum, earth and 
underbrush show on the palate. —M.K. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $39 

89 Sarah’s Vineyard 2014 Madonne Estate 
(Santa Clara Valley). Crushed lilacs, red 

spice and well-integrated black-plum aromas show 
on the nose of this blend of 69% Grenache, 16% 
Syrah, 12% Mourvèdre, 2% Carignan and 1% Cou-
noise. The palate blends incense, dried rose petals, 
cherry and plum flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $36 

88 Alara 2016 Boudoir Green (San Benito 
 County). Strong aromas of vanilla, spice 

cake and very extracted plum makes for a rich and 
concentrated nose on this blend of 50% Sangio-
vese, 30% Grenache and 20% Negrette. Thick black 
plum pudding, clove, caramel and even fudge arise 
on the palate. —M.K. 
abv: 15.4% Price: $59 

88 Donati Family Vineyard 2015 Claret 
( Paicines). A blend of all five Bordeaux red 

grapes, this bottling shows charred black plum, for-
est underbrush and pencil shavings on the nose. 
Woody flavors meet with blackberry fruit and 
burned hazelnuts on the palate. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $18 

87 Donati Family Vineyard 2015 The Immigrant 
(Paicines). This bottling is very shy on the 

nose, offering tight boysenberry and wet gravel aro-
mas with patience. The palate is a bit flat as well, 
but eventually delivers flavors of baked cherry and 
baking spice, held together by tense tannins. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $35 

87 Oso Libre NV Carnal (California). Extracted 
black-plum aromas meet with tangy balsamic 

vinegar and blackberry on the nose of this bottling. 
The palate is very rich and thick with boysenberry-
jam and spice-cake flavors that eventually find some 
tannic structure. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $41 

87 Paraduxx 2015 Red (Atlas Peak). Made from 
61% Sangiovese and 39% Cabernet Sauvi-

gnon, this is earthy and tannic, with a dry, leathery 
composition of oaky black pepper and dried cherry. 
—V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $82 

87 Prospect 772 2015 The Truant (Sierra Foot-
hills). Overt and extra-ripe fruit aromas and 

an opulent late-harvest flavor make this full-bodied 
wine tempting while low acidity and light tannins 
let it go soft in terms of mouthfeel. —J.G. 
abv: 15% Price: $36 

87 Resign 2016 G-S-M (California). This is a full-
bodied grippy wine with deep black-fruit 

flavors and a very firm texture due to significant 
tannins and good acidity. It shows black- cherry, 

sour-cherry and cedar aspects that are tightly 
wrapped. —J.G. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $25 

85 Dirt Diva 2015 Red (Paso Robles). There is 
beautiful packaging on this bottle, yet it con-

tains less-than-beautiful wine. Aromas of vinegar-
laced cranberry sauce leads into tangy cooked cran-
berry flavors on the sip. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $14 

82 Black Box 2016 Red Blend (California). This 
wine has a brothy veggie aroma and fruity 

flavors that are slightly sweet and overripe like 
raisins and prunes. It is medium bodied and a bit 
syrupy in texture. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $25/3 L 

OTHER RED WINES

92 Klinker Brick 2015 Dolcetto (Lodi). Lavish 
dark-fruit flavors meld with moderately 

spicy oak nuances for a rich, layered and delicious 
combination. The wine is deeply colored, redolent 
of black cherries and blueberries in the aroma, and 
practically gushing with rich fruit and spice notes 
on the palate and finish. Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

91 Giornata 2016 French Camp Vineyard 
 Aglianico (Paso Robles). Bright aromas of 

blueberry meet with earthy aromas and a tannic 
tension on the nose of this bottling, which comes 
from a vineyard deep in the southeastern corner of 
Paso Robles. A firm structure carries plummy fla-
vors on the palate, which is relatively light on its 
feet, approachable and easy to like. —M.K. 
abv: 14% Price: $30 

91 Summers 2016 Villa Andriana Vineyard 20th 
Anniversary Charbono (Calistoga). For full 

review see page 13. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $38 

89 Wilson Creek 2015 Distinction Vineyard 
 Petite Sirah (Temecula Valley). Candied 

black fruit and pungent potpourri aromas show on 
the nose of this bottling from Southern California. 
The palate offers pleasing floral flavors as well as 
black plum and mulberry, framed by solid acid that 
cuts into the finish. It’s unlike other Petite Sirahs, 
but interesting enough. —M.K. 
abv: 13.3% Price: $75 

88 Volatus 2015 Bloody Well Right Tannat 
(Paso Robles). Concentrated black plum, 

hoisin sauce and black pepper show on the nose 
of this bottling, an ode to the musical career of the 
vintner’s father-in-law. Tangy black-fruit flavors 
meet with more pepper spice and light vanilla on 
the ripe palate. —M.K. 
abv: 15.3% Price: $34 

86 Klinker Brick 2015 Carignane (Lodi). This is 
a showy brash wine that smells smoky and 

oaky, has medium body and tastes like wood char, 
cranberries and vanilla. Not much varietal character 
comes through but it will please oak lovers. —J.G. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

84 Millésimé 2014 Touriga Nacional (Paso 
 Robles). Very ripe aromas of black currant, 

black plum and grape seed are intensely concen-
trated on the nose of this wine. The palate is very 
ripe with a seriously strong streak of acid. —M.K. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $32 

CHARDONNAY

96 Talley 2016 Rosemary’s Vineyard Estate 
Bottled Chardonnay (Arroyo Grande Valley). 

For full review see page 3. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $48 

94 Albatross Ridge 2015 Estate Chardonnay 
(Monterey County). For full review see page 

4. 
abv: 13% Price: $65 

94 Barden 2017 Chardonnay (Sta. Rita Hills). 
Freshly squeezed lime and orange aromas 

meet with hints of apple and lemon blossoms on 
the nose of this very vibrant and zesty Chardonnay. 
There is an intense grip to the palate, where kum-
quat and grapefruit flavors meet with chalk, white 
flowers and Asian pear. —M.K. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $48 

94 Gary Farrell 2016 Rochioli Vineyard Chardon-
nay (Russian River Valley). For full review 

see page 4. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $65 

94 Jayson 2016 Chardonnay (Napa Valley). 
This has an invitingly fragrant sweetness 

on the nose, with jasmine and cotton candy, while 
the palate is etched in generous helpings of honeyed 
oak and brioche. Full bodied and richly textured, it 
delivers ample complexity around its strong addi-
tional flavors of hazelnut and vanilla. —V.B. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $50 

94 Joseph Jewell 2015 Shiloh Hill Vineyard Char-
donnay (Russian River Valley). Unctuous in 

anise, apple and Asian pear, this wine is beautifully 
layered, fleshy and lushly complex. A twist of gin-
ger rises on the midpalate as a backbone of acidity 
refreshes and lingers on the finish. This is balanced 
and lovely. —V.B. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $42 

94 Pahlmeyer 2016 Chardonnay (Napa Valley). 
Reductive in the best way, this wine opens 

in a layering of salty brine and oak as a creamy pal-
ate reveals itself with power and concentration. 
Baked apple, gingersnap and cinnamon toast con-
figure around bold structure and moderate acid-
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ity, allowing for a fulsome, voluptuous experience. 
—V.B. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $80 

94 Small Vines 2016 Chardonnay (Sonoma 
Coast). This wine opens with a gorgeous, 

memorable nose of biscotti and hazelnut before 
unleashing a palate of defined tension and acid-
ity. Light and bright, it has focus and an endearing 
freshness amidst a powerful embrace of tannin that 
amplifies its structure. —V.B. 
abv: 14% Price: $55 

94 Small Vines 2016 TBH Vineyard Estate Grown 
Chardonnay (Sonoma Coast). Robustly lay-

ered in crisp apple, lime and wet stone, this wine 
offers an intensity on the midpalate of grit and grip 
before easing into a thirst-quenching fistful of acid-
ity. Complex and structured, it shows potential for 
aging; enjoy best from 2021–2031. Cellar Selection. 
—V.B. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $72 

94 Stature 2016 Chardonnay (Santa Barbara 
County). This impressive new bottling for 

the Jackson Family starts with fresh aromas of pre-
served limes on toast, rounded nectarine, chalk and 
lemon syrup. There is a strong tension to the pal-
ate, where racy flavors of kumquat and lemon sorbet 
lead into a grippy, tense finish. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $80 

94 Talley 2016 Oliver’s Vineyard Chardonnay 
(Edna Valley). This single-vineyard expres-

sion by winemaker Eric Johnson is very supple 
on the nose with aromas of white peach, lychee, 
toasted almonds and lime sorbet. Voluptuous fla-
vors of baked pear, cinnamon and light butterscotch 
are wrapped in a silky smooth palate, hitting all of 
Chardonnay’s notes. —M.K. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $44 

94 Talley 2016 Rincon Vineyard Chardonnay 
(Arroyo Grande Valley). It’s magical how 

Talley Chardonnays pack both subtlety and rich-
ness into the same package. This bottling starts 
with light aromas of honeysuckle, golden apple and 
brioche before intensifying into cashew, peach and 
tangerine. The palate surrounds caramelized peach 
and apple flavors yet is cut with lemony acidity and 
a chalky texture, finishing with light caramel and 
butter. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $44 

93 Bargetto 2017 Regan Vineyards Reserve 
Chardonnay (Santa Cruz Mountains). Broad 

and fleshy aromas of white melon and sliced pear 
are cut with a lime and kumquat edge on the nose 
of this single-vineyard expression from the Watson-
ville area. There is decent tension and acid on the 
tip of the sip, with fresh and penetrating flavors of 
Meyer lemon, key-lime balm and light almond on 
the finish. —M.K. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $35 

93 Benovia 2016 Three Sisters Chardonnay (Fort 
Ross-Seaview). For full review see page 5. 

abv: 14.1% Price: $50 

93 Clendenen Family 2013 Le Bon Climat 
Chardonnay (Santa Maria Valley). Though 

already five-years-old, this bottling is still very 
fresh, showing aromas of honeysuckle, toast, lemon 
balm, gardenia and sandalwood. There is a flash of 
tart lemon on the sip but it’s leveled immediately by 
smooth nut-butter and brioche flavors that power 
into the velvety finish. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $50 

93 Matias Wines 2015 Rosella’s Vineyard Char-
donnay (Santa Lucia Highlands). Toasted 

almond, lemon peel, grapefruit pith, ash and a waft 
of smoke show on the nose of this single-vineyard 
expression from the Brack Mountain Winery family. 
The palate is broad with lemon, pluot and hazelnut 
flavors, proving equal parts fresh, fruity and savory 
with every touch point needed in a Chardonnay. 
—M.K. 
abv: 13.3% Price: $45 

93 Patz & Hall 2016 Chardonnay (Sonoma 
Coast). For full review see page 6. 

abv: 14.2% Price: $40 

93 Patz & Hall 2016 Bootlegger’s Hill Chardonnay 
(Russian River Valley). This vineyard-desig-

nate shows off the ample richness of the site and 
appellation, offering fulsome, exotic flavors of guava 
and fig. The ripeness of the fruit finds its comple-
ment in equally ample acidity that refreshes and 
lingers on the finish. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $65 

92 Bee Hunter 2016 Mariah Vineyards Chardon-
nay (Mendocino Ridge). For full review see 

page 8. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $32 

92 Domaine Anderson 2015 Walraven Vineyard 
Chardonnay (Anderson Valley). A deep gold 

color and effusive aromas of dough, toast and butter 
start this wine off with a bang. The flavors are rich, 
vivid and nicely oaky, giving up butterscotch, toast 
and lemon curd along with softer vanilla and pear 
tones. It is generous and rich in texture. —J.G. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $40 

92 Neely 2016 Home Block Spring Ridge Vine-
yard Chardonnay (Santa Cruz Mountains). 

Nutty aromas of walnut and hazelnut meet with 
sandalwood and a cream pudding touch on the nose 
of this bottling. There is a strong citrus pith tension 
to the palate alongside the roasted nut flavor, and 
the finish is waxy in texture. —M.K. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $48 

91 Au Bon Climat 2016 Los Alamos Vineyard 
Chardonnay (Santa Barbara County). Warm 

almond, white peach and sweet oak aromas show on 
the nose of this wine from legend Jim Clendenen. 

There is solid tension to the palate, where edgy fla-
vors of lemon skin are balanced by the warmth of 
hazelnut. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

91 Calera 2016 Chardonnay (Central Coast). For 
full review see page 11. Editors’ Choice. 

abv: 14.2% Price: $20 

91 Frank Family 2016 Chardonnay (Carneros). 
Fleshy in fig, guava and a hearty helping 

of vanilla oak, this wine is of moderate build and 
lushly likable. The finish offers a sophisticated sea-
soning of anise. —V.B. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $35 

91 Gloria Ferrer 2016 Jose S Ferrer Selection 
Reserve Chardonnay (Carneros). Thirst 

quenching in Meyer lemon, wet stone and salty oak, 
this wine evolves in the glass to become something 
more robust in body and ripeness, delving into con-
centrated apple and pear laced in ginger. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $40 

91 Patz & Hall 2016 Dutton Ranch Chardonnay 
(Russian River Valley). This is a rich, layered 

wine offering sizable notions of oak within a pow-
erful backdrop of Meyer lemon, melon and apple. 
It has dense concentration and richness that finds 
balance in underlying acidity and a mineral tease of 
crushed rock. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $44 

91 Saracina 2017 Unoaked Chardonnay (Men-
docino). For full review see page 13. 

abv: 13.2% Price: $20 

90 Artesa 2016 Chardonnay (Los Carneros). For 
full review see page 14. 

abv: 14.5% Price: $35 

90 Ballard Lane 2017 Chardonnay (Central 
Coast). For full review see page 18. Best 

Buy. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $12 

90 Balletto 2016 Estate Grown Estate Bottled 
Chardonnay (Russian River  Valley). For full 

review see page 14. Editors’ Choice. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $28 

90 Balletto 2015 Cider Ridge Vineyard Estate 
Grown Estate Bottled Chardonnay (Russian 

River Valley). For full review see page 14. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $39 

90 Benovia 2016 Chardonnay (Russian River 
Valley). From the producer’s Martaella 

Estate Vineyard, planted to heirloom clones, this is 
a lovely white, buttery in texture with a crisp back-
bone that balances the lushness on the palate with 
freshness. Green apple, blood orange and toasted 
oak mingle effortlessly and with a touch of spice. 
—V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $38 
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90 Bishop’s Peak 2017 Chardonnay (San Luis 
 Obispo County). This twist-top bottling 

is an excellent choice for affordable, crisp style of 
Chardonnay that would go well with shellfish. Aro-
mas of pear flesh and chalk lead into a grippy palate 
that’s full of wet stone minerality and citrus flavors. 
Editors’ Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $20 

90 Daniel 2015 Sangiacomo Vella Ranch Vine-
yard Chardonnay (Los Carneros). Golden 

in color this white offers big flavor and high-toned 
freshness, a broadly expansive and contrasting pal-
ate of lemon, and lime and green apple dipped in 
nutmeg and clove. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $50 

90 Lava Cap 2017 Reserve Chardonnay (El 
Dorado). For full review see page 16. 

abv: 14.5% Price: $24 

90 MacRostie 2016 Chardonnay (Sonoma 
Coast). For full review see page 16. Editors’ 

Choice. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

90 Merry Edwards 2015 Olivet Lane Chardon-
nay (Russian River Valley). This lush and 

rounded wine is brimming in tones of golden deli-
cious apple, mango and pear. The palate is viscous 
in texture and shows robust flavors of crème brûlée 
and baking spice that finish with a touch of crisp 
acidity. —V.B. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $66 

90 Michael Mondavi Family Estate 2016 
Emblem Chardonnay (Sonoma Coast). This 

is a barrel-fermented white that fully embraces its 
richness in the form of a baked pear, caramel and 
crème brûlée. It’s full bodied and ample in fruit, with 
an underlying crispness that brightens the finish. 
—V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $35 

90 Oro Bello 2017 Chardonnay (California). 
Ginger, toast and butter aromas are fol-

lowed by full-flavored butter, apple and nutmeg 
notes as this generous and spicy wine pushes all 
the right buttons. It is medium- to full-bodied, 
with good concentration and a lingering spicy fin-
ish. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

90 Point & Line 2016 Sierra Madre Vineyard 
Chardonnay (Santa Maria Valley). Crisp 

apple, buttered nuts and a touch of honey show on 
the clean nose of this bottling. Tangy apple flavors 
meet with crushed nuts on the tense and tart palate, 
which finishes with a wash of vanilla spice. —M.K. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $NA 

90 Santa Barbara Winery 2017 Chardonnay 
(Santa Barbara County). One of the original 

bottlings from the region, this is always a reliable 
and classic coastal Chardonnay. Tangy aromas of 

grapefruit, orange and chalk lead into a tense pal-
ate where racy acidity frames apple rind and lime 
flavors. Editors’ Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $18 

90 Talley 2016 Chardonnay (Arroyo Grande Val-
ley). This appellation blend is a very down-

the-middle style of classic California Chardonnay, 
with ample amounts of oak, butter, baked lemon 
and ripe apple on the nose. The palate pairs golden 
apples with buttercream and a light brush of vanilla, 
with acid that powers deep into the finish. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $28 

90 Thirty-Seven Wines 2016 Chardonnay 
(Sonoma Coast). Weighty and oaky on 

the front of the palate, this settles into a balanced 
embrace of exotic guava, mango and anise, bright-
ened by a refreshing undercurrent of acidity. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $24 

89 Eberle 2017 Eberle Estate Vineyard Char-
donnay (Paso Robles). Paso Robles is not 

known as a Chardonnay land, but the Eberle team 
manages to pull of fresh and worthy bottlings each 
vintage, even from the eastside of town. Broad 
poached pear and apple-blossom aromas lead into 
a palate of peach and pineapple, which is framed by 
decent tannic tension. Editors’ Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $24 

89 Golden 2017 Chardonnay (Monterey County). 
Broad pear, squeezed lemon, grapefruit 

blossoms and a waft of smoke show on the nose of 
this new, smartly priced brand from the Folktale 
Winery in Carmel Valley. Smoked chicken flavors 
make a savory entry to the palate, which then tight-
ens around lemon zest and sea salt, proving quite 
mouthwatering. Editors’ Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $15 

88 Artesa 2016 Chardonnay (Los Carneros). 
This is a full-bodied white made in a bigger 

style, its flavors leaning into caramel apple, vanilla 
and sweet oak. It benefits from accents of ginger-
snap and nutmeg. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $20 

88 Artesa 2016 Estate Vineyard Block 92 Char-
donnay (Los Carneros). This wine opens in 

high-toned aromas of jasmine and apple blossom and 
is textured on the palate. It takes on a full-bodied 
ripe concentration of baked apple and tropical flavors 
wrapped in sweet oak. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $60 

88 Bee Hunter 2016 Chardonnay (Anderson 
Valley). Aromas of fresh bread and baking 

spices lead to buttery appley flavors in this well-
balanced and reasonably crisp wine. It is light to 
medium in body, but has a good sense of ripeness. 
—J.G. 
abv: 13.3% Price: $24 

88 Black Box 2017 Chardonnay (California). For 
full review see page 19. Best Buy.

abv: 13.5% Price: $25/3 L 

88 Blazon 2017 Chardonnay (California). This 
medium-bodied wine is buttery and oaky in 

aroma, fairly rich in texture and has plenty of ripe 
peach and apple flavors. It is nicely oaky, from the 
toasted bread aromas to a slight tannic bite on the 
tongue and spicy, nutmeg finish. —J.G. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $18 

88 Burt Street Cellars 2015 Herman Vineyard 
Chardonnay (Carneros). Moderate in acid-

ity and midweight in ripeness and power, this offers 
lush flavors of caramel and baked apple before fin-
ishing simply and without much fuss. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $40 

88 Domaine Anderson 2016 Estate Chardonnay 
(Anderson Valley). A an earthy streak adds 

a twist to the generous fruit and butter notes in 
this medium-bodied wine. It has smoky, wet-earth 
aromas, peach and apricot flavors and lively acidity. 
—J.G. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $29 

88 Gnarly Head 2017 Chardonnay (Central 
Coast). For full review see page 19. Best Buy. 

abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

88 Josh Cellars 2016 Reserve Chardonnay 
( Sonoma County). Fleshy and lush in baked 

apple, pear and fig, this wine has a balanced back-
bone of acidity that gives it a freshness around the 
fruit. It seriously overdelivers on price. Editors’ 
Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $17 

88 Kopriva 2017 Ricci Vineyard Unoaked Char-
donnay (Carneros). For full review see page 

17. Editors’ Choice. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $19 

88 Kunde 2016 Wildwood Vineyard Estate 
Grown Chardonnay (Sonoma Valley). Tart 

and tangy in apple and lemon, this white has a juicy 
midpalate of layered vanilla crème brûlée. It finishes 
dry and focused with a twist of lasting freshness. 
—V.B. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $30 

88 Maddalena 2016 Chardonnay (Monterey). 
Loads of fresh and tropical aromas of pine-

apple, orange, pear and a hint of guava show on the 
nose of this bottling by the Riboli family. The palate 
is also a very showy style of Chardonnay, with solid 
acid and structure delivering flavors of guava, tube-
rose, mango and more pineapple. —M.K. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $18 

88 Migration 2016 Chardonnay (Sonoma 
Coast). Made of grapes sourced from several 

vineyards, including a few that the producer uses in 
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single  bottlings, this is a round and rich wine tast-
ing of custard, vanilla and sweet pineapple. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $40 

88 Portalupi 2016 L. Venturi Vineyards Char-
bono (Mendocino). Full body and massive 

tannins make this an imposing wine that needs a 
juicy, fatty accompaniment at the table, or a number 
of years in a cool cellar to mellow. It has a deep, dark 
color, bold aromas of cranberry and dark chocolate, 
and tight fruit flavors like tart blackberries. The 
texture is dry and astringent. Best after 2023. —J.G. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $38 

88 Vokel 2016 Starscape Vineyard Chardonnay 
(Russian River Valley). This is a crisp, lem-

ony and green apple-laden white with moderate oak 
and a bright streak of acidity that keeps it balanced 
and refreshing. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $60 

87 Carson Scott 2017 Chardonnay (California). 
Fresh apple and pear aromas lead to rich, 

ripe pear and vanilla flavors in this medium-bodied 
and lushly textured wine. It has a mouth-coating 
thickness that’s soft and full. —J.G. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $15 

87 Folie à Deux 2016 Chardonnay (Russian River 
Valley). Thick, woody and flavored in anise, 

mango and pear, this is an approachable, attrac-
tively priced and well-made wine that will work 
well with food or on its own. —V.B. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $18 

87 Formation 2016 Chardonnay (Monterey). 
Seared apple, lemonade and lemon-blossom 

candies show on the steely nose of this fresh twist-
top bottling. Tangy orange rinds meet with broad 
Pink Lady apple flavors on the palate. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

86 Esser 2016 Chardonnay (Monterey County). 
Yellow apple and sweet oak aromas make 

for a pleasant if not particularly complex aromatic 
entry to this bottling. Ripe apple and pear meet 
with sweet buttercream on the palate. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $14 

86 Kunde 2016 C.S. Ridge Estate Grown Char-
donnay (Sonoma Valley). Thick and oaky, 

this estate wine evokes caramel and pineapple-
upside-down cake—its texture lushly unctuous and 
rich. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 

86 Oak Grove 2017 Family Reserve Chardonnay 
(California). For full review see page 19. 

Best Buy. 
abv: 13% Price: $9 

86 The Seeker 2016 Chardonnay (California). 
An earthy, buttery aroma leads to warm 

peach and spice flavors. This wine has a nicely rich 
texture and is light on fruitiness and acidity. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $14 

86 WindVane 2016 Estate Grown Chardonnay 
(Carneros). A broadly defined, simply struc-

tured white, this has expansive richness on the pal-
ate and measured acidity on offer. Green apple, lime 
and lemon custard provide varietal character. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $40 

85 Viaggio 2016 Buttercup Chardonnay (Lodi). 
This is a good, basic wine with modest 

amounts of fruitiness and butteriness mingling on a 
medium body. A chalky, earthy note comes in on the 
midpalate and lingers. —J.G. 
abv: 14.68% Price: $21 

84 Raymond 2016 LVE Chardonnay (Carneros). 
This is a simple, moderately structured 

white that veers into overripe, tropical flavors and 
sweet oak. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $45 

81 Butternut 2016 Chardonnay (California). 
Piney, petrol aromas and smoky, oaky, herbal 

flavors give an unusual profile to this medium-
bodied wine. It’s not what most people expect in a 
Chardonnay. —J.G. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $15 

SAUVIGNON BLANC

94 Spottswoode 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Napa 
County-Sonoma County). Beautifully inter-

woven acidity gives this wine a lift of freshness 
and viscosity in this lovely, 100% varietal white, 
sourced from several sites, including Stagecoach 
on Atlas Peak, Hyde Vineyards in Carneros and the 
Spottswoode  Estate. Fresh peach, apricot and wild 
vanilla are met by textured richness that’s balanced 
and measured in approach. —V.B. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $42 

93 Arrow & Branch 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Napa 
Valley). This is a lovely, barrel-fermented 

white that sources widely from Stagecoach Vine-
yard, a mountainous site that provides structure 
and balanced power in this case. Strong varietal 
aromas of pineapple, peach and anise ride a fleshy 
midpalate that refreshes in complex layers of lasting 
flavor. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $35 

93 Margerum 2017 Sybarite Sauvignon Blanc 
(Happy Canyon of Santa Barbara). For full 

review see page 6. Editors’ Choice. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $21 

92 Margerum 2017 D Sauvignon Blanc (Happy 
Canyon of Santa Barbara). This blend of 

fruit from the McGinley and Grassini vineyards 
is fermented in cigar barrels, and shows rounded 
aromas of passion fruit and nectarine on the nose 

alongside lime, grass and chalk. There is a smoky 
quality to the smoke, with red pear, chalk and grass 
flavors wrapped in a creamy texture. —M.K. 
abv: 12.4% Price: $40 

91 Bee Hunter 2015 Sauvignon Blanc (Yorkville 
Highlands). It’s not usual to age Sauvignon 

Blanc, but this late release and the companion 
Mariah Vineyard bottling are nicely concentrated 
wines. In the buttery oaky spectrum, this medium-
bodied and nuanced wine smells lightly buttery, 
tastes rich, feels mouth-filling and lasts long on the 
finish. —J.G. 
abv: 13.1% Price: $24 

91 Encanto 2017 Encanto Vineyard Sauvignon 
Blanc (Lake County). For full review see page 

11. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $24 

91 Peju 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Napa Valley). For 
full review see page 12. 

abv: 13.8% Price: $25 

90 Bee Hunter 2015 Mariah Vineyards Sauvi-
gnon Blanc (Mendocino Ridge). This late-

release wine has an attractive buttery aroma, baked 
apple flavors and a nicely rich texture. It expands 
into canteloupe and light fig on the midpalate and 
those flavors linger on the finish. —J.G. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $32 

90 Flora Springs 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Napa 
Valley). For full review see page 15. 

abv: 14.2% Price: $27 

90 Gnarly Head 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Mon-
terey County). For full review see page 18. 

Best Buy. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

90 Kohler & Frohling 2017 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Pine Mountain-Cloverdale Peak). This is a 

100% stainless-steel white that offers spritzy acid-
ity and grainy texture around a midweight body as 
peach and vanilla flavors wrap around that light 
refreshing core of pure fruit. This is a new wine 
from one of the oldest wineries in the state, brought 
back to life by the great-great-grandson of original 
founder Charles Kohler. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

90 Navarro 2017 Cuvée 128 Sauvignon Blanc 
( Anderson Valley). Brisk and tangy all the 

way through, this light and refreshing wine was fer-
mented in large oak vats and aged on the lees for 
four months. It features citrus aromas, lively citrus 
and crisp apple flavors and a nicely tart texture that 
livens the palate. —J.G. 
abv: 12.6% Price: $20 

89 Fiddletown Cellars 2017 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Amador County). Chalky aromas and fla-

vors distinguish this bone-dry, refreshing and dif-
ferent wine. It’s light in body, light on ripe fruit 
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flavors but brings out the mineral, saline and citrus 
flavors that many wine drinkers love. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

89 Point & Line 2016 Sauvignon Blanc (Happy 
Canyon of Santa Barbara). Light aromas of 

wet cement, grapefruit rind, grass and smoke show 
on the nose of this bottling from the Jack McGin-
ley Vineyard. There is compelling grip to the palate, 
where lemongrass, lime leaf and rounded apple fla-
vors make for a mellow sipping experience. —M.K. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $NA 

89 Resign 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Sonoma Val-
ley). For full review see page 17. 

abv: 14% Price: $17 

88 Al 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Monterey County). 
This canned wine offers a convenient means 

of enjoying crisp white wine, starting with aromas of 
dried hay, steel and lime leaf. The palate offers sour 
apple, tart limes and very strong cut-grass flavors. 
—M.K. 
abv: 12.9% Price: $28 / 1.5 L 

88 Buttonwood 2017 Musque Sauvignon Blanc 
(Los Olivos District). Grassy aromas met 

with cut limes on the easy nose of this bottling from 
the historic winery on Alamo Pintado Road. Granny 
Smith apple flavors consumer the sip, which is 
smooth and refreshing. —M.K. 
abv: 12.8% Price: $22 

88 Firestone 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Santa Ynez 
Valley). For full review see page 19. Best 

Buy. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $13 

88 Franciscan 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Monterey 
County-Napa County). Remarkably fra-

grant in jasmine, this wine is light, balanced and 
well-integrated—a larger production offering that 
doesn’t shirk on flavor or style, offering plenty of 
pretty bang for the buck. Editors’ Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

88 Lava Cap 2017 Estate Bottled Sauvignon 
Blanc (El Dorado). This full-bodied wine 

balances a tangy citrus side against a rich texture 
and riper flavors of pear and apple that come out on 
the palate and linger on the finish. —J.G. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $20 

88 Santa Barbara Winery 2017 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Santa Ynez Valley). Meyer lemon pith and 

orange flesh show on the very light and easy nose of 
this bottling from the region’s pioneer winery. The 
palate is much more intriguing, with a chalky, tense 
frame delivering lemon-lime flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $18 

88 St. Supéry 2017 Dollarhide Estate Sauvignon 
Blanc (Napa Valley). Perfumed in jasmine, 

this is a fleshy expression of the variety that’s ripe, 

resolved and moderately structured. The fruit is a 
mix of fresh peach and green apple. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $35 

88 Tobias 2017 Lexi’s Estate Sauvignon Blanc 
(Mendocino). Combining light herb and 

mineral aromas with somewhat richer pear and fig 
flavors, this medium-bodied wine is fruity, smooth 
and shows some savory complexity too. —J.G. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $18 

87 St. Supéry 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Napa Val-
ley). This is a well-integrated and smoothly 

soft white, balanced and light bodied with a lasting 
imprint of peach, apricot and green apple. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $22 

86 Esser 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Monterey 
County). Cut grass and pungent green-apple 

slices make for a familiar entry to the nose of this 
bottling. The palate starts with Granny Smith apple 
and nectarine flavors, but they are short-lived and 
the texture is flat. Best Buy. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $11 

86 K Squared Cellars 2017 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Sonoma County). Honey-dipped pineapple 

and guava, with a touch of fig give this wine a fruity 
midpalate. This has a moderate structure and a lin-
gering note of anise. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $24 

86 Maxville 2016 Sauvignon Blanc (Napa 
 Valley). Floral and herbal, this wine offers 

bright, persistent acidity around a full-bodied 
embrace of ripe peach and pineapple. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $34 

85 Ballard Lane 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Santa 
Barbara County). A slightly darker shade of 

yellow in the glass, this bottling shows dried apple, 
wet hay and orange touches on the nose. The pal-
ate offers apple, pear and lime flavors, but without 
much texture or energy. —M.K. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $12 

85 Fetzer 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (California). 
Light in color and flavor, this wine smells 

tangy and citrus-like, and tastes lean and low in 
fruit and acidity. It’s clean and simple in character. 
Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $10 

85 Hailstone Vineyards 2017 32 Degrees Sau-
vignon Blanc (Napa Valley). This wine is 

viscous and sweetly ripe in baked apple and honey 
flavors, with a thickness that persists. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $35 

85 LangeTwins 2017 Estate Grown Musqué 
Clone Sauvignon Blanc (Lodi). This light-

bodied wine is grassy in aroma, has lean veggie and 
lemon flavors and a fairly crisp mouthfeel. —J.G. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $17 

RIESLING

93 Dutton-Goldfield 2017 Chileno Valley Vine-
yard Riesling (Petaluma Gap). For full 

review see page 6.
abv: 13.5% Price: $30 

91 Left Bend 2017 Redwing Vineyard Riesling 
(Santa Clara Valley). Riesling is not a common 

grape from the Santa Clara Valley, but this bottling 
makes one wonder why not. Chalky, energetic aromas 
of lemon blossom, citrus rind and nectarine lead into 
an electric palate with a waxy texture, offering fla-
vors of sour apple, lemon and petrol. Editors’ Choice. 
—M.K. 
abv: 12.8% Price: $29 

91 Wolff 2015 Riesling (Central Coast). Very 
classic in style, this bottling shows aromas of 

petrol, rainy cement and guava peels on the nose. 
There is grippy tension to the palate, with lime-pith 
flavors meet with chalky minerality. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $22 

90 Bouchaine 2016 Las Brisas Vineyard Riesling 
(Carneros). For full review see page 14. 

abv: 13.2% Price: $28 

89 Margerum 2017 Riesling (Santa Barbara 
County). Bright and chalky aromas of 

orange blossoms and lemon-lime soda are nearly 
effervescent on the nose of this bottling from Kick-
On Ranch. There is solid tension to the sip, where 
slightly sweet apple, peach and candied-lemon fla-
vors ride buoyant acidity. —M.K. 
abv: 10.1% Price: $28 

88 Debts and Lessons 2017 Zabala Vineyard 
Riesling (Monterey County). Quite light in 

color, nearly water in appearance, this off-dry Ries-
ling is a very pleasant, delicately sweet experience. 
Aromas of honeysuckle, lychee, canned pears and 
white rocks leads into a palate that blends sweet 
apple with chalky minerality and pithy tension. 
—M.K. 
abv: 11.2% Price: $18 

87 Fess Parker 2017 Riesling (Santa Barbara 
County). There’s a pleasing petrol character 

on the nose of this medium-sweet bottling, along 
with grapefruit and orange peels and rainy cement. 
There’s a flash of sweetness on the palate, with pear 
syrup and orange-blossom flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 12% Price: $15 

87 Firestone 2016 Riesling (Santa Ynez Val-
ley). Sweeter-leaning aromas of lime and 

lemon syrup meet with crushed white rocks and 
light orange blossom on the nose of this bottling. 
The palate proves more dry than expected, with fla-
vors of lime rind, orange-blossom candies and fresh 
herbs. —M.K. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $13 
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PINOT GRIS/GRIGIO

91 Balletto 2017 Estate Grown Estate Bottled 
Pinot Gris (Russian River Valley). For full 

review see page 11. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $20 

90 Ancien 2017 Sangiacomo Vineyard Pinot Gris 
(Carneros). Light, soft and creamy on the 

palate, this wine is richly layered in floral aromas 
of apple blossom and jasmine. On the palate expect 
high-toned acidity and lovely flavors of honey, apri-
cot and quince. —V.B. 
abv: 14% Price: $32 

90 Thirty-Seven Wines 2016 Pinot Gris (Sonoma 
Coast). Grippy, floral and meaty on the 

palate in stone fruit and key lime, this is a thirst-
quenching, dry and deliciously balanced white 
that’s perfect as an apéritif or at the table. —V.B. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $22 

89 Bianchi 2017 Pinot Grigio (Santa Barbara 
County). Clean aromas of pear flesh, citrus 

skins and creamy white fruit show on the nose of 
this bottling. Broad flavors of poached pome fruit 
are cut by tangy grapefruit elements, proving quite 
complex for an often simple grape. —M.K. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $17 

89 Mark West 2017 Pinot Grigio (California). 
Bright fresh fruit flavors with some good 

depth highlight this attractive medium-bodied 
wine. It balances ripeness with crispness and has a 
lingering fruity finish. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $11 

89 Swanson 2017 Pinot Grigio (San Benito 
County). A slightly pink shade of yellow in 

the glass, this fresh bottling offers aromas of red 
apple and citrus spray on the nose. The mouthfeel is 
rounded and smooth, carrying flavors of peach, lime 
zest and a touch of salinity. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $21 

88 McManis 2017 Certified Sustainable Pinot 
Grigio (California). For full review see page 

19. Best Buy. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $10 

87 Etude 2017 Grace Benoist Ranch Pinot Gris 
(Carneros). This is a light, floral white that 

takes on medium-bodied weight and ripeness on 
the midpalate. Jasmine and apple highlight a vis-
cous finish. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $30 

86 Parducci 2017 Small Lot Pinot Gris (Men-
docino). The aromas of this medium-bod-

ied wine overflow with apples and peaches, and the 
flavors are crisp, fruity and clean. The mouthfeel is 
rather rich for the varietal and backed by a nip of 
good acidity. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $14 

85 Kenwood 2017 Pinot Gris (Russian River 
 Valley). Golden in color, this wine opens 

bright and fresh on the nose before providing a lush, 
creamy and fruit-forward experience of indelible 
ripeness on the palate. —V.B. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $14 

84 Three Pears 2017 Pinot Grigio (California). 
This medium-bodied wine has mild fruit 

aromas, a very soft texture and fruity, almost sugary 
flavors. It’s a straightforward sipper that could be 
good for a crowd. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 

GRENACHE BLANC

93 Ledge 2017 G2 Vineyard Grenache Blanc 
(Paso Robles Willow Creek District). Crisp 

and pure on the nose, this bottling by Mark Adams 
offers vibrant and fresh aromas of lime sorbet, hon-
eydew and chalk. The palate is very tightly wound, 
steadily releasing flavors of grapefruit, lime and 
lemon, zipping with strong acid and chalky texture 
deep into the finish. —M.K. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $25 

92 Lion Ranch 2016 Grenache Blanc (Santa 
Clara Valley). Plush aromas of white peach 

and honeysuckle are cut by wet gravel, river stones 
and rain-on-cement elements on the tense nose of 
this bottling. There is lots of acidic zip and grippy 
tensions to the palate, where lemon-lime, grapefruit 
pith and nearly petrol flavors play out. —M.K. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $25 

90 Alara 2017 Grenache Blanc (San Benito 
County). The nose on this bottling is quite 

dynamic, blending lightly roasted nuts with hon-
eysuckle, nectarine and crisp Alpine creek water. 
Rounded apple and pear flavors show on the sip, 
lifted by touches of jasmine and a citrusy acidity. 
—M.K. 
abv: 15.1% Price: $37 

90 Kula 2017 Grenache Blanc (Paso Robles). 
Clean aromas of chilled Asian pear flesh, 

key lime and a chalky mineral streak show on the 
tightly wound nose of this bottling, which includes 
11% Picpoul Blanc. The palate is tense and crunchy 
in texture, show pear and lime rinds as well as apple 
flesh in the midpalate. —M.K. 
abv: 15% Price: $22 

VIOGNIER

92 Le Casque 2017 Damiano Vineyard Viognier 
(Placer County). For full review see page 9. 

 Editors’ Choice. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $26 

91 Kula 2017 Viognier (Paso Robles). Light and 
clean with even aromas of peach syrup, con-

centrated honeydew and a hint of wood, this fresh 

and bright bottling from a winery whose name 
means “gold” in Hawaiian includes 6% Picpoul 
Blanc. Citrusy flavors start the palate as the tropical 
touches linger in the background, wrapped in a racy 
texture with lots of zing into the finish. —M.K. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $22 

91 Sarah’s Vineyard 2016 Estate Viognier (Santa 
Clara Valley). There’s a strong stony aroma 

on the nose of this well-shaped bottling, along with 
Meyer lemon pith and dried nectarine elements. 
The palate is streamlined with yellow-peach and 
citrus-peel flavors, with a full mouthfeel that is lev-
eled by balanced acidity and a firm texture. —M.K. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $32 

90 J. Lohr 2017 Gesture Viognier (Paso Robles). 
Very subtle on the nose, aromas of ripe pear 

and honeydew emerge with patience, as do mineral 
streaks of chalk and wet cement. There is abundant 
energy to the sip, where gravel and chalk flavors lin-
ger in the forefront and bright key lime and hints 
of mango and papaya show on the backdrop. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 

90 McManis 2017 Estate Grown Certified Sus-
tainable Viognier (River Junction). For full 

review see page 19. Best Buy. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

89 Naggiar 2017 Estate Viognier (Sierra Foot-
hills). This very flavorful wine has plenty of 

apricot and peach flavors and a saline accent that 
sets it apart. It smells like almonds and dried apri-
cots, and tastes vividly fruity and nicely crisp. —J.G. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $25 

88 Wilson Creek 2017 Chloe Vineyard Wine-
maker’s Select Viognier (Temecula Valley). 

Very ripe aromas of guava bubblegum and key-lime 
pie are leveled by crushed gravel on the nose of this 
solid white wine from Temecula. Lime leaf and lem-
ongrass show on the sip, which is Sauvignon Blanc-
like and finishes with a flash of sweetness. —M.K. 
abv: 12.9% Price: $27 

87 Balderdash 2016 ‘Til Death Do Us Part Viog-
nier (Paso Robles). Aromas of guava, bubble-

gum and pink-grapefruit rinds show on the nose of 
this bottling from a winery in Massachusetts. The 
texture is a crunchy on the palate, offering flavors of 
dried apples, lime extract, a pinch of herbs and, on 
the finish, a nutty character. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $29 

VERMENTINO

91 Sheldon 2017 Las Brisas Vineyard Vermen-
tino (Carneros). Made in tiny amounts, this 

vineyard-designate is stainless-steel fermented and 
aged and shows a spritzy, nervy personality of fresh-
ness and focus. Floral gardenia and jasmine give 
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way to bright, developed flavors of Meyer lemon and 
blood orange. —V.B. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $25 

90 Satyre Wines 2017 Sinfonia Vermentino (Los 
Carneros). This is a tiny production wine, 

floral and acid-driven with an underlying note of 
biscuit. Barrel-fermented and then aged in both 
neutral French oak and stainless steel, it is well-
integrated and lightly ripe, with focused flavors of 
Meyer lemon, lime and fig. Editors’ Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 13% Price: $30 

90 Via Romano 2016 Vermentino (Sierra Foot-
hills). This is a richly textured and well-

concentrated wine that brings a lot of substance to 
each sip. It combines savory herb and mineral fla-
vors with mild fruity notes and a hint of fennel, all 
carried by a smooth and broad texture. —J.G. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $24 

89 Peltier 2017 Estate Grown Vermentino 
(Lodi). Herb, chalk and white-pepper notes 

make this light- to medium-bodied wine unusual 
and interesting to taste. It shows that Lodi has a 
hipster side. There is a lean texture, a little nip of 
mineral flavor and a nice touch of bitterness on the 
palate. —J.G. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $18 

87 Portalupi 2017 Las Brisas Vineyard Vermentino 
(Carneros). Aromas of white flower open the 

door to integrated acidity and a grainy texture in 
this nicely made white from the cool-climate site. 
Tangerine and lime speak loudest on the palate. 
—V.B. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $28 

MUSCAT

90 Bodkin 2016 Unto The Breach Sandy Bend 
Vineyard Muscat Canelli (Lake County). 

Nutty, woodsy aromas give way to savory and fruity 
flavors in this unusual and complex, dry and light-
bodied wine. It has a pronounced yellow-gold color 
and a tantalizing earthy aspect in the flavors along 
with a rich texture that belies its rather low alcohol. 
Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 12.4% Price: $24 

86 LangeTwins 2017 Estate Grown Moscato 
(Clarksburg). This is a sweet but light-

bodied dessert-style wine that will taste great with 
cheese, desserts that aren’t too sweet, or on its own. 
It has floral aromas and flavors like apricots and 
 tutti-frutti ice cream, but it also has good acidity to 
keep it balanced. —J.G. 
abv: 12% Price: $15 

86 Wilson Creek 2016 Orange Muscat (Califor-
nia). Strong lemon-peel, Pink Lady apple 

and orange-blossom aromas show on the nose of 
this bottling. The palate starts slightly sweet and 

grows much sweeter toward the finish, with ripe 
pear and apple flavors, but not much acidity. —M.K. 
abv: 12.6% Price: $30 

85 Jessie’s Grove 2017 Jessie’s Collection Orange 
Muscat (California). This is a good picnic 

wine to serve with cheese or salty snacks. It’s sweet, 
smooth and very fruity, with medium body, low 
alcohol and soft acidity. —J.G. 
abv: 11.3% Price: $17 

83 Millésimé 2016 Orange Muscat (Santa Bar-
bara County). Melon and candied lemon 

meet with oxidized, vinegar-laced aromas on the 
nose of this bottling. Cooked lemons and apple-
cider flavors show on the palate. —M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $28 

82 Millésimé 2014 Orange Muscat (Santa Barbara 
County). Nutty and oxidized on the nose, 

this bottling offers an apple-cider aroma. Sour yel-
low apples show on the sip. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $26 

WHITE BLENDS

94 Au Bon Climat 2016 Hildegard (Santa Maria 
Valley). This annual white blend by Jim 

Clendenen is always fascinating, and this vintage’s 
55% Pinot Gris, 35% Pinot Blanc and 10% Aligoté 
combination offers warm rich aromas of hazelnut 
and crème brûlée that are cut by crushed chalk and 
lemon rind. It lands on the palate with a baked pas-
try warmth but then proves quite textural and taut 
with lime spray and herb flavors. Editors’ Choice. 
—M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $35 

93 Barden 2017 Fonte (Sta. Rita Hills). 
Extremely fresh aromas of spring blossoms, 

lily and lemongrass show on the nose of this blend 
of 36% Chardonnay, 32% Pinot Blanc and 32% 
Pinot Gris. The palate is immensely textural and 
racy, delivering tingling flavors of yellow grapefruit, 
lime rind, yuzu an Asian pear. —M.K. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $36 

92 Skinner 2017 Seven Generations (El Dorado). 
For full review see page 10. 

abv: 13.6% Price: $26 

91 Giornata 2017 Bianco Il Campo (Paso Robles). 
When looking for an affordable table wine 

with great packaging and unique flavors, opt for 
this blend of primarily Pinot Grigio and Falanghina, 
with touches of Vermentino and Verdelho. Aromas 
of light honey and Meyer lemon pith lead into a 
palate that is rich at the core with almond cream 
but surrounded by tangy grapefruit rinds. Editors’ 
Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

90 Eberle 2017 Côtes-Du-Rôbles Blanc (Paso 
Robles). For full review see page 15. 

abv: 13.1% Price: $24 

90 J. Lohr 2017 Gesture RVG (Paso Robles). 
Fresh and succulent but not overripe aro-

mas of pear, peach and guava peel are very promi-
nent on the nose of this blend of 49% Roussanne, 
37% Grenache Blanc and 14% Viognier that saw 
both oak and acacia barrels. Mango and guava fla-
vors are cut by a sharp citrus flash of lime juice on 
the palate, which offers a long finish. —M.K. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $35 

90 Pine Ridge 2017 Chenin Blanc-Viognier (Cali-
fornia). For full review see page 16. Editors’ 

Choice. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $16 

89 Clos LaChance 2017 Hadley’s Cuvee (Santa 
Clara Valley). Broad aromas of orange, 

melon, apple and pear are quite ripe but very clean 
on the nose of this bottling, a blend of Chardonnay, 
Sauvignon Blanc and Viognier. Tangy green-apple 
rind flavors meet with jasmine on the unique palate. 
—M.K. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $36 

89 Happy Canyon Vineyard 2016 Barrack Fam-
ily Estate Blanc (Happy Canyon of Santa 

Barbara). Sémillon in California is an interesting 
play that’s still finding its footing. This blend of 
68% Sémillon and 32% Sauvignon Blanc plays to 
the lighter, rather than to the unctuous side of the 
grape, with zesty aromas of grass, pear flesh and 
gardenia on the nose. The palate offers tart green-
apple, lime skin and honeysuckle flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 12.6% Price: $36 

89 Le Casque 2017 Adrian White (Sierra Foot-
hills). Soothing and creamy to sip, this 

medium-bodied blend of white Rhône grape variet-
ies has subtle fruit flavors but a very appealing, rich 
texture that coats the mouth and lingers on the fin-
ish. It tastes lush, figgy and indulgent. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $28 

89 Wolff 2015 White Wolff (San Luis Obispo 
County). Vibrant aromas of lime blossom, 

lemon balm and a wet stone minerality show on the 
nose of this unique blend of 56% Marsanne, 29% 
Albarino and 15% Grenache Blanc. It’s very grippy 
on the palate, with crushed gravel and lemon glaze 
flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 13% Price: $23 

88 Jellyfish 2017 White (Central Coast). A fun 
label great for seaside sipping, this bottling 

starts with wispy aromas of honeydew and lime-
laced cream on the nose. It’s crisp like Alpine river 
water on the palate, with lime and tropical hints of 
tuberose and plumeria arising toward the finish. 
Would pair with many foods, from spicy Asian to 
fresh shellfish. —M.K. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $15 
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88 Sarah’s Vineyard 2016 Madonne Blanc 
(Santa Clara Valley). Pear, apple, dried 

white flower and clay aromas show on the nose of 
this blend of 61% Roussanne, 17% Grenache Blanc, 
17% Clairette Blanche and 5% Picpoul Blanc. Meyer 
lemon and pear flavors show on the sip, which is 
slightly flat in tannins and acidity. —M.K. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $30 

88 Skinner 2017 Smithereens (El Dorado). 
Fruit-forward and quite ripe in flavor, this 

medium-bodied wine offers dramatic apricot aro-
mas, rich vanilla and butter flavors and a lingering 
finish. —J.G. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $20 

88 Tower 15 2017 The White Cap (Central 
Coast). This blend of Grenache Blanc, Rous-

sanne, Marsanne and Viognier begins with aromas 
of lemon preserves on toast with the slightest hint 
of butter. It tightens up on the sip at first, then 
opens to show guava-jelly flavors and more lemony 
elements. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $26 

87 Volatus 2017 CAVU (Paso Robles Willow 
Creek District). Slightly sour pear rinds, 

dried lemon peels and underripe tangerines show 
on the nose of this blend of 67% Viognier and 33% 
Roussanne. It’s quite tangy on the palate, with tart 
grapefruit flavors, yet there is also a toasty element 
offering a warm balance. —M.K. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $25 

85 Farmhouse 2017 White (California). This 
wine has a pink tinge in the color and strong 

floral and fruity aromas. It is peachy in flavor, light 
in body and slightly sweet, making it an aromatic, 
picnic-style wine. —J.G. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $13 

OTHER WHITE WINES

92 Via Romano 2017 Fiano (El Dorado). This 
multi-faceted wine from a new winery that 

specializes in Italian grape varieties exudes light 
floral and almond aromas, then brings ripe fruit, a 
touch of vanilla and great acidity on the palate. It 
starts out subtly but builds richness with each sip, 
ending with a long finish. Editors’ Choice. —J.G. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $26 

91 Gloria Ferrer 2017 Estate Grown Pinot Blanc 
(Carneros). This is a lovely white, vibrant and 

citrus-driven in acidity and freshness and focus. 
Nicely melded flavors of melon, lime and grapefruit 
accent a light-bodied, elegant style that will do well 
as an apéritif or meal accompaniment. Editors’ 
Choice. —V.B. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

90 Combe 2017 Chenin Blanc (Ballard Canyon). 
The Stolpman team is pushing the usual 

boundaries on many fronts, which makes this bot-

tling, a partnership with superstar somm Rajat Parr, 
both compelling and challenging. The nose com-
bines smoked almonds with preserved lemon aro-
mas, while the acid-loaded palate is tangy yet nutty 
all at once. —M.K. 
abv: 13% Price: $42 

90 Enotria 2016 Arneis (Mendocino). Crisp and 
lively, this light-bodied wine smells citrusy, 

tastes tangy and fruity and has a zippy mouthfeel. 
It’s very refreshing and will be great at lunch or to 
start an evening’s festivities. Best Buy. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

90 Hungry Hawk 2017 Reserve Albariño (San 
Diego County). Almost certainly the best 

white wine tasted from San Diego County this year, 
this bottling starts with rounded pear flesh, tangy 
lime skin, wet stone and a hint of peach on the nose. 
It’s clean and crisp on the palate with strong ten-
sion, offering lime leaf and apple flavors. Editors’ 
Choice. —M.K. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $32 

90 Iron Hub 2016 Estate Bottled Sémillon 
(Shenandoah Valley). Rich and generous in 

character, this full-bodied wine has a luxurious tex-
ture, enticing honey and melon aromas and luscious 
fruit and spice flavors that verge on sweetness. —J.G. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $24 

90 Lewis Grace 2017 Torrontés (Alta Mesa). 
This is a bright, snappy, floral and fruity 

wine that will make a great pre-dinner drink and 
pair well with seafood and spicy Asian dishes. It’s 
technically dry but so fruity and exuberant that it 
comes off as a bit sweet. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $23 

90 Stolpman 2017 Roussanne (Ballard Can-
yon). A dark shade of yellow in the glass, 

this bottling offers aromas of orange cream, salted 
lemons, concentrated melon and a light brush of oak. 
There is good grip and a decent sizzle to the sip before 
it settles into fleshy fruit, offering dried peach, sea 
salt, mango and savory roast chicken flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 12.8% Price: $30 

89 Dry Creek Vineyard 2017 Dry Chenin Blanc 
(Clarksburg). For full review see page 17. 

Editors’ Choice. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

88 Balderdash 2016 Truth Serum Albariño 
(Edna Valley). Wet river stones, key lime 

and exotic apple aromas show on the nose of this 
bottling. It’s very dry on the palate, offering broad 
flavors of yellow pear, lemon zest and grapefruit 
rind. —M.K. 
abv: 13.3% Price: $21 

88 Kula 2017 Picpoul Blanc (Paso Robles). Very 
light aromas of tangerine, dried lemon, 

dried apple and yellow-grapefruit pith show on the 
nose of this bottling of a grape that is slowly start-

ing to show up solo more frequently. The palate 
is tangy and citrusy with flavors of grapefruit and 
 underripe pineapple. —M.K. 
abv: 15.3% Price: $24 

88 Sarah’s Vineyard 2016 Estate Picpoul Blanc 
(Santa Clara Valley). Wet stone and gravel 

make for a mineral-driven entry to the nose of this 
bottling, which also shows aromas of pomelo rind. 
A rocky tension grabs hold of the palate and deliv-
ers sour orange-pith and lemon-rind flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $24 

86 Briceland 2017 Spirit Canyon Vineyard Arneis 
(Mendocino County). Rustic and hearty in 

style, this medium-bodied wine has earthy aromas, 
strong acidity and flavors like peach skin and grape-
fruit rind.  —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $21 

SPARKLING WINES

92 Schramsberg 2012 Brut Rosé Magnum (North 
Coast). A bright copper color and citrus aro-

mas are followed by tart cherry and pink-grapefruit 
flavors in this fruity and crisply balanced wine that 
is a late release in magnum only. It has a refreshing, 
vibrant mouthfeel and clean finish and an unusually 
strong stream of bubbles that keeps going 30 min-
utes after pouring. In this large format, it will cer-
tainly keep improving through at least 2022. Cellar 
Selection. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $92/1.5 L 

91 Scharffenberger NV Brut Excellence Méthode 
Traditionnelle (Mendocino County). For full 

review see page 13. 
abv: 12% Price: $18 

90 Scharffenberger NV Brut Rosé Excel-
lence Méthode Traditionnelle (Mendocino 

County). For full review see page 17. 
abv: 12% Price: $24 

ROSÉS

94 Small Vines 2017 Estate Grown Rosé of Pinot 
Noir (Russian River Valley). Aged in neutral 

oak and made from great grapes, this shines in lay-
ers of bright refreshing acidity and sharp focused 
flavors of orange, grapefruit and cherry. Complex 
and beautiful, this is a wine that needs to be in your 
glass. —V.B. 
abv: 12.1% Price: $29 

91 Demetria 2017 Estate Rosé (Santa Ynez 
 Valley). Soft strawberry aromas meet with 

wet cement and pink-grapefruit rind on the nose of 
this vivacious rosé. Chalky texture and flavors con-
sume the fresh palate, loaded with sour lime, pink 
lemon and nectarine flavors. —M.K. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $29 
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91 Lava Cap 2017 Rosé (El Dorado). This wine 
has almost enough color and flavor to be 

called a red. It shows a deep pink or light ruby color, 
aromas like rose petals and flavors like black cherry 
and pomegranate seeds. It’s unusual, vivid and fun 
for adventurous drinkers. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

90 Chimney Rock 2017 Estate Grown Rosé of 
Cabernet Franc (Stags Leap District). Dark 

in color, this is a meaty wine with violet aromas 
and distinctly layered flavors of blueberry and dried 
cherry. Its acidity is lively and refreshing and an 
effective complement to the larger story of complex-
ity and refined texture. —V.B. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $42 

90 Conclusion 2017 Rosé (California). This 
wine is a fine example of the current trend 

in rose. It has a beautiful light-pink color and fresh 
aromas of strawberry and cherry that lead to crisp, 
appetizing berry flavors. A good balance between 
acidity and medium body makes the mouthfeel 
fresh and smooth. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $17 

90 Grounded Wine Co. 2017 Space Age Rosé of 
Grenache (Paso Robles). A pretty and clean 

color of pink, this Grenache-based rosé by Josh 
Phelps shows fresh aromas of strawberry, water-
melon, wet stone and pink blossoms. The palate’s 
light cherry flavors are offset by just enough textural 
tension. —M.K. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $20 

90 Lion Ranch 2017 Lioness Rosé (Santa Clara 
Valley). A yellowish shade of pink in the 

glass, this rosé of 76% Grenache and 24% Cinsaut 
offers aromas of nectarine, bubblegum and rainy 
cement. The palate is tense and chalky with a wet 
stone minerality as well as flavors of pink-peach 
flesh and lemon peel. —M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $22 

90 Mengler Family Wines 2017 Alegría Vine-
yards Rosé of Syrah (Russian River Valley). 

For full review see page 16. 
abv: 12.9% Price: $28 

90 Nola Grace 2017 Dry Rosé (California). For 
full review see page 19. Best Buy. 

abv: 12% Price: $13 

89 Fiddletown Cellars 2017 Zinfandel Rosé 
(Amador County). This wine tastes mellow 

and feels smooth, bringing white peach and light 
raspberry flavors to the palate. It has medium to full 
body and a pleasantly rich mouthfeel. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

89 Scotto Family Cellars 2017 Anthony & Domi-
nic Dry Rosé (North Coast). For full review 

see page 17. 
abv: 11% Price: $15 

88 Bee Hunter 2016 Docker Hill Vineyard Pinot 
Noir Rosé (Mendocino). This wine was 

released a year later than most. It has a light copper 
color, mild raspberry aromas and lively peach and 
raspberry flavors. Medium body and a bit of nice 
viscosity gives it a substantial mouthfeel that helps 
it stand out. —J.G. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $32 

88 Kunde 2017 Signature Rosé (Sonoma 
 Valley). From estate-grown grapes, this 

blends 82% Grenache with 18% Syrah. Crisp and 
fruity in strawberry and peach, it has undertones of 
vanilla on the midpalate and bright floral elements 
that linger on the finish. —V.B. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $40 

88 Kynsi 2017 Barn Owl Blush Rosé (Edna 
 Valley). Rich aromas of red plum, vanilla 

and wet stone show on the nose of this bottling 
from Pinot Noir grapes. Cherry and nutmeg flavors 
show on the warm palate. —M.K. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $25 

88 Spicy Vines 2017 Violet Rosé (Dry Creek 
 Valley). This is made from a field blend of 

Cinsault, Grenache, Carignan and Zinfandel, coming 
from a nearly century-old vineyard. It was aged six 
months in neutral Pinot Noir barrels. Dark ruby in 
color it offers thick, fruity flavors of raspberry and 
strawberry. —V.B. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $28 

88 Uptick Vineyards 2017 Hilda’s Rosé (Russian 
River Valley). Made from a 50-50 marriage 

of Pinot Noir and Syrah, this is pungent in straw-
berry and an earthy array of charcuterie, its meaty 
edge doing a good job of complementing the fruit 
and bright acidity. It is refreshing with enough body 
to do well at the table. —V.B. 
abv: 13% Price: $24 

87 Spicy Vines 2017 Rosé of Syrah (Sierra Foot-
hills). This bold and bright wine has a hot-

pink color that’s almost fluorescent, followed by 
fruity candied aromas and ripe cherry flavors. —J.G. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $28 

86 Jigar 2017 Tollini Vineyard Grenache Rosé 
(Redwood Valley). An especially bright cop-

per color make this wine stand out visually, while 
tart fruit flavors and a very dry crisp texture com-
plete the picture. Moderate in alcohol, it has a lean 
taste profile, too. —J.G. 
abv: 13% Price: $23 

86 Malibu Rocky Oaks 2017 Rosé (Central 
Coast). A deep shade of pink, this bottling 

from Pinot Noir grapes shows very subtle red-fruit 
aromas on the nose. There is decent texture on the 
sip, but the flavors are muddled and slightly rusty. 
—M.K. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

86 Resign 2017 Rosé (California). A rather deep 
copper color and a combination of savory 

and fruity flavors make this medium-bodied wine 
a little more serious and substantial than many. It’s 
made from red Rhône varietals. —J.G. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $17 

85 Kula 2017 Rosé of Syrah (Paso Robles). A 
rusty shade of pink, this bottling, which 

includes 10% Picpoul Blanc, shows cooked cherries 
and baking spice on the nose. The palate is full of 
watery cherries. —M.K. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $18 

83 Black Box 2016 Rosé (California). This is 
a basic, straightforward wine with light 

watermelon flavors, a soft mouthfeel and short fin-
ish. —J.G. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25/3 L 

FORTIFIED WINES

92 Via Romano 2015 Moscato di Nero Black 
 Muscat (Sierra Foothills). An amazing floral 

aroma lights up this supersweet and fortified red 
wine before vivid, ripe and grapey flavors flood the 
palate and a good viscous texture coats the sides of 
the mouth. It’s ultrarich, decadent and syrupy. —J.G. 
abv: 18% Price: $28/375 ml 

90 Meyer Family Cellars NV Port (California). 
An outstanding after-dinner drink, this 

wine has a tawny color along the rim and abundant 
nutty mapley apricot-like flavors. A combination of 
elevated alcohol, good acidity and firm tannins gives 
it a grip on the palate and contributes to a long tasty 
nutty finish. —J.G. 
abv: 18% Price: $35/375 ml 

SWEET WINES

92 Belden Barns NV Estate Late Harvest Viognier 
(Sonoma Mountain). This is a smooth, bal-

anced and lovely dessert wine, moderate in sweet-
ness and heat, with lovely aromas and flavors of 
rose water, fresh and dried apricot and honeycomb. 
It will do well on its own, or as an accompaniment 
to a wide range of cheeses and spicy desserts. —V.B. 
abv: 12.1% Price: $28/375 ml 

91 Navarro 2017 Late Harvest Sweet Muscat 
Blanc (Anderson Valley). Sweet, delicate and 

beautifully balanced, this wine has pure peach, 
apricot and honeydew melon flavors, a smooth 
texture and tangy acidity underneath. It should be 
great with a cheese course. —J.G. 
abv: 10% Price: $25/375 ml 

91 Quady 2016 Essensia Orange Muscat (Califor-
nia). This powerful dessert wine offers heady 

aromas of orange peel, almonds and honey followed 
by sweet, vibrant and concentrated fruit and nut 
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flavors. It’s full bodied, fully sweet but not sugary, 
and well balanced by acidity. —J.G. 
abv: 15% Price: $25 

90 Grgich Hills 2014 Violetta Late Harvest 
(Napa Valley). For full review see page 15. 

abv: 13.5% Price: $85/375 ml 

90 Keller 2013 Late Harvest Pinot Gris (Peta-
luma Gap). This tiny-production dessert 

wine delights in its richly wound layers of cherry, 
candied orange and rose. Light orange-pink in color, 
it invites one in and delivers an intense experience 
buoyed by impressive underlying acidity. —V.B. 
abv: 17.1% Price: $24/375 ml 

88 Keller 2013 Late Harvest Pinot Noir (Peta-
luma Gap). This small offering of late-

harvest richness is varietal in its full embrace of 
mushroom earth and woody tannin, the fruit rich in 
strawberry and cherry cobbler. —V.B. 
abv: 17% Price: $24/375 ml 

88 Quady 2016 Elysium Black Muscat (Califor-
nia). Quite sweet but not heavy in body, 

this fruity, rich and concentrated wine is filled with 
sweet plum and bright cherry flavors, has a sugary 
texture and lingering finish. —J.G. 
abv: 15% Price: $25 

WASHINGTON
RIESLING

91 Pacific Rim 2016 Solstice Vineyard Riesling 
(Yakima Valley). The aromas draw you into 

the glass, with notes of lime leaf, herb, pear and 
flower. Dry, well-balanced fruit flavors follow, 
backed by lively acidity. Beautiful stuff. —S.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $30 

89 Pacific Rim 2017 J Riesling (Columbia Val-
ley). After showing a touch of reduction out 

of the gate, the aromas open to show notes of orange 
rind and citrus. It drinks off dry, with an appealing 
balance of stone fruit and citrus flavors that persist 
on the long finish. Best Buy. —S.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $10 

89 Pacific Rim 2017 Sweet Riesling (Columbia 
Valley). The aromas are vibrant, with notes 

of tangerine peel, lime zest, jasmine and flower. It 
drinks medium sweet, with plentiful stone fruit and 
citrus flavors, with zippy acidity on the finish. Yum. 
Best Buy. —S.S. 
abv: 8.5% Price: $10 

88 Gård 2015 Grand Klasse Reserve Lawrence 
Vineyards Riesling (Columbia Valley). Aro-

mas of barrel spice, lees, corn silk and citrus rise up 
from the glass. The palate is bone dry, with creamy 
feeling fruit and barrel flavors. It’s a unique offering 
of this variety for the state. Not for all tastes. —S.S. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $26 

87 Pacific Rim 2017 Dry Riesling (Columbia Val-
ley). The aromas are lightly reductive out of 

the gate, followed by notes of slate, citrus and herb. 
The palate is lighter styled and bone dry, with a zing 
of lemony acidity on the ever so slightly bitter fin-
ish. Best Buy. —S.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $10 

85 Maryhill 2017 Riesling (Columbia Valley). 
The aromas seem muddled, needing more 

clarity. The palate drinks medium-plus sweet, 
with peach and orange flavors. It doesn’t all come 
together, living off the sugar. —S.S. 
abv: 12.1% Price: $16 

OTHER WHITE WINES

90 Gård 2015 Lawrence Vineyards Grand Klasse 
Roussanne (Columbia Valley). Spice, vanilla 

bean and dried apricot aromas are followed by full 
bodied, creamy stone fruit flavors. It provides a lot 
of appeal, with a drawn out finish. —S.S. 
abv: 14.4% Price: $24 

87 Gård 2015 Grand Klasse Reserve Lawrence 
Vineyards Viognier (Columbia Valley). Aro-

mas of barrel spice, creamsicle and flower lead to 
medium-bodied fruit flavors and a warm finish. The 
oak influence seems a bit overweighted for the fruit 
in the bottle. —S.S. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $26 

87 Pacific Rim 2017 Ramos Vineyard Gewürztra-
miner (Snipes Mountain). Effusive aromas 

of freshly peeled orange, floral soap and lychee are 
followed by just off-dry, slightly oily feeling fruit 
flavors. It’s equal parts intrigue and delivery. —S.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

89 Lawrelin 2005 Cabernet Sauvignon (Colum-
bia Valley). As one might expect, this wine 

shows a fair amount of evolution aromatically, with 
notes of mushroom, leather, dried cherry, cedar and 
anise. The palate offers a seamless feel that contin-
ues through the finish. The balance is impressive. It 
has some life in front of it but is at peak or a little 
over. Drink now. —S.S. 
abv: 14.1% Price: $NA 

88 Canvasback 2015 Grand Passage Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Red Mountain). Blackberry jam 

and cherry aromas lead to ripe, slightly dried-out-
seeming fruit flavors that at times paint around 
the edges. Somewhat burly tannins back it up. The 
warmth of the vintage shows itself. —S.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $80 

88 Maryhill 2015 Vineyard Series Les Collines 
Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon (Walla Walla 

Valley). Light aromas of barrel spice, pencil shav-
ings, cherry and green pepper are followed by full-

bodied, palate-coating fruit flavors that persist on 
the finish. The tannins come off as a bit dry and 
gruff. —S.S. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $40 

88 Silver Totem 2016 Wallula Vineyard Caber-
net Sauvignon (Horse Heaven Hills). A bit 

lighter in color than the norm for the variety in the 
state, this wine offers aromas of braised green pep-
per, cedar, herb, spice and cherry. The flavors show 
a sense of elegance. It comes off as a bit light and 
green. —S.S. 
abv: NA Price: $20 

87 Luke 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon (Wahluke 
Slope). Aromas of garden herb, green pepper 

and black currant are followed by light, sleek black 
currant flavors. It doesn’t all seem to have fully rip-
ened and filled out, but what’s there is interesting. 
—S.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

87 Maryhill 2015 Vineyard Series Kiona Vine-
yards Heart of the Hill Cabernet Sauvignon 

(Red Mountain). The aromas are appealing, with 
notes of plum, cocoa, cranberry and spice. Full bod-
ied cherry flavors follow, supported by dry, grippy 
tannins. The palate shows quite a bit of warmth. 
—S.S. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $49 

87 Warr-King 2014 Cabernet Sauvignon (Red 
Mountain). Aromas of raspberry and cherry 

compote along with baking spice lead to somewhat 
lighter styled red and black fruit flavors, with the 
concentration not always seeming to be there. The 
tannins are a bit wound up at present. —S.S. 
abv: 15.4% Price: $36 

86 Gordon Estate 2015 Estate Grown Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Columbia Valley). Aromas of 

green pepper, black currant, plum and spice are at 
the fore. The flavors are reserved in style, not stay-
ing together throughout but still providing some 
appeal. —S.S. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $24 

86 Maryhill 2015 Vineyard Series McKinley 
Springs Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon 

(Horse Heaven Hills). Light aromas of cherry, vanilla 
and spice lead to full-bodied fruit flavors backed by 
dry, grippy tannins that come off as quite aggres-
sive out of the gate but calm down a bit with a day 
open. —S.S. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $44 

85 Auclair 2015 Heart of the Hill Vineyard Cab-
ernet Sauvignon (Red Mountain). Baking 

spice, vanilla, licorice and dried cherry aromas are 
followed by dried-out-seeming fruit flavors. Dry 
tannins and cranberry flavors fill it out. It seems 
quite evolved for its age. —S.S. 
abv: 14.6% Price: $45 
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85 Maryhill 2015 Vineyard Series Clifton Hill 
Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon (Wahluke 

Slope). The aromas offer notes of toast, spice and 
dark fruit. Despite the higher alcohol level, the fla-
vors are somewhat lighter in style, a touch sweet 
but straight down the fairway, with a tangy finish. 
It’s a straightforward, easy drinker. —S.S. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $40 

SYRAH

91 Betz Family 2016 La Serenne Boushey Vine-
yard Syrah (Yakima Valley). The aromas 

start out brooding, opening up to reveal notes of 
fresh and dried herb, smoke, dark coffee bean, iron 
and smoked meat, focusing mostly on the savory. 
The flavors are light, deft, and elegant, displaying 
enough structure to reward a bit of time in the cel-
lar. Those looking for a big, bold expression of this 
variety and vineyard should look elsewhere. This 
one is all about finesse. —S.S. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $62 

89 Betz Family 2016 La Côte Patriarche Red Wil-
low Vineyard Syrah (Yakima Valley). Brood-

ing aromas of black pepper, herb, blackberry, flower 
and whiffs of smoked meat are followed by light, 
elegant blue and purple fruit flavors with green 
accents that trail toward the finish. What’s there is 
pleasing, but the concentration seems a bit light at 
times. —S.S. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $62 

89 Betz Family 2016 La Côte Rousse Syrah (Red 
Mountain). Pure blueberry, huckleberry, 

flower, herb and olive aromas are followed by light, 
ripe but still fresh dark fruit flavors surrounded 
by dense, slightly gritty tannins that need time to 
unwind. It’s equal parts intrigue and delivery, seem-
ing to need some time in the cellar to come together. 
—S.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $62 

89 Luke 2016 Syrah (Wahluke Slope). The aro-
mas are light, with notes of toast, huckle-

berry and herb. The palate brings ripe, fleshy but 
still deft blue and black fruit flavors that taper 
toward the dark chocolate filled finish. One wants 
more aromatically, but it’s still a lot of wine for the 
money. —S.S. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $25 

88 Betz Family 2016 Domaine de Pierres Syrah 
(Walla Walla Valley). This is the inaugural 

offering of this wine, with the fruit coming from the 
winery’s Ancient Stone Vineyard in the Rocks Dis-
trict. Aromas of fresh and grilled asparagus are at 
the fore, followed by mortared herb, black pepper, 
ash, flower and olive. In keeping with the vintage, 
the flavors are lighter styled, showing a soft texture, 
trailing toward the finish. —S.S. 
abv: NA Price: $62 

88 Lawrelin 2005 Syrah (Columbia Valley). 
That vintage is not a typo. This newly 

released wine is a full 13 years old. Subdued aromas 
of dried cherry, licorice and spice. The fruit flavors 
have started to fade, but there are still a lot of inter-
esting things going on, particularly on the finish. 
Drink now. —S.S. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $NA 

87 Gordon Estate 2014 Estate Grown Syrah 
(Columbia Valley). Vibrant aromas of dried 

orange peel, flower and blue fruit are followed by 
lighter-styled smoked meat and tangerine flavors 
that paint a bit around the edges, with plenty of 
meaty notes on the finish. It’s interesting but all 
seems quite light. —S.S. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $21 

84 Warr-King 2015 Syrah (Columbia Valley). 
Aromas of dried and fresh purple fruit lead 

to lighter styled but ripe fruit flavors with a warm 
finish. Floral flavors follow. It needs more structure 
to stand it up. —S.S. 
abv: 15.6% Price: $34 

RED BLENDS

91 Betz Family 2016 Bésoleil (Columbia Valley). 
A blend of 55% Grenache, 23% Mourvèdre, 

11% Syrah and 11% Cinsault, the aromas explode, 
with notes of fresh raspberry, blue plum, black pep-
per, fresh herb and huckleberry, showing a sense of 
freshness. The palate is light and elegant yet tex-
tured and flavorful. —S.S. 
abv: NA Price: $48 

90 Radix 2015 Laevus Syrah-Petite Sirah (Red 
Mountain). For full review see page 16. 

abv: 15.5% Price: $55 

87 Warr-King 2015 Grand Rouge (Red Moun-
tain). Light aromas of herb, cherry and rasp-

berry are followed by full-bodied, dark fruit flavors 
backed by lightly chalky-feeling tannins and a warm 
finish. The fruit seems a bit desiccated. —S.S. 
abv: 15% Price: $36 

86 Auclair 2016 96 Cedars Red (Red Mountain). 
This wine is a blend of 38% Merlot, 31% 

Cabernet Franc, 25% Cabernet Sauvignon and 6% 
Petit Verdot. Aromas of dried cherry and baking 
spice lead to tangy, somewhat green seeming fruit 
flavors that drop off on the finish. —S.S. 
abv: 14.3% Price: $25 

86 Gordon Estate 2014 Estate Grown Traditions 
Red (Columbia Valley). This wine is a blend 

of 48% Cabernet Sauvignon and 38% Merlot, with 
the balance Malbec and Petit Verdot. Aromas of 
mushroom, dried herb, wet gravel, spice and cherry 
lead to ripe cherry and soy flavors. The palate brings 
a sense of elegance and appeal. —S.S. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $30 

OTHER RED WINES

87 Gordon Estate 2015 Estate Grown Tempra-
nillo (Columbia Valley). Light aromas of 

spice, tobacco and herb lead to lighter styled fruit 
flavors. It doesn’t entirely stand up on its own but 
has a place at the dinner table. —S.S. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $24 

86 Luke 2016 Merlot (Wahluke Slope). Toast, 
plum, herb and cherry aromas are followed 

by light, slightly sweet seeming fruit flavors. The 
tannins seem quite bunched up, not appearing to 
have fully ripened, and the fruit concentration a bit 
light. —S.S. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $25 

85 Gordon Estate 2014 Estate Grown Petit Ver-
dot (Columbia Valley). Aromas of soil, vio-

let, herb and cherry lead to medium-bodied fruit 
flavors that trail on the finish. It seems slightly 
evolved for its age. —S.S. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $21 

85 Maryhill 2015 Elephant Mountain Vineyard 
Cabernet Franc (Rattlesnake Hills). High-

toned apple and cherry aromas are followed by a 
scratchy feeling palate marked by gritty tannins. 
The tannins don’t seem to have fully ripened, and 
the variety is hard to find. —S.S. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $36 

TEXAS
ALBARIÑO

87 McPherson 2016 Castaño Prado Vineyards 
Albariño (Texas). The citrusy nose shows 

fresh quince, apricot, orange peels and bitter lemon. 
The fruit flavors are ripe on the palate due to soft 
acidity, offering bitter citrus, peach and orange. 
There is a touch of white pepper on the midpal-
ate, ending with notes of clementine and lime pith. 
—F.A. 
abv: 13.2% Price: $18 

86 Pedernales 2015 Albariño (Texas). This 
white offers aromas of white flowers, orange 

peels, apricots and peaches that mingle with notes 
of grass and white pepper. The palate has a creamy 
mouthfeel, rounding out flavors of lemonade, white 
peach juice, lemon balm and gooseberry. The orange 
oil finish has a faint bitter lime edge. —F.A. 
abv: 13.1% Price: $30 

SAUVIGNON BLANC

87 Llano Estacado 2017 Monte Stella Sauvignon 
Blanc (Texas). Refreshing aromas of fresh 

grapefruit and lemon are tempered by lime pith 
and wet stone. The palate echoes the nose, show-
ing more bright citrus fruit and river rock tones 
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alongside tangy lime-juice acidity. The finish brings 
fresh squeezed lemon juice laced with white pep-
per. —F.A. 
abv: 12.9% Price: $20 

86 Llano Estacado 2017 Signature Series Sau-
vignon Blanc (Texas). Aromas of lemon oil 

and citrus blossom are wrapped in an herbal haze 
on the nose of this Sauvignon Blanc that’s blended 
with 23% Chenin Blanc and 1% each of Marsanne 
and Viognier. The palate is dry and astringent, with 
spry lemon-lime acidity and flavors of ripe apple, 
blossoms and a whisper of salinity. Best Buy. —F.A. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $10 

81 Messina Hof 2017 Dry Cuvée Sauvignon Blanc 
(Texas). This wine is offers pungent aromas 

of banana, gooseberry and gummy bears. The pal-
ate brings more of that intense banana along with 
Macintosh apple and pineapple. Zippy lime acidity 
flows through out ending on a grapefruit pith and 
green banana note. —F.A. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $19 

GEWÜRZTRAMINER

88 Messina Hof 2017 Private Reserve Gewürz-
traminer (Texas High Plains). For full review 

see page 18. 
abv: 11% Price: $19 

87 Messina Hof 2017 Tribute Series Tribute to 
Memories Naturally Sweet Gewürztraminer 

(Texas High Plains). An intense white-peach aroma 
is joined by soapy tones of lemon, lime leaf, orange 
oil and gardenia. The palate is delicately sweet 
yet well balanced by bright acidity. Flavors of ripe 
white peach, Mandarin, key lime and blossoms ring 
through the finish. —F.A. 
abv: 11% Price: $14 

85 Llano Estacado 2017 Gewürztraminer 
(Texas). Aromas of Satsuma, lychee, goose-

berry and lily are luscious and inviting. A burst of 
sweetness paired with zesty acidity quickly mel-
lows into soft ripe flavors of honeydew melon, white 
peach and lychee. The palate is creamy in feel, with 
some tangy acidity on the fringe to balance it out. 
Ripe yellow peach and sweet Valencia orange linger 
on the finish. Best Buy. —F.A. 
abv: 10% Price: $10 

VIOGNIER

85 Landon 2016 Bingham Family Vineyards 
Viognier (Texas). Pear and apricot aromas 

are joined by a soapy gardenia note. The palate is 
ripe and loaded with peach, guava, lemon and rose. 
Blood orange acidity moves to a finish of apple and 
blossoms. —F.A. 
abv: 12% Price: $20 

84 Grape Creek Vineyards 2016 Viognier 
(Texas). Marigold flowers mingle with 

orange peel and white pepper on the nose. Naval 
orange and lemon flavors are muddle and tinged 
with a vegetal note on the palate. The finish offers 
pithy pink grapefruit and white pepper. —F.A. 
abv: 13.1% Price: $27 

84 Pedernales 2016 Reserve Viognier (Texas). 
Aromas of warm sugar cookie and baked 

pear carry the nose. The palate offers a bit more 
freshness in flavors of apple, lemon and hints of 
creamed butter and vanilla. The finish brings Bosc 
pear and lemon pith. —F.A. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $40 

OTHER WHITE WINES

89 McPherson 2016 Grenache Blanc (Texas). 
Wet rock, stone fruit and papaya aromas 

are anchored by lemon pith on the nose. The pal-
ate opens with grapefruit, lemon, shale, clementine 
peels and yellow apple. A chalky mineral base is 
nearly creamy, with some zest on top tons of tin-
gling acidity. A white pepper note leads to a long, 
tingling lime-juice finish that’s invigorated by a 
chalky mineral edge. —F.A. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

89 McPherson 2016 Timmons Ranch Piquepoul 
Blanc (Texas). Aromas of lemon, white pep-

per, chalk, crushed stone and white flowers are fresh 
and inviting on the nose. The chalky, delicate pal-
ate is mineral driven and bathed a fresh squeezed 
lemon flavor. White flowers and herbal notes are on 
the fringes, while tingling acidity melds with some 
textural roundness. This delectable wine is a perfect 
match for oysters. —F.A. 
abv: 12.8% Price: $NA 

87 Llano Estacado 2017 1836 White (Texas). 
Aromas of apricot, orange, peach and honey-

suckle are rich. The creamy palate is a bit viscous in 
feel, covering the zesty acidity. Flavors of kumquat 
and naval orange blend with gardenia and overripe 
lemon. —F.A. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $17 

87 McPherson 2015 Timmons Ranch Marsanne 
(Texas). Aromas of lemon peel, crushed 

chalk and Golden Delicious apple lead to the dry 
chalky palate. The pithy finish offers hints of white 
pepper and river rock. —F.A. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $NA 

86 Grape Creek Vineyards 2016 Cuvée Blanc 
(Texas). Yellow peach and Mandarin orange 

peel are shy on the nose. The palate offers bright 
acidity and flavors of ripe yellow peach, pear, white 
flower and chalk. Lemon and orange flavors finish 
with a chalky texture. —F.A. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $24 

86 Llano Estacado 2017 Signature Series Pinot 
Grigio (Texas). Aromas of orange blossoms, 

lemon peels and yellow apples are pleasant on the 
nose. The palate offers ripe orange, lime juice and 
lime leaves, but the dry finish is astringent and 
sweeps away those juicy citrus flavors. Best Buy. 
—F.A. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $10 

86 Messina Hof 2017 Private Reserve Sémillon 
(Texas High Plains). This Texas Sémillon 

offers a chalky nose that blends with fresh clem-
entine, lime and pine needles. The light palate is 
somewhat creamy due to rounded acidity, present-
ing flavors of lemon juice, crushed stone and a touch 
of lemongrass. There is some mineral-driven astrin-
gency on the finish alongside citrus and white pep-
per. —F.A. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $19 

85 Grape Creek Vineyards 2016 Riesling (Texas). 
Perfumed notes of rose and lily are joined 

by lime zest and candied orange on the nose of this 
refreshing, but simple Riesling. On the light footed 
and playful palate there is an orange flavored sweet-
ness throughout, with notes of tart green apple, ripe 
lemon and pear. There are some chalky, mineral 
notes that quietly add depth to the palate, while 
ripe grapefruit and lime round out the finish. —F.A. 
abv: 11% Price: $22 

85 Messina Hof 2017 Dry Style Pinot Blanc 
(Texas). A floral and herbal nose deliv-

ers rose, white pepper and lime. The palate offers 
plenty of acidity but is gentle and soft in feel, with 
ripe lime and grapefruit flavors that are rounded 
out by a blossomy note. A dry, citrus finish shows 
astringent acidity and a white pepper tone. —F.A. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $19 

83 Llano Estacado 2017 Moscato (Texas). 
Guava, orange blossom and Mandarin aro-

mas introduce this uncomplicated, sugary Moscato. 
The palate is luscious and loaded with melon, 
Valencia orange, mango and lychee flavors that lead 
into a sweet finish. —F.A. 
abv: 10% Price: $12 

SPARKLING WINE

88 William Chris 2017 Pétillant Naturel Rosé 
(Texas). The cloudy appearance of this 

Texas pét-nat looks just like watermelon juice. It 
displays aromas of pink grapefruit, fresh straw-
berry, white lily and hay. The palate is carried by 
fine, spritzy bubbles that offer flavors of lime juice, 
white flowers, watermelon and hints of green straw-
berry and more pink grapefruit. Tart cherry and 
lime peel are tinged with saline on the finish. —F.A. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 
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TEMPRANILLO

88 Llano Estacado 2016 Cellar Reserve Tem-
pranillo (Texas High Plains). Blueberry and 

black raspberry aromas meld with notes of black 
currants, herb and white pepper. Soft black fruit 
flavors of plum, currant and mulberry are joined by 
subtler oak flavors and vanilla. The tannins are fine 
grained and chalky, balanced by gentle acidity. The 
finish is lengthy, employing more of those soft black 
fruit and leather tones. —F.A. 
abv: 12% Price: $20 

88 Llano Estacado 2015 Harvest Reserve Tem-
pranillo (Texas). Aromas of crushed black-

berry, pomegranate and blueberry are fleshed out 
by white pepper. Crushed-velvet tannins and struc-
tured, balanced acidity house flavors of red cherry, 
plum, bay leaf, white pepper and leather. —F.A. 
abv: 13% Price: $17 

88 Messina Hof 2016 Private Reserve Double 
Barrel Tempranillo (Texas High Plains). For 

full review see page 17. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

87 Pedernales 2015 Tempranillo (Texas). Aro-
mas of raspberry meld with cedar and bak-

ing spice. The palate echoes the nose adding tart 
cranberry, white pepper and tobacco leaf. Vibrant 
acidity and velvety tannins linger through the finish 
that’s filled with a tart berry flavor. —F.A. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $20 

87 Pedernales 2014 Reserve Tempranillo 
(Texas). Cedar and cigar box aromas domi-

nate the nose of this reserve Tempranillo that spent 
one year in American oak. The palate is more fruit-
driven, offering flavors of cranberry, blackberry and 
raspberry. A juicy finish lingers on a pepper note 
and a grip of tannin. —F.A. 
abv: 12.6% Price: $50 

86 McPherson 2015 Tempranillo (Texas). The 
nose shows ripe black plum, blackberry, 

herbs and stale pepper, while the palate offers 
blueberry, raspberry, oak and cocoa powder. The 
cranberry-laced finish displays the easygoing grip of 
crushed-velvet tannins. —F.A. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $NA 

84 Haak 2015 Cellar Reserve Tempranillo (Texas 
High Plains). A very subdued nose leaks out 

faint hints of blueberry and green tobacco leaf. The 
palate opens with a ripe red-berry note that dives 
into cigar box, oak and black pepper spice. Gritty, 
aggressive tannins bring a bitter edge to the white 
pepper-laced finish. —F.A. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $25 

80 Landon 2015 Reserve Tempranillo (Texas 
High Plains). Aromas of creosote introduce 

a neutral palate of petrol and red fruit flavors. Bit-
ter green tannins and a little bit spice on the finish 

attempt to add some excitement, but this is under-
whelming and ultimately bitter. —F.A. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $27 

SANGIOVESE

88 Messina Hof 2016 Artist Series Sangiovese 
(Texas High Plains). Ripe blueberry, prune 

and baked blackberry aromas are a touch soft on the 
nose. Ripe blueberry and pomegranate flavors are 
juicy and come with plenty of acidity, while gritty 
tannins bring along black pepper spice. Mouthwa-
tering cranberry acidity surrounds sandy tannins 
and black pepper on the lingering finish. —F.A. 
abv: 13% Price: $22 

87 Llano Estacado 2014 THP Sangiovese (Texas 
High Plains). The nose offers black plum, 

prune, black currant and blackberry, with subtler 
suggestions of nutmeg and vanilla. The palate is not 
as heavy, lightened by ample acidity while crushed-
velvet tannins coat the mouth. Flavors of baked 
cherry, fresh blueberry and cranberry are bright on 
the palate, while nutmeg and vanilla gain traction. 
The lingering finish turns juicy, loaded with a red 
berry flavor and sandy tannis. —F.A. 
abv: 12.8% Price: $20 

87 McPherson 2015 Sangiovese (Texas). A blue 
fruit aroma bursts from the glass. The palate 

offers inviting juicy blueberry and plum, bolstered 
by gritty tannins. The fruit flavors finish spicy and 
tannnic. —F.A. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $20 

87 Messina Hof 2015 Artists Reserve Sangiovese 
(Texas). The nose is earthy in tones of cinna-

mon and licorice, with vanilla and sandalwood. The 
palate shows sweet baking spice, wild forest berry, 
vanilla and cinnamon supported by sturdy, woody 
tannins and buoyant acidity. Tart cranberry and 
dusty tannins close out the lingering finish. —F.A. 
abv: 13% Price: $22 

MERLOT

87 Grape Creek Vineyards 2015 Merlot (Texas). 
A savory nose offers violets and herbes de 

Provence mingled with vanilla, black currant and 
wild blackberry. The palate is smooth in feel, with 
sandy tannins and bright acidity housing flavors 
of tart cranberry and raspberry alongside vanilla, 
tobacco leaf and cinnamon. Black plum and leather 
tones linger on the grippy, tannic finish. —F.A. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $29 

87 Messina Hof 2015 Paulo Father and Son 
Cuvée Merlot (Texas). Licorice dominates 

the nose of this Texas Merlot, with additional notes 
of plum, rhubarb and black pepper. On the palate, 
black raspberry and cherry flavors give way to a lic-

orice tone, bolstered by gravelly tannins. The finish 
is spicy and tannic. —F.A. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $50 

87 The Infinite Monkey Theorem 2016 Merlot 
(Texas). From the Texas expansion of this 

Colorado-based winery, this Merlot displays a 
distinctly spicy aroma of cinnamon, licorice and 
cracked black pepper backed by blackberry and 
dark cherry. The medium-bodied palate is generous 
in feel, with flavors of pomegranate, black currant 
and charred wood that are balanced by steady acid-
ity gripping tannins. Cinnamon, black pepper and 
raspberry emerge on the finish. —F.A. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $25 

86 Messina Hof 2015 Private Reserve Double 
Barrel Merlot (Texas). Aromas of ripe 

blueberry and blackberry mingle with vanilla and 
pumpkin spice on the nose. The fruit forward palate 
shows plum and cranberry backed by dried leaves, 
nutmeg and vanilla. The tannins are dusty yet struc-
tured, while the acidity is tied to the berry flavors 
and weaves in and out. It finishes with a tart berry 
flavor loaded with cracked pepper and earthy. —F.A. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

RED BLENDS

87 Grape Creek Vineyards 2015 Bellissimo Red 
(Texas). Tart red currants and cranberries 

fuse with creosote and leather conditioner on the 
nose. Raspberry and pomegranate flavors are bright 
on the palate, bringing tart acidity over smoothed 
out tannins and oak influences that show a rubbery 
edge. Leather and cigar box round out the finish. 
—F.A. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $40 

87 Llano Estacado 2015 1836 Red (Texas). A 
cassis aroma blends with star anise and cin-

namon, wrapped in tobacco leaf on the nose. The 
palate is laden in ripe blackberry and cassis, backed 
by robust tannins and balanced by linear acidity. 
The finish brings black pepper and tobacco muddled 
with black cherries and a final leathery note. —F.A. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $40 

87 Locations NV TX6 Red (Texas). Tart black-
berry and fresh-picked raspberry mix with 

an undertow of tanned leather and cedar on the 
nose. Juicy acidity balances the crushed velvet tan-
nins, housing flavors of ripe blueberry, blackberry 
and plum that are accented by vanilla, baking spice 
and balsam. The vanilla and blackberry finish is lus-
cious and plummy. —F.A. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $25 

87 William Chris NV Skeleton Key Proprietor’s 
Red (Texas). Blueberry and baked plum aro-

mas are dusted with cinnamon on the nose. More 
blueberry on the palate is joined by blackberry, 
black plum and vanilla. The tannins are boisterous 
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and gritty, offering structure and lingering through 
the finish with soft blue fruits and spice. —F.A. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $34 

86 McPherson 2016 EVS Windblown Red (Texas 
High Plains). Blueberry and black raspberry 

aromas are slightly overripe on the nose. The palate 
remains ripe in feel, with baked blueberry and tart 
cranberry. Oaky tones add weight and dusty tannins 
quickly sweep in, somewhat smothering the flavors. 
The finish is mild and slightly bitter. —F.A. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $NA 

85 Llano Estacado 2014 1836 Red (Texas). Aro-
mas of fur, rubber and black plum take on a 

feral character. Concentrated tannins are a brutish 
gatekeeper, settling on the front of the palate ahead 
of flavors of black plum, cassis, vanilla and baking 
spice. The tannins are the guiding force through 
the spicy finish that carries nutmeg and black fruit. 
—F.A. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $35 

85 Messina Hof NV G-S-M (Texas). Aromas 
of peppercorns, earthy licorice, pumper-

nickel and black currant are intriguing on the nose 
of this blend of 45% Syrah, 35% Mourvèdre and 
22% Grenache. Ripe fruit flavors are propped up by 
juicy acidity over sandy tannins. This remains juicy 
towards the finish, with a touch of peppery spice. 
—F.A. 
abv: 13% Price: $22 

OTHER RED WINES

90 William Chris 2015 Lost Draw Vineyards 
Mourvèdre (Texas High Plains). Herbal 

aromas of bay leaves and hops are alluring on the 
nose of this Texas Mourvèdre. The extremely juicy 
palate dances on the firm structure of fine-grained 
tannins. Loads of juicy pomegranate and cranberry 
flavors have a savory edge, with more herbal tones 
adding complexity and depth. The finish brings a 
spicy kick and ripe red cherries. —F.A. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $45 

88 William Chris 2015 Hye Estate Vineyard 
Tannat (Texas Hill Country). Aromas of 

cranberry, pomegranate, leather and sagebrush are 
seductive on the nose. The palate offers a wealth of 
flavors, displaying cranberry, smoke, leather, cedar, 
black cherry and tapenade. It’s loaded with bright, 
tart acidity and fine-grained tannins, with a long, 
juicy finish. —F.A. 
abv: 12.8% Price: $50 

87 Messina Hof 2016 Private Reserve Double 
Barrel Cabernet Franc (Texas). Muted aromas 

of red berry and cedar can be coaxed from the glass 
but are very faint on the nose. Ripe cherry and rasp-
berry are juicy and lip smacking, with tart red-apple 
acidity supported by fine-grained tannins. Some 

oak flavors appear on the finish alongside cranberry 
and a touch of peppery spice. —F.A. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

86 Haak 2016 Touriga Nacional (Texas High 
Plains). Aromas of black plum, ripe rasp-

berry, violet, bay leaf, fresh thyme and black pepper 
spice are savory on the nose. The palate shows tart 
cranberry and black cherry, with an earthy, herbal 
undertow. The tannins are soft textured but very 
drying, while the acidity is tangy with an underripe 
berry flavor. A leathery tone is introduced on the 
finish, while the tannins hug the tip of the tongue. 
—F.A. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $35 

85 Llano Estacado 2014 THP Montepulciano 
(Texas High Plains). The nose offers aromas 

of Marasca cherry, candied orange and sharp angos-
tura bitters over subtler tones of sawdust and aged 
oak. Fairly tart upfront in flavors of plum and red 
cherry, the palate is bolstered by sandy tannins and 
tangy acidity. —F.A. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $20 

VIRGINIA
CHARDONNAY

88 Jefferson Vineyards 2017 Reserve Chardon-
nay (Virginia). Crushed chalk, Meyer lemon 

and gunmetal aromas show on the nose of this bot-
tling. The dry, medium-bodied palate is a bit more 
subdued, with subtle apple and flint notes accented 
by vibrant acidity. It finishes long and harmoni-
ously. —C.D. 
abv: 13% Price: $27 

85 Gray Ghost 2017 Chardonnay (Virginia). 
Muted in a nutty aroma, this approach-

able wine doesn’t offer much in fruity or floral 
notes. It shows a lighter take on the palate as well, 
where lemon, almond skin and lees tones are sub-
dued. Soft and thin in mouthfeel, it has a short, but 
friendly finish. —C.D. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $19 

85 Lovingston 2016 Janet’s Block Chardonnay 
(Monticello). A fairly dark shade of rusty 

gold in the glass, this bottling starts with aromas 
of toasted nuts and baked bread. The palate comes 
across more fresh, showing tangy lemon rind, 
unsweetened iced tea and more nutty qualities. 
—C.D. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $22 

84 Gray Ghost 2016 Reserve Barrel Fermented 
Chardonnay (Virginia). This is a rich and 

slightly oxidative expression of Chardonnay, with 
notes of dried apple, acacia and brioche on the nose 
and palate. It’s medium in weight and flabby in feel, 
needing an acidic lift. Drink now. —C.D. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $28 

VIOGNIER

90 Jefferson Vineyards 2017 Skin Contact 
Viognier (Monticello). This copper-colored 

wine, the result of eight days of skin-contact, opens 
with compelling aromas of wildflower, apricot and 
tilled red-earth. The earthy palate delivers orange 
zest, terracotta and rooibos tea. A tannic accent 
and zesty acidity lead into a long and layered fin-
ish. —C.D. 
abv: 13.1% Price: $35 

88 Veritas 2016 Viognier (Monticello). A broad 
lychee aroma meets with a touch of ginger 

powder on the nose. Apricot and orange peel show 
on the full-bodied palate. It shows a pleasant round-
ness and weight, with a long, layered finish. —C.D. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

86 Jefferson Vineyards 2017 Viognier (Virginia). 
This Viognier is nutty on the nose. A hints 

of an underripe papaya aroma is followed by a tangy 
impression on the palate. Oily in feel and full in 
body, the finish is long and flabby. —C.D. 
abv: 13% Price: $30 

85 Jefferson Vineyards 2017 Jefferson’s Own 
Estate Reserve Viognier (Monticello). Tight 

aromas of banana, white grape and juniper show on 
the nose of this Viognier. The ripe yet racy palate is 
framed by decent acidity, while delivering flavors of 
pastille candies and melon. —C.D. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

OTHER WHITE WINES

91 Michael Shaps 2015 Petit Manseng (Monti-
cello). For full review see page 12. 

abv: 14.6% Price: $30 

86 Gray Ghost 2017 Vidal Blanc (Virginia). Fresh 
honeydew, aloe and juniper flavors mingle 

in this medium-bodied Vidal Blanc, while the nose 
is fainter, with soft notes of lemon and limestone. 
There’s a sweetness to the wine, but it’s tempered 
by a spicy strain that helps keep it aloft. This is an 
easy, approachable wine. —C.D. 
abv: 12.2% Price: $18 

SPARKLING WINES

89 King Family NV Blanc de Blancs Brut (Mon-
ticello). The wine’s perlage is firm and 

steely, with soft layers of brioche, lemon pith and 
almond skins. It’s persistent in petillance but boasts 
a distinct, delicate mousse. The finish is fresh and 
creamy, ending on a lingering powdered-ginger 
note. —C.D. 
abv: 12% Price: $36 

88 Trump 2010 SP Blanc de Noir Brut (Monti-
cello). This has aromas and flavors of raw 
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almond, citrus zest, bread crust and salt. Small, 
vigorous bubbles provide the backdrop, while dried 
apple and button-mushroom flavors marks the fin-
ish. —C.D. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $44 

87 Veritas NV Scintilla (Monticello). This wine 
shows a crisp character, its acidity given 

brightness by Meyer lemon and tart pineapple fla-
vors. There’s an attractive edge of minerality and 
delicate notions of brioche to add some layers to the 
palate. The finish is long and citrus-driven. —C.D. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

86 Horton NV Erotes (Virginia). This is a soft, 
open wine, lightly flavored with raspberry 

and dried sage. This is a fun wine, marked by frail 
bubbles and light acidity. —C.D. 
abv: 12% Price: $35

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

88 Gray Ghost 2015 Reserve Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (Virginia). Vanilla and cedar aromas 

show some oak influence against vibrant notes of 
purple flowers in this full-bodied Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon. The oak is prominent on the palate, although 
chalky violet notes are on the forefront. The finish is 
long and intense. —C.D. 
abv: 13.7% Price: $50 

87 Gray Ghost 2016 Unfiltered Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (Virginia). Juicy fruits of red currant 

and boysenberry meet with green pepper and dried 
herbs on the nose of this bottling. The palate is 
pyrazine-laden, showing lots of dill and bell-pepper 
flavors against the red fruits. Delicate in feel, with 
lively acidity, it has a medium, clean finish. —C.D. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $28 

85 James Charles 2017 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Virginia). This wine offers jammy blueberry 

and lavender aromas that are tinged with brett. The 
palate brings high-octane flavors, supported by racy 
acidity that both demand more tannic structure and 
complexity in mouthfeel. —C.D. 
abv: 12.1% Price: $30 

82 Veramar 2017 JB Winemaker Series Amer-
itage Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon-Merlot 

(Virginia). This Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon 
blend is a bit volatile, with high-toned brambly fruit 
aromas. The flavors are less aggressive and some flo-
ral notes come through, although the mouthfeel is 
biting. —C.D. 
abv: 12.2% Price: $34 

PETIT VERDOT

88 Jefferson Vineyards 2016 Reserve Petit 
Verdot (Virginia). A brooding core of black 

plum, juniper and sarsaparilla marks this buxom 
Petit Verdot. While bold and brawny, a balsamic 

edge and fine tannins lend subtlety. Its rich, mouth-
filling silkiness clings pleasantly on the finish. 
—C.D. 
abv: 13% Price: $40 

88 Michael Shaps 2015 Petit Verdot (Monti-
cello). Whiffs of smoke and dark-roast cof-

fee meander pleasantly amid bright red-cherry and 
licorice flavors in this full-bodied Petit Verdot. The 
palate is woody and shows abundant tannins, but 
it’s elegantly concentrated, finishing on a rooty, 
earthy note. —C.D. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $35 

87 Gray Ghost 2016 Petit Verdot (Virginia). 
This wine reveals brooding notes of cherry, 

red-fleshed apple, oak spice. It is full in body, with 
grippy tannins, concentrated flavors and racy acid-
ity. —C.D. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $35 

RED BLENDS

90 Virginia’s Heritage NV Virginia Red Wine 
(Virginia). For full review see page 17. 

abv: 13.5% Price: $59 

89 Gray Ghost 2016 Ranger Reserve (Virginia). 
Bright, floral and easy to drink, this charm-

ing red opens with a fragrance of freshly picked 
lavender, red-flesh apples and black cherries. 
Reflecting the nose, the fresh, lively palate doles out 
violets, wild cherries and wet stones framed in silky 
tannins. The finish is zippy and botanical. —C.D. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $30 

89 Lovingston 2016 Josie’s Knoll Estate Reserve 
Red (Monticello). This wine offers delicate 

tones of cherry, purple flowers and red currant 
amidst a fresh, acidic backbone. Velvety tannins 
and a light, juicy body make this an easy wine to 
enjoy. —C.D. 
abv: 13% Price: $50 

87 Jefferson Vineyards 2016 Meritage (Virginia). 
Strong aromas of burnt coffee, pencil lead 

and chicory root lead the nose of this red blend. 
Barrel influence shows prominently on the palate, 
with leathery flavors that overwhelm the fruit. The 
tannins are very present but smoothly integrated. 
An acidic lift would be welcome and might carry the 
finish a bit longer. —C.D. 
abv: 13% Price: $32 

87 Slater Run 2015 Roots (Virginia). An acacia 
aroma blends with notes of raspberry and 

white pepper in this medium-bodied, approachable 
red. Sarsaparilla and black cherry dominate the pal-
ate. Light in tannin and soft in acidity, it is ready to 
drink. —C.D. 
abv: 13% Price: $50 

OTHER RED WINES

88 Veramar 2017 JB Winemaker Series Merlot 
(Virginia). This expressive wine offers floral 

and fruit aromas, with touches of volatility and bold 
oak spice. It has a firm structure, mouthwatering 
acidity and a considerable layer of well-integrated 
tannins that easily support all the black cherry and 
violet flavors. —C.D. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $35 

86 Veramar 2017 JB Winemaker Series Tannat 
(Virginia). This wine is fruity in nature, 

with soft tannins, oak spice and red-berry flavors. 
It has a juicy aftertaste that blends with the fruiti-
ness. —C.D. 
abv: 12.6% Price: $38 

85 Slater Run 2017 Cabernet Franc (Virginia). 
Gentle in texture and in flavor, this wine is 

medium bodied, rather soft in mouthfeel and has 
ripe strawberry and raspberry notes. The finish is 
pleasant but short. —C.D. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $26 

OTHER UNITED STATES
ARIZONA

88 Aridus 2015 Limited Production Tempranillo 
(Arizona). The smooth, medium-bodied 

palate shows juicy red fruit teeming with vanilla, 
baking spice and a touch of cigar wrapper. The oak 
becomes more apparent on the finish, but that fruit 
flavors prevail and keep this wine fresh in character. 
—F.A. 
abv: 12.9% Price: $38 

87 Caduceus 2014 Merkin Vineyards Tarzan Red 
Tempranillo (Cochise County). This offers 

aromas of brown sugar and gingersnap tinged with 
blackberry. The palate echoes the nose, showing 
more brown sugar and wild blackberry notes joined 
by vanilla and sweet baking spice. The tannins are 
soft and velvety, with plenty of acidity for balance.
Drink now–2025. —F.A. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $34 

87 Caduceus 2014 Nagual del Judith Tempranillo 
(Arizona). Fragrant aromas of new leather 

hover, red cherry and peppercorns carry the nose. 
The palate is less intense, with robust, dusty tan-
nins taking center stage over flavors of black cherry, 
vanilla and charred tobacco leaf. The finish leans 
on blueberry and cassis tossed with green pepper-
corns. —F.A. 
abv: 13.9% Price: $125 

NEW JERSEY

89 William Heritage 2017 Estate Grown Pét-Nat 
Rosé (Outer Coastal Plain). A quiet melon 
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aroma can be teased from the glass with some swirl-
ing. Juicy lemon, clementine and ripe strawberry 
flavors migle with a grassy note on the supremely 
refreshing palate that displays tingling, delicate 
bubbles. Fresh squeezed lime and watermelon notes 
are endless. —F.A. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

89 William Heritage 2015 Estate Reserve Brut 
Rosé (Outer Coastal Plain). Aromas of crois-

sant and golden raspberry are delicate on the nose. 
Bright, rich flavors of cherry and papaya on the pal-
ate are laced with grapefruit acidity and an under-
pinning of biscuit dough. Somewhat frothy bubbles 
are persistent but light, while a strawberry flavor 
emerges on the finish. —F.A. 
abv: 11.6% Price: $40 

86 DiLuca 2016 Rosso Black Label Tempranillo-
Syrah (Cape May). Plum skin and pome-

granate lead the nose while white pepper and raw 
oak take on an earthy edge. The soft-bodied palate 
is awash in silky tannins, with intense flavors of 
vanilla, oak and green tobacco leaf over black cherry 
and plum. There is a spicy kick on the finish, with 
more vanilla and baked black plum. —F.A. 
abv: 13% Price: $27 

84 Alba 2016 Dry Riesling (Warren Hills). Per-
fumed and floral aromas are joined by 

lychee, citrus and sugar plum on the nose. Lemon 
juice and grapefruit pith are highlighted by pine-
apple acidity, florals and grassiness on the straight-
forward palate, finishing with lemon pith and wet 
stone. —F.A. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $19 

AMERICA

89 Gruet NV Brut Rosé (America). The color 
of Versilia Peach roses, this sparkler offers 

quiet aromas of strawberry, plum and saltine 
cracker. The palate is delicate, showing strawberry, 
apple, biscuits and lemon juice flavors on a soft, 
fine mousse. It finishes on a squeeze of lemon and 
baguette, with a hint of watermelon. —F.A. 
abv: 12% Price: $18 

89 Gruet NV Sauvage Rosé (America). The aro-
mas are fresh in this pale-salmon sparkling 

wine, showing yellow cherries, lillies and fresh 
baked rolls. The bubbles are pillowy in feel, while 
bright, tingling acidity wakes up the palate that 
offers flavors of brioche, lemon zest, juicy straw-
berry and cherry. It finishes on notes of yeasty bri-
oche and preserved lemon. —F.A. 
abv: 12% Price: $19 

88 Gruet 2012 Cuvée Danielle Rosé (America). A 
pomegranate aroma shows a savory edge of 

tomato leaf in this dark sparkling rosé. Soft bubbles 
gently lift the palate that displays flavors of ripe 
cherry, baking spice and baked bread. A lemony 

note appears on the finish with a hint of strawberry. 
—F.A. 
abv: 12% Price: $40 

88 Sokol Blosser NV Evolution 1st Edition Spar-
kling Rosé (America). The newest edition 

to the winery’s popular Evolution lineup, this tra-
ditionally-made sparkling wine is principally Pinot 
Noir, with smaller additions of Muscat and Müller-
Thurgau. It’s a charming and versatile wine, with 
pretty flavors of Alpine strawberries, orange peel 
and lemon gelato. —P.G. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $24 

88 Vara NV Tinto Especial Lot # 014 Tempra-
nillo (America). Enticing aromas of cherry, 

cranberry and red plum are backed by cedar and 
baking spice on the nose. The palate is packed with 
juicy flavors of cherry and pomegranate, laced with 
leather and tobacco. The well-structured tannins 
are sandy in feel and supported by vivacious acid-
ity, making for a very crushable red with plenty of 
complexity. It finishes on a cranberry juice note 
sprinkled with white pepper. —F.A. 
abv: 13% Price: $24 

87 Stedt 2016 OR Sparkling Rosé (America). 
Produced from Gamay Noir grown on both 

sides of the Columbia River, this bursts with scents 
of apple blossoms and cherries. The deep color and 
slight bitter-skin flavor suggest that it spent some 
time macerating prior to fermentation. What it 
lacks in finesse it makes up for with fruit power. 
—P.G. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $35 

83 Harvest Press NV Chardonnay (America). 
Aromas of roasted corn and herb lead to a 

ripe stone-fruit flavor. This is an easy, enjoyable 
wine at an accessible price. —S.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $19/3 L 

83 Original House Wine 2017 Fish House Sau-
vignon Blanc (America). Light aromas of 

tropical fruit and herb carry a slight metallic note. 
The flavor concentration is quite light, making this 
simple and straightforward. —S.S. 
abv: 13.4% Price: $12 

CHILE
SAUVIGNON BLANC

89 Amayna 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Leyda Val-
ley). Aromas of orange, lemon peel, fresh 

greens and the ocean are clear, clean and in har-
mony. A tangy, crisp palate is braced by a shot of 
blazing acidity, while this tastes mostly of lime and 
salt from the nearby Pacific Ocean. A steady finish 
is showing the slightest bit of yeasty breakdown, so 
drink as soon as possible. Vine Connections. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

87 Koyle 2018 Costa La Flor Sauvignon Blanc 
(San Antonio). Prickly citrus and grassy 

scents are pungent. A plump, slightly heavy palate 
is only modest in acidity, while this tastes of bell 
pepper, white pepper and passion fruit. A mellow 
finish is just fresh enough, with lasting green notes. 
Natural Merchants, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $17 

86 Black Box 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Chile). 
Neutral aromas are largely clean and barely 

suggest white peach. This boxed SB is plump and 
citrusy on the palate, with citric flavors that turn 
a bit green and grassy on the back side. Black Box 
Wines. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 12.7% Price: $25/3 L 

85 Casas del Bosque 2017 Pequeñas Produccio-
nes Sauvignon Blanc (Casablanca Valley). 

Aromas of bell pepper and asparagus would rate as 
lightly vegetal in most books. A chunky, full palate 
is low on acidic verve, while a highly pyrazinic fla-
vor profile means this tastes of green citrus and veg-
gies. Mild bitterness and a note of citrus skins lead 
a plump, chunky finish. Southern Starz, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $30 

85 Vistamar 2018 Brisa Sauvignon Blanc (Cen-
tral Valley). Prickly lime and pine needle 

aromas set up a lean palate with sharp acidity. Tart, 
punchy citrus and passion fruit flavors finish with 
lasting tang and grip from green tannins. Saranty 
Imports. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $7 

84 Errazuriz 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Aconcagua 
Costa). A pinched, briny nose is punchy and 

includes aromas of citrus peel. A narrow palate is 
tight but low on depth, while this tastes peppery 
and green, with little fruit character. On the finish, 
bitter green flavors are once again lacking in fruit. 
Vintus LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $23 

83 Fitz Roy 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Central Val-
ley). A yeasty nose is less than fresh and 

indicates a wine in decline. A grabby palate with the 
feel of grape skins tastes wheaty, grassy and fruit-
less. Low acidity on the finish confirms that this is 
fading. Elixir Wine Group. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $10 

CHARDONNAY

89 Concha y Toro 2017 Marques de Casa Concha 
Coastal Vineyard Chardonnay (Limarí Val-

ley). Dusty white fruit aromas are lightly oaked, 
and overall this smells like what good Chardonnay 
should smell like. A medium-bodied palate blends 
fresh acidity with resiny oak, while flavors of oak, 
vanilla, butter and white fruit ring true. A clean 
finish with modest latent acidity and oak is a good 
conclusion. Excelsior Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $22 
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88 Calyptra 2014 Gran Reserva Chardonnay 
(Cachapoal Valley). This is a mature, heav-

ily oaked New World Chardonnay that will either be 
appealing or not, depending on one’s tolerance and 
appreciation of oak. Aromas of wood resin, popcorn 
and baked apple lead to a thick, buttery palate. This 
tastes woody and of spiced apple, while on the fin-
ish it flattens out due to low acidity. Drink now. 
Calyptra Wines USA. —M.S. 
abv: 15% Price: $39 

88 Matetic 2017 Corralillo Chardonnay (San 
Antonio-Maipo Valley). Dry oak and apple 

aromas are tight as a whole. This feels a touch 
chunky and pulpy, but good acidity helps promote 
balance. Flavors of toasted bread, salt, tropical fruit 
and baked apple are honest and positive, while this 
is steady on the finish. Quintessential Wines. —M.S. 
abv: NA Price: $20 

87 Valdivieso 2015 Single Vineyard Wild Fer-
mented Chardonnay (Leyda Valley). Toasty, 

resiny aromas make for a nose that’s more oaky than 
fruity. A round palate with a resiny texture holds 
oaky white fruit flavors of apple and melon that 
carry over to the finish. This is in its last stages of 
health; from here on out this will only lose clarity, 
structure and flavors. Wine Bridge Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

86 Bodega Volcanes de Chile 2016 Tectonia 
Chardonnay (Malleco). Fully toasted oak 

aromas are smoky and grainy, and they cover up 
briny apple notes. A mix of oily weight and sharp 
acidity defines the palate, while this tastes a bit 
sour, with lots of oak attached to stone fruit fla-
vors. Hailing from southerly Malleco, this is a cool-
climate Chardonnay, and thus the high acid level 
makes sense. Vias Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $24 

86 Matetic 2015 Corralillo Chardonnay (San 
Antonio). Cidery apple aromas come with a 

hint of barrel smoke. A medium-to-full palate offers 
adequate acidity, while this older-vintage Chardon-
nay tastes of generic white fruit, bitter oak and hon-
eyed sweetness. A slight sticky finish is less than 
fresh. Quintessential Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $20 

86 Viña Chocalan 2017 Gran Reserva Origen 
Chardonnay (San Antonio). Resiny oak aro-

mas induce a note of popcorn, while spiced pump-
kin scents are savory but not all that fresh. Fol-
lowing the nose, this lacks spine and weighs in as 
chunky. Woody spiced-apple flavors fade out on a 
round, oaky finish. Chocalan USA. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $17 

85 San Pedro 2017 1865 Selected Vineyards 
Chardonnay (Elqui Valley). Briny, punchy 

white fruit and citrus aromas are oaky. On the pal-
ate, this Elqui Valley Chardonnay feels narrow and 
citrusy. Yeasty stone fruit and citrus flavors are 

briny, and overall this struggles a bit with its flavor 
profile. Shaw-Ross International Importers. —M.S. 
abv: NA Price: $16 

85 Viña Chocalan 2016 Gran Reserva Origen 
Chardonnay (San Antonio). Citrus aromas 

are oily and prickly, while this feels full but a bit 
flabby. Pumpkin and dry oak flavors are bland, while 
this is chunky and slightly flat on the finish. Choca-
lan USA. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $17 

84 Casas del Bosque 2016 Reserva Chardon-
nay (Casablanca Valley). A gold color and a 

blowsy nose with oak but not much fruit or fresh-
ness form the opening to this shaky but decent 
Chardonnay. A chunky, pulpy palate and woody 
flavors of stale stone fruit and citrus finish with 
little more than a hint of vanilla. Southern Starz, 
Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $12 

84 Finca Patagonia 2017 Expedicion Chardon-
nay (Maule Valley). With almost no color 

and dull, dusty generic aromas, this doesn’t get off 
to a great start. Lightly oxidized papaya and melon 
flavors don’t last long on the finish. This is quaf-
fable, but that’s about it. Halby Marketing. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $11 

81 Casas del Bosque 2015 Gran Reserva Estate 
Bottled Chardonnay (Casablanca Valley). A 

bright gold color and briny, oily aromas of mango, 
nectarine and pumpkin are more common to a late-
harvest Pinot Gris than to a dry Chardonnay. A vis-
cous palate is tired and seemingly spent, while this 
tastes of botrytized, oxidized stone fruit along with 
squash. Southern Starz, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $17 

OTHER WHITE WINES

86 Casa Silva 2018 1912 Vines Sauvignon Gris 
(Colchagua Valley). Melony aromas are 

bright and clean, but simple. A fresh, firm palate 
is blazing with acidity, while this old-vines Sauvi-
gnon Gris tastes of grapefruit at first, then more like 
grass. A pyrazinic finish flattens out quickly, indi-
cating that this is basic more than elevated. Vine 
Connections. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

86 Estampa 2017 Fina Reserva La Isla Vine-
yard Sauvignon Blanc-Chardonnay-Viognier 

(Marchigue). Minerally citrus aromas break down 
and veer off toward lanolin and sea-foam. This Sau-
vignon Blanc (with other white grapes) has grip, 
but that’s fleeting. Briny, salty citrus flavors are 
crisp before fading fast on a dilute finish. American 
Estates Wines, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

82 Estampa 2017 Reserva Viognier-Chardonnay 
(Colchagua Valley). Light floral and lemon 

aromas are chemical and unconvincing. This odd 
blend of 90% Viognier with 10% Chardonnay is 
dilute in feel. Briny melon flavors have no depth, 
while this is flat on the finish due to low acidity. 
American Estates Wines, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $16 

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

93 Carmen 2013 Gold Reserve Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (Maipo Valley). For full review see page 

5. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $50 

93 Domus Aurea 2013 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Maipo Valley). A full, heavy nose includes 

graphite, plenty of herbal essence and inky black 
fruit aromas. On the palate, this Cabernet is rich, 
thick and saturated. Chocolaty blackberry and cas-
sis flavors come with a strong herbal element, while 
this maintains chocolaty oak and ripeness on a 
beefy finish. Drink through 2022. Global Vineyard 
Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14.9% Price: $70 

92 Calcu 2014 Futa Cabernet Sauvignon (Colch-
agua Valley). Aromas of animal hide, berry 

fruit, foresty herb and generic grit make for a firm 
and tough nose. High acidity creates energy and a 
shearing sense on the palate, while this tastes of 
plum and cassis, with typical herbal notes that are 
normal for Chile. A juicy finish with herbal leftovers 
is once again textbook for Chilean Cabernet. Drink 
from 2020 to 2026. Global Vineyard Importers. 
Cellar Selection. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $65 

91 Calyptra 2014 Gran Reserva Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Cachapoal Valley). Baked, leathery 

berry aromas include hints of prune and juniper. A 
tight and drawing palate is raw with tannins, while 
this tastes of oak, herbal berry fruit and spice. On 
the finish, this Cachapoal Cab maintains its oak 
despite retaining snappy acidity and tension. Drink 
through 2026. Calyptra Wines USA. —M.S. 
abv: 15% Price: $39 

91 Koyle 2015 Royale Los Lingues Vineyard Cab-
ernet Sauvignon (Colchagua Valley). For full 

review see page 12. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

90 Calyptra 2010 Zahir Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Cachapoal Valley). Talk about a super 

herbal Chilean Cabernet; this is loaded with juniper 
and wild herb aromas, making the nose quite partic-
ular. A drying, tannic palate is scratchy at first but 
then more solid and structured. Minty green-lean-
ing berry and tobacco flavors finish with a return to 
juniper and spiced berry fruit. Drink through 2020. 
Calyptra Wines USA. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $70 
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90 Domus Aurea 2014 Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Maipo Valley). Aromas of wild brush and 

herbal berry fruit include notes of leather and 
juniper. On the palate, this is more lugubrious and 
syrupy than in the past. Blackened berry, chocolate 
and charred flavors precede a finish with lingering 
burnt toast flavors and excess weight. Drink now; 
this lacks the acidity and structure for aging. Global 
Vineyard Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $70 

89 San Pedro 2015 Cabo de Hornos Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Cachapoal Valley). Lightly 

cooked and raisiny aromas open this warm-vintage 
Cabernet Sauvignon. In the mouth, this is soft and 
a bit mushy. Foxy berry flavors include buttery oak, 
while this Cabernet finishes with green earthy notes 
and a shortage of freshness. Drink now. Shaw-Ross 
International Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 15% Price: $60 

88 Calcu 2015 Gran Reserva Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (Colchagua Valley). Baked blackberry 

and spice aromas set up a thick, bulky palate. Sappy 
plum and black currant flavors are a touch salty, 
while this is brooding on the finish, with nary a 
hint of elegance. This Cabernet is all about bulk and 
fruit. Global Vineyard Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

88 Junta 2017 Gran Reserva Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (Curicó Valley). Earthy berry and plum 

aromas are fruity and clean enough to earn a posi-
tive rating. This Cabernet feels crisp and snappy, 
and maybe a touch scratchy. Plum, berry and cur-
rant flavors don’t rise to a level of elegance or com-
plexity, but overall this is tasty, fresh and balanced. 
Apollo Fine Wines & Spirits. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

87 Casas del Toqui 2016 Barrel Series Reserva 
Cabernet Sauvignon (Cachapoal Valley). 

Like most 2016 reds from Chile, this is not overly 
ripe and instead expresses herbal aromas and fla-
vors. Mild astringency and pulling tannins make for 
a tough palate, while herbal plum, berry and cur-
rant flavors finish with rubbery tannins and tomato 
sauce notes. Pacific Rim Wine Logistics. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $18 

87 Koyle 2015 Gran Reserva Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Colchagua Valley). Earthy, beefy berry aro-

mas are gamy and herbal, with a hint of green. A 
full palate with grabby tannins is unrefined but 
energetic, while this Cabernet tastes of herbal berry 
fruits. A finish with oak, plum and currant flavors 
shows fresh acidity and scratchiness. Natural Mer-
chants, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $17 

87 Valdivieso 2015 Single Vineyard Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Maipo Valley). Damp plum and 

berry aromas are herbal and a touch murky. A 
plump, slightly stewy palate delivers herbal berry 
and mint flavors along with leafy green notes. This 

is Chilean Cabernet in all forms, take it or leave it. 
Wine Bridge Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

86 Apaltagua 2016 Envero Gran Reserva Estate 
Grown Tricao Vineyard Selection Cabernet 

Sauvignon (Curicó Valley). The product of a troubled 
El Niño vintage, this has more qualifiers in its name 
than any wine of this quality should have. Despite 
all the “estate” and “gran reserva” designations, 
this Cabernet Sauvignon is a wiry, woolly smelling 
wine that’s rough and raw on the nose. Hard-smack-
ing acidity creates a clipped mouthfeel, while this 
tastes of buttery plum and currant, all propped up 
by wiry acidity. Global Vineyard Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $17 

86 Casas del Bosque 2015 Reserva Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Rapel Valley). Basic aromas of 

black fruit and a dusting of oaky cinnamon lead to 
a chunky palate with tannins that grab. Saucy plum 
and oak flavors remain woody on a finish that’s rub-
bery and raw. Southern Starz, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $13 

86 San Pedro 2017 1865 Selected Vineyards 
Cabernet Sauvignon (Maipo Valley). Plum 

and berry aromas are solid but nothing beyond 
ordinary for Cabernet. A tannic, pulling palate is 
drying, while this tastes woody more than fruity. 
Overall, this is fine but highly generic and overoaked 
for what it is. Shaw-Ross International Importers. 
—M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $NA 

86 TerraNoble 2014 Gran Reserva Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Colchagua Valley). Rustic berry 

aromas are herbal and gritty. In the mouth, this is 
lively, with just enough body to support high acid-
ity. Oaky, roasted berry and plum flavors show a 
hint of chocolate on an herbal finish with tomato 
notes. MundoVino–The Winebow Group. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $17 

85 Aresti 2017 Bellavista Reserva Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Curicó Valley). Jammy berry aromas 

are cool, herbal and quiet. A fleshy palate comes 
with rubbing tannins, while this tastes of herbal 
plum and green herb. A minty, spicy finish is rough 
and tannic in feel. Vinamericas Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

85 Calcu 2015 Reserva Especial Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Colchagua Valley). Spicy, slightly 

murky berry flavors show an animal note along 
with clove. In the mouth, this is rough and grind-
ing, with edgy tannins. Flavors of clove and roasted 
berry fruit are choppy on the finish. Global Vineyard 
Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $14 

85 Chilensis 2017 Reserva Estate Bottled Cab-
ernet Sauvignon (Colchagua Valley). Minty 

berry aromas include notes of grass and forced oak. 
A light, lean, saucy palate deals flavors of barbecue 

sauce and plum, while this is mild and hollow on the 
finish. Old Bridge Cellars. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $10 

85 William Fèvre 2015 La Misión Reserva Caber-
net Sauvignon (Central Valley). Raspberry 

and strawberry aromas include a note of tomato 
sauce. This feels fairly spineless, but not outright 
flat. Herb-infused flavors of berry fruit and bell 
pepper finish steady but are devoid of complexity. 
Testa Wines Of The World. —M.S. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $12 

84 Aguirre 2015 1818 Classic Don José de San 
Martín Cabernet Sauvignon (Central Valley). 

Earthy berry aromas are baked and a bit raisiny. 
On the palate, this is compacted. Tomatoey plum 
and berry flavors are snappy on a rough finish, 
with hints of berry fruit, oak and spice. Harrison 
Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $9 

84 Albamar 2017 Cabernet Sauvignon (Central 
Valley). Burnt aromas of rubber and tires 

along with generic black fruit notes are somewhat 
harsh. This feels hard and rubbery, with limited 
roasted berry fruit flavors. A chunky finish with just 
enough acidic kick concludes this functional Caber-
net. Global Vineyard Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

84 Casa Silva 2017 Los Lingues Vineyard Cab-
ernet Sauvignon (Colchagua Valley). Minty, 

herbaceous aromas are common to many Chilean 
Cabernets. A tight, jammy, sappy palate is just 
full enough, while this green-leaning Cab tastes 
of herbal plum, wild berry fruit and buttery oak. 
Tomatoey notes ride high on a raw, spicy, herbal fin-
ish. Vine Connections. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $20 

84 Gran Verano 2017 Cabernet Sauvignon (Cen-
tral Valley). Saucy, jumbled berry aromas 

are satisfactory but not very fresh or lively. A lean, 
choppy palate holds flavors of red plum, green herb 
and spice. This boxed wine is totally drinkable 
but about as basic as basic gets. Global Vineyard 
Importers. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $23/3 L 

84 Odfjell 2016 Orzada Made With Organic 
Grapes Cabernet Sauvignon (Maipo Valley). 

Gaseous aromas blend with jammy berry fruit and 
baking spice scents on a nose that lacks elegance. 
This is quite heavy and blocky on the palate, with 
oversize tannins. Thick, dense blackberry flavors 
roll out on a tannic finish with no give. This comes 
from a poor vintage for red wines. Foley Family 
Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $21 

84 Santa Ema 2016 Amplus Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (Maipo Alto). Soapy plum aromas are 

creamy and unconvincing. Oddly, this oaky Caber-
net is raw, tart and crisp in feel. Citric flavors are 
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zesty at first, then falsely buttery. High acidity, mar-
ginal fruit and lots of oak amount to something just 
O.K. Guarachi Wine Partners. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

84 Undurraga 2016 Sibaris Gran Reserva Caber-
net Sauvignon (Maipo Valley). Generic berry 

aromas are oaky, while overall not much is happen-
ing with the nose. A flush, grabby palate is bulky 
and low on charm, while this tastes of murky, herbal 
berry fruits. A tannic finish ends with a thud. Mari-
time Wine Trading Collective. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $17 

84 Vistamar 2017 Brisa Cabernet Sauvignon 
(Central Valley). Simple plum aromas come 

with an oak scent that’s not fully convincing. Noth-
ing is off with the palate, and that’s a compliment. 
Baked berry and clove flavors finish with roasted 
notes. Saranty Imports. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $7 

83 Autoritas NV Gran Reserva Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon (Chile). Baked berry and raisin aromas 

are dull and flat. This Cabernet feels sticky and 
jammy, with no flow to the palate. Candied berry 
and raisin flavors turn gummy and chewy on the fin-
ish. Pacific Highway Wines & Spirits. —M.S. 
abv: NA Price: $15 

83 Chilcas 2017 Reserva Estate Bottled Caber-
net Sauvignon (Lolol Valley). Herbaceous 

notes of juniper and eucalyptus push the limits of 
what’s acceptable in terms of green aromas. A crisp 
palate with tomatoey acidity is fresh and punchy, 
while this tastes of herbal, saucy plum and cur-
rant. Tomato and green herb notes make the finish 
taste much like spaghetti sauce. Old Bridge Cellars. 
—M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

83 Primus 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon (Maipo Val-
ley). A berry aroma carries an earthy under-

tone in this wine. The palate has mild lift, with little 
definition to its fruit tones. Gonzalez Byass USA. 
—M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $20 

82 Junta 2018 Reserve Momentos Cabernet 
Sauvignon (Curicó Valley). Aromas of clove, 

mint and wood grain smell cheap and a bit fake. 
This Cabernet is thick and grabby, with rough tan-
nins. Clove, oak and generic berry flavors finish with 
a lasting flavor of artificial minty oak. Apollo Fine 
Wines & Spirits. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $10 

81 Cigar Box 2016 Old Vine Hand Harvested 
Cabernet Sauvignon (Central Valley). Soupy, 

grassy aromas announce an underripe, unimpres-
sive Cabernet. A chunky, gummy palate holds green, 
grassy flavors of mint, alfalfa and clove. Weedy 
berry flavors and drying tannins confirm that this is 
sketchy at best. Vintage Point. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $11 

80 Black Box 2017 Cabernet Sauvignon (Chile). 
Aromas of vanilla, asphalt and milk choco-

late are infinitely more fake smelling than natu-
ral. A thick, grabby palate lacks definition, while 
this tastes of stewed fruit and Nesquik. Black Box 
Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $25/3 L 

CARMENÈRE

92 Montes 2015 Purple Angel Carmenère (Colch-
agua Valley). Sappy, rooty aromas of baked 

black fruit, spice cake and chocolate announce a 
supremely ripe Carmenère (with 8% Petit Verdot) 
that’s as lush, chewy and dense on the palate as 
possible without being overdone. Massive black-
berry, cassis, chocolate and baking spice flavors 
finish toasty and rich. While this turns over no 
new stones, it’s decidedly appealing. Drink through 
2021. Guarachi Wine Partners. —M.S. 
abv: 15% Price: $90 

88 Casa Silva 2017 Carmenère (Colchagua Val-
ley). Earthy, spicy berry aromas include 

varietal specific minty green notes. A chewy pal-
ate has energy and power, while this tastes of mint, 
berry fruit, savory spice and green herb. If the clas-
sic herbal character of Carmenère doesn’t bother 
you, this is a good one. Vine Connections. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

88 Koyle 2015 Royale Carmenère (Colchagua 
Valley). Hard-edged aromas of mint, dark 

spice and earthy berry fruit are woodsy. A tight, 
rugged palate is saturated but rough. Flavors of 
minty black fruit and oak spice finish aggressively, 
with some heat. Natural Merchants, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

88 Montes 2016 Alpha Carmenère (Colchagua 
Valley). A deep color and chocolaty aromas 

of blackberry and other black fruits are true to Car-
menère. A compact palate with dark, spicy flavors of 
toasted oak and herbal berry fruit precedes a steady, 
spicy finish. Guarachi Wine Partners. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $22 

87 Casa Silva 2016 Los Lingues Vineyard Carme-
nère (Colchagua Valley). One of Chile’s most 

classic Carmenères is about as ripe as you’re going 
to find from 2016, a year with severe weather issues 
at harvest. This is reasonably structured, with 
spicy, peppery plum and red berry flavors matched 
by fully toasted oak. Raw intensity on the finish 
is more demanding than usual. Vine Connections. 
—M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $20 

87 Concha y Toro 2016 Marques de Casa Concha 
Carmenère (Peumo). Earthy, floral black-

berry aromas are spicy and herbal in a way that’s 
familiar to Carmenère. A fleshy palate with toma-
toey acidity is strong but not overly tough. Herbal, 

minty olive and black plum flavors are spicy prior to 
a rumbling finish. Excelsior Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

87 Lapostolle 2016 Cuvée Alexandre Viñedo 
Apalta Carmenère (Colchagua Valley). Con-

densed dark berry aromas run heavy on the spice 
and low on nuance. This is a shearing, aggressive 
number with hard tannins. Chocolaty oak and 
berry fruit flavors are firm, herbal and finish with 
hard-driving acidity. In general, the 2016 vintage in 
Chile was difficult for red wines. MundoVino–The 
Winebow Group. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

87 Maquis 2013 Viola Carmenère (Colchagua 
Valley). Leafy berry and herbal aromas are 

mulchy and suggest olive. This is medium in depth 
and cushion, with drying tannins. Smacking plum, 
tomato and herbal flavors finish hard. The 2013 vin-
tage was a cool one in Chile, and this Carmenère has 
only moderate ripeness. Drink now. Global Vineyard 
Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $55 

87 Odfjell 2017 Armador Carmenère (Central 
Valley). A highly herbal, varietally specific 

nose contains aromas of olive, eucalyptus, mint and 
clove. A needly palate is tight, snappy and alert. 
Roasted, spicy berry flavors dry out on a bold finish 
with mild burn. Foley Family Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $14 

87 Rewe 2013 Gran Reserve Carmenère (Lontué 
Valley). Flabby berry aromas include an 

earthy note of compost. This Carmenère is dense 
and monoline, with sucking tannins. Stewed plum 
and berry flavors finish without much more than 
rubbery residual tannins. Drink now or never. Har-
rison Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

86 Aresti 2016 Bellavista Reserva Carmenère 
(Curicó Valley). Cool, herbal aromas of spicy 

black fruit and tobacco are solid for Carmenère 
from a tough, rainy year. In the mouth, this shows 
pumped up acidity and grating tannins. Angular red 
plum and cranberry flavors are wiry and dry on the 
finish. Vinamericas Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

86 Casa Donoso 2017 Bicentenario Gran Reserva 
Carmenère (Maule Valley). Aggressive aro-

mas of gamy berry fruits are slightly green. Tough, 
choppy tannins make the palate gritty, while this 
tastes of robust black fruit, tomato sauce and green 
herb. A punchy finish reverberates with hard tan-
nins. Kosher. Italy Wines & Food Distributor, Inc. 
—M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

86 Chilensis 2017 Reserva Estate Bottled Car-
menère (Maule Valley). Spicy, foresty, 

slightly damp black fruit aromas are normal for 
basic Carmenère. A solid palate with acidic snap 
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is healthy. Generic berry and spice flavors are a bit 
green, while this is saucy tasting on the finish. Old 
Bridge Cellars. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $10 

86 Junta 2017 Grand Reserve Carmenère (Curicó 
Valley). Dry spice and woody aromas blend 

with plum and berry scents. This Carmenère feels 
chunky and solid. Woody, herbal plum and savory 
spice flavors end with varietally typical herbal green 
notes. Apollo Fine Wines & Spirits. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

86 Koyle 2016 Gran Reserva Carmenère (Col-
chagua Valley). Rubbery berry aromas have 

a whiff of compost. On the palate, this is fairly raw 
and biting; midpalate cushion is nonexistent. Black-
ened flavors of grilled meat and peppery oak domi-
nate this hard Carmenère from a tough vintage for 
Chile. Natural Merchants, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $17 

86 San Pedro 2016 1865 Selected Vineyards 
Carmenère (Maule Valley). Slightly oxidized 

berry and prune aromas include overt oak and a 
more vague hint of asphalt. A full, chunky, sticky 
palate delivers a mix of herbal berry flavors and oak-
based clove, and that’s more or less how this fin-
ishes. Shaw-Ross International Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $16 

85 Apaltagua 2016 Envero Gran Reserva Estate 
Bottled Apalta Vineyard Selection Carme-

nère (Colchagua Valley). Brambly berry and spice 
aromas are hard edged and herbal. A powerful pal-
ate is needly and tannic, while this is all about mint, 
spice and herbal flavors. Minty spice lingers on a 
wiry finish that’s short on fruit. Global Vineyard 
Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $17 

85 Casa Donoso 2017 Evolución Reserva Carme-
nère (Maule Valley). Prickly green-leaning 

aromas of mint, eucalyptus and bell pepper lead to 
a full and fair palate. Black fruit flavors are generic 
and backed by rosemary and bell pepper notes. From 
start to finish, this is minty and herbal. Kosher. Italy 
Wines & Food Distributor, Inc. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $9 

85 Casas del Bosque 2017 Reserva Carmenère 
(Rapel Valley). Aromas of earthy berry fruit, 

compost, creamy oak and rubber don’t amount to 
much. In the mouth, this is chunky, lazy and soupy 
feeling. Herbal blackberry flavors are slightly murky 
and green, while this is static on the finish. South-
ern Starz, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

85 Finca Patagonia 2017 Expedicion Carme-
nère (Maule Valley). Berry, leather, animal 

and herbal aromas make for a fair nose. This feels 
lean, with minimal structure. Savory, slightly green 
berry flavors are minty and herbal on the finish, all 

of which is normal for standard Carmenère. Halby 
Marketing. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $11 

85 San Pedro 2015 Tierras Moradas Carmenère 
(Maule Valley). There’s ripe and then there’s 

overripe; this is closer to the latter than the former. 
A stewy, saucy black fruit nose is slightly green in 
the middle. Sappy and syrupy in feel, this tastes 
of charred oak, raisiny black fruit and green herb. 
On the finish is where the overweight and overripe 
qualities in this Carmenère drill down. Shaw-Ross 
International Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $50 

84 Calcu 2015 Reserva Especial Carmenère (Col-
chagua Valley). Leafy berry aromas are lack-

ing in purity, letting you know more or less where 
this is headed. A narrow palate is kind of scorching, 
while dark, medicinal black fruit flavors are pep-
pery on a blazing finish. Global Vineyard Importers. 
—M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $14 

84 Vistamar 2017 Brisa Carmenère (Central Val-
ley). Burnt aromas of tire rubber and creo-

sote are forceful. On the palate, this is sturdy and 
seems fresh enough. Minty, herbal berry flavors are 
fiery and spicy on the finish. Saranty Imports. Best 
Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $8 

MERLOT

86 Concha y Toro 2016 Marques de Casa Con-
cha Merlot (Maule Valley). Generic black 

fruit aromas are earthy and oaky. A crisp, smack-
ing palate is short on body and stuffing, while this 
tastes tart and snappy, with tomato and herbal red 
plum flavors. A short, scouring finish is indicative 
of moderately ripe Merlot. Excelsior Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

85 Finca Patagonia 2017 Expedicion Merlot 
(Maule Valley). Spicy berry aromas are oaky 

and deliver an odd citrusy scent. A chunky palate 
offers just enough structure and balance to be taken 
seriously. Plum and berry flavors are a touch green 
and grassy, while this holds on to its minty green 
essence on the finish. Halby Marketing. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $11 

85 Montes 2016 Classic Series Merlot (Colcha-
gua Valley). Berry and black plum aromas 

are herbaceous and suggest eucalyptus and hot 
pavement. A forward palate is edgy and grabby in 
feel, while highly herbal plum and berry flavors lean 
toward green. Saucy, herbal, soupy flavors dominate 
a thick finish. Guarachi Wine Partners. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $12 

85 Viña Casablanca 2017 Cefiro Cool Reserve 
Merlot (Maipo Valley). Spicy, herbal dark 

plum aromas are peppery, soupy and a touch green. 

This Merlot feels hard and pinched, with chewy but 
rough tannins. Highly herbal flavors of juniper and 
green herb lend a saucy character to dark berry fruit 
flavors, while this is lightly green and tannic on the 
finish. Carolina Wine Brands USA. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

84 Vistamar 2017 Brisa Merlot (Central Valley). 
Spicy plum and berry aromas are green and 

grassy. A basic palate with adequate structure is 
drawing. Plum and berry flavors are generic, while 
this value-priced Merlot tastes herbal and saucy on 
the finish. Saranty Imports. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $7 

CABERNET FRANC

84 Gillmore 2014 Hacedor de Mundos Old Vines 
Estate Bottled Dry Farmed Cabernet Franc 

(Loncomilla Valley). Tarry olive and herbal cherry 
aromas are about what you’d expect from Chilean 
Cab Franc. In the mouth, this is sassy and highly 
acidic, with almost no depth. Woody, blackened 
berry flavors are heavily oaked, while this turns 
more green and herbal on the finish. Global Vine-
yard Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $40 

SYRAH

89 Las Niñas 2015 Reserva Syrah (Apalta). A 
bright, fruity nose is just right for this type 

of Syrah, which is charged up and fairly stocky. 
Chocolaty richness is imparted onto wild berry fla-
vors, while this is steady and tastes of coffee on the 
finish. This is a top value red from Apalta. Vinovia 
Wine Group. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $11 

88 Concha y Toro 2016 Gravas del Maipo Syrah 
(Buin). Not on par with prior vintages, this 

high-end Syrah smells soupy and savory. No shock 
then that this feels thick and compacted, almost 
syrupy. Chocolaty berry flavors are oaky and pound 
with heat on the finish. Maybe this was affected by 
2016’s El Niño rains. Excelsior Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $70 

86 Koyle 2015 Gran Reserva Syrah (Colchagua 
Valley). Barnyard and berry aromas are 

piercing but lack elegance. A thick, wide palate is a 
bit shapeless and lacking in framework. Burnt berry 
flavors are a bit herbal and green, while the finish 
is a bit chalky and tannic. Natural Merchants, Inc. 
—M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $17 

86 Polkura 2015 Lote D Syrah (Marchigue). 
Creamy oak and heavily ripe berry aromas 

make for a milkshake kind of nose. A heavy, viscous 
palate is no surprise given the nose and black color 
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on this Syrah. Black fruit and heavy oak flavors fin-
ish thick and chewy. Craveiro Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $14 

85 Errazuriz 2016 Syrah (Aconcagua Costa). 
Jumpy aromas of iodine, foxy berry fruit, 

green herb and gamy meat are all over the place. 
This Syrah from a rain-plagued vintage feels wide, 
grabby and tannic. Gamy, herbal berry flavors fin-
ish minty and oaky. For a tough El Niño year, this is 
good, but that’s it. Vintus LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $27 

83 Viña Bisquertt 2016 La Joya Gran Reserva 
Syrah (Colchagua Valley). This Syrah seems 

to have been caught up in the rains of 2016. It 
smells distinctly raw and herbaceous, like olives in 
brine. A tannic, drawing palate is rough, while this 
tastes of herbal red plum, cranberry and pepper. A 
bone-dry finish could use more heft. Prestige Bever-
age Group. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $15 

80 San Pedro 2016 1865 Limited Edition Syrah 
(Elqui Valley). San Pedro’s Elqui Valley 

Syrahs are always challenging. This version from 
a rainy El Niño vintage is difficult in many ways. 
The nose is like tomato soup infused with mint and 
grass. A stewy, syrupy palate is far from balanced 
and elegant, while this tastes green and tomatoey, 
with mint and canned pea notes on the finish. 
Shaw-Ross International Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

PINOT NOIR

87 Concha y Toro 2017 Marques de Casa Concha 
Pinot Noir (Limarí Valley). Lightly spiced 

cherry and raspberry aromas are floral and easy. On 
the palate, this is more direct and aggressive, with 
chunky weight. Flavors of spiced plum, red currant 
and nutmeg are steady on a fleshy finish. Excelsior 
Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

86 Garces Silva 2017 Bo Ya Pinot Noir (Leyda 
Valley). Herbal, saucy aromas of rubbery 

berry fruit, tomato and oak are jumbled. This feels 
blocky, with little to no layering. Vanilla, cocoa and 
herbal red fruit flavors are a bit green on a pulsing 
finish. Vine Connections. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

86 Santa Carolina 2017 Reserva Pinot Noir 
(Leyda Valley). Spiced cherry and currant 

aromas are basic but true for Pinot Noir. A plump 
palate with zesty acidity tastes of raspberry, plum 
and mild spice. In terms of feel and vitality, this is 
flat on the back palate and finish. Carolina Wine 
Brands USA. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

85 Casas del Bosque 2016 Gran Reserva Estate 
Bottled Pinot Noir (Casablanca Valley). 

Gamy plum and red berry aromas are true to Pinot 
Noir but nothing special. A sappy palate goes flat 
with airing, while this tastes of oak, berries and 
clove. A woody tasting finish with persistent clove 
notes remains fairly flat. Southern Starz, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $20 

84 MontGras 2016 Reserva Pinot Noir (Leyda 
Valley). Rubbery berry fruit aromas include 

notes of latex and scrambled eggs. The palate is a bit 
thick and lacking in snap, while this everyday Pinot 
Noir tastes of lightly spiced plum and berries. A 
simple finish with low acidity closes this out. Taub 
Family Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $10 

83 Amalur 2016 Single Vineyard Reserva Pinot 
Noir (Colchagua Valley). Grassy aromas 

include notes of green herb and bell pepper. A flat, 
chunky palate weighs in as flabby, while this tastes 
like the nose suggests: green. Lightly weedy plum 
flavors are at the forefront of an overweight finish. 
W. Direct. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

83 Carmen 2017 Wave Series Right Wave Pinot 
Noir (Leyda Valley). Dusty berry aromas are 

basic and bland. This feels creamy, sticky and can-
died. Flavors of clove and forced oak sit on top of 
limited red fruit notes, while confected flavors of 
clove, chocolate and vanilla stand out on a fruitless 
finish. Trinchero Family Estates. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $10 

83 Loma Larga 2017 Lomas del Valle Pinot Noir 
(Casablanca Valley). A dark red color and 

dull, grassy, green aromas send up the red flags. This 
Pinot from a short and hot vintage is heavy and flat. 
Soft, gummy berry flavors are lacking in varietal 
character, while this feels clunky and tastes murky 
and like red licorice candy on the finish. W. Direct. 
—M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $29 

83 San Pedro 2017 1865 Selected Vineyards 
Pinot Noir (Elqui Valley). Aromas of latex, 

iodine, cocoa powder and spiced red currant are 
funky in an Elqui way. A tight, drawing palate is far 
from elegant, while this tastes of weedy currant and 
plum. A pervasive green character lingers on the fin-
ish. Shaw-Ross International Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

82 Errazuriz 2017 Max Reserva Pinot Noir (Acon-
cagua Valley). Herbal, gamy aromas are 

short on fruit and ripeness. This feels big but awk-
ward and out of balance. Saucy plum and red cur-
rant flavors are broken and taste of oak and chicken 
fat. A clipped finish confirms that this is a strained 
and lacking Pinot Noir. Vintus LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $21 

RED BLENDS

93 Koyle 2013 Auma Los Lingues (Colchagua 
Valley). Spicy blackberry and cassis aromas 

are dense yet subtle. A power-packed palate is pulpy 
and fruity but also tannic. Blackened berry flavors 
dominate this Bordeaux-style blend, while richer 
oak-aided flavors of chocolate and root beer settle at 
the top of a long finish. Drink through 2026. Natural 
Merchants, Inc. Editors’ Choice. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $99 

92 Clos Apalta 2015 Le Petit Clos (Colchagua 
Valley). Ripe berry and cassis aromas come 

with richer oak-based notes of mint, coconut and 
baking spice. A lively, fresh palate holds spicy black 
fruit flavors along with toast and mild herbal notes. 
Flavors of black coffee, black pepper and dark choc-
olate grace the finish on this blend of undefined 
red grapes. Drink through 2025. MundoVino–The 
Winebow Group. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $60 

92 Cousiño-Macul 2011 Lota Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon-Merlot (Maipo Valley). Oak-based 

maple and spicy black fruit aromas include notes 
of wild herb and espresso. A sappy, tannic palate is 
round and full, but with a modest midpalate. This 
blend of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon and 30% Mer-
lot tastes of blackberry and cassis, with a touch 
of chocolate. A steady finish brings nothing new 
to a settled panorama. Drink through 2025. The 
Winebow Group LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $80 

92 Valdivieso NV Caballo Loco Number Seven-
teen (Central Valley). For full review see 

page 10. 
abv: 14% Price: $70 

92 Viña el Principal 2014 El Principal Andetelmo 
(Maipo Valley). Slightly foxy, jumpy aromas 

include notes of mint gumdrop, plum, currant and 
wild berries. This Cabernet Sauvignon (with 10% 
Petit Verdot and Syrah) is intense on the palate, 
with hard tannins and drawing concentration. A 
strong set of flavors includes baked berry fruit and 
spice notes, while this is raw, rubbing and fully 
loaded on the finish. Drink through 2027. Regal 
Wine Imports Inc. Cellar Selection. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $89 

92 Viña el Principal 2014 Memorias (Maipo Val-
ley). Floral plum and berry aromas are spicy 

and lightly herbal. They do a good job of captur-
ing the essence of this Cabernet Sauvignon, which 
includes about one-third Syrah and Petit Verdot. A 
loaded palate is rough and tumble, while this tastes 
of spicy, foresty berry fruits. Oak, espresso and 
toast flavors along with heat are the big four on the 
finish of this cellar-worthy red blend; drink through 
2028. Regal Wine Imports Inc. Cellar Selection. 
—M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $58 
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91 Calyptra 2011 Inédito Limited Edition Caber-
net Sauvignon-Merlot (Cachapoal Valley). 

On first take, this blend of Cabernet and Merlot is 
like diving headfirst into a juniper bush, that’s how 
herbal and green the nose is. A wiry, tight palate has 
no give to it, while this tastes of plum, wild berry, 
tobacco and fresh herb. While lively and prodding, 
the finish offers nothing new or complex. Drink 
through 2026. Calyptra Wines USA. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $50 

90 Lapostolle 2015 Le Rouge (Rapel Valley). 
Ripe, oaky berry aromas are minty and sug-

gest coffee, spice and herb. A flush palate is lush but 
sort of chunky and broad despite screechy acidity. 
Black fruit flavors are chocolaty, while this blend of 
Syrah, Carmenère, Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon 
loses some steam and appeal on an unfocused fin-
ish. MundoVino–The Winebow Group. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $19 

90 Neyen 2014 Espíritu de Apalta (Colchagua 
Valley). Cedary oak and related spice notes 

control a slumbering nose with lazy berry fruit aro-
mas. A ripe palate is lush but plodding, while drub-
bing flavors of spiced berry and dark plum are more 
subdued than lively. Herbal notes and a coffee flavor 
take over on a weighty finish. This is 50% each Car-
menère and Cabernet Sauvignon. Gonzalez Byass 
USA. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $60 

89 Gillmore 2014 Mariposa Estate Bottled 
Old Vines Dry Farmed (Loncomilla Valley). 

Spunky aromas of spiced berry jam, tobacco and 
herb avoid the dreaded green. This blend of Syrah 
and Merlot, not exactly a common cuvée in Chile, 
feels a bit pointy and sharp due to fiery acidity. 
Cherry, berry and chocolate flavors finish up with 
heat and no shortage of power and intensity. Global 
Vineyard Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $20 

89 Santa Ema 2015 Catalina (Maipo Valley). 
Gamy, herbal berry aromas are spicy and 

minty. A smacking palate is drawing and gives off 
a sense of tartaric acidity. Herbal, spicy plum and 
berry flavors finish with classic Chilean notes of 
tobacco, mint and eucalyptus. This is mostly Cab-
ernet Sauvignon, with Carmenère and Cab Franc. 
Guarachi Wine Partners. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $60 

89 Santa Ema 2015 Rivalta Limited Selection 
(Maipo Valley). Herbal berry and heavy oak 

aromas are common for Chilean blends like this, 
which is led by Cabernet Sauvignon. A saturated 
palate shows tartaric acidity that’s so juicy that 
it seems out of place. Cherry and plum flavors are 
electric due to said acidity. Wrapping things up, this 
is scratchy on the finish. Guarachi Wine Partners. 
—M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $120 

89 Viña Chocalan 2014 Alexia (Maipo Valley). 
The spicy, foresty aromas on this Bordeaux-

style blend are easily identifiable as Chilean, as are 
the cool, herbal black fruit scents. A pushy palate 
with narrow tannins feels like it’s collapsing, while 
this tastes peppery and spicy. A pinched, gravelly 
finish is a carry over from before. Chocalan USA. 
—M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $55 

87 Estampa 2015 Gran Reserva Cabernet Sau-
vignon-Syrah-Malbec (Marchigue). Juniper 

and herbaceous scents are pronounced on the nose, 
with olive and eucalyptus notes filling in. This blend 
of Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah and Malbec is thick 
but smooth in feel. Herbal berry flavors show but-
tery oak, while this is spicy on a long finish. Ameri-
can Estates Wines, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $20 

87 Viña Maipo 2013 Gran Devoción Carmenère-
Syrah (Maule Valley). Herbal aromas of 

blackberry, mint, cocoa and oak spice lead to a pal-
ate with astringency and wiry acidity. Olive, oak 
spice and briny red plum flavors are a touch raw, as 
is the finish on this blend of Carmenère and Syrah. 
Fetzer Vineyards. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

86 Casa Donoso 2013 D Limited Edition (Maule 
Valley). Cedary aromas of dried berry and 

plum are leafy, earthy and raw. In the mouth, this is 
dominated by shearing acidity that creates scratchi-
ness. Citrus and sour cherry flavors land on an acid-
dominated finish. Freshness is good, but this Bor-
deaux blend goes a little too far in that direction. 
Italy Wines & Food Distributor, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $49 

86 Espiritu de Chile 2016 Premium Collection 
Assemblage (Curicó Valley). Berry and cas-

sis aromas are mildly damp and rubbery, while in 
the mouth this is chunky, with abrasive tannins. 
Plum and berry flavors are short and basic, while 
this is a bit unruly on an edgy finish. This is Caber-
net Sauvignon, Syrah and Petit Verdot. Aresti Chile 
Wine S.A. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

85 J. Bouchon 2016 Canto Norte (Maule Valley). 
Raspberry Kool-Aid aromas don’t suggest 

anything serious. This blend of Merlot and Caber-
nets Sauvignon and Franc is chunky and blocky in 
feel, with little shape to the palate. Minty red fruit 
flavors wrap up on a sticky, tannic finish. Vine Con-
nections. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

85 MontGras 2017 Quatro (Colchagua Valley). 
Ten years ago, Quatro was one of Chile’s 

more consistent value-priced red blends; not so 
much anymore. This smells as basic as basic gets, 
with herbal overtones. A plump, chunky palate 
lacks definition, while this tastes of generic berry 
fruits and green herbs. Green notes linger on an 

underwhelming finish; this is Cabernet Sauvignon, 
Syrah, Carmenère and Malbec, hence the Quatro 
(four) name. Taub Family Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $16 

84 Viña Tarapacá 2016 Gran Reserva Made with 
Organically Grown Grapes (Maipo Valley). 

Pointy herbal berry aromas include a strong whiff of 
iodine. A raw and grabby palate features rock-hard 
tannins, while this blend of Syrah, Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon, Cab Franc and Carmenère tastes highly herbal 
and slightly murky. An edgy, tannic finish qualifies 
as rough. MundoVino–The Winebow Group. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $18 

83 Estampa 2016 Reserva Cabernet Sauvignon-
Petit Verdot (Colchagua Valley). Aromas of 

olive, juniper and green herb control a low-fruit 
nose. A flabby body without much structure and 
herbal flavors of plum and cherry finish bland, with 
almost no follow through. American Estates Wines, 
Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 13.8% Price: $16 

83 Viña el Principal 2015 Calicanto (Maipo Val-
ley). A minty green nose with sappy rasp-

berry and rhubarb aromas leads to a raw but dense 
palate. Jammy berry aromas have a weedy green 
side, while this tracks back to minty and green on 
the finish. Regal Wine Imports Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $22 

NEW ZEALAND
SAUVIGNON BLANC

91 Fern Ridge 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). This wine gushes in tones of lime pop-

sicle and guava flecked with honey. The juicy fruit 
continues on the palate, where tangy, bouncy acid-
ity sits easily alongside a creamy texture. There’s a 
long peach and lime finish. Saranty Imports. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $23 

91 Framingham 2017 Nobody’s Hero Sauvignon 
Blanc (Marlborough). Guava, pineapple rind, 

red apple skins and green herbs lead the nose. The 
grapefruit-tinged palate is threaded together with 
prickly, mouthwatering acidity, chalky wet-stone 
minerality and a long, juicy and spicy finish. Evaton, 
Inc. Best Buy. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $14 

91 Giesen 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlborough). 
For full review see page 18. Best Buy. 

abv: 12.5% Price: $15 

91 Kim Crawford 2017 Signature Reserve Sauvi-
gnon Blanc (Marlborough). This wine erupts 

with ripe mango, pineapple and grapefruit, backed 
by some grass and nettle notes. There’s fruit weight 
on the palate, threaded with wet stone and bright 
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acidity, with a long, slightly savory, green-herbed 
finish. Constellation Brands, Inc. —C.P. 
abv: 12% Price: $25 

91 Nobilo 2017 Icon Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). This wine offers the classic Marlbor-

ough combo of ripe tropical fruit flavors and subtle 
touches of snow pea and nettle leaf. It’s the palate 
that really brings things up a notch with its chalky 
texture, stony minerality, mouthwatering acidity 
and long, juicy finish. Constellation Brands, Inc. 
—C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $22 

89 Catalina Sounds 2017 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Marlborough). This wine shows a strong 

line of green herb, tomato leaf and nettle characters, 
with tropical fruit in the background. Some oak fer-
mentation, lees work and partial skin contact make 
for a more textural style, with lifted acidity and a 
slight flinty quality neatly round things out. Jackson 
Family Wines. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $16 

89 Kia Ora 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). A salty character leads the nose and 

palate, followed closely by notes of peach, pineapple 
and orange. Creamy textured, with mouthwatering 
acidity, those tangy fruit flavors follow all the way 
through to the finish. Saranty Imports. Best Buy. 
—C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $9 

89 Sunday Mountain 2017 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Marlborough). For full review see page 19. 

Best Buy.
abv: 13% Price: $14 

88 Decibel 2016 Crownthorpe Vineyard Sauvi-
gnon Blanc (Hawke’s Bay). This wine is all 

about subtle stone fruit, white spice and floral char-
acters. The acidity is a little on the harsh side, but 
it’s just barely kept in check by a chalky yet mouth-
watering palate. Whanau Imports. —C.P. 
abv: 12% Price: $14 

88 Grove Mill 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). This is an aromatic wine with ripe 

pineapple, peach and ginger spice notes. The palate 
also has a richness about it, in the form of a creamy 
texture and plenty of fruit concentration, but there’s 
a good lick of all-important acidity to freshen things 
up and make the fruit seem tangy rather than sweet. 
Foley Family Wines. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $15 

88 It’s a Headsnapper 2016 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Marlborough). This is a delicate, dainty 

Sauvignon that glides onto the scene with lime, 
red apple peel and blossoms. Texturally, it’s a little 
chalky, with an apple-focused tang, balanced acidity 
and a mouthwatering finish. The Wine Group. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

88 Lexicon 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). This wine is shy at first, whispering 

notes of lemon, grapefruit, tomato leaf and jala peño. 
It is chalky in texture, with those grapefruit and 
green notes running through to a finish that shows a 
bit of bitterness. Kysela Père et Fils. Best Buy. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $13 

88 Smythe & Renfield 2017 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Marlborough). There’s a juicy lemon-lime 

popsicle quality to this wine that’s hard not to like. 
The slight floral character helps, too. It’s crisp yet 
slightly viscous in texture, with lemon and lime 
notes on the finish that make it a fruity and fun 
little number. Prestige Beverage Group. Best Buy. 
—C.P. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $12 

88 Te Pa 2016 Oke Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). Buttery, nutty notes are the fore 

of this oak-aged wine, along with grilled peaches, 
orange peels and ginger. It’s creamy and slippery in 
texture, but the laser-sharp acidity brings it into 
focus. While the style is a little flashy and the oak 
a little too in the fore, it’s nevertheless fun to see a 
different expression outside the well-worn model. 
USA Wine West. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

88 Tiki 2016 Estate Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). This wine is bright and aromatic, 

with notes of guava, pineapple, grapefruit and a hint 
of grass. The palate is slippery in feel, with crunchy 
acidity and a long guava finish. Lovers of this style 
will find this a solid choice. USA Wine West. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

88 Tiki Sound 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). Attractive, lifted notes of lemon, 

lime, nettle and green herbs follow from the nose 
to the palate. A touch of ripeness balances the zingy 
acidity, providing a slippery texture and feeling of 
ripe, juicy fruit. The finish is long and lemony. Wine 
Trees. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

88 Tohu 2017 Single Vineyard Sauvignon Blanc 
(Marlborough). Aromas of snow pea, tomato 

leaf, passionfruit and lemon rind are followed by a 
crisp, citrusy palate of mouthwatering acidity and 
a slippery texture. Total Beverage Solution. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $16 

87 13 Celsius 2016 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). Attractive aromas of lemon verbena, 

white pepper, tomato leaf and grapefruit are fol-
lowed by a tangy, citrusy palate. This is an easy-
going, refreshing wine that won’t dent the wallet. 
The Wine Group. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $13 

87 Cottesbrook 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marl-
borough). A charred onion and nuts offer a 

reductive quality that presides at first sniff. Under-
neath it are more typical characters: grapefruit, lime 

and pineapple. The texture is slippery, finishing on a 
salty note. Saranty Imports. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $13 

87 Echo Bay 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). The aromas of this wine are delicate 

and pleasing, giving way to apple, passionfruit, 
guava and flowers. There’s a satiny texture and a 
good lick of acidity on the palate. It’s nothing too 
complicated but is nevertheless thirst quenching 
Trinchero Family Estates. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $16 

87 Greyrock 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). Pineapple, guava and grapefruit lead 

the way in this refreshing wine. There’s a good lick 
of acidity that’s balanced by ripe fruit flavors. Pres-
tige Beverage Group. —C.P. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $13 

87 Palliser Estate 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Mar-
tinborough). This is a vegetal style from the 

bottom of New Zealand’s South Island. Snow pea 
and bell pepper notes lead the way, with passion-
fruit in the background. The palate is creamy in feel, 
but it’s balanced by lifted acidity and more fruit-
driven flavors. Saranty Imports. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $23 

87 Rod McDonald Wines 2017 Mister Sauvignon 
Blanc (Hawke’s Bay). In the warmer climes 

of Hawke’s Bay on the North Island, much of New 
Zealand’s (a k a Marlborough’s) classic green veg-
etal notes are gone. The wines exhibits more tropi-
cal fruit characters, displaying ripe mango, peach, 
and lychee notes that are balanced by lifted acidity. 
Hendry Premium Imports, Inc. —C.P. 
abv: 12% Price: $18 

87 Smoke Stack 2016 Reserve Sauvignon Blanc 
(New Zealand). Medium gold in color, this 

wine is a luscious wine that offers aromas of lemon 
balm, guava, nettle and bruised apple. It’s creamy 
and slippery in texture, but a good lick of acidity 
to holds things in place. Monsieur Touton Selection 
Ltd. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

87 Wairau River 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). Heady aromas of peach, pineapple, 

white pepper and jalapeño pepper lead the way in 
this wine. It leads into a slippy-textured palate that 
displays lots of fruit concentration and a long, pine-
apple finish. Terlato Wines International. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $17 

87 Wakefield Bay 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marl-
borough). This zingy wine starts off with 

lime, grapefruit, tomato leaf and white pepper. 
There’s a slight chalkiness and slipperiness to the 
texture, with bright acidity and a lifted, mouthwa-
tering finish. Prestige Beverage Group. —C.P. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $13 
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86 Clifford Bay 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). From the relatively cooler maritime 

climes of the Awatere Valley in Marlborough, this 
Sauvignon leads with green vegetal notes of snow 
pea and green bell pepper, backed up by lemon-lime 
and grapefruit. The palate slippery with some fruit 
sweetness and rather searing acid. Stylistically it 
feels a little forced. Foley Family Wines. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $12 

86 Drops of Jupiter 2016 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Marlborough). A multi-national collabo-

ration between Winemaker James Foster and Pat 
Monahan, lead singer of the band Train, the duo’s 
Sauvignon Blanc is a straightforward expression of 
the variety. The typical grapefruit, guava, pineapple 
and tomato leaf notes are all there. The palate is 
crisp and zippy, with a touch of creaminess due to 
time on lees. The Wine Group. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $18 

86 Matua 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). This wine is initially a bit reductive. 

It veers towards the green spectrum, showing notes 
of bell pepper, tomato leaf and grapefruit. There’s a 
biting, slightly underripe quality to the acidity and 
that is ultimately balanced out by a slightly rounded 
texture. It finishes on a citrusy tang. Treasury Wine 
Estates. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $13 

86 Monowai 2016 Sauvignon Blanc (Hawke’s 
Bay). Fruity but not bombastically so, notes 

of apple, guava and peach lead into a palate that 
is creamy-textured thanks to some time spent on 
lees. The palate is back by enough acidity to remain 
refreshing yet the finish is abrupt. World Traveler 
Imports, LLC. —C.P. 
abv: 12% Price: $14 

86 Paddy Borthwick 2017 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Wairarapa). Passionfruit, pineapple and 

mango rind dominate this wine from the bottom 
of New Zealand’s north island. There’s a touch of 
residual sugar on the palate, yet bright acidity bal-
ances all the ripe fruit. Hendry Premium Imports, 
Inc. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $19 

86 Paddy Borthwick 2017 Paper Road Sauvi-
gnon Blanc (Wairarapa). This wine balances 

loads of peach and pineapple tones with a touch 
of green bell pepper. The palate is a bit disjointed, 
with the ripe fruit and bright acidity not quite gell-
ing. Hendry Premium Imports, Inc. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $16 

86 Tiki 2016 Maui Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). A bit more subtle than some of its 

more bombastic counterparts, this wine shows 
notes of grapefruit, guava and citrus. It’s crisp in 
feel, but balanced by plenty of ripe fruit flavors on 
the palate. A zippy grapefruity note rings on the fin-
ish. USA Wine West. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $13 

85 Chimney Creek 2016 Sauvignon Blanc (Marl-
borough). This is a fairly typical Marlbor-

ough Sauvignon Blanc nose, veering more down the 
citrus and green vegetal lane than the tropical one. 
Notes of grapefruit, nettles, lime, green bell pepper 
and ground white pepper are slightly overpowered 
on the palate by searing acidity that’s only barely 
balanced by some textural roundness. Monsieur 
Touton Selection Ltd. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

85 Crowded House 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marl-
borough). This needs time in glass to aerate 

and to show its passionfruit, pineapple, grapefruit 
and green herbed characters. Even then, the acidity 
is a little searing, just barely kept in check by some 
fruit weight. Jackson Family Wines. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $13 

85 Konrad 2017 Single Vineyard Sauvignon 
Blanc (Marlborough). A reductive onion 

note initially masks this wine. Eventually, as the 
wine aerates it shows citrus fruit, dried green herbs 
and tomato leaf. Things improve a bit on the palate 
where a citrus tone plays alongside juicy acidity, but 
overall this is an austere and simple style. Southern 
Starz, Inc. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

85 Rakiura Bay 2016 Sauvignon Blanc (Marl-
borough). Unmistakably Marlborough, this 

wine is an extroverted mélange of guava, pineapple 
and peach, with some characteristic grassiness in 
the background. Overall there’s plenty of refresh-
ment to be had here. Saranty Imports. Best Buy. 
—C.P. 
abv: NA Price: $9 

85 Totara 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlborough). 
There seems to a rubbery onion character 

here that’s somewhat masking the guava, passion-
fruit and pineapple characters. The palate is rich 
but crisp at the same time, with tongue-tingling 
acidity. Opici Wines. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $17 

84 Pikorua 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Marlbor-
ough). There’s bit of a rubbery cabbage 

quality to this wine that’s overwhelming the fruit 
characters. When you do find the lemon and pine-
apple notes, they’re lacking some freshness and 
come with a lot of acidity on the palate. Overall, 
the disjointed nature of this wine is hard to shake. 
Pacific Highway Wines & Spirits. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $13 

PINOT GRIS

90 Valli 2016 Gibbston Vineyard Pinot Gris 
(Central Otago). This is a fruit-driven drop 

from one of the coolest and highest altitude subre-
gions in Central Otago. Bright passionfruit, apple, 
pear, lime popsicle and a floral touch lead into a 
chalky-textured palate, balanced by focused acid-

ity and rich fruit weight. A clean, juicy, herbal fin-
ish makes you want to take another sip. USA Wine 
West. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

88 Marisco Vineyards 2017 The Ned Pinot Gris 
(Marlborough). Left for a spell on the skins, 

this pink-hued Pinot Gris could be easily mistaken 
for a rosé. Delicate and refreshing, aromas of straw-
berry, peach and mango follow from the nose to the 
palate. This is a clean, crisp and highly likable wine. 
Vinovia Wine Group/Marisco Vineyards USA. Best 
Buy. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

88 Maude 2017 Pinot Gris (Central Otago). This 
is an aromatic style that bursts with exotic 

notes of lychee, papaya and guava. These tones lead 
into a creamy mouthfeel that shows some ripness 
and plenty of fruit weight but doesn’t go overboard. 
Not overly complicated but likable nonetheless. 
Craft + Estate–The Winebow Group. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $23 

88 Peregrine 2016 Pinot Gris (Central Otago). 
A little oniony, salty and reductive at the 

start, with some swirls in glass this wine offers 
delicate aromas of lemon and lime. Typical to this 
variety and style, its texture is creamy, woven nicely 
between crunchy—if a little austere—acidity and 
a salty bitter-almond finish. On the premium end 
both in price and style, this is one for the dinner 
table rather than for sipping solo. Vineyard Brands. 
—C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $31 

88 Tiki 2017 Maui Pinot Gris (Marlborough). 
Straw colored, this is a rich, full-bodied 

version of Pinot Gris, with a creamy, buttery top 
layer taking center stage and just barely making 
room for the white spice and ripe tropical and stone 
fruit notes. The palate is equally buttery in texture 
thanks in part to some leftover residual sugar and 
rich fruit weight. The acidity is enough to lift the 
palate but it finishes a little bitter. USA Wine West. 
Best Buy. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

88 Yealands 2017 Pinot Gris (Marlborough). 
This is a straightforward, aromatic Pinot 

Gris that offers notes of fresh peach and pear that 
mingle with flowers and honey. The palate slick in 
feel and balanced by zippy acidity. It’s fruity but still 
dry and makes a satisfying sipper, despite the alco-
hol feeling a little biting. Palm Bay  International. 
—C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

87 Lawson’s Dry Hills 2017 Pinot Gris (Marlbor-
ough). Slightly off-dry in style, this offers 

heady aromas of waxy lemon, nectarine, flower 
blossoms and a touch of honey. The residual sugar 
is subtle, adding more in the way of ripe fruitiness 
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and texture than overt sweetness. Craft + Estate–
The Winebow Group. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $19 

87 Te Pa 2017 Pinot Gris (Marlborough). This is 
reductive at first, masked by onion and plas-

tic aromas. It does blow off with some with time in 
glass to reveal peach, pear and floral notes. The pal-
ate is less weighty than the nose suggests although 
there’s some viscosity to the texture that’s nicely 
balanced by tingly, citrusy acidity. USA Wine West. 
—C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

85 Amisfield 2016 Pinot Gris (Central Otago). 
Beneath a sulfur blanket there are aromas 

of ripe pear and guava. The palate is slightly creamy 
texture, but the acidity juts out above it, making 
the wine seem overworked and a little unbalanced. 
Amisfield. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

CHARDONNAY

94 Kumeu River 2016 Hunting Hill Chardon-
nay (Kumeu). This single-vineyard wine 

hums on the nose but sings on the palate. Aromas of 
roasted, salted nuts, delicate orange and lemon peel 
seem to float in midair. On the palate, the toasty oak 
may be in plain view, but it’s beautifully balanced by 
river stone minerality, crystalline acidity and a sat-
iny mouthfeel that never seems to end. Drink now–
2025. Wilson Daniels Ltd. Editors’ Choice. —C.P. 
abv: 14% Price: $49 

93 Kumeu River 2016 Maté’s Vineyard Chardon-
nay (Kumeu). From New Zealand’s Char-

donnay expert, this offers a smokey and briny nose 
marked by salted nuts and grilled stone fruit. These 
tones glide to the effortlessly silky, smooth palate, 
threaded by stoney minerality, pristine acidity and a 
lengthy tangy, savory finish. Drink now—2024. Wil-
son Daniels Ltd. Editors’ Choice. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $57 

92 Te Mata 2015 Elston Chardonnay (Hawke’s 
Bay). From one of the oldest grape grow-

ing sites in New Zealand and from a relatively ripe, 
concentrated vintage, this wine shows all of the 
complex and intense fruit notes you would expect. 
A mélange of stone fruit and pineapple aromas are 
bolstered by touches of honey and butterscotch. The 
palate is creamy and full, but its life raft is the tangy, 
almost crunchy acidity. The finish is long and salty. 
Drink now–2023. Wine Dogs Imports LLC. —C.P. 
abv: 14% Price: $33 

91 Kumeu River 2016 Coddington Chardonnay 
(Kumeu). Located significantly further north 

than most of New Zealand’s vineyards, Kumeu 
River’s maritime influence is what helps this area 
remain cool. This single vineyard wine is shining 
in appealing salty, nutty characters that blend with 
pineapple, mango rind and lemon. The palate is still 

somewhat in its shell, however, making the oak and 
acidity stand out more than normal. Give this time 
to unravel and the fruit and honeyed characters 
should start to emerge. Drink 2019–2025. Wilson 
Daniels Ltd. —C.P. 
abv: 14% Price: $46 

90 Kumeu River 2016 Estate Chardonnay 
(Kumeu). Kumeu’s estate Chard is a blend 

of six different sites. Despite a few years in bottle, 
it’s still relatively closed, showing a restrained 
toasty character along with red apple, pineapple and 
orange rind. The palate is more generous in a satiny 
texture and seamless backbone of acidity, accom-
panied by tangy, citrusy flavors and woody under-
tones. Drink now–2022. Wilson Daniels Ltd. —C.P. 
abv: 14% Price: $34 

88 Craggy Range 2017 Kidnappers Vineyard 
Chardonnay (Hawke’s Bay). This wine is 

initally closed, dominated by a strong oaky ele-
ment. However, behind that are tones of lemon 
curd, toast, green herbs and salt that show promise 
to morph into a more complex and delicious drop. 
Drink 2019–2023. Kobrand. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $22 

88 Glazebrook 2016 040°S-177°E Regional 
Reserve Chardonnay (Hawke’s Bay). 

Medium gold in color, this Hawke’s Bay Chard 
starts a bit reductive at first, eventually showing 
notes of lemon, lime, pineapple, nuts, toast and 
butterscotch. There’s nice citrusy zing on the palate 
although the oak is a little clunky. Frederick Wild-
man & Sons, Ltd. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

88 Monowai 2015 Upper Reaches Chardonnay 
(Hawke’s Bay). Gold in hue, this is a rich, 

full-bodied Chardonnay shows notes of butter, tof-
fee, grilled peach, pineapple and a hint of mint. 
That butter oak-derived note continues on the pal-
ate where it feels a little heavy-handed, and finishes 
on a slightly bitter, herbal note. World Traveler 
Imports, LLC. —C.P. 
abv: 14% Price: $19 

88 Rod McDonald Wines 2016 Mister Chardon-
nay (Hawke’s Bay). This Hawke’s Bay Char-

donnay offers up a nose of citrus fruit and mango 
rind. These notes lead onto a medium-bodied pal-
ate of tongue tingling, citrusy acidity and some 
fruit weight. There’s a little bitterness on the finish. 
Hendry Premium Imports, Inc. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $19 

85 Kim Crawford 2016 Small Parcels Wild Grace 
Chardonnay (Hawke’s Bay). This is an ultra-

lush wine, harking back to Chardonnay from several 
decades ago. A buttered popcorn note overwhelms 
the nose, nearly overpowering the peach and pine-
apple tones. The palate is rich and opulent, with the 
oak and malolactic influence sitting heavily on the 
tongue. Those fans of Chardonnay from the ’80s and 

’90s will find this wine a trip down memory lane. 
Constellation Brands, Inc. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $30 

WHITE BLEND

86 Paddy Borthwick 2017 Paper Road CPR 
(Wairarapa). This unusual blend doesn’t 

clearly showcase any of its three varieties: Pinot 
Gris, Riesling and Chardonnay. Rather, it is a fruity 
combo of ripe tropical and citrus fruits. There seems 
to be a good dose of sulfur as well, which is mask-
ing some of the more subtle aromas and flavors. The 
palate is oily in texture yet nicely balanced by zingy 
acidity, more plush fruit and a slightly herbal finish. 
Hendry Premium Imports, Inc. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $18 

SPARKLING WINES

92 Peregrine NV Methode Traditionelle (Central 
Otago). This is a traditional method Cham-

pagne blend of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay. It offers 
heaps of yeasty lees aromas mingled with bright 
apple and touches of toast and honey. The bubbles 
are bright and persistent, balanced by a slippery 
texture and a long, fruity, tangy finish. Vineyard 
Brands. Editors’ Choice. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $45 

91 Hillersden 2017 Sparkling Sauvignon Blanc 
(Marlborough). For full review see page 11. 

abv: 12% Price: $22 

ROSÉS

90 Peregrine 2017 Rosé (Central Otago). Some-
where in the medium spectrum in both 

color and style, Peregrine’s rosé is a lovely combo 
of bright red fruit, white pepper spice and flowers. 
While dry overall, the palate shows some fruit ripe-
ness and weight but it doesn’t feel heavy or syrupy. 
There’s a touch of savoriness on the finish. A good 
choice for the dinner table or beside a cheese board. 
Vineyard Brands. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $31 

88 Toi Toi 2017 Sara Rosé (Marlborough). Pale 
pink in color, this is a delicate, dry rosé. 

Wisps of fresh red berries, strawberry leaf and 
white pepper are balanced by bright acidity and just 
the touch of creaminess on the palate. USA Wine 
West. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

87 Black Cottage 2017 Rosé (New Zealand). 
This delicate, light-toned rosé offers up red 

berry and watermelon characters. It’s dry, crisp and 
refreshing—everything you’d want on a hot sum-
mer’s day. Domaine Select Wine & Spirits. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 
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87 Mt. Beautiful 2017 Rosé (North Canterbury). 
This offers aromas of ripe, almost candied 

cherries and stone fruit. The palate is lighter and 
less fruity than the nose suggests. It’s bone-dry and 
a little spicy on the finish, and would find a happy 
home alongside a wide array of dishes. Mt. Beautiful 
USA. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $16 

87 Te Pa 2017 Pinot Noir Rosé (Marlborough). 
This ballerina pink-hued rosé is fermented 

and aged in oak. The oak influence is subtle, show-
ing not in flavor but in texture, giving the wine a 
soft, creamy feel that’s nicely balanced by crunchy 
acidity. Bright strawberry, guava and floral notes 
offer something that’s not overly complicated but 
completely enjoyable. USA Wine West. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $16 

86 Jules Taylor 2017 OTQ Single Vineyard Rosé 
(Marlborough). This Pinot Noir-based rosé 

offers ripe notes of almost candied strawberries, 
raspberries and watermelons, with a strawberry 
leaf finish. The fruit sweetness on the palate is 
weighty but the acidity keeps things under control. 
Maritime Wine Trading Collective. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $24 

85 Graham Norton’s Own 2017 Pink by Design 
Rosé (New Zealand). Ultra pale in color, this 

feather light pink from UK television host Graham 
Norton shows delicate notes of grapefruit, rasp-
berry and white pepper spice amidst a bone-dry 
palate that’s crisp and refreshing. Nothing excit-
ing here, but nothing objectionable either. Seaview 
Imports. —C.P. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $15 

85 Kim Crawford 2017 Rosé (New Zealand). 
This is a fairly simple, fruit-forward wine 

that mixes a tomato leaf quality with ripe watermel-
ons and red berries. There’s weight and fruit con-
centration on the palate but there’s a nice balance 
of acidity as well. Constellation Brands, Inc. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

85 Marisco Vineyards 2017 The Ned Rosé (Marl-
borough). This is a medium pink-hued rosé 

exhibiting ripe red strawberry and red cherry char-
acters. The palate shows a little residual sugar and 
plenty of ripe berry fruit. There’s just enough acid-
ity to keep this from going into candied territory. A 
little forced and simple in style, this is nevertheless 
the kind of easy-going, fruity style of rosé many will 
enjoy. Vinovia Wine Group/Marisco Vineyards USA. 
—C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $13 

85 Tiki 2016 Estate Pinot Noir Rosé (Marlbor-
ough). Sunset hued, this rosé shows notes 

of candied strawberries and tropical fruits. The pal-
ate, while not lacking in acidity, is oily in texture 
and a little hot from the alcohol. This is a ripe, rich 

style of rosé that’s a little lacking in freshness. USA 
Wine West. —C.P. 
abv: 14% Price: $18 

83 Monowai 2017 Pinot Rosé (Hawke’s Bay). 
Deep orange/pink in color, like that of dry-

ing rose petals, this wine falls on the flat and over-
ripe side, with a cabbage-like vegetal quality amidst 
the dense red berry fruit. The palate is heavy and 
finishes on a bitter note. World Traveler Imports, 
LLC. —C.P. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

PINOT NOIR

94 Two Paddocks 2016 The Fusilier Pinot Noir 
(Central Otago). Walking a tightrope of 

grace and power, this wine from Actor Sam Neill 
speaks of drying flowers, red currants, leather, 
olives and wild herbs. The palate has focus and 
tension, fine, powdery tannins, lifted acidity and 
a herbal tonic finish. It’s a delicious drop now but 
could see 10 years in the cellar. Drink through 2028. 
Negociants USA–The Winebow Group. Editors’ 
Choice. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $80 

92 Two Paddocks 2016 Estate Vineyards Pinot 
Noir (Central Otago). Two Paddocks’s mid-

range Pinot still plays very much in the premium 
league. Bright red berry, vanilla pod, black olive, 
drying herbs and bran muffin notes are under-
pinned by tightly wound tannins and a mineral 
streak amidst a silky texture. The contrast between 
the bright, crunchy fruit and the austerity of the 
tannins is intriguing, making this wine drinkable 
now, but suggesting that its best is yet to come. 
Drink now–2026. Negociants USA–The Winebow 
Group. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $54 

92 Valli 2016 Bannockburn Vineyard Pinot Noir 
(Central Otago). Otago veteran Grant Tay-

lor’s single vineyard wines are an excellent deep 
dive into Otago’s varied terroirs. This vintage of 
Bannockburn is particularly pretty and approach-
able, and less rich than the Gibbston. Heady notes of 
raspberry, vanilla, clove and white pepper envelop 
the senses. The bright, tart berries continue on the 
palate where the tightly wound, sinewy tannins are 
balanced by crunchy acidity. Drink now–2028. USA 
Wine West. Editors’ Choice. —C.P. 
abv: 14% Price: $50 

91 Valli 2016 Gibbston Vineyard Pinot Noir (Cen-
tral Otago). Heading into full-bodied terri-

tory by Pinot standards, this wine comes straight 
out of the gate with aromas of ripe cherry, cola, 
violet and charred oak. The palate is more dialed 
down and the fruit less overtly ripe. It’s backed by 
an earthy, herbaceous spine and wrapped in muscu-
lar, angular tannins. The oak rears its head, and is a 
little bitter, on the finish, but there is nevertheless 

elegance amidst the power. Drink now—2028. USA 
Wine West. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $50 

90 Rabbit Ranch 2016 Pinot Noir (Central 
Otago). Cherry in color, this is a soft, 

autumnal Pinot that’s a little earthy, with notes 
wilted violets, mushrooms and soy sauce, but with 
plenty of ripe red berries to perk up the funk. The 
palate has soft edges and is silky and savory, those 
umami flavors gliding along happily with the red 
fruit. Saranty Imports. —C.P. 
abv: 13.6% Price: $30 

90 Spy Valley 2015 Southern Valleys Pinot Noir 
(Marlborough). Heady aromas of ripe blue 

and purple fruit, florals and spice flow into a palate 
that offers sikly, fine-grained tannins. The oak turns 
a little bitter on the finish. There’s power to this 
Pinot, but elegance too. Drink now–2023. Broad-
bent Selections, Inc. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $30 

89 Stoneburn 2014 Pinot Noir (Marlborough). 
A slight aroma of cinnamon adds interest 

to a nose of red berries, green herbs and meat. The 
tannins are fine and gracefully thread together the 
earthy, savory, red fruit combo on the palate. This 
is tightly wound and could withstand a few years of 
cellaring, but at such an affordable price, it’s likely 
to be knocked back sooner than that. Merchant 
Vintner Imports. Best Buy. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

87 Tiki 2015 Estate Pinot Noir (Marlborough). 
From a vintage marked by heat at harvest 

time and therefore plenty of concentrated fruit, it’s 
hardly surprising that this is a highly fruit-driven 
Pinot. Heady, ripe red-cherry aromas are backed by 
vanilla, white pepper, violet and cola. It’s a silky, 
plush style in the medium- to full-bodied spectrum. 
It’s fairly simple yet likable. USA Wine West. —C.P. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

86 Hunter’s 2014 Jane Hunter Pinot Noir (Marl-
borough). From one of New Zealand’s cele-

brated vintages, this Pinot should be showing some 
age but it still feels pretty youthful. There are notes 
of rich, ripe cherry, cola, black pepper and a woody, 
cedary spice. The palate is plush and satiny, and 
here its age shows a touch with fruit heading more 
into the dried spectrum than fresh. It finishes a lit-
tle on the woody side. Overall it’s lacking in some of 
the complexity and balance one would hope for by 
this stage. Merchant Vintner Imports. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

85 Totara 2015 Pinot Noir (Marlborough). Rela-
tively quiet on the nose, this wine offers 

notes of red current and strawberry, backed by a 
savory spine. The palate is on the hot side and lack-
ing some of the elegance, with woody drying tannins 
that are on the clunky side. The fruit feels a little 
sour on the finish, too. Opici Wines. —C.P. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 
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SPAIN
WHITE WINES

RÍAS BAIXAS

91 Adegas Gran Vinum 2017 Esencia Diviña 
Albariño (Rías Baixas). Orange and blanched 

almond aromas are light and lucid on the nose. This 
is citrusy and ripe on the palate but not heavy. Cit-
rus and melon flavors are a touch leesy, while this 
is steady and well-balanced fresh, rounded finish. 
Grapes of Spain. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $24 

90 Bodegas Muriel 2017 Pazo Cilleiro Albariño 
(Rías Baixas). For full review see page 14. 

abv: 13% Price: $20 

90 Val do Sosego 2017 Albariño (Rías Baixas). 
Racy orange peel and melon aromas set the 

stage for a well-formed palate with good acidity, 
freshness and balance. Lightly briny white fruit fla-
vors are textbook for Albariño, while a note of green 
herbs rises up on a popping finish. The track record 
for this label is good to excellent; this adheres to 
precedent. Saranty Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $17 

89 Camino de Cabras 2017 Albariño (Rías 
Baixas). Apple and peach aromas along 

with stony minerality render the nose legitimate. 
This feels lemony and correct. Green apple, stone 
fruit and a dash of salt are the flavors, while this 
shows mild to medium acidity throughout. Domaine 
Select Wine & Spirits. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $15 

88 As Laxas 2017 Vieira de Plata Albariño (Rías 
Baixas). With a tan color and apple juice 

aromas, this is not pinpoint sharp up front. A pal-
ate with adequate acidity and weight holds chunky 
flavors of nectarine and orange. Mild bitterness 
and briny notes rise up on the finish. Vinamericas 
Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

88 Bodegas Eidosela 2017 Ethereo Albariño 
(Rías Baixas). Oily aromas of citrus peel 

and vanilla cookie are a touch green and herbal. 
This Albariño feels chunky and round, with flavors 
of lemon and green herb. On the finish, green notes 
of oregano and thyme are as prominent if not more 
so than fruit. Vinamericas Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $17 

88 Fillaboa 2017 Estate Grown Albariño (Rías 
Baixas). Melon and mild pyrazine-based 

green aromas create a good but slightly unfocused 
nose. This feels chunky and pulpy, with melony 
weight. Flavors of pineapple and nectarine are 
briny on the back end, while this is short on a finish 

that’s low on acidic verve. Folio Fine Wine Partners. 
—M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

88 Lagar de Indra 2017 Albariño (Rías Baixas). 
Light citrus, peach and buttercup aromas 

are appealing and easygoing. A plump palate with 
citric acidity is round and healthy, while this tastes 
of citrus and tropical fruit. This is steady on the fin-
ish; drink now. Assa Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $17 

88 Viña Ludy 2017 Albariño (Rías Baixas). A 
jumpy, high-toned nose deals a mix of fresh 

white fruit scents, floral notes and a whiff of cit-
rus oil. The palate is popping with acidity but holds 
on to some roundness. Dry, peachy flavors are a bit 
salty, while this tastes melony on a short finish. 
Boutinot USA, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $15 

87 Pazo de Barrantes 2017 Albariño (Rías 
Baixas). Yeasty melon, hand soap and gera-

nium petal aromas lead to a chunky palate that’s 
a bit soft and overweight. Flavors of briny citrus, 
green herb and peach pit do their best to hold up 
on the finish. Drink now. Maisons Marques & 
Domaines USA. —M.S. 
abv: 13.3% Price: $20 

BIERZO

89 Abad Dom Bueno 2017 Esencia Godello 
(Bierzo). This barrel-fermented Godello 

doesn’t pull any punches with its oak: The nose is 
woody and dominated by oak grain. A tight, linear 
palate is agile and fresh, not heavy or resiny. Fla-
vors of lime, green apple and raw wood fade out on a 
tangy, popping finish. Drink through 2020. Frontier 
Wine Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $40 

89 Abad Dom Bueno 2015 San Salvador Gotin 
del Risc Godello (Bierzo). Apple and stone 

fruit aromas are mature but holding form. A tight 
palate displays grip and bold acidity some three 
years after harvest, which is a good sign. Flavors of 
nectarine, salt and bitter stone fruit pits peter out 
on a minerally finish. Drink through 2019. Frontier 
Wine Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $48 

88 Emilio Moro 2016 El Zarzal Godello (Bierzo). 
A gold-meets-tan color and chunky aromas 

of walnut oil and mature apple are less than overtly 
fruity and fresh. In the mouth, citric acidity is keep-
ing this braced and balanced. Flavors of lightly salty 
nectarine and peach pit turn lemony and a touch 
bitter on a full finish. Drink now. Skurnik Wines, 
Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

87 Abad Dom Bueno 2017 Godello (Bierzo). But-
tercup, pear and lees aromas open this zesty 

Godello that feeds off citric acidity. Flavors of white 
grapefruit and citrus peel end crisp, lean and min-
erally, but also sharp and angular. Frontier Wine 
Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $24 

88 Ramon Roqueta 2017 Tina 21 Garnacha 
Blanca (Catalunya). Mild but clean and cor-

rect citrus aromas lead to a crisp, lip-smacking pal-
ate with decent body. Quick-hitting flavors of green 
fruit and white peach finish with zesty acidity and 
hints of orange peel and green herb. This is a white 
Grenache for simple sipping. Vintners Alliance. Best 
Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $12 

RUEDA

89 Telmo Rodríguez 2017 Basa Verdejo-Viura 
(Rueda). Honeydew and lime aromas show 

a light note of sea brine and bell pepper on this 
blend of 90% Verdejo and 10% Viura. Round and 
healthy in feel, this Rueda has a fresh set of flavors 
that includes grapefruit, green banana and herb. 
Basa has had its ups and downs over the years; this 
vintage is all up. Drink now. Vintus LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $16 

88 Cuatro Rayas 2017 Cuarenta Vendimias Sau-
vignon Blanc (Rueda). A lightly vegetal nose 

with fruitier bolts of mango and melon leads to a 
juicy palate with bright, banging acidity. This out-
does many Rueda Sauvignon Blancs via spicy green 
fruit and melon flavors and clean and proper bal-
ance. Drink now. Vinamericas Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 

87 Egeo 2017 Verdejo (Rueda). Simple peach 
and melon aromas are chunky. Strong acid-

ity cuts through an otherwise plump and melony 
palate. Short, basic green melon and white pepper 
flavors lose fruit but not their appeal on the finish. 
Grapes of Spain. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

86 Palma Real 2017 Verdejo (Rueda). Fresh but 
prickly aromas of citrus fruits include a 

green note of cactus. This doesn’t have much stuff-
ing, but it’s round on the palate. Briny flavors of 
lime and green salad with vinaigrette are common 
to a basic Rueda Verdejo like this. Saranty Imports. 
—M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $16 

85 Emina 2017 Verdejo (Rueda). A briny smell-
ing nose includes aromas of pickled fruit, 

pineapple and pine tree. A phenolic skins-driven 
palate tastes briny like this smells. A quick, salty 
finish fades out without much fruit. USA Wine 
West. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 

85 Palma Real 2017 MontePalma Sauvignon 
Blanc (Rueda). Piquant aromas of green 
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fruits are feline in nature. This SB from Rueda feels 
chunky, with soft edges to the palate. Briny, lightly 
vegetal flavors of citrus fruit and bell pepper fin-
ish with just enough acid to make this worthwhile. 
Saranty Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $13 

85 Palma Real 2017 Verdejo-Viura (Rueda). 
Fruit salad aromas of green melon, citrus 

and kiwi lead to a plump, chunky palate that’s lack-
ing in spine. Green, lightly vegetal flavors of melon 
and bell pepper are plodding through a slightly bit-
ter finish. Saranty Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $15 

84 Marqués de Riscal 2017 Verdejo (Rueda). 
Oily, slightly sweaty aromas of pheno-

lic green fruits and peanuts raise some questions 
regarding quality. A creamy palate is low in acid, 
while this tastes largely of bell pepper and melon 
prior to a wan finish. Shaw-Ross International 
Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

OTHER WHITE WINES

88 Altavins 2017 Ilercavònia Garnacha Blanca 
(Terra Alta). Pear, apple and peach aromas 

are light all around. A healthy but basic palate has 
modest acidic energy, while apple and stone fruit 
flavors include a hint of green. A lightly briny finish 
suggests a fresh salad with a mild vinaigrette dress-
ing. Saranty Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $20 

86 Gaba do Xil 2017 Godello (Valdeorras). 
Prickly citrus and generic green aromas are 

a bit pyrazinic. A plump, pulpy palate is a touch flat, 
while this tastes of lettuce, bell pepper and lime. 
Mild bitterness is notable on a finish where green 
herb flavors are lasting. Vintus LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $22 

85 Las Colinas Del Ebro 2017 Garnatxa Blanca 
(Terra Alta). Briny citrus and bell pepper 

aromas amount to a lightly pickled nose. This Gar-
nacha Blanca is solid in feel but common. Short 
pear and apple flavors are lightly green and vegetal, 
while a low-acid finish doesn’t have much to offer. 
Grapes of Spain. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $14 

83 Can Sumoi 2017 Serra De L’Home Xarel-lo 
(Penedès). This new Xarello from Pepe 

Raventós and Francesc Escala arrives in a stout 
bottle that’s a nice touch. A nose of crushed vita-
mins lacks pop and freshness. The cidery palate is 
low on balance, while it finishes nutty and salty, like 
peanut butter or peanut brittle. Skurnik Wines, Inc. 
—M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

83 El Coto 2017 Blanco (Rioja). An almost 
watery color is telling. This Verdejo is not 

common to the Rioja region, and it’s not showing 
much. A flimsy palate holds bland, lightly vegetal 
white fruit flavors that don’t hold up for long on a 
slightly bitter finish. Frederick Wildman & Sons, 
Ltd. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $18 

83 Juvé & Camps 2017 Gregal D’Espiells 
(Penedès). This blend of Gewürztraminer, 

Malvasia and Muscat is highly aromatic but not at 
ease, meaning the nose is soapy and smells unnatu-
ral. A flat palate with no edge holds dull flavors of 
lychee and little else. On the finish, this turns bitter 
and oily. MundoVino–The Winebow Group. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $14 

ROSÉS

90 Muga 2017 Rosé (Rioja). Bright, peppy aro-
mas of tangerine and nectarine are clean 

and attractive. A healthy palate braced by proper 
acidity offers flavors of cantaloupe and peach, while 
this is steady and fresh on the finish. Jorge Ordóñez 
Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $17 

88 Bodega Classica 2017 Hacienda Lopez de 
Haro Rosado (Rioja). Aromas of citrus fruit 

and citrus peel are welcoming but basic. This rosé 
feels flush yet fresh, with proper balance. Clean 
but limited flavors of citrus and stone fruits finish 
steady and avoid the common plague of bitterness. 
Monsieur Touton Selection Ltd. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $11 

88 Legado del Moncayo 2017 Garnacha Rosé 
(Campo de Borja). Dusty aromas of citrus 

rinds are a touch prickly but overall rank as good 
and clean. A plump palate with medium body 
retains its freshness prior to melon and orange 
flavors that hold together on the finish. Grapes of 
Spain. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

87 Beronia 2017 Rosé (Rioja). Aromas of citrus 
peel, orange juice and nectarine are solid and 

clean. This quaffable rosé is citric yet a bit dilute 
and watery in feel, but still fresh. Tangerine and 
currant flavors finish light and easy. Gonzalez Byass 
USA. —M.S. 
abv: 13% Price: $13 

86 Arrumaco 2017 Garnacha Rosé (Spain). 
Common aromas of grape skins, cantaloupe 

and papaya are mostly clean and legit. The palate, 
while showing some acidic tang, is a bit grabby and 
short on substance, while this Garnacha Rosado 
tastes of nectarine but little more. A soft finish that 
turns bready indicates a wine in decline, so drink 
immediately. Hand Picked Selections. Best Buy. 
—M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $10 

86 Coto de Hayas 2017 Garnacha Rosado 
(Campo de Borja). Aromas of rose pet-

als and punchy but generic citrus fruits lead to a 
chunky palate with good acidity. Flavors of citrus 
skin and lime show a slight herbal green side, while 
this is plump but balanced on the finish. Scoperta 
Importing Co. Inc. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $10 

83 Bodegas Franco-Españolas 2017 Rioja Bor-
dón Rosé (Rioja). Peach and fleshy canta-

loupe aromas are on the wan side. This blend of 
Garnacha and Viura lacks acidity, and hence is aim-
less on the palate. Dry, powdery flavors are less than 
exact, while this shows little to no kick on the fin-
ish. MS Walker. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

82 Montecillo 2017 Rosé (Rioja). Aromas of 
chewing gum are about all this lacking rosé 

has to offer. A flat, chunky palate announces a wine 
that’s quickly fading, while this tastes bitter and 
fruitless on the finish. Evaton, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $10 

80 Marqués de Riscal 2016 Rosé (Rioja). Up 
front, there’s no fruit to this and instead 

aromas of rot and chemicals. A bitter flavor profile 
dominated by grape skin and petrol culminates in 
a flat and tasteless finish. Shaw-Ross International 
Importers. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

SPAIN
SPARKLING WINES

ROSÉS

90 Raventós I Blanc 2016 de Nit (Penedès). A 
light pink color and smoky, lightly woody 

aromas introduce this racy rosé sparkler that 
includes a dash of Monastrell for color. Nectarine, 
red apple skin and citrus flavors are fresh and briny, 
while this is steady and doesn’t break down on the 
finish; ideal for fried chicken (trust us). Skurnik 
Wines, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $24 

89 Llopart 2015 Brut Reserva Rosé (Cava). 
Light strawberry and raspberry aromas are 

a touch jammy and sweet smelling. This Monastrell-
based rosé is slightly aggressive but not coarse on 
the palate. Peachy, melony flavors are more generic 
than specific, while this finishes clean and easy. 
Jorge Ordóñez Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $25 

88 Berberana NV Gran Tradición Rosé Brut 
(Cava). A bold pink color and friendly aro-

mas of stone fruit and red plum get this rosé off to 
a good start. A dry, fresh, citrusy palate is in good 
shape, while this tastes of orange and snappy red 
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fruits. No funk or bitterness on the finish is a plus. 
Saranty Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $15 

88 Vins El Cep 2015 Gelida Pinot Noir Rosé Brut 
Reserva (Cava). A tan color and aromas of 

peach and crushed vitamin tablets lead to a dry but 
foamy palate with bold acidity. Orange and canta-
loupe flavors are lean and dry, while this is clean 
but short on the finish. Jorge Ordóñez Selections. 
—M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $18 

87 Juvé & Camps NV Brut Rosé Pinot Noir (Cava). 
Raspberry and cherry aromas suggest red 

fruit soda. In the mouth, this basic rosé is plump 
and that’s about it. Raspberry, plum and cherry 
flavors are easygoing, while this stays in the red 
fruit realm on a generic finish. MundoVino–The 
Winebow Group. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $17 

85 Agustí Torelló Mata 2015 Reserva Brut Rosé 
Trepat (Cava). Yeasty aromas include notes 

of compost and damp leaves. On the palate, this is 
crisp but also tomatoey in feel. Flavors of cherry 
tomato, citrus and green herb settle on a tart, 
dry, limited finish. This is 100% Trepat. Hidalgo 
Imports, LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $28 

85 Destello NV Brut Reserva Rosé (Cava). Briny 
citrus aromas are common for a basic brut 

rosé. A fairly healthy palate holds its own, while 
this tastes vaguely of orange and cantaloupe before 
turning more bitter and medicinal on the finish. 
This is a blend of Trepat, Monastrell and Garnacha. 
Opici Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $13 

84 Paul Cheneau NV Brut Rosé (Cava). Briny, 
herbaceous aromas are strained and pick-

led. This brut rosé has a highly regular mouthfeel 
and briny flavors of orange and spent yeast. A flat 
finish tastes mostly of lightly pickled red cabbage. 
Taub Family Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $15 

BRUT NATURE

93 Agustí Torelló Mata 2007 Kripta Gran 
Reserva Brut Nature 40 Anys (Cava). Despite 

the crazy round-based bottle that you can’t really 
put anywhere, Kripta continues to rank as one of 
Spain’s most consistently excellent Cavas. In this 
vintage, vanilla and yeasty aromas are mature and 
heady. The palate offers white fruit acidity offset by 
notes of toasty bread, spiced apple and pear. These 
tones linger on the supremely smooth finish. Drink 
now. Hidalgo Imports, LLC. Editors’ Choice. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $100 

93 Gramona 2002 Enoteca Gran Reserva Brut 
Nature (Cava). Smoky, yeasty aromas are 

low on fruit but big on autolysis and complexity. 
Lemony acidity (on a 16-year-old wine) cuts through 
creamy fullness, while this gran reserva brut nature 
emphasizes smoky, peppery white fruit flavors akin 
to a fine Burgundy. A healthy finish is loaded with 
latent oak character; drink or hold for up to another 
five to seven years. European Cellars. —M.S. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $225 

92 Agustí Torelló Mata 2012 Gran Reserva Brut 
Nature (Cava). Rich, mature aromas of bri-

oche reflect autolysis. A full palate with just enough 
acidic freshness is layered and complex, while 
spiced apple flavors are yeasty. A mild note of toast 
melds with a hint of butter and brioche on the lin-
gering finish. As gran reserva Cava goes, this is a 
winner. Hidalgo Imports, LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $35 

91 Llopart 2011 Leopardi Gran Reserva Brut 
Nature (Cava). Yeasty sourdough aromas 

are fresh and mature at the same time. A full pal-
ate with integrated acidity offers fine balance, while 
this brut nature mixes a white peach flavor with 
a mild astringent note prior to a finish that’s dry, 
steady and airy. Drink through 2021. Jorge Ordóñez 
Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $40 

87 Juvé & Camps 2015 Gran Reserva Reserva de 
la Familia Brut Nature (Cava). Wayward aro-

mas of white fruits and wildflowers are suggestive 
of apple juice. A foamy but thin palate deals lean 
flavors of celery, lettuce and green apple. On the fin-
ish, this is light and mild, nothing more. Mundo-
Vino–The Winebow Group. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $17 

86 Ramón Raventós 2014 Brut Nature (Cava). 
Vanilla and pear aromas are about as basic 

as you will find from good Cava. A flat palate tastes 
of briny white fruits and sea-foam, while this is soft 
on the finish. Overall this brut nature is highly regu-
lar, with nothing special about it. Cordelina Wine 
Company. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $25 

BRUT

91 Gramona 2005 Celler Batlle Gran Reserva 
Brut (Cava). Chiseled aromas of mineral, 

oyster shell, tangerine peel and lemon-lime are 
a fine lead into a mouthfilling palate with modest 
textural complexity. Yeasty flavors of white stone 
fruits are mature and nutty, while this top-end Cava 
is smooth on the finish. Drink through 2022. Euro-
pean Cellars. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $105 

91 Llopart 2012 Gran Reserva Panoramic Impe-
rial (Cava). Apple and pear aromas are fairly 

fresh and bright, not bready or rich. A juicy but 
mature palate has vitality. Dry, lightly yeasty white 
fruit flavors are more competent than special or 

spectacular, while this well-made gran reserva is 
moderately complex on the finish. Jorge Ordóñez 
Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $35 

91 Pere Ventura 2012 Gran Vintage Gran Reserva 
Brut (Cava). Yeasty, bready aromas of briny 

nectarine show early onset autolysis. This gran 
reserva brut is plump and round, but low on energy 
and bead. Flavors of dried papaya and melon include 
a note of brioche, while this is steady, bready, 
mature and ready on the finish. Drink now. Palm 
Bay International. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $53 

90 Gramona 2011 III Lustros Gran Reserva Brut 
Nature (Cava). Peachy aromas are slightly 

briny and suggestive of scrambled eggs. This is a 
touch flat on the palate, without much activity or 
punch. Minerally apple flavors finish with notes of 
green herb and stone fruit pit, while this is smooth 
as well as quiet on the finish. Drink now. European 
Cellars. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $55 

90 Juvé & Camps 2013 Gran Reserva Brut 
(Cava). Fresh minerally aromas of wet 

stone and nectarine feed into a mature palate that’s 
not overly active or bubbly. Flavors of apple, celery, 
white pepper and green herb are classic for brut 
Cava, while this feels good on a mild finish. Drink 
now. MundoVino–The Winebow Group. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $50 

89 Gramona 2011 Imperial Gran Reserva Brut 
(Cava). Yeasty aromas suggest sourdough. 

With a plump body, this gran reserva tastes a touch 
bready and nutty, with some oxidation. Mellow, 
mature white fruit flavors are backed on the finish 
by autolysis notes and a taste of sautéed mushroom. 
European Cellars. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $32 

88 Agustí Torelló Mata 2015 Reserva Brut Spar-
kling Blend (Cava). Apple and lime aromas 

are mostly good but rudimentary. The same could 
be said for a fresh but basic palate. Apple and pear 
flavors are a bit bready, while this loses some steam 
on a finish that’s mostly bready, yeasty and creamy. 
Hidalgo Imports, LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $22 

88 Covides NV Ferriol (Cava). Lime and green 
herb aromas are fresh and direct. This offers 

good texture, a medium-full body and proper acid-
ity, all of which help to frame lightly salty and briny 
nectarine flavors. Overall, this is bright, solid and 
lively. Olé Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $17 

88 Juvé & Camps 2015 Essential Brut Xarel-
lo (Cava). Dusty vanilla aromas are a bit 

funky and rustic, with a note of wood. A foamy pal-
ate with low acidity is round but blocky. Flavors 
of spiced apple and powdered sugar finish with 
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notes of vanilla and pepper. This is 100% Xarello, 
one of Cava’s go-to white grapes. MundoVino–The 
Winebow Group. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $18 

88 Juvé & Camps 2015 Milesimé Brut Reserva 
Chardonnay (Cava). Dusty, dry apple and 

pear aromas come with a whiff of talcum powder. 
This Chardonnay feels plump and soft, with moder-
ate to low acidity. Apple, vanilla and spiced pear fla-
vors are steady on a finish that’s more regular than 
special. MundoVino–The Winebow Group. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $22 

88 Llopart 2015 Brut Reserva (Cava). A light 
color and simple aromas of applesauce and 

pear set up a palate with pulpy weight cut by cit-
rusy acidity. Lightly herbal, slightly bitter white 
fruit flavors show a hint of green on the finish. Jorge 
Ordóñez Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $25 

88 Paul Cheneau NV Blanc de Blancs Brut 
Reserva Méthode Traditionnelle (Cava). 

Aromas of white bread, white flower and dried 
mango lead to a citrusy palate with pulpy weight 
but also foaminess. Candied white fruit flavors lack 
specificity, while this shows mild pyrazine-based 
bitterness on the finish. Taub Family Selections. 
—M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $18 

88 Paul Cheneau NV Lady of Spain Brut (Cava). 
Briny lime aromas are slightly yeasty but 

mostly clean and fresh. A citrusy palate maintains 
clarity and freshness, while this tastes of green 
apple and lime in front of a steady, pleasant finish. 
Add a point for the cool packaging, if that’s your 
thing. Taub Family Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $15 

88 Vins El Cep 2014 Gelida Brut Gran Reserva 
(Cava). Dusty, yeasty apple aromas get the 

job done. A plump, chunky palate is lacking in exact-
ness, while this brut tastes briny, savory and salty, 
with a hint of apple. A smooth finish maintains 
those flavors. Jorge Ordóñez Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $18 

87 Dominio de Requena NV Brut (Cava). Fresh 
white fruit aromas of apple and pear include 

a hint of pine needle. This Cava from the Requena 
section of Valencia keeps it simple on the palate, so 
this ranks as an easy drinker. Standard white fruit 
flavors are clean and friendly. Askari O.H. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $13 

87 Gramona 2013 La Cuvée Gran Reserva Brut 
(Cava). Briny apple aromas are a touch 

skunky before transitioning to scrambled eggs. A 
sodalike palate is slightly coarse, with highly active 
bubbles, while briny stone fruit flavors fade out on 
a somewhat hollow finish. This is one of Gramona’s 

most basic Cavas, and basic is how it smells and 
tastes. European Cellars. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $22 

87 Paul Cheneau NV Brut Méthode Tradition-
nelle (Cava). Apple and tomato leaf aromas 

blend freshness with a touch of green. A clean, 
fresh-feeling palate delivers a standard mix of cit-
rus, apple and stone fruit flavors, but nothing spe-
cific. Mild saltiness is noted on a briny finish. Taub 
Family Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $14 

87 Raventós I Blanc 2016 Conca del Riu Anonia 
Blanc de Blanc (Penedès). Some funk on the 

nose blends with aromas of scrambled eggs and 
arugula. A tangy palate is in accordance with blanc 
de blancs norms, while this tastes grassy and like 
lime in front of a finish that tastes like fresh lettuce. 
Skurnik Wines, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $20 

87 Vara NV Silverhead Brut Reserva (Cava). 
Bready apple aromas suggest good quality. In 

the mouth, this is a foamy Cava with bold acidity. 
Lemon and orange flavors are fine but basic, while 
this reverts to dry and bready on the finish. Vara 
WInes. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $20 

86 Berberana NV Gran Tradición Brut (Cava). 
Mild aromas of melon and apple are clean 

and lead to a fresh palate with light spice and 
green herb flavors. This is fresh, peppy and proper, 
with pleasantries but nothing complex or serious. 
Saranty Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $15 

86 Destello NV Burt Reserva (Cava). Sourdough 
and white fruit aromas are comported. 

Moderate acidity means the palate on this brut 
reserva is good but not clearly defined. Apple and 
lime flavors are slightly green in front of a finish 
that barely registers. Opici Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $13 

86 Sabartés NV Brut Reserva (Cava). Early aro-
mas of tire rubber and compost give way 

to cheese and white fruit scents. A foamy palate 
quickly flattens out, while this tastes of yeast and 
tangy apple. Mild spice notes help out an obtuse and 
heavy finish. Cordelina Wine Company. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $16 

86 Vara NV Silverhead Brut (Cava). Light, dry 
white fruit aromas come with a hint of 

green. A plump, inexact palate is foamy, while this 
tastes of green melon with mild bitterness. For a 
standard brut Cava, this is good. Vara WInes. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $17 

86 Vins El Cep 2015 Gelida Mim Natura Brut 
Reserva (Cava). Shy aromas of peach and 

dust are reserved. A cidery palate has just enough 
acidity to avoid flatness, but this is not exactly 

bursting with tension and energy. Mild spiced-
apple flavors finish slightly foamy and bitter. Jorge 
Ordóñez Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $18 

85 Barcino NV Brut Belle Epoque (Spain). Initial 
yeast and dust aromas fade as this turns a 

bit funky and pickled on the nose. A healthy palate 
with briny green melon flavors flatlines on a yeasty 
finish. Overall this is pretty good but nothing more. 
Olé Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $15 

85 Ramón Raventós 2015 Brut Inicial (Cava). 
Briny, pickled aromas are challenging. On 

the palate, this is initially foamy and then dull. 
Apple, green herb and vanilla flavors carry over to 
the finish. As a whole, this brut is just good enough 
but has faults. Cordelina Wine Company. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $20 

84 Clos La Soleya NV Brut (Cava). Stale fruit 
aromas and a flat palate extinguish hopes 

of this being anything more than basic Cava. Fruit 
bowl flavors of apple, mango and lemon-lime lose 
clarity and quality the longer one spends with this. 
Chill and kill for best results. Vinamericas Selec-
tions. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $15 

84 Totus Tuus NV Brut (Cava). Apple and bri-
oche notes are tellingly not fresh. In the 

mouth, this is decidedly flat in feel. Flavors of but-
tered toast and pear show no zip on a tired finish. 
Olé Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $17 

83 Bodegas Ondarre NV Selección Millennium 
Brut (Cava). A yellow color and doughy aro-

mas of bread and applesauce are less than fresh. A 
flat palate lacks acidity and pulse, while this tastes 
of yeasty dough and sour citrus fruit. A tangy, briny 
finish suggests scrambled eggs on top of sourdough 
bread. Hidalgo Imports, LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $16 

OTHER SPARKLING WINES

86 Vins El Cep 2016 Kila (Cava). Yeasty, bready 
aromas include a not-shy note of scrambled 

eggs. A pulpy palate is balanced but doesn’t stir 
much interest. Stone fruit and mild citrus flavors 
are highly basic. Jorge Ordóñez Selections. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $12 

85 Sumarroca NV Insito Reserva Extra Brut 
(Cava). Briny citrus aromas pass mus-

ter while dealing a note of compost. A fair palate 
rates as basic. Dry, spicy lime and apple flavors are 
slightly bitter on a finish that’s fresh and forward. 
Saranty Imports. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 12% Price: $10 
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84 Masia Salat NV Made with Organic Grapes 
(Cava). Basic aromas of yeast and bread 

don’t include much fruit or complexity. This brut 
nature is foamy on the palate, while salty, briny 
apple flavors are bitter on the finish. Winesellers, 
Ltd. —M.S. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $13 

81 Berberana NV Gran Tradición Semi Seco 
(Cava). Mint gumdrop is about the only dis-

cernible aroma this off-dry Cava offers. A thick, 
chunky palate is unrefined and lacking in vital-
ity and clarity. Briny yet sweet white fruit flavors 
are oddly tomatoey on the finish. Saranty Imports. 
—M.S. 
abv: 11% Price: $15 

SPAIN
RED WINES

RIBERA DEL DUERO

89 Viña Mayor 2016 Tinto Roble (Ribera del 
Duero). Jammy plum and spice aromas 

show earthy grit upon deeper inspection. A full, 
fruity palate offers plenty of size and weight, while 
this tastes of blackberry, coffee and chocolate. Pulpy 
berry fruit flavors narrow down on the finish. Bode-
gas Palacio, SA. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

88 Convento Oreja 2016 Roble (Ribera del 
Duero). Damp but stout aromas of concen-

trated berry fruits are full but not overly expressive, 
layered or complex. A fleshy, widespread palate fol-
lows suit, while this tastes of jammy but generic 
plum and berry fruits. A full finish spreads out but 
lacks definition. Kysela Père et Fils. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $23 

88 Navas 1212 2016 Roble (Ribera del Duero). 
Blackberry and cassis aromas are clean and 

fruity, but only moderately intense. A pulpy, fruit-
filled palate is on the grabby side, while this tastes 
of leathery berry and black plum. Notes of chocolate 
and oak spice are apparent on the finish. Alt Wines. 
—M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

87 Cepa 21 2016 Hito (Ribera del Duero). Oak-
based lactic aromas include graphite and 

pencil eraser notes along with heavy black fruit 
scents. This is big and a bit jumbled on the palate. 
Blackberry and black currant flavors are accompa-
nied by pasty oak notes. On the finish, this is grabby 
but with cutting acidity. Skurnik Wines, Inc. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

RIOJA

91 Bodegas Olarra 2014 Laztana Reserva (Rioja). 
Earthy, savory aromas include notes of cured 

meat, dried leaves and red berries. A solid palate is 
grabby but in shape. Leafy, earthy flavors of roasted 
plum and berry fruits end with peppery spice notes 
and a lasting sense of dryness. Drink this by-the-
book reserva through 2024. W. Direct. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $29 

91 La Gitana 2014 Tradición H (Rioja). Leathery 
berry and animal aromas blend nicely into 

savory plum and berry scents to form a good nose. A 
tight, drawn-in palate is a bit hard, although there’s 
no complaints with this Rioja’s energy level. Saucy, 
slightly salty tomato and red plum flavors finish 
with earthy notes. This is a classic Rioja in every 
sense; drink through 2025. Hidalgo Imports, LLC. 
—M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $30 

90 Marqués de Cáceres 2014 Reserva (Rioja). 
A deep nose with solid berry aromas, oak 

and spice is what you’d expect from a reserva from 
this reliable bodega. Full tannins make for a rub-
bing mouthfeel, while this tastes of berry fruit and 
distant chocolate. Savory flavors take over on a 
heavy, tannic finish. Drink through 2024. Vineyard 
Brands. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $31 

90 Valserrano 2015 Crianza (Rioja). Solid berry 
and cherry aromas include mild but help-

ful spice notes. This crianza from a good vintage is 
smacking, fresh and true to the classic Rioja style. 
Flavors of plum and berry include vanilla, spice and 
cocoa notes prior to a long finish that’s dry, pep-
pery and strapped with acidity. Classic Wines, Inc. 
—M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $18 

89 Bodegas Muriel 2015 Finca de la Villa Crianza 
(Rioja). Earthy aromas of ripe berry fruits 

blend well with spicy oak and vanilla notes. A lively 
palate with bright acidity puts out flavors of spiced 
plum, tomato, red currant and dried earth. This is 
a classic Rioja crianza that’s honest, fresh and emi-
nently drinkable over the next few years. Quintes-
sential Wines. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

89 Bodegas Ondarre 2014 Rivallana Reserva 
(Rioja). Earthy berry fruit aromas are more 

foresty and mulchy than bright and fresh. A tight, 
drawing palate is tannic and high in acidity. Like the 
nose, this tastes saucy, earthy and tomatoey, while 
a steady finish confirms that this is traditional Rioja 
reserva. W. Direct. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $34 

89 CVNE 2014 Viña Real Reserva (Rioja). Tradi-
tional Rioja aromas of dried berry fruit and 

red currant are rugged. In the mouth, this is dry, 
pulling and fairly austere due to grinding tannins. 
Gritty flavors of plum and tomato sauce are spicy 
and the slightest bit green on the finish. Drink or 
hold through 2021. Europvin USA. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $32 

88 Sonsierra 2015 Crianza (Rioja). Ripeness is 
conveyed through mild raisin and prune 

aromas. While this is firm on the palate, there’s just 
enough cushion to provide depth. Earthy berry and 
raisin flavors reflect a warm year, while this is sappy 
on a fruity finish with just enough edge to it. Spain 
Wine Collection. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $20 

87 Aspaldi 2015 Cosecha (Rioja). Gritty berry 
and spice notes indicate a wine that’s just 

ripe enough. A palate with rubbery tannins and grip 
features saucy, herbal plum and tomato flavors. On 
the finish, this is steady, fresh and tightly wound. 
Saranty Imports. Best Buy. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $10 

87 Marqués de la Concordia 2015 Crianza (Rioja). 
Earthy berry aromas are matched by spicy 

oak and vanilla notes. In the mouth, this warm-vin-
tage crianza feels snappy, sappy and sinewy. Oaky 
red plum and currant flavors finish spicy but basic. 
Overall, this is a good but standard Rioja, nothing 
more. Domaine Select Wine & Spirits. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $16 

85 Lágrimas de Maria 2015 Crianza (Rioja). 
Damp, herbal berry aromas lead to a full 

palate with rubbery tannins. Soft, stewed berry and 
spice flavors are low on kick and freshness but don’t 
fold. On the finish, this flattens out and tastes baked 
and slightly cooked. Small Lot. —M.S. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $15 

NAVARRA

88 Pagos de Araiz 2014 Crianza (Navarra). 
Black cherry and black currant aromas are 

dense but not blatantly overripe. A flush palate is 
a bit nebulous in structure, while this four-grape 
blend tastes of baked berry fruit and chocolate in 
front of a soft, slightly cooked finish. This is Mer-
lot, Syrah, Tempranillo and Cabernet Sauvignon. 
Hidalgo Imports, LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $16 

87 Bodegas Caudalía 2014 Xi’ipal Parcela La 
Celada Single Vineyard Martín de Unx Syrah 

(Navarra). Baked, earthy berry aromas include 
notes of green herbs and spent coffee grounds. This 
Navarra Syrah is smacking and austere in feel, with 
citrusy acidity. A mix of sappy red fruit and toasted 
flavors finishes herbal, spicy and oaky. Grapes of 
Spain. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $38 

82 Paal 2014 01 Syrah (Navarra). Out of the 
chute, this Syrah is downright weird, with 

roasted, funky aromas of red fruit, citrus and green 
herb. A fleshy, sticky, thick mouthfeel is lacking 
in balance, while this tastes of burnt, nutty berry 
fruits that finish green and herbal. Grapes of Spain. 
—M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $23 
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OTHER RED WINES

89 Finca Azaya 2016 Vino de la Tierra de Cas-
tilla y León. Sweet-smelling raisin, prune, 

licorice and chocolate aromas are fully ripe. In the 
mouth, this is plump but firm, with scratchy tan-
nins. Prune, mocha and chocolate flavors are con-
sistent with the nose, while this holds onto a raisiny 
sense of ripeness on the finish. South River Imports, 
LLC. —M.S. 
abv: 14% Price: $22 

87 Pagos del Moncayo 2015 Prados Privé (Campo 
de Borja). Jammy berry and gaseous aromas 

require a lot of patience to sift through. This heavy-
weight Syrah-Garnacha blend feels wide, grabby 
and tannic. Blasting oak, chocolate and extracted 
berry flavors are expansive on a hot finish that 
reflects 15% abv. Axial Vinos USA. —M.S. 
abv: 15% Price: $38 

84 Lelia 2015 Garnacha-Syrah (Cariñena). 
Reedy red fruit aromas are candied and 

slightly raisiny. This blend of Garnacha and Syrah 
feels fleshy, unfocused and tannic. Jammy straw-
berry and raspberry flavors are green and chocolaty, 
while this tastes minty and herbal on an overly tan-
nic finish. Frontier Wine Imports. —M.S. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $14 

BORDEAUX
WHITE WINES

GRAVES

90 Château Léognan 2017 Le Blanc (Graves). 
This wood-aged wine is ripe with spice as 

well as rich apricot and pear flavors. With a toasty 
character and perfume from the Muscadelle in 
the blend, the wine is generous but with a serious 
intent and the ability to age. Drink from 2021. Wine 
Wine Situation LLC. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $24 

89 Château de Cérons 2016 Château Calvimont 
(Graves). Sémillon from a vineyard that can 

also make sweet botrytized wines will always have 
a touch of honey. That’s true of this rich, creamy 
wine. With its floral character and lemon flavors, 
this dry wine is young with a good potential. Drink 
from 2020. Serge Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $39 

86 Château Grand Abord 2017 Graves. Domi-
nated by 65% Sémillon, this wine is ripe, 

with a creamy texture and rounded fruits. It’s all 
about green plums with touches of apricot, spice 
and balanced acidity. Drink from 2019. Continent 
Wines Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $28 

BORDEAUX BLANC

88 Univitis 2017 Axel des Vignes (Bordeaux 
Blanc). This blend is, unusually, dominated 

by Sémillon. A rounded wine, it is rich and lightly 
spicy, with green fruits and ripe acidity. The wine 
is still at the most youthful stage but is delicious to 
drink now. Tri-Vin Imports. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $11 

87 Château Haut Dambert 2017 Cuvée Clémence 
(Bordeaux Blanc). This wine is typical of 

Bordeaux whites in this vintage. It has ripe, almost 
tropical flavors of rich pear, pineapple and lime over 
a core of tangy, zesty fruit. The wine is lively, gener-
ous and ready to drink. Serge Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

87 Château l’Orangerie 2017 Bordeaux Blanc. A 
warm wine with ripe fruits and rich acid-

ity, this is a blend of crisp Sauvignon Blanc with 
smoother Sémillon. This fruity wine is now ready 
to drink. David Milligan Selections. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 87% Price: $12 

87 Château Lamothe de Haux 2017 Valentine par 
Valentine Réserve (Bordeaux Blanc). This is 

a ripe style of wine with tropical fruits and nutmeg 
spiciness from the fourth matriarchal generation at 
this site with ancient origins. It is a generous wine, 
named for a daughter, with its toastiness and per-
fumes from the unusual 50% Sauvignon Gris in the 
blend. Drink the wine now. Steep Hill Importing. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $23 

86 Château Carignan 2017 L’Orangerie de Cari-
gnan Blanc (Bordeaux Blanc). This wine 

comes from a 160-acre vineyard just east of Bor-
deaux city. Half-and-half Sémillon and Sauvignon 
Blanc, it has a mineral edge as well as tightfruits. 
The herbal flavors, bright acidity and crisp after-
taste are attractive now. T. Elenteny Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $19 

86 Château Fonfroide 2017 Bordeaux Blanc. 
Light and fruity, this wine is dominated by 

fresh Sémillon flavors. Citrus and a hint of potential 
creamy richness balance the wine between a smooth 
texture and a fresh aftertaste. Drink now. Advantage 
International. —R.V. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $15 

86 Château Léognan 2017 Renaissance Blanc 
(Bordeaux Blanc). This is the white wine in 

a trio of bottlings produced by the Miecaze family 
of Château Léognan. It is poised, fruity and crisply 
fresh. Citrus acidity and touches of apricot and 
green plum are balanced by a round, textured after-
taste. Drink now. Wine Wine Situation LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $24 

86 Château Rouquette 2017 Sauvignon Blanc 
(Bordeaux Blanc). This soft wine conveys 

pineapple and ripe white-currant fruitiness along 
with citrus acidity. Warm, open and rounded, it is 
ready to be drunk now. Valkyrie Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $17 

86 Univitis 2017 Château les Vergnes (Bordeaux 
Blanc). The Muscadelle in this wine makes 

it so attractive. It gives it a perfumed character, as 
well as enhancing the lively citrus fruits. Lightly 
herbal, the wine is ready to drink. Table & Vine. 
Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $8 

85 Univitis 2017 Grand Théatre Sauvignon (Bor-
deaux Blanc). A softly herbal wine, this 

offers crisp citrus flavors as well as riper white 
fruits. Plenty of acidity maintains freshness. The 
wine is ready to drink. Youngs Market Co. Best Buy. 
—R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $8 

84 Univitis 2017 L’Heritage du Marquis de Greys-
sac Sauvignon Blanc (Bordeaux Blanc). A fat 

style of Sauvignon Blanc, this offers rounded yellow 
and white fruits cut with just enough acidity. A rich 
wine, it is ready to drink. Dozortsev. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $17 

OTHER WHITE WINES

89 Château Brûle Sécaille 2017 Blanc de Brûle 
Sécaille Grand Réserve (Côtes de Bourg). 

Rich and creamy, this offers a touch of spice and 
plenty of baked-apple and creamed-pear flavors. 
The wine is tangy, zesty with pepper and crisp 
fruits. It should be ready from 2019. Kysela Père et 
Fils. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

86 Château Grand Métairie 2017 Entre-Deux-
Mers. A blend of Sauvignon Blanc and Mus-

cadelle, this easily combines herbal flavors with an 
attractive riper, perfumed character. The wine is 
crisp, full of acidity and ready to drink. Serge Doré 
Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

86 Vignobles André Lurton 2017 Chateau 
 Goumin (Entre-Deux-Mers). This perfumed 

wine is full of fruit and with an attractive aromatic 
character from the Muscadelle in the blend. The 
dominant Sauvignon Blanc gives herbal crispness to 
the bright aftertaste. Drink now. Beverage Solutions 
and Logistics, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $17 

CRÉMANT DE BORDEAUX

89 Celene NV Jade Ballarin Collection Précieuse 
Blanc de Blancs Brut (Crémant de Bordeaux). 

This attractive, crisp blend of Sémillon, Muscadelle 
and Sauvignon Blanc is light, lively and packed with 
fruit. Aged for 18 months in bottle before release, 
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the wine now has some maturity and a touch of 
toast as well as crisp fruit. Drink now. Private Cask 
Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $15 

88 Celene NV Agate Ballarin Blanc de Noirs Brut 
(Crémant de Bordeaux). A blend of Caber-

net Franc with a splash of Merlot, this is an attrac-
tive, perfumed wine. Its acidity and 18 months aging 
in bottle have given it a good balance between fresh-
ness and a more mature toastiness. Drink this fruity 
wine now. Private Cask Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $15 

87 Celene NV Cuvée Gaia Blanc de Blancs Brut 
(Crémant de Bordeaux). A fruity blend of 

Sémillon and Muscadelle, both grown organically, 
this is a perfumed, bright and creamy-textured 
wine. It offers a touch of yeast as well as crisp citrus 
fruits and a zest of orange peel. Drink the wine now. 
Private Cask Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $15 

87 Celene NV Cuvée Royale Rosé Brut (Crémant 
de Bordeaux). A pale-colored blend of Cab-

ernet Franc and Merlot, this is soft and just off dry. 
It has plenty of ripe raspberry flavors and a crisp, 
yeasty aftertaste. Drink now. Private Cask Imports. 
Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $12 

85 Celene NV Cuvée Royale Brut (Crémant de 
Bordeaux). A perfumed wine, this is soft and 

clean, with a fine line of acidity that gives bright-
ness. Light, creamy and hinting at tropical fruit, it is 
ready to drink. Private Cask Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $12 

85 Producta Vignobles NV Comtesse de Saint-
Pey Rosé Brut (Crémant de Bordeaux). Clean, 

fresh and fruity, this wine has plenty of acidity as 
well as a tangy texture. There are touches of tannin 
as well as some perfume from the Cabernet Franc in 
the blend. Drink now. Serge Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $25 

BORDEAUX ROSÉ

87 Château Léognan 2017 Renaissance (Bor-
deaux Rosé). Soft, ripe and fruity, this is a 

well-made wine. Red fruits and a warm texture are 
balanced with crisp acidity. Light, bright and fruity, 
the wine is ready to drink. Wine Wine Situation 
LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $24 

85 Château Carignan 2017 L’Orangerie de Cari-
gnan (Bordeaux Rosé). Blending half-and-

half Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon, this wine is 
fruity, with a caramel edge and plenty of crisp acid-
ity. It is ready to drink. T. Elenteny Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $17 

84 Château l’Orangerie 2017 Bordeaux Rosé. 
Lightly caramel flavored, this wine is soft, 

with red-berry fruits and pleasant acidity. Smoothly 
textured, the wine is ready to drink. David Milligan 
Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $12 

84 Château Léon 2017 Bordeaux Rosé. Just 
outside the city of Bordeaux, this vineyard 

has produced a soft, fruity wine with a pepper and 
caramel flavor. Light acidity and a soft texture make 
the wine drinkable now. T. Elenteny Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

83 Univitis 2017 Grand Théatre (Bordeaux 
Rosé). A simple wine, this is attractive with 

red fruits but needs serious chilling to be at its best. 
Drink now. Youngs Market Co. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $12 

BORDEAUX
RED WINES

SAINT-ESTÈPHE

90 Château Phélan-Ségur 2012 Frank Phélan 
(Saint-Estèphe). Frank was the son of Ber-

nard Phélan, who created this estate in the mid 19th 
century. The second wine of the chateau, it is bold, 
ripe and judiciously aged in wood, offering great 
tannins and black fruit. A dense texture, black-
plum flavors and perfumed acidity promise a good 
future. Drink from 2020. Monsieur Touton Selec-
tion Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $30 

88 Château Graves de Pez 2014 Saint-Estèphe. 
This third-generation property of seven 

acres is close to the village of Saint-Estèphe on the 
Pez plateau. Fruity and juicy, the wine is beginning 
to approach maturity. Its tannins and wood aging 
are still showing although they are beginning to 
be well integrated. Wait a few years and drink this 
wine from 2023. Serge Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $45 

PAUILLAC

90 Château Richebon 2015 Pauillac. A small 
estate belonging to the owners of classed 

growth Croizet Bages, this wine is rich, densely tex-
tured and has good potential. It is young: both the 
tannins and the slight barnyard character testify to 
that. When it matures, it will be full and concen-
trated. Drink from 2022. Vintners Alliance. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $45 

90 Domaines Barons de Rothschild (Lafite) 
2015 Légende (Pauillac). If anybody could 

source good fruit in Pauillac, it would be the wine-
making team at Lafite-Rothschild. This wine, with 
its classic black-currant flavors, is structured while 

full of the ripe fruitiness and rounded character of 
the vintage. Drink from 2019. Taub Family Selec-
tions. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $55 

SAINT-JULIEN

93 Château Moulin de la Rose 2014 Saint-Julien. 
This impressive wine is full of black fruits 

as well as dark tannins. Its structure and den-
sity comes from the vineyard that abuts grand cru 
estates in Saint-Julien. The wine has power while 
as well as the elegance of the appellation. Drink 
from 2023. Serge Doré Selections. Cellar Selection. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $65 

MARGAUX

93 Château Chantelune 2015 Margaux. Owned 
and produced by José Sanfins, who is the 

manager at neighboring classed growth Château 
Cantenac Brown, this wine balances the elegance 
of Margaux with the richness of the vintage, giving 
swathes of black-currant fruit that has been lifted 
by the new-wood aging. Drink this wine from 2023. 
Serge Doré Selections. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $65 

91 Château Grand Tayac 2016 Margaux. Still 
showing plenty of wood aging, this wine is 

young.However, the ripe black-currant fruit and the 
structured tannins point to a good aging potential. 
From a single parcel planted in 1962, the wine has 
concentration and a rich character. Let it mature 
over several years and drink from 2023. Serge Doré 
Selections. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $105 

91 Château Grand Tayac 2015 Margaux. This 
comes from a single parcel of vines planted in 

1962. The old vines give extra concentration to the 
already rich wine. It also shows considerable high-
toast wood-aging flavors that need to soften into the 
black-currant fruits. It is aromatic, with a core of 
tannins from the 70% Cabernet Sauvignon in the 
blend. Drink this evolving wine from 2023. Serge 
Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $105 

SAINT-ÉMILION

93 Château Pas de l’Ane 2014 Saint-Émilion. For 
full review see page 5. Cellar Selection. 

abv: 14% Price: $74 

92 Château Haut Gravet 2015 Grand Chemin 
(Saint-Émilion). From a small parcel of 

vines, this dense wine is solid with dark tannins. 
Still young and exhibiting dark coffee and licorice 
flavors, it has a touch of extraction that leaves a bit-
ter aftertaste. In the future this edginess will soften 
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to give a rich, full and firmly balanced wine with 
great final acidity. Drink from 2023. Serge Doré 
Selections. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $45 

91 Château de Lescours 2015 Saint-Émilion. This 
vintage is richly endowed with black fruits 

and ripe tannins. It has weight, layers of wood aging, 
acidity that plays with the smoky berry flavors and 
rounded aftertaste. The estate dates back to the 
14th century, although vines were not planted until 
the 19th. Drink the wine from 2021. David Milligan 
Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $35 

91 Château Haut Boutisse 2015 Saint-Émilion. 
A small parcel on the Palais Cardinal estate 

on the plain of Saint-Émilion is treated and bottled 
separately. The result is a generous wine with bal-
anced tannins and ripe berry fruits. It is a warm 
wine with a crisp edge. Drink from 2021. Serge Doré 
Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $55 

91 Château Louvie 2014 Saint-Émilion. A Mer-
lot-dominated blend, this is rich, balanced 

and elegant. The wood aging has been well judged to 
leave hints of spice without losing any of the jammy, 
ripe black-plum flavors and acidity. As it develops 
further, this wine will become rich and smooth. 
Drink from 2021. Michael Corso Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $33 

91 Union de Producteurs de Saint-Émilion 2015 
Château Bénitey (Saint-Émilion). The vine-

yards of this property east of the town of Saint-
Émilion are planted with 70% Merlot and 30% 
Cabernet Franc. The Cabernet shows strongly in 
the perfumed, spicy character, giving richness and 
a good structure. The wine has great potential and 
should be ready to drink from 2022. Serge Doré 
Selections. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $27 

91 Union de Producteurs de Saint-Émilion 2015 
Château Capet Duverger (Saint-Émilion). 

Generous, rich and with powerful tannins that 
are cushioned by ripe black-currant fruits, this is 
already an attractive wine. Its black fruits, acidity 
and wood-aging spice are gently integrating, offer-
ing the potential for aging. Drink from 2022. Serge 
Doré Selections. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

90 Château de Ferrand 2015 Le Différent de 
Château de Ferrand (Saint-Émilion). Made 

to be drunk young, this ripe, black-fruit wine has 
generous tannins that are well integrated into the 
fruit and acidity. Smoky, spicy and with a generous 
structure, it will be ready from 2019. Total Wine & 
More. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $22 

90 Château Pas de l’Ane 2012 Saint-Émilion. 
Almost half-and-half Cabernet Franc and 

Merlot, this soft, ripe and fruity wine is open and 
ready to drink. It has some toast that is mainly inte-
grated with the black-currant flavors. As the wine 
opens, richness, spice and acidity all come together. 
Drink now. LefGroup, LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $69 

90 Château Tour Saint Christophe 2015 La Croix 
Saint-Christophe (Saint-Émilion). This full, 

generous wine is equally packed with tannins and 
black fruits. Its richness and density comes partly 
from the 40-year-old vines and also from the new-
wood aging that partners with the ripe fruits. This 
wine, dominated by 90% Merlot, will be ready to 
drink from 2023. Serge Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $65 

90 Union de Producteurs de Saint-Émilion 2016 
Château Marquis de Mons (Saint-Émilion). 

This wood-aged wine is still finding its way. But 
its potential richness and dense texture are already 
there. As it matures, this wine will lose its spiciness 
and show good balance and great concentration. 
Drink from 2021. Serge Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $26 

90 Union de Producteurs de Saint-Émilion 2015 
Château de Béchaud (Saint-Émilion). With 

its rich tannins and equally generous fruits, this 
wine is balanced while also densely textured. Spice, 
a smoky character and layers of wood aging come 
together in a wine that will age well. This estate is 
one of the original members of the Saint-Émilion 
cooperative. Drink from 2022. Serge Doré Selec-
tions. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $26 

89 Château Clos Junet 2016 Saint-Émilion. 
Powerful and dense, this wine has an 

extracted character, with licorice and dark choco-
late flavors. It is young and hopefully the bitterness 
will go, because the fruit and generous tannins are 
looking good. Wait until 2022. BPW Merchants. 
—R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

89 Château de Ferrand 2014 Le Différent de 
Château de Ferrand (Saint-Émilion). From 

vines situated just west of the small city of Saint-
Émilion, this estate has produced a fruity wine. Its 
fruity character is typical of the vintage, berry fla-
vors and acidity cushioning the tannins and wood 
accents. It’s a juicy wine to drink now. Total Wine 
& More. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $21 

89 Château Jupille Carillon 2015 Cuvée Pres-
tige (Saint-Émilion). This smoky wine has 

generous fruit and well-balanced tannins. It is still 
young, with a core of dryness. Black fruits show the 
potential of this ripe wine. Drink from 2020. Vint-
ners Alliance. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $28 

89 Château Pas de l’Ane 2011 Saint-Émilion. 
The spicy tannins in this wine are still firm 

and will probably not soften further. A dry core bal-
anced by the rich blackberry fruit and acidity gives 
the wine freshness and a ripe aftertaste. Drink now. 
LefGroup, LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $69 

88 Château de Lescours 2014 Saint-Émilion. 
This wine is packed with blackberry flavors 

layered with the acidity of the vintage. It’s floral, 
crisp and moving comfortably to maturity. Drink 
from 2019. David Milligan Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $33 

88 Domaines Barons de Rothschild (Lafite) 
2016 Légende (Saint-Émilion). Rich and 

generous, this wine from the winemaking team of 
Lafite-Rothschild is dominated by Merlot from 
vines on the plain of Saint-Émilion. It has great 
swathes of blackberry fruits, ripe tannins and just 
the right amount of acidity and wood aging to keep 
everything in shape. Drink from 2019. Taub Family 
Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $45 

87 Union de Producteurs de Saint-Émilion 2015 
Château Billerond (Saint-Émilion). Grown 

on the plain below Saint-Émilion, this open, gen-
tly fruity wine is young. Its blackberry flavors still 
show the wood aging, giving spice as well as attrac-
tive fruitiness that will soften and integrate. Drink 
from 2020. Serge Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

86 Union de Producteurs de Saint-Émilion 2015 
Château Hautes Versannes (Saint-Émilion). 

Produced in a vineyard at the base of the hill of 
Saint-Émilion, this accessible wine is soft, ripe and 
fruity. It has a generous texture from the vintage 
and bold black fruits spiced with wood aging. Drink 
from 2019. Serge Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

PUISSEGUIN SAINT-ÉMILION

92 Château Beauséjour 2014 Old Vines (Puisse-
guin Saint-Émilion). Rich, concentrated and 

structured, this wine comes from 80-year-old vines 
grown organically and spent 24 months in wood. 
It needs to age, but already the black-currant fruit 
glows with crispness and acidity. Wood and tannins 
are still softening, so drink this wine from 2022. 
Wine Wine Situation LLC. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $67 

92 Château des Laurets 2015 Cuvée Baron 
Sélection Parcellaire (Puisseguin Saint-Émil-

ion). Under the same ownership as the Rothschild 
property Château Clarke in Moulis, this estate pre-
dominately grows Merlot. This wine comes from 
a selected parcel that gives rich, intense and con-
centrated fruitiness and dense tannins. It shows a 
lightly burnt character from the wood aging but the 
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blackberry fruits are dominant and ripe. Drink from 
2021. Monsieur Touton Selection Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $49 

92 Château Lanbersac 2015 Cuvée Vieilles 
Vignes (Puisseguin Saint-Émilion). Power-

ful ripe fruits and rich tannins come together in 
this jammy Merlot with a dark texture. Packed with 
spice, berry flavors and toasty wood aging accents, 
the wine is still young. It needs time for the impres-
sive fruit to come through, so drink from 2022. Pri-
vate Cask Imports. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $18 

90 Château Langlais 2015 Puisseguin Saint-
Émilion. This 30-acre vineyard, 70% Mer-

lot, has produced a balanced, stylish wine. Touches 
of bitter coffee come from the 15 months in wood, 
but the main thrust of this developing wine is the 
ripe black-currant fruitiness. Drink from 2021. 
Wine Wine Situation LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $38 

90 Château Roc de Boissac 2015 Puisseguin 
Saint-Émilion. This blend of 90% Merlot 

and 10% Cabernet Franc is smoky, rich and densely 
textured. It has a richly juicy character, blueberry 
and blackberry flavors and a dark-chocolate edge 
from the wood aging. Let the wine calm down from 
its boisterous fruit and drink it from 2021. Franck’s 
Signature Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $27 

89 Château des Laurets 2015 Puisseguin Saint-
Émilion. This dense wine is packed with 

firm tannins and concentrated fruit. A blend of ripe 
Merlot and perfumed Cabernet Franc, it has weight, 
with layers of black-plum skin flavors and dark tan-
nins. With its firm dry core, it is still young. Drink 
from 2021. Monsieur Touton Selection Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

88 Château Lanbersac 2015 Puisseguin Saint-
Émilion. This well-structured wine has 

spice, ripe blackberry fruits and a rich texture. The 
tannins are still firm, giving a strong, dry core to the 
wine. But everything is in place for good, medium-
term aging. From 2021, the wine will be rich, packed 
with fruit and ready to drink. Private Cask Imports. 
—R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

LUSSAC SAINT-ÉMILION

88 Château La Grande Clotte 2016 Lussac Saint-
Émilion. From a 17-acre vineyard of old 

vines, this wine is rich and ripe with black-currant 
flavors. It has weight and firm tannins as well as 
acidity and fruitiness. This structured wine needs 
to age and should not be drunk before 2021. Advan-
tage International. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $22 

87 Château de Lussac 2015 Cuvée Bellevue (Lus-
sac Saint-Émilion). The entry-level wine 

from this estate, this is soft and full of ripe straw-
berry flavors. Its light tannins and fruitiness go with 
a succulent texture to make a wine that is ready to 
drink. Vintners Alliance. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $22 

MONTAGNE-SAINT-ÉMILION

89 Château Coucy 2016 Montagne-Saint-Émil-
ion. Rich black-currant fruits mingle with 

dusty, dry tannins in this young wine. A ripe, jammy 
character comes from the 85% Merlot in the blend. 
Fruity and lifted by acidity, the wine needs to age. 
Drink from 2021. LefGroup, LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $36 

87 Château Gachon 2015 Cuvée Les Petites 
Ranga (Montagne-Saint-Émilion). This wine 

comes from an estate owned by the same family 
for four generations. Dark in color and rich with 
generous fruit and spicy tannins, the wine is open, 
smoothly textured and likely to develop quickly. 
Drink from 2020. Vintage Imports, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

POMEROL

93 Château Prieurs de la Commanderie 2014 
Pomerol. Produced by the winemaking team 

of Château la Dominique in Saint-Émilion, this 
bijou production wine is richly endowed both with 
tannins and black fruits. It has a perfumed touch 
as well as full, generous berry flavors and succulent 
acidity. Drink from 2022. Serge Doré Selections. 
Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $65 

CÔTES DE BOURG

91 Château la Gravière 2016 Cuvée les Terrasses 
(Côtes de Bourg). Still young and showing its 

wood aging, this wine has great potential. With ripe 
tannins, spice and generous red fruits, this Merlot-
dominated wine is structured while also richly 
fruity. Drink from 2022. Kysela Père et Fils. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $17 

90 Château Brûle Sécaille 2016 Grande Réserve 
(Côtes de Bourg). A purple-colored, young 

wine dominated by Merlot, this is rich, struc-
tured and full of blackberries. With a good balance 
between the fruit and the tannins already in place, 
it shows excellent potential. Drink this already deli-
cious but still firm wine from 2022. Kysela Père et 
Fils. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

90 Château Castel la Rose 2016 Sélection 
(Côtes de Bourg). Dominated by Merlot, 

this rich, spicy wine has fine tannins and great black 

fruits. It is full of berry flavors, with spice, pepper 
and crisp black-currant acidity at the end. Drink 
this wine from 2021. W. Direct. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $30 

90 Château la Gravière 2015 Cuvée les Terrasses 
(Côtes de Bourg). This rich, balanced wine 

is ripe and juicy. With layers of black fruits and 
well-integrated tannins, it has a dense texture while 
also packing a punch of great fruitiness. The fruit 
and tannins are ripe. This wine will develop well. 
Drink from 2021. Kysela Père et Fils. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $17 

90 Château Mercier 2016 Atmosphère Merlot 
(Côtes de Bourg). Without added sulfur, 

this ripe, berry-flavored wine has intense fruitiness 
and acidity. It comes from two parcels of Merlot 
producing ripe, jammy fruit as well as good acidity. 
The tannins are fully integrated, giving a wine that 
is solid, dense and juicy. Drink from 2021. Calini 
Group. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $22 

89 Château Brûle Sécaille 2015 Grande Réserve 
(Côtes de Bourg). This ripe, rounded wine is 

just setting out on the aging process. Still showing 
its wood-aging spice, it also has black-currant fruits 
and balanced acidity. It will develop well over the 
next few years and should be ready to drink from 
2021. Kysela Père et Fils. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

88 Château Castel la Rose 2017 Tradition (Côtes 
de Bourg). A fruity, softly textured wine, 

this is made to be drunk young. Its black-currant 
flavors, soft tannins and ripe acidity have come 
together to give an approachable wine. Drink now. 
W. Direct. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

88 Château Macay 2016 Côtes de Bourg. With 
its youthful tannins intact, this structured 

wine will develop into one with juicy black-currant 
flavors. This balancing act will continue as the wine 
matures. Drink from 2020. Vintners Alliance. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

87 Château Castel la Rose 2015 Cuvée Rosissime 
(Côtes de Bourg). There was probably too 

much new-wood aging for the fruit of this wine. It 
is still very dry, masking the potential of the rich 
blackberry flavors. Maybe things will come together, 
in which case wait until 2021. W. Direct. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $30 

87 Château Guibonnet 2017 Côtes de Bourg. This 
rich wine has some firm tannins as well as 

generous black fruits. It is balanced, with the crisp 
acidity coming through strongly. Pepper and pure 
fruit flavors finish this attractive wine. W. Direct. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 
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87 Château Mercier 2015 Cuvée Prestige (Côtes 
de Bourg). Seriously wood-aged, this wine’s 

fruit has nevertheless withstood the assault from 
the barrels. The result is a wine that is still dry and 
toasty, but also offers layers of black-currant fla-
vors. A wine like this needs to calm down. It is likely 
to be ready to drink from 2021. Calini Group. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $19 

85 Domaine de la Terrasse 2016 Côtes de Bourg. 
This is a dry wine, closed and very firm. Its 

tannins come from the ripe Merlot fruits that were 
extracted too much. It should soften to bring out the 
blackberry flavors, but it is likely to remain austere. 
W. Direct. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $26 

CÔTES DE BORDEAUX

92 Château Chatard 2016 Côtes de Bordeaux. 
Ripe and structured, this is a rich, juicy 

wine from Jean-Remi Larrat’s small estate. Its bold, 
mainly Merlot fruits integrate well with the full, 
tannic structure. The wine has weight and poten-
tial. Drink from 2021. D & M New Management. 
Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $16 

92 Château Sainte Marie 2016 Alios (Côtes de 
Bordeaux). Swathes of dark tannins and a 

dense texture introduce a wine that needs to age. 
The black fruits, rich structure and concentration 
are part of this firm wine made under the direction 
of cellarmaster Géraldine Lussiez. With layers of 
rich wood from 12 months in 400-liter barrels and 
black-currant flavors, it is still developing. Drink 
from 2022. Polaner Selections. Editors’ Choice. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

91 Château de Cranne 2016 6ème Génération 
(Côtes de Bordeaux). This complex, struc-

tured blend of 60% Cabernet Sauvignon and 40% 
Merlot offers ripe tannins and layers of attractive 
black fruit. Showing its potential, the wine is dense 
and full of fruitiness as well as tannins. Drink from 
2022. Summit Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

91 Château la Chèze 2016 Côtes de Bordeaux. 
Touches of new wood give this wine a per-

fumed, minty character as well as weight and con-
centration. It is a rich Merlot-dominated wine from 
Jean-François Rontein’s Capian slope vines, with a 
firm character that points up the need for aging. The 
dry core allied to the ripe tannins suggest the wine 
will not be ready before 2022. Wine Warehouse 
Imports. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

91 Château Pilet 2016 Prestige Cabernet Sau-
vignon (Côtes de Bordeaux). Firm with ripe 

tannins and layers of blackberry fruits, this richly 
structured wine comes from one of the highest 

slopes in the Queyrens family vineyards. It has the 
ripeness of the vintage along with aging potential, 
offering plenty of concentration for the future. 
Drink from 2022. HB Wine Merchants. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $20 

90 Château de Cranne 2016 7ème Génération 
(Côtes de Bordeaux). Now starting the 

Lacoste family’s seventh generation at this estate, 
this wine offers ripe blackberry fruits conveying 
richness and weight. It also has an edge of smoky 
wood flavors and the ripe tannins. This equal Mer-
lot/Cabernet Sauvignon organic blend will surely 
age, so drink from 2022. Summit Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $26 

90 Château de Cranne 2016 Château Jeande-
bout (Côtes de Bordeaux). In this vintage 

from the sixth generation in the Lacoste family, 
this juicy wine also has firm tannins that promise 
good aging. From organic grapes, it offers weight, 
concentration and a dark structure that will soften 
over the next few years. Drink from 2021. Summit 
Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $23 

90 Château le Doyenne 2016 Côtes de Bordeaux. 
Ripe, smoky and with attractive fruits sus-

tained by dark tannins, this wine comes from par-
cels that slope towards the river. Its concentration, 
rich black fruits and hints of dark chocolate and 
licorice all show potential. Drink from 2021. Free 
Run Wine Merchants. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $22 

90 Clos Sainte Anne 2015 Côtes de Bordeaux. 
This 14-acre property overlooking the 

Garonne river has produced a densely structured 
wine with impressive tannins and black fruits. 
Dominated by Merlot, the wine is full of rich black-
currant and berry flavors, with balanced acidity. 
The wine is full, aging well and will be ready to 
drink from 2019. Saranty Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

88 Château les Conseillans 2016 Côtes de Bor-
deaux. Attractive berry flavors and a gener-

ous texture give weight and a ripe character to this 
wine. Blackberries and currants show well among 
the spice, with dense tannins carrying through the 
finish. Drink from 2021. Wine Traditions. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

88 Clos Sainte Anne 2014 Côtes de Bordeaux. 
Sisters Marie and Sylvie Courselle, whose 

family owns Château Thieuley in the Entre-Deux-
Mers region have produced a fruity wine in 2014. 
Perhaps there is a little too much wood aging, but 
the black-currant flavors make a good balance and 
gives the wine a juicy character. Drink this crisp, 
fruity wine now. Saranty Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

87 Château Suau 2016 Côtes de Bordeaux. 
This fresh, fruity wine from organic grapes 

offers attractive red fruits and a backing of tannins. 
The dry core and the attractive fruits are coming 
together well, leaving a lively wine that will be ready 
to drink from 2020. Kysela Père et Fils. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

84 Château de Cranne 2016 Dompter la Bête 
(Côtes de Bordeaux). This is a ripe, juicy 

and jammy wine with red plum and soft berry fla-
vors. The name means “Tame the Beast” but the 
wine is not fully balanced and probably will never 
be. Summit Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

BORDEAUX SUPÉRIEUR

91 Château Belle-Vue 2016 Petit Verdot by Belle-
Vue (Bordeaux Supérieur). Bold and ripe, this 

rich wine is concentrated and full of spicy black 
fruits. Produced from a tiny parcel of Petit Verdot 
that escaped the devastating frost of 1956, it is dark, 
dense with layers of blueberry flavors alongside 
the firm tannins. The richness of the wine and its 
weight promise good aging. Drink from 2023. Sig-
nature Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

91 Château Donjon de Bruignac 2016 Bruignac 
Premium (Bordeaux Supérieur). Firm, dry 

and with solid tannins, this wine still has space for 
attractive black fruits. The two elements will soften 
to give a wine with structure and impressive rich-
ness. Drink from 2022. IPO Wines. Editors’ Choice. 
—R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $24 

91 Château Fleur Haut Gaussens 2016 La 
Bergeronnette Cabernet Franc (Bordeaux 

Supérieur). An immediately attractive, perfumed 
wine with fine tannins and rich berry fruits, this 
has great potential. It is full, ripe and will age well. 
Just wait until 2022. Luxco. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $17 

91 Château Jalousie Beaulieu 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. The fruit is right up front in this 

ripe, full wine. With fine tannins and a rich texture, 
it is spicy, toasty and packed with blackberry fruits. 
Acidity shows strongly at the end. Along with the 
tannins, this will allow it to age. Drink from 2022. 
MHW, Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

91 Château Pey la Tour 2016 Réserve (Bordeaux 
Supérieur). Packed with tannins, this is a 

dark, dense wine. Its impressive structure frames 
rich blackberry and plum fruits. Let this wine age 
for several years and don’t drink before 2022. Thié-
not USA. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $19 

91 Château Saint Antoine 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. This is a complex wine, rich in both 

tannins and dense fruit. It is concentrated, with 
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juicy berry flavors and balanced acidity to go with 
the solid structure. Drink from 2022. Riverside 
Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

91 Château Terre de Grand 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. This ripe, bold wine is balanced and full 

of well-structured tannins and fruit. With concen-
tration and a solid, dark base of black-plum fruits, 
it has excellent potential. Drink this full wine from 
2022. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 

91 Les Vignerons de Tutiac 2016 Château Fortu-
neau (Bordeaux Supérieur). This richly struc-

tured wine is powered by its tannins and ripe black 
fruits. The concentration of its structure is impres-
sive, with a rich density to the black-plum flavors. 
This is a wine for aging, ready to drink from 2023. 
Kindred Vines. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $19 

91 Union de Producteurs de Saint-Émilion 2016 
Château Terre de Grand (Bordeaux Supérieur). 

This ripe, bold wine is balanced and full of well-
structured tannins and fruit. With concentration 
plus a solid and dark base of black-plum flavors, the 
wine has excellent potential. Drink this full wine 
from 2022. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 

90 Château Belrose 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
This wine is full and ripe, with a solid mix 

of fine tannins and rich black-currant flavors. It has 
the tannins of the vintage and a powerful fruitiness 
that gives excellent potential. Drink from 2022. LNJ 
Brands. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

90 Château Bolaire 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
Ripe and spicy, balancing tannins with dark 

fruits, this wine has excellent potential. It is solid 
and concentrated. Tannins from the wood and from 
the black fruits have come together well. Drink from 
2022. Signature Selections. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $11 

90 Château de Macard 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. This perfumed, fruity wine has mint 

flavors from the wood aging that point up the ripe 
berry fruits and attractive tannic structure. The dry 
core is set to soften into the generous fruitiness. 
Drink from 2022. Serge Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $30 

90 Château de Ribebon 2015 Cabernet Franc 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). Although the wine is 

labeled Cabernet Franc, it also has 15% Merlot in 
the blend. Nevertheless the ripe tannins and spicy 
perfumed character of the wine sing of rich Caber-
net Franc. With its dense structure and tannins, the 
wine needs to age, so wait until 2021. Serge Doré 
Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $40 

90 Château Finet 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
Ripe and balanced, this Yvon Mau wine is 

full of both tannins and great fruits. It is rich and 
powerful, the flavors generous and ripe. Blackber-
ries dominate along with balanced acidity. Drink 
from 2022. MHW, Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

90 Château Fleur Haut Gaussens 2016 La 
Viminière Malbec (Bordeaux Supérieur). 

This wine comes from a small parcel of Malbec, a 
grape once common in Bordeaux but now rare. The 
powerful tannins show that Malbec can now ripen 
easily in selected terroirs, thanks to climate change. 
The wine is full, spiced with wood and firm with a 
solid structure. It will age further, so drink this rich 
wine from 2021. Z Wine Gallery Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

90 Château Floreal Laguens 2016 Messidor 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). This wine is full of 

potential with its rich fruits and generous tannins. 
Spice from wood aging partners with juicy black-
berry flavors and a generous texture. Drink from 
2021. Luxco. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $23 

90 Château Lauduc 2016 Prestige (Bordeaux 
Supérieur). This is a ripe, full-bodied wine. 

With fine tannins and rich black-currant fruits, it is 
concentrated and complex. Ripeness shines through 
the tannins to give a wine with aging ability. Drink 
from 2022. Franck’s Signature Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

90 Château Mirambeau Papin 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. In this ripe, spicy wine, solid 

tannins back up berry flavors. This wine is intended 
for aging, with its tannins and fruit density. Drink 
from 2022. MS Walker. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $18 

90 Château Petit-Freylon 2016 Cuvée Sarah 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). For full review see 

page 18. Best Buy. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

90 Château Recougne 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. For full review see page 15. Editors’ 

Choice. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $19 

90 Château Saint-Michel 2015 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. Owned by the Delon family of 

Château Léoville las Cases in Saint-Julien, this 
small property has produced a dense wine. Bold 
tannins are balanced by rich black fruits and pure 
acidity. With 90% Merlot, it is a smoky, fruity wine 
with good potential. Drink from 2020. Serge Doré 
Selections. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $35 

89 Château Bellevue Claribes 2016 Prestige 
Merlot (Bordeaux Supérieur). Juicy, rich 

and with layers of wood and tannins, this is a con-

centrated wine. The toasty wood-aging flavors are 
still prominent, giving the wine a bitter edge at this 
stage. That will blow off as the wine matures and 
black-currant flavors takes center stage. Drink this 
wine from 2020. Michael Corso Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $22 

89 Château de la Vieille Tour 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. This Boissonneau wine is all 

about up-front fruit. Blackberries, black currants 
and good acidity dominate the tannic structure and 
dry core. The wine is bold, ripe and fruity. Drink 
from 2022. Wine Traditions. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $18 

89 Château de Parenchère 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. This structured wine is firm with 

tannins, with fruit weight in the background. Solid 
and firm, it’s dense and full of blackberry flavors. 
Richness and concentration are setting it on a path 
for aging. Drink from 2022. Craft + Estate–The 
Winebow Group. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $17 

89 Château de Ribebon 2016 Réserve (Bor-
deaux Supérieur). This perfumed wine is 

ripe with black fruits as well as strongly aromatic 
tannins and wood flavors. It is balanced, with a good 
poise between fruit and structure. Drink from 2022. 
Serge Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $40 

89 Château de Ribebon 2015 Réserve (Bor-
deaux Supérieur). This luscious, ripe wine is 

full of blackberry flavors and rich tannins. It is still 
young, but its fruits and generous texture already 
give it a delicious character. With another year it 
will be ready to drink, so plan on late 2019. Serge 
Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $30 

89 Château du Claouset 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. While the wood flavors are prominent 

at this stage, this wine also has fruit weight. The 
blueberry fruitiness comes through, allowing this 
ripe wine to balance out. Drink from 2023. Fruit of 
the Vines, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

89 Château du Vrai Caillou 2016 L’Optimé Cab-
ernet Franc (Bordeaux Supérieur). This is a 

rare wine: 100% Cabernet Franc doesn’t normally 
happen in Bordeaux. Attractive and perfumed, it is 
still young, with ripe smoky fruit and layers of wood 
aging that will easily integrate as the wine ages. This 
ripe wine will be ready to drink from 2021. T. Elen-
teny Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

89 Château Féret-Lambert 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. At this stage, this wine is all 

about tannins. That will change as the weight of the 
black fruits comes through to give a complex, rich 
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wine with good potential. Drink from 2022. Total 
Wine & More. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $20 

89 Château Féret-Lambert 2016 Costes (Bor-
deaux Supérieur). This wine is certainly 

structured, but the ripe fruitiness is most promi-
nent. Red-berry flavors and acidity are important 
elements in this full, rich wine with hints of wood 
aging. Drink from 2022. ABC Fine Wine & Spirits. 
Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $14 

89 Château Grand Français 2015 Grande Cuvée 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). This generous and 

ripe wine made from organically grown grapes is full 
of juicy berry flavors and integrated tannins. With 
its light touch of wood and dominant fruitiness, 
this rich wine will be ready to drink from 2019. Lef-
Group, LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

89 Château le Gardera 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. The wood-aging flavor is strong in this 

wine with bold tannins and ripe black fruits. It is 
still very young and concentrated, but with plenty 
of fruitiness and acidity. Drink from 2022. Misa 
Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

89 Château Penin 2016 Grande Sélection (Bor-
deaux Supérieur). Ripe, full and juicy, this 

is already a delicious wine. Firm tannins form a dry 
backdrop to the black-currant and berry fruits with 
their balanced acidity. Drink this wine from 2022. 
Steep Hill Importing. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $20 

89 Château Quinsac 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
Big, spicy and bold, this is a rich wine. Its 

tannins and firm concentration are part of a com-
plex whole that also includes ripe black and red 
berry fruits and acidity. Drink this generous wine 
from 2022. Eagle Estates Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 15% Price: $15 

89 Château Reynier 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
This perfumed wine offers rich tannins and 

lush black fruits. It is full and packed with black-
berry flavors. This will be a ripe wine as it develops. 
Drink from 2022. Regal Wine Imports Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $15 

89 Château Sainte Marie 2016 Vieilles Vignes 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). Black fruits and rich 

tannins give this wine power and its structure. It 
has concentration, with blackberry flavors coming 
together with dark tannins to give richness. Drink 
from 2022. Polaner Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

89 Château Vircoulon 2015 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
In the eastern Entre-Deux-Mers, this cha-

teau sits on a hill above the Dordogne river. This 
wine is ripe and smoothly textured, with black 

fruits and generous tannins that have softened eas-
ily and gracefully. The wine will be ready from 2019. 
Tri-Vin Imports. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $10 

88 Château Bellevue Favereau 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. Perfumed and structured, this 

is already an attractive wine with tannins that sug-
gest aging potential. It has the rich structure of the 
vintage. Give this juicy wine until 2023. Savorian 
Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $17 

88 Château Clos Moulin Pontet 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. Fresh wood flavors of mint mark 

this wine. To balance, it also offers black fruits and 
acidity that give freshness and a rich aftertaste. 
Drink from 2022. Misa Imports. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $13 

88 Château de Parenchère 2016 Cuvée Raphaël 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). A balanced wine, this 

is full of black fruits as well as rich tannins. It is 
concentrated and dense, typical of the vintage. At 
this stage, it is a firm wine but one that will soften. 
Drink from 2022. Craft + Estate-The Winebow 
Group. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $21 

88 Château des Antonins 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. Wood aging still shows in this 

wine, balanced by the red fruits and firm tannins. 
The acidity and potential richness mean it will be 
an attractive wine from 2021. T. Elenteny Imports. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 

88 Château de Seguin 2016 Carpe Diem (Bor-
deaux Supérieur). This is a lush wine, full 

of ripe fruit and tannins that are totally cushioned 
by the ripeness. Red-berry flavors, layers of wood 
aging and a full-bodied character give this wine the 
chance to age. Drink from 2022. Plume Ridge. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

88 Château de Seguin 2016 Cuvée Prestige 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). This ripe wine bal-

ances wood and bold fruits in a good structure. The 
aging ability of this wine is apparent, giving rich-
ness and structure. Drink from 2022. Plume Ridge. 
Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $10 

88 Château de Terrefort-Quancard 2016 Bor-
deaux Supérieur. This rich wine has hints of 

toasty wood coming through attractive black-cur-
rant flavors. Ripeness and fruit density cope with 
the tannins, turning this into a powerful, solid wine. 
Drink from 2022. MHW, Ltd. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $13 

88 Château du Lort 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
Jammy and ripe, this wine has fine tannins 

and balanced black fruits. With its rich berry flavors 
supported by firm tannins and a dark core, the wine 

will develop well. Drink from 2022. Luneau USA 
Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $14 

88 Château Grand Français 2016 Cuvée Heritage 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). This vineyard, close 

to Saint-Émilion, has been cultivated since the 
15th century. The wine, with succulent young fruit, 
attractive tannins and black-currant flavors, is still 
developing. Drink from 2020. LefGroup, LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $22 

88 Château Grossombre de Saint-Joseph 2016 
Bordeaux Supérieur. A rich André Lurton 

wine, this offers tannins backed by black-currant 
flavors and acidity. The wine is developing rela-
tively quickl, giving plenty of fruitiness as well as 
good acidity. Drink from 2022. Beverage Solutions 
and Logistics, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $19 

88 Château La Croix de Queynac 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. Richly fruity and perfumed, 

this is a generous, ripe wine. Full of black fruits, 
sculpted tannins and with plenty of acidity, the 
wine has a good future. Drink from 2022. Michael 
Corso Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

88 Château la Favière 2015 Cuvée Muse (Bor-
deaux Supérieur). This ripe, fruity wine has 

layers of smoky flavors and a firm core of tannins. 
At the same time, the black-currant fruit is attrac-
tive, with crisp acidity that promises a good future. 
Drink from 2019. LefGroup, LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

88 Château la France 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
While this wine offers plenty of wood aro-

mas, the main thrust is the rich fruitiness and ripe 
blackberry flavors. This wine has potential as well 
as concentration. Drink from 2022. Eagle Estates 
Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 15% Price: $15 

88 Château Lagrave Paran 2015 Coeur de Cuvée 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). This wine comes 

from a small eight-acre estate at the heart of the 
Entre-Deux-Mers, It is ripe, juicy and full bodied, 
with dense fruit and sweet tannins that are typical 
of the vintage. It should age for a few years although 
it will be ready to drink from 2020. Serge Doré 
Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $40 

88 Château Landereau 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. Still closed but showing the potential 

of ripe black fruits, this big wine is concentrated, 
with a dry, firm core. Drink this powerful wine from 
2022. Hand Picked Selections. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $13 

88 Château Laronde Desormes 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. This ripe, spicy wine offers fine 

tannins and a rich core of black fruits. It is con-
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centrated, with some firm dryness and structure 
that indicate that it will age well. Drink from 2022. 
Michael Corso Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $22 

88 Château Le Bocage 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. This concentrated wine has firm tan-

nins as well as rich black-currant flavors. The struc-
ture gives space for the ripe fruitiness and acidity. 
This will be an appealing wine from 2022. Mont-
gomery County. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

88 Château Pabus 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
Ripe and spicy, this rich wine has layers of 

wood accents laid over red-berry flavors that are 
still developing. The wine has potential for aging, As 
it softens, it will be rich and delicious. Drink from 
2022. Black Hawk Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $50 

88 Château Pertignas 2016 Cuvée Spéciale 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). This firm wine is 

dark with tannins that need time to bring out the 
background black fruits. It is structured, dense and 
full of concentrated fruitiness, with spice and a 
fresher acidity at the end. Drink from 2022. Petit 
Vin. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $23 

88 Château Roc de Minvielle 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. This is a soft, perfumed wine 

with mint aromas and spicy flavors. The wood aging 
shows strongly but so does the fruit. The wine 
should be attractive and ready to drink from 2021. 
LVC Las Vegas Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

88 Château Roques Mauriac 2016 Grand Vin 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). Although there is 

initially too much wood, the black fruits are begin-
ning to have their moment as they push through 
that dark structure. The wine is still firm with a dry 
core that needs to soften. Drink from 2022. Total 
Wine & More. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $18 

88 Château Siran 2016 Saint Jacques de Siran 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). This spicy wine with 

firm tannins is setting out well. Black-currant fla-
vors are balanced with generous tannins and a rich 
character that will give the wine a full and juicy 
character. Drink from 2022. The Wine Trust. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $20 

88 Château Tour de Gilet 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. This wine is all about fruit, with ripe 

tannins to complement the blackberry flavors and 
good acidity. It is a wine with potential, fruity and 
structured at the same time. Drink from 2022. 
Michael Corso Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

88 Maison Ginestet 2016 Citran Bordeaux (Bor-
deaux Supérieur). Richly structured and 

with ripe black fruits, this is a generous and warm 
wine. Good acidity and black-currant flavors are 
balanced with firm tannins to promise aging poten-
tial. Drink from 2022. Savorian Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

87 Château Barreyre 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
This ripe, smoky wine has wood tannins and 

already delicious black fruits. It is still dry with tan-
nins although there is plenty of room for the bold 
fruitiness that is developing. Drink from 2022. 
Michael Corso Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 15% Price: $20 

87 Château Cateau Lagrange 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. Full of blackberry flavors, this 

strong, firm wine is just setting out on its develop-
ment. Big spice, plenty of smoky wood-aging flavors 
and a juicy aftertaste all point to a good future. 
Drink from 2022. Mr. Wine. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $27 

87 Château de Bel 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
This perfumed wine has ripe red fruits as 

well as plenty of firm tannins. It is coming together 
well, rich, full and structured. The aftertaste has a 
fresher side that is already attractive. Drink from 
2021. Schneider’s of Capitol Hill. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

87 Château de Goëlane 2016 Cuvée Cœur de 
l’Aube (Bordeaux Supérieur). This well-

balanced, ripe wine offers big tannins and layers of 
bright acidity. Black fruits and freshness give the 
wine a perfumed start in life, the tannins coming 
in behind. Drink from 2022. Luneau USA Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

87 Château de Lisennes 2016 Cuvée Tradition 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). The wood aging is still 

strong in this wine. It also has weight and perfumed 
fruits, so it should develop well. Black-currant fla-
vors give freshness and acidity at the end. Drink 
from 2022. Connoisseur Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

87 Château de Macard 2015 Réserve (Bordeaux 
Supérieur). This ripe wine is still very young. 

Spice, toast and dark coffee flavors still dominate, 
although there is plenty of fruit weight behind this 
dry facade. Wait to drink this wine until 2022 Serge 
Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $30 

87 Château Grand Français 2016 Grande Cuvée 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). This wine has fine 

tannins, rich berry flavors and a juicy aftertaste, an 
indication of the vintage. Structured and with some 
good potential, the wine will be ready from 2021. JP 
Bourgeois. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

87 Château Grand Pascaud 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. This rich, ripe wine offers fine 

tannins and, just as important, plenty of juicy 

black-currant flavors. The structure of the wine will 
allow it to age, although it is already attractive and 
fruity. Drink ideally from 2022. Savorian Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $17 

87 Château l’Orangerie 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. This wine is still young and shows its 

wood aging. That will soften, giving the black cur-
rant fruits the chance to shine with their stalky edge 
and light tannins. Drink the wine from 2019. David 
Milligan Selections. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $12 

87 Château Lamothe-Vincent 2016 Le Grand 
Rossignol (Bordeaux Supérieur). Ripe fruits 

and soft tannins give this wine an attractive charac-
ter. Richness comes from its layers of red fruits and 
good acidity. Drink this bright wine from 2021. La 
Ville Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

87 Château Larroque 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
Firmly tannic with a dusty texture, this wine 

is also rich in spicy black fruits and balanced with 
acidity. It has plenty of potential, with rich tan-
nins and good acidity at the end. Drink from 2021. 
Europvin USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

87 Château Laville 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
This really smoky wine is also perfumed and 

offers great fruitiness. It is a balanced, although 
still young, wine. Lively acidity at the end keeps 
everything fresh. Drink from 2021. Allied Beverage 
Group. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $18 

87 Château le Noble 2016 Cuvée Heritage (Bor-
deaux Supérieur). Solid with tannins but 

also ripe with fruits, this fragrant wine is develop-
ing quickly. It is attractive, with acidity and berry 
flavors in balance. Drink from 2021. Avant Partir. 
—R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $14 

87 Château Lescalle 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
This is a juicy wine, with intense acidity 

that shows through the structure strongly. Richness 
comes from the bright fruits with the tannins play-
ing a supporting role. Drink from 2021. Monsieur 
Touton Selection Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $15 

87 Château Picon 2016 Cuvée Louis (Bordeaux 
Supérieur). Wood aging shows strongly here 

with toasty flavors and spice. At the same time, the 
wine also has hints of its fruity potential. Put the 
two together and the wine will be ready from 2023. 
Kahn’s Fine Wines & Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

87 Château Roc Meynard 2015 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. This soft, fruity wine has rich berry 

flavors and ripe, simple tannins. It is an open, full-
bodied wine, rich in blackberry and black-plum fla-
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vors and lifted, warm acidity. Drink the wine now. 
LefGroup, LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $17 

87 Château Rouquette 2014 Cru Mérigot (Bor-
deaux Supérieur). This estate in the eastern 

Entre-Deux-Mers dates to 1346. A selection of the 
best fruit, this wine is dominated by Merlot, with 
ripe tannins and a rich structure. The wood still 
shows strongly but so does the fruit, balancing 
blackberry flavors with spice and toastiness. Drink 
this wine from 2019. Valkyrie Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

87 Château Saint-Léon 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. This firm wine has plenty of juicy red 

berry fruits to give it balance and the potential of a 
rich future. It is concentrated with dark fruits and 
tannins. Drink from 2022. Luneau USA Inc. Best 
Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $12 

87 Château Sainte Barbe 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. Ripe red fruits dominate this fruity 

wine. Its tannins are well integrated into this fresh-
ness giving a balanced wine that will develop rela-
tively quickly. Drink this wine from 2021. Eastern 
Wine Distributors. —R.V. 
abv: 15% Price: $16 

87 Producta Vignobles 2016 Château Timbau 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). Bold tannins are the 

dominant character of this wine. Its weight comes 
as much from its structure as from the fruit that is 
still suppressed and needs time. Drink from 2022. 
Wine Circle. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $17 

86 Château Bois de Favereau 2015 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. The vineyard for this wine lies 

in the far east of the Entre-Deux-Mers. It has pro-
duced a soft, fruity wine with gentle tannins and 
open fruitiness. The wine has attractive black-
currant flavors and acidity along with a dry core 
that keeps everything together. Drink now. Calvert 
Woodley Fine Wines & Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

86 Château de la Cour d’Argent 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. This aromatic wine with fine 

fruits and rich tannins is still at an early stage in its 
development. It shows dryness as well as richness 
and needs a few years. Drink from 2022. Z Wine 
Gallery Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $32 

86 Château Fleur Haut Gaussens 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. This ripe wine has attractively 

soft tannins and juicy, jammy red-berry flavors. It 
does have a dry core but the fruit is dominant. Drink 
this wine from 2021. Z Wine Gallery Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $16 

86 Château La Gabarre 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. Bright red cherries and raspberries 

shine out of this attractive, light and jammy wine. 
Its tannins are well behaved behind all this fruiti-
ness. Drink this wine from 2021. Michael Corso 
Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

86 Château Lagrave Paran 2011 Cuvée Geraldine 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). This wine is begin-

ning to brown at the edges, indicating its age. This 
cuvée is mature although, typically for this vintage, 
it has not lost its tannins. Drink now, although it 
will have a tough edge. Serge Doré Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $40 

86 Château Maison Noble 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. Firm and closed, this wine has 

a way to go. Solid tannins dominate and there is a 
strong sense of extraction and bitterness. The wine 
should soften, although the tannins will remain. 
Don’t drink before 2022. C’est Vin LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $22 

85 Château Gabachot 2016 Bordeaux Supérieur. 
Fruity and ripe, this wine is developing fast. 

Its tannins are already soft, giving an attractive red-
fruit-flavored wine. Drink from 2021. VinAccess 
International. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

85 Château La Rose du Pin 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. Caramel and spice flavors give a 

curious edge to this wine. Dense tannins leave little 
sign of any fruit. It has too much structure. Baystate 
Wine & Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

85 Château Lauduc 2016 Tradition (Bordeaux 
Supérieur). A ripe, juicy wine with attrac-

tive berry flavors and acidity, this is likely to develop 
relatively quickly. Drink from 2021. Franck’s Signa-
ture Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

85 Château le Grand Verdus 2016 Bordeaux 
Supérieur. This fruity wine has good acidity 

and a light structure. Easy and fresh, it offers light, 
well-integrated tannins. The wine should be ready 
from 2021. Wine Universe Corp. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

85 Château Timberlay 2016 Bordeaux Supéri-
eur. Intensely toasty and with strong burnt-

wood flavors, this is a tough wine. It has weight so 
fruit may await, but the balance is not there yet. 
Terlato Wines International. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $17 

84 Château Bois Malot 2016 Tradition (Bor-
deaux Supérieur). This producer was over-

enthusiastic with wood aging. The wine is all about 
high toast, giving little space for the fruit. That lack 
of balance may not change. Kappy’s Importing and 
Distributing Co. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

84 Château Pertignas 2016 Cuvée de Copains 
(Bordeaux Supérieur). This wine holds fruit 

that was too ripe, giving a clumsy character. It has 
structure as well as bright acidity, but the wine is 
spoiled by the jamminess. Petit Vin. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $23 

83 Château La Mothe du Barry 2016 Cuvée le 
Barry (Bordeaux Supérieur). This wine is 

spoiled by overripe fruit. It has a juicy component 
as well as firm tannins, but that high-alcohol jammy 
character is not pleasant. Elite Wines Import. —R.V. 
abv: 15% Price: $25 

83 Château Rouquette 2014 La Tour aux 
Palombes (Bordeaux Supérieur). High-toast 

flavors still dominate this wine, although they 
should by now have melded into the fruit. It sug-
gests the wine will continue to have strong, bitter 
wood flavors. Valkyrie Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

83 Château Saint Antoine 2016 Fleur Saint 
Antoine (Bordeaux Supérieur). Closed and 

tough, this wine has spent too long in wood. It offers 
little but spice and toast. Riverside Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

BORDEAUX

91 Château Maison Noble Saint Martin 2016 Bor-
deaux. Bold tannins, rich wood flavors and 

equally rich black fruits have produced a powerful 
wine. Its richness and concentration are going to 
give an impressive wine as it develops. Drink from 
2022. Misa Imports. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

91 Les Vignerons de Tutiac 2015 Lieu-dit Verdot 
(Bordeaux). One of the exciting wines pro-

duced by this go-ahead cooperative in Blaye, this is 
pure Petit Verdot. Dark in color, packed with firm 
tannins and impressive black fruits, it is a wine to 
age for several years. Drink from 2022. Wine Wine 
Situation LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $40 

90 Château Belle-Garde 2016 Elevé en Fût (Bor-
deaux). Ripe and already smooth, this full 

wine is juicy and jammy. Generous red fruits go well 
with the firmer tannic core that will allow it to age. 
Drink from 2021. Misa Imports. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

90 Château Briot 2016 Bordeaux. Ripe and 
rich, this juicy wine is full of black fruits. It 

is balanced, with soft tannins partnering with berry 
flavors and acidity. The wine will develop well, so 
drink from 2020. Europvin USA. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

90 Château Joinin 2016 Bordeaux. In this rich 
wine, powerful, spicy tannins and a solid 

structure pair well with the black fruits. It shows 
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the density of the vintage as well as its potential. 
Drink this structured wine from 2022. Masciarelli 
Wine Co. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $11 

90 Château la Freynelle 2016 La Freynelle Cab-
ernet Sauvignon (Bordeaux). This wine is 

ripe and full of fruit. Tannins come through strongly 
giving the wine good structure and good potential. 
Concentrated, the wine will develop well. Drink 
from 2021. Aquitaine Wine Company. Editors’ 
Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

90 Château Lamothe Castéra 2016 Cabernet 
Sauvignon-Merlot (Bordeaux). For full 

review see page 18. Best Buy. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

90 Château Lary 2016 Bordeaux. This rich, 
juicy wine offers swathes of black fruit and 

balanced, firm tannins. Still very young, it is struc-
tured and dense, packed with blackberry flavors 
with a concentrated, dark aftertaste. Drink from 
2021. Vision Wine Brands. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $12 

90 Château Malbec 2016 Bordeaux. Rich, fruity 
and full bodied, this spicy wine has a good 

future. Its tannins and structure are still firm and 
upfront, but the black fruits are ripe and generous. 
Drink this attractive wine from 2021. Luneau USA 
Inc. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

90 Château Roques Mauriac 2016 Damnation 
(Bordeaux). Mint aromas and the wood 

flavors of this wine give it a sweet character that 
contrasts with the juicy fruits and good acidity that 
come through strongly. This ripe, balanced wine 
will develop well. Drink from 2021. Total Wine & 
More. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

90 Château Vieux Manoir 2016 Bordeaux. This 
rich wine is full of ripe fruits and some firm 

tannins that are already integrated. Full, warm and 
spicy, it has excellent potential. Drink from 2021. 
Mutual Distributing Co. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $12 

90 Union de Producteurs de Saint-Émilion 2016 
Esprit de Fonrozay (Bordeaux). Warm and 

ripe, this wine is full of black fruits and rich tan-
nins. It is structured but this foundation is already 
well integrated with the fruit. Spice and a touch of 
licorice indicate the wood aging and also the poten-
tial of this wine. Drink from 2021. Swiss Cellars. 
Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $12 

90 Vignerons de Tutiac 2016 Verdot (Bor-
deaux). In this wine, mint aromas from 

wood aging come through strongly while the fruit is 
elegant and structured. Together they make a stylish 

wine, rich while balanced, and full of fruit as well as 
structure. Drink from 2021. Kindred Vines. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $40 

89 Château du Bernat 2016 L’Exception (Bor-
deaux). A ripe, perfumed wine with fine 

tannins and a spicy structure, this is rich and offers 
good potential. Berry fruits go well with the tannic 
structure to create a balanced wine, ready to drink 
from 2021. Garnet New York. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $17 

89 Château La Rame 2016 Bordeaux. Wood 
aromas feature strongly in this wine. On 

the palate, they give it a strong spicy character with 
plenty of new-barrel flavors. The wine also has 
plenty of fruit and acidity to sustain the structure. 
Drink from 2022. Rosenthal Wine Merchant. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $17 

89 Château les Arromans 2016 Bordeaux. This 
ripe, smooth wine offers delicious black 

fruits. Wood aging shows in the spice and dark- 
chocolate flavors although it does not interfere with 
the wine’s fruitiness. Drink from 2021. Elite Wines 
Import. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $12 

89 Château Sainte Barbe 2016 Merlot du Châ-
teau Sainte Barbe (Bordeaux). This wine 

has dense fruit and structure. Tannins, black fruits 
and balanced acidity contrast with the smoky 
wood-aging flavors. The wine will develop well. 
Drink from 2021. Eastern Wine Distributors. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $24 

89 Cordier 2016 Château d’Haurets (Bordeaux). 
Rich, structured and generous, this wine 

has great potential. Its firm tannins don’t mask the 
juicy black-currant and blueberry fruits and acid-
ity. Drink from 2021. Vinadeis Americas USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

88 Château Buisson-Redon 2016 Bordeaux. 
Good acidity goes hand in hand with a firm 

structure that is typical of the vintage. Packed with 
juicy black-currant flavors, this will be a rich wine. 
Drink from 2021. Vinum Wine Importing and Dis-
tributing LLC. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $11 

88 Château Curton La Perrière 2016 Bordeaux. 
This wine is tannic and firm with concen-

tration and rich black fruits. It has power and a 
strong sense of structure. The wine will need some 
time to develop, so will be best left until 2022.  
T. Elenteny Imports. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $12 

88 Château de Beauregard-Ducourt 2016 Bor-
deaux. This rich wine that is smoothly 

structured with spice and smoky fruit shows excel-
lent potential. Density, dusty tannins and bright 

acidity all point to readiness from 2021. Baystate 
Wine & Spirits. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

88 Château de Costis 2016 Bordeaux. Fine, 
dusty tannins give this wine a warm feel. 

Its rich structure is matched by the ripe blackberry 
fruits and given a lift by acidity. Drink from 2021. 
Multiple U.S. importers. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $10 

88 Château de Juge 2016 Bordeaux. The good 
quality of this vintage is very present in this 

ripe, juicy wine. Smooth, rich tannins are contained 
in warm, succulent Merlot fruitiness and acidity. 
This already enjoyable wine will be even better from 
2019. Europvin USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 

88 Château des Combes 2016 Bordeaux. This 
wine from Celliers de Bordeaux Benauge 

has firm tannins that lie over the ripe berry fruits. 
All this will develop into a ripe, structured wine 
with good acidity and delicious fruitiness. Drink 
from 2021. Planet Wine. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

88 Château Fonfroide 2016 Bordeaux. From 
vines situated in the heart of the Entre-

Deux-Mers region, this wine is structured and 
firmly tannic. The tannins just avoid bitterness 
through the potential of the ripe black-currant 
fruits and acidity. It’s a wine to age; drink from 
2020. Advantage International. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

88 Château Gloria 2016 Bordeaux de Gloria 
(Bordeaux). This spicy wine with black-

currant fruits and acidity is produced by the team 
of Saint-Julien’s Château Gloria. It needs until mid 
2019 for the wood to calm down and then it will 
be a ripe, easy and deliciously open wine. Tri-Vin 
Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

88 Château Grand Jean 2016 Bordeaux. Wood 
aging is still very apparent in the spice and 

dark-chocolate flavors of this wine. It also shows 
ripe fruitiness and potential richness. This Dulon 
wine will develop well and should be ready to drink 
from 2021. Lompian Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

88 Château Haut Grand Champ 2016 Bordeaux. 
Ripe fruit vies with firm tannins to produce 

a wine that is structured and also rich. As the two 
elements develop, this will become a full and pow-
erful wine. Drink from 2021. MHW, Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $30 

88 Château Haut Mazières 2016 Bordeaux. Lay-
ers of wood and spice give this Caves de 

Rauzan wine a dark, dense character. It is rich while 
also structured, suggesting good potential. With its 
black fruits, acidity and tannins, the wine needs 
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some time. Drink from 2021. La Ville Imports. Best 
Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $13 

88 Château Haut-Bicou 2015 Bordeaux. Made 
from organically grown grapes, this wine is 

soft and generous, filled with ripe black fruits and 
juicy acidity. It offers berry flavors and a warm, rich 
structure, with tannins lifted by the backdrop of 
fresher fruit. The wine will develop quickly. Drink 
from 2019. Worldwide Wines, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

88 Château la Freynelle 2016 La Freynelle (Bor-
deaux). This concentrated wine with dense 

tannins is powerful. It has big black fruits, a ripe 
structure as well as great fruitiness. Drink this 
already balanced wine from 2020. Aquitaine Wine 
Company. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $14 

88 Château le Sèpe 2016 Cuvée Classique (Bor-
deaux). This balanced wine has fine tannins 

that go well with the juicy black fruits. Structured 
and full of bold fruits, it is likely to be ready to drink 
from 2021. Gemm International. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

88 Château Léognan 2014 Renaissance (Bor-
deaux). Spicy with layered wood flavors as 

well as the taste of black currants, this wine is full of 
the juicy fruitiness of the vintage. It is now matur-
ing well. Wood aging has given an edge of warmth 
to the wine, balanced with acidity and a rich after-
taste. Drink now. Wine Wine Situation LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $30 

88 Château Moulin de Ferran 2016 Bordeaux. 
Full of fruit as well as tannins, this Bois-

sonneau wine is powerful and dense. Its ripeness 
and concentration come from the vintage and give 
a powerful wine that has good potential. Drink from 
2021. Grape Expectations (CA). —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

88 Château Petit-Freylon 2016 Cuvée Michel 
(Bordeaux). Eucalyptus aromas and juicy 

fruit come together in this harmonious, ripe wine. 
Its tannins and structure balance well with the 
blueberry flavors and acidity. The wine will develop 
slowly, so wait until 2022. Misa Imports. Best Buy. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $13 

88 Château Tassin 2016 Bordeaux. An attrac-
tively perfumed wine with soft ripe tan-

nins, this is already balanced. Its wood flavors and 
black currant fruit are generous and rich. The wine 
should be ready to drink from 2021. Wineberry 
America LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $14 

88 Château Thieuley 2016 Bordeaux. Intense 
acidity and crisp red fruits are balanced by 

a core of dry tannins. This wine has structure and 

is firm at this stage, but the fresh, smoky fruitiness 
means it will develop relatively quickly. Drink from 
2020. Misa Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

88 Château Thieuley 2016 Réserve Francis Cour-
selle (Bordeaux). This is an attractively 

nuanced wine, with good acidity giving way to red-
berry flavors and then some firm tannins. The wine 
is set to develop well and should be drunk from 
2020. Misa Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

88 Château Tire Pé 2016 Les Malbecs (Bor-
deaux). A perfumed 100% Malbec wine, 

this has rounded tannins, rich flavors and plenty 
of potential. Bold, full of black fruitiness and firmly 
structured, the wine will take time to develop. Drink 
from 2022. Jenny and François Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $30 

88 Cheval Quancard 2016 Réserve (Bordeaux). 
This structured wine is ripe with berry 

fruits. Its tannins have a smoky quality from the 
wood aging although not enough to diminish the 
ripeness of the fruit. Let this wine age and drink 
from 2021. MHW, Ltd. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $9 

88 Dourthe 2016 La Grande Cuvée (Bordeaux). 
Full and rich, this wine has weight and good 

potential. The tannins are firm, solid and dense 
with a dry core, but surrounded by generous fruit 
and acidity. Drink from 2020. Thiénot USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $14 

88 Maison Bouey 2016 Château Baruaud (Bor-
deaux). Ripe fruit and fine tannins are well 

balanced in this rich wine. With its acidity and juicy 
black-currant fruits, the wine is already delicious. 
Drink this attractive wine from 2021. Hendry Pre-
mium Imports, Inc. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $10 

88 Producta Vignobles 2016 Château Moulin de 
Lagut (Bordeaux). This balanced wine has 

both firm tannins and rich fruit. They are beginning 
to come together to give a full, structured wine, 
packed with bold black flavors. Drink from 2021. 
Wine Circle. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $16 

87 Château Bonnet 2015 Cabernet Sauvignon-
Merlot (Bordeaux). From one of the largest 

estates in Bordeaux, owned by André Lurton, this 
ripe, easy and fruity wine is made for early drinking. 
A half-and-half blend of Cabernet Sauvignon and 
Merlot, it offers soft tannins plus jammy blackberry 
flavors that give it an open character. Drink now. 
Deutsch Family Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $15 

87 Château de Fontenille 2016 Bordeaux. Black 
fruits are dominated by the spicy, extracted 

character of this wine. Licorice and dark coffee fla-

vors from the wood aging need to soften. Wait for 
the potential of this wine to be released and drink 
from 2021. Craft + Estate–The Winebow Group. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

87 Château Haut Biraud 2016 Bordeaux. It takes 
time to get through the dense tannins of 

this Yvon Mau wine. As they soften, they bring out 
the ripe berry flavors and good acidity that are also 
important elements in this wine that will age well. 
Drink from 2021. MHW, Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $40 

87 Château Haut Cormier 2016 Bordeaux. Rich 
and jammy, this wine lays bold red fruits 

over some firm tannins. Its structure and density 
are a product of this fine vintage. Drink from 2021. 
Mr. Wine. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $27 

87 Château Lamothe-Vincent 2016 Intense (Bor-
deaux). This is a fresh wine, juicy with acid-

ity and gentle tannins. The red fruits are matched by 
a core of dryness as well as balanced acidity. Drink 
the wine from 2021. Regal Wine Imports Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $13 

87 Château La Rose Saint Germain 2016 Bor-
deaux. This ripe and fruity wine is lightly 

structured and offers appealing berry flavors. Acid-
ity and juiciness come through the tannins strongly, 
giving a wine that will be delicious. Drink from 
2020. Bordeaux Wine Locators. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

87 Château Lauduc 2016 Classic (Bordeaux). 
Jammy red fruits come through strongly in 

this wine with its ripe tannins and rich potential. 
The wine has plenty of structure as well as juicy 
acidity and berry flavors. Drink from 2020. Franck’s 
Signature Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

87 Château les Granges 2016 Bordeaux. This is 
a ripe and spicy wine with attractive black 

fruits and soft tannins. It has good acidity and 
juicy blackberry fruits. Drink this wine from 2020. 
Bridge Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $14 

87 Château Magnol 2016 M de Magnol (Bor-
deaux). This wine is firm with tannins and 

also packed with rich fruits. It has concentration, 
ripe berry flavors and layers of juicy acidity. Give 
this wine some time and don’t drink before 2021. 
Barton & Guestier USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

87 Château Reynier 2016 Bordeaux. While this 
wine is closed up, it is possible to see its 

potential of juicy red fruits and fine tannins. Give 
the wine time to open and fill out. Drink from 2021. 
Regal Wine Imports Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $13 
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87 Château Tour de Mirambeau 2016 Tour de 
Mirambeau (Bordeaux). Firm tannins and 

strong signs of wood aging mark out this young wine 
from the Despagne family’s flagship property. With 
intense acidity and black currant fruits, it needs to 
soften and fill out. Give this structured wine until 
2021. Ideal Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

87 Cru de la Maqueline 2016 Bordeaux. Firm 
tannins are the hallmark of this wine. 

Although its solid structure and dry core still domi-
nate, the wine’s weight shows there is plenty of fruit 
to develop. Drink from 2021. Luneau USA Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $20 

87 Michel Lynch 2016 Bordeaux. Juicy red-berry 
fruits are evident in this softly textured 

wine. Juicy acidity and tannins give it both struc-
ture and aging potential. Drink this generous wine 
from 2021. Multiple U.S. importers. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $12 

87 Univitis 2016 Château le Clairiot (Bordeaux). 
A structured wine, still on the young side, 

this has the potential of rich black fruits and ripe 
tannins. Made with nearly 60% Merlot, this jammy, 
generous wine will be ready from 2019. Vineyard 
Road. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

87 Vignobles André Lurton 2015 Château Gou-
min (Bordeaux). This estate in the Entre-

Deux-Mers region has produced a rich wine, a 
generous reflection of the vintage. It is just moving 
from young red fruits to mature flavors while still 
showing spice and wood accents. Drink from 2019. 
Beverage Solutions and Logistics, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

86 Château Bel Air La Perrière 2016 Bordeaux. 
This wine is structured and firm, with dark 

tannins and a core of smoky, bitter flavors. Let this 
wine rest for the potential of its black fruits to shine. 
Drink from 2021. Leonard Kreusch, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $12 

86 Château de Bouchet 2016 La Rentière (Bor-
deaux). This wine has potential, bringing 

together ripe fruits and soft tannins. Its acidity and 
dry core will allow it to age. Drink from 2021. Regal 
Wine Imports Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $13 

86 Château la Favière 2015 Bordeaux. Eighteen 
months in wood was perhaps too much for 

this wine. It is now dominated by toasty wood fla-
vors and dense tannins. Spice, pepper and a bitter 
edge come before the fruitiness. It will soften, but 
it seems that woodiness will always be there. Lef-
Group, LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $23 

86 Château Larrivet Haut-Brion 2016 Bordeaux 
de Larrivet Haut-Brion (Bordeaux). This 

fresh, fruity wine has good acidity and soft tannins. 
The attractive juicy character partners with a back-
bone of tannins. Drink from 2020. Angel’s Share 
Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

86 Château Le Bonalguet 2016 Bordeaux. This 
smoky, meaty wine offers solid tannins and 

high-toast, burnt flavors. Luckily the fruit is there 
and should shine through the structure as the wine 
develops. Drink from 2021. Direct Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 

86 Château Moulin de Vignolle 2016 Bordeaux. 
An attractive smoky aroma is followed by 

ripe tannins and juicy black-currant fruit. The wine 
is fresh and fruity, with gentle tannins that will 
soften soon. Drink from 2020. Mr. Wine. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $17 

86 Château Tour de Bonnet 2016 Bordeaux. 
This juicy, fruity wine from the André Lur-

ton group offers attractive red fruits and plenty of 
acidity. It has a poised, light feel, crisp and lightly 
textured at the end. Drink from 2020. Total Wine 
& More. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $18 

86 Domaines Barons de Rothschild (Lafite) 
2016 Légende (Bordeaux). One of a range 

of wines produced by the Château Lafite-Rothschild 
winemaking team, this bottling is generous, ripe 
and juicy. Its black-currant fruits, soft tannins and 
open texture mean it is almost ready to enjoy. Drink 
from 2019. Taub Family Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $18 

86 Univitis 2015 Château les Vergnes (Bor-
deaux). One of several Bordeaux chateaus 

that are followed by the Univitis cooperative, this 
wine has the generosity to be expected from this 
ripe vintage. Firm tannins will allow the wine to age 
further. Drink from 2019. Allied Importers, USA, 
Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $12 

85 Château de Hartes 2016 Bordeaux. Soft, 
fruity and open, this wine has attrac-

tive red-berry flavors and light tannins. It should 
develop quickly. Drink from 2020. Stone Hill Group 
LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $16 

85 Château du Claouset 2016 Bordeaux. While 
tannins dominate this wine, it also has lots 

of fruit potential. The richness and structure of the 
vintage are there, meaning the wine will develop. 
Drink from 2021. Fruit of the Vines, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $12 

85 Château la Castillonne 2016 Bordeaux. A 
juicy red-berry flavor and bright acidity 

carry this light-bodied wine. The tannins are deli-
cate and the oak flavor is muted, leaving a wine that 

will develop quickly. Drink now. Luxco. Best Buy. 
—R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $10 

85 Château La Rose Montauran 2016 Bordeaux. 
This wine has soft tannins and juicy acidity. 

It is light and fruity, with an open character that 
means it will be ready to drink from 2019. T. Elen-
teny Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $12 

85 Château Lauzanet 2016 Bordeaux. Jammy 
and juicy, this wine is full of fruit. Struc-

ture and tannins take a back seat. Blackberry flavors 
and acidity will give it an attractive, if lightweight, 
future. Drink from 2020. First National Wines & 
Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $12 

85 Château Rauzan Despagne 2016 Bordeaux. 
Acidity shows strongly in this wine along 

with the dry tannins. It has weight, suggesting ripe 
fruits that need to develop. Drink this wine from 
2021. The Wine Company. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

85 Château Teyssier 2016 Bordeaux. This firmly 
structured wine has fine tannins and layers 

of wood. The fruit is forward, juicy with blackberry 
flavors and acidity. Drink this wine from 2020. 
Regal Wine Imports Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $14 

85 Clarendelle 2016 Inspired by Haut-Brion 
(Bordeaux). This wine is dry, firm and 

seems to have too much extraction. The fruit glim-
mesr in the background and needs plenty of time to 
develop, so wait until 2021. Southern Glazer’s Wine 
and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $14 

85 Univitis 2016 Grand Théatre (Bordeaux). 
This soft, lightly woody blend dominated by 

Merlot is ready to drink. Easygoing red-berry fruits 
are lifted by some acidity at the end. Drink now. 
Youngs Market Co. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $8 

84 Château Franc Couplet 2016 Bordeaux. This 
wine is soft, fruity and likely to be ready 

to drink soon. Its red fruits and acidity are already 
attractive. Drink from 2020. Frederick Wildman & 
Sons, Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $10 

84 Château Haut Clary 2016 Bordeaux. Red 
berry fruits dominate this young wine. 

While it has a firm structure, the attractiveness 
of the fruit and acidity give it the potential to age 
quickly. Drink this wine from 2020. MHW, Ltd. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

84 Château la Petite Borie 2016 Bordeaux. This 
soft, jammy wine does not have much struc-
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ture. It will develop quickly, giving red-berry flavors 
and acidity. Luxco. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $13 

84 Château Les Graves de Barrau 2016 Bor-
deaux. Light and fruity, this gently struc-

tured wine offers spice and wood flavors. Drink 
from 2020. Boisset Collection. —R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $14 

84 Univitis 2016 Rocheterrier (Bordeaux). One 
of the brands produced by this large coop-

erative, this rich wine has an odd earthy character 
that is less appealing. It is ready to drink. Tri-Vin 
Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $12 

83 Château La Croix de Marsan 2016 Bordeaux. 
Dark chocolate and spice dominate this 

tough wine. The structure and extraction have 
smothered the fruit. Aging will be a hard call. Misa 
Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

83 Univitis 2016 L’Heritage du Marquis de Greys-
sac (Bordeaux). This soft, lightly tannic 

wine suggests red berries and a touch of spice. The 
wine is open and ready to drink. Dozortsev. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $17 

82 Maison Hebrard 2016 Bel Air (Bordeaux). 
This unfocused wine has hard tannins and 

a firm structure. What’s missing is the fruit, which 
may not come through. Regal Wine Imports Inc. 
—R.V. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $14 

BURGUNDY
WHITE WINES

CHABLIS GRAND CRU

95 Jean-Marc Brocard 2016 Les Clos Grand Cru 
(Chablis). This is a structured wine, ripe 

while layered with minerality and a full texture. 
Rich yellow and white stone fruits are cut with 
steely acidity that shows the wine’s aging potential. 
Coming from arguably the finest of the Grand Cru 
vineyards, the wine is still young. Wait until 2023. 
Verity Wine Partners. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $90 

94 Jean-Marc Brocard 2016 Vaudésir Grand Cru 
(Chablis). This is a poised, elegant wine, 

balancing ripe fruits against a perfumed and tex-
tured character. It is young, with bright fruits still 
to the fore. Acidity and minerality play their part in 
giving this wine its structure and aging potential. 
Drink from 2022. Verity Wine Partners. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $80 

93 Domaine Chenevières 2016 Grand Cru (Cha-
blis). A blend across a number of grand cru 

vineyards, this young wine is packed with fruit and 
rich with minerality. It already shows a good poise 
between acidity and richness, fruit and structure. 
The wine needs to age to bring out its density. Drink 
from 2020. Saranty Imports. Cellar Selection. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $64 

CHABLIS PREMIER CRU

93 Jean-Marc Brocard 2017 Butteaux Premier 
Cru (Chablis). This rich wine comes from a 

vineyard with more clay soil than many in Chablis. 
Its weight and density are balanced by the perfumed 
yellow fruits and acidity. It’s a fine wine already, but 
will be richer as it matures. Drink from 2021. Verity 
Wine Partners. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $50 

93 Jean-Marc Brocard 2017 Fourchaume Premier 
Cru (Chablis). This is a rich style of Chablis, 

profiting from the deeper soil of the vineyard. It is 
full bodied while never losing sight of the essential 
minerality and crispness of the Chardonnay. The 
wine is already packed with fruit but needs to age 
further. Drink from 2021. Verity Wine Partners. 
Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $40 

93 Jean-Marc Brocard 2017 Vaulorent Premier 
Cru (Chablis). This premier cru is close to 

the Grand Cru Les Preuses vineyard. Concentration 
and beautiful richness are apparent in this struc-
tured wine. It shares generous yellow fruits with 
taut acidity and a tight structure. As it matures fur-
ther, the wine will open out generously. Drink from 
2021. Verity Wine Partners. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $45 

92 Domaine Chenevières 2016 Côte de Léchet 
Premier Cru (Chablis). This wine comes from 

one of the cooler premier crus and that shows in the 
enhanced acidity and crisp texture. That gives a taut 
wine with some of the steely minerality associated 
with Chablis. It makes for a delicious, refreshing 
wine that will be ready from 2020. Saranty Imports. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $32 

92 Domaine Chenevières 2016 Fourchaume Pre-
mier Cru (Chablis). To the north of the line 

of Grand Crus, this premier cru is one of the most 
familiar. This wine is rich, full and well balanced. 
Ripe yellow fruits are cut with acidity, minerality 
and a tangy, zesty edge that is delicious. Drink this 
poised wine from 2020. Saranty Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $37 

92 Domaine Fourrey 2017 Vaillons Premier Cru 
(Chablis). Four generations of the Fourrey 

family have produced wine in Chablis. This latest 
vintage hails from one of their top parcels. Its crisp-
ness contrasts well with the weight and mineral 
texture of this young wine. Good acidity and a tangy 

texture indicate a good future. Drink from 2020. 
Fruit of the Vines, Inc. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

92 Jean-Marc Brocard 2017 Montée de Tonnerre 
Premier Cru (Chablis). Next to the line of 

Grand Cru vineyards, this premier cru is one of the 
finest. This wine has minerality, a steely edge and a 
chalky character. These are allied to the ripe fruits 
that hint of apricot and offer both richness and 
crisp freshness. Drink this wine from 2021. Verity 
Wine Partners. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $45 

92 Jean-Marc Brocard 2017 Vau de Vey Premier 
Cru (Chablis). The east-facing vineyard gives 

cool wines with layers of intense acidity that con-
trast with the honey flavors of this wine. The two 
elements give a rich wine but one with plenty of 
freshness as well as spice. Drink from 2021. Verity 
Wine Partners. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $32 

91 Domaine Chenevières 2016 L’Homme Mort 
Premier Cru (Chablis). This rich, soft wine is 

very approachable. A honeyed edge balances the 
crisp texture and ripe apples. The wine comes from 
one of the more northerly of the premier crus, but it 
has a southerly expression that gives the warm fruit 
in this wine. Drink from 2020. Saranty Imports. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $40 

91 Domaine Fourrey 2017 Côte de Lechet Premier 
Cru (Chablis). This cool wine is typical of one 

of the more structured of the premier cru vine-
yards, enhancing the mineral character and tight 
green-fruit acidity. The balance comes from a touch 
of spice and hazelnut flavors. Drink the wine from 
2020. Fruit of the Vines, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

91 Domaine Fourrey 2017 Mont de Milieu Premier 
Cru (Chablis). Full and rich, this generous 

wine comes from one of the sunniest Premier Crus 
in Chablis. It offers warmth, ripe white fruits and 
lime flavors along with a spicy texture. The wine’s 
richness is already enjoyable but it will be better 
from 2020. Fruit of the Vines, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

90 Domaine Gueguen 2017 Vaucoupin Premier 
Cru (Chablis). This rich, still-young wine 

displays a good balance between fruit and structure. 
Acidity is balanced by the ripe yellow fruits, mineral 
texture and rapier-like character. Drink this wine 
from 2020. T. Elenteny Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $45 

89 Domaine Massin 2014 Montée de Tonnerre 
Premier Cru (Chablis). A deliciously mature 

wine, this is ripe with yellow fruits that are soft-
ening, showing secondary flavors of hazelnuts over 
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the acidity and minerality. This rich wine is ready to 
drink. Cuvée Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $43 

CHABLIS

90 Domaine Chenevières 2016 Les Grandes 
Vignes (Chablis). A rich wine that has a 

creamy texture, this is generous while also striking 
a strongly mineral note. After nearly two years in 
bottle, the delicious fruit is rounded with layers of 
apple, ripe pear and crisper lime flavors. Drink the 
wine now. Saranty Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $27 

90 Jean-Marc Brocard 2017 Vieilles Vignes de 
Sainte-Claire (Chablis). Named after the 

church next door to the producer’s winery, this 
wine comes from 70-year-old vines. It has depth, 
richness and good concentration. Made from organ-
ically grown grapes, the wine is bright with yellow 
fruits and citrus. Drink now Verity Wine Partners. 
Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $28 

88 Domaine Chenevières 2017 Chablis. Pro-
duced by the Brocard family, one of the 

larger vineyard owners in Chablis, this wine comes 
from one of the most northerly villages in the 
region. It is crisp and lemony, with touches of yel-
low fruits. A bright while rich wine, it is ready to 
drink. Saranty Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

88 Jean-Marc Brocard 2017 Sainte-Claire (Cha-
blis). Tight and mineral, this wine is tex-

tured from the chalk soil. It has lively acidity and 
fresh citrus and green-apple flavors. Drink this clas-
sic Chablis now. Verity Wine Partners. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $22 

88 Xavier Flouret 2016 Marly Domaine Hamelin 
(Chablis). A soft, rounded Chablis, this has 

a smooth texture that is gently cut by a steel edge of 
acidity. Well balanced, with a crisp aftertaste, the 
wine is ready to drink. Cognac One, LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $24 

86 Domaine Massin 2014 Chablis. This wine 
proves that even simple Chablis can age 

well. The intense crispness has diminished to give a 
wine that has almonds, touches of spice and an edge 
of honey. Drink now. Cuvée Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $27 

CORTON-CHARLEMAGNE

94 Albert Bichot 2016 Domaine du Pavillon 
(Corton-Charlemagne). Always impressive 

and powerful in its richness, this Grand Cru has 
produced a full-bodied, rich and generously fruity 
wine. Wood aging has added some spice as well, giv-
ing a fuller, richer character. The wine needs to age 

and should not be drunk before 2022 Albert Bichot 
USA. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $238 

93 Lucien Muzard et Fils 2016 Corton-Char-
lemagne. This wine has the power associ-

ated with this appellation, giving richness even 
while it is still so young. Its weight, spice and acid-
ity are there, packed into a tight parcel that will 
need to age. Drink this powerful, toasty wine from 
2022. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $215 

MEURSAULT

94 Château de Saint-Aubin 2015 La Pièce sous le 
Bois Premier Cru (Meursault). Under wine-

maker Nadine Gublin’s hand and new ownership, 
this four-acre former Charles Blondeau-Danne Père 
property delivers from the start offering both great 
richness and a tight texture. It is concentrated with 
mineral texture giving a balanced, rich wine that 
also has freshness. It sings of attractive fruits and 
structure as well as immediate drinkability. Wine-
sellers, Ltd. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $126 

92 Albert Bichot 2016 Domaine du Pavillon Les 
Charmes Premier Cru (Meursault). From one 

of the most famous of the Meursault vineyards, 
this wine shows a good poise between tight texture 
and a more opulent character. An edge of mineral-
ity draws together the toasty flavors and the warm 
fruits. Drink this rich wine from 2021. Albert Bichot 
USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $116 

92 Château de Meursault 2015 Perrières Premier 
Cru (Meursault). This rich wine is now fully 

mature and ready to drink. It has weight and rich-
ness as well as strong minerality and acidity. A bal-
anced, spicy wine, it’s opulent and fully textured. 
Drink now. Terlato Wines International. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $175 

91 Albert Bichot 2016 Domaine du Pavillon 
(Meursault). Produced from one of this nego-

ciant’s own vineyards, this wine is on the generous 
side of Meursault. Richness, fruitiness and touches 
of wood aging are balanced with the crisper, mineral 
texture that will let the wine age. Drink from 2020. 
Albert Bichot USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $99 

91 Château de Meursault 2015 Charmes Premier 
Cru (Meursault). Perfumed and textured with 

richness, this wine is ready to drink. It has the con-
centration of a wine from this vintage while also 
having layers of toastiness, minerality and fresh-
ness. Drink now. Terlato Wines International. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $130 

91 Domaine Huber Verdereau 2014 La Pièce Sous 
le Bois Premier Cru (Meursault). The freshness 

of this vintage still shows strongly in this mature 
wine. Its fruitiness is allied with a touch of toast 
and freshness to produce a wine that still sings of 
bright fruit. Drink now. Indie Wineries. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $95 

91 Domaine Saint Marc 2015 Bois de Blagny 
(Meursault). Obviously toasty, this spicy 

wine also has plenty of crisp fruit to balance its 
richness. It is now mature, ripe with white fruits, 
citrus and a tight texture that gives it final fresh-
ness. Drink now. Frederick Corriher Wine. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $58 

90 Henri Darnat 2017 Clos du Domaine (Meur-
sault). This wood-aged wine is rich, show-

ing lots of spice and toast. Juicy green-fruit flavors 
are there but are still to show their true ripeness 
and balanced acidity. Wait for this wine, from the 
home vineyard of the producer, until 2020. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

90 Maison Stéphane Brocard 2017 Closerie des 
Alisiers Terroir de Meursault (Meursault). 

Taut and tightly textured, this young wine is packed 
with citrus and apple flavors. It has weight and the 
potential to age. Beautifully crisp, refreshing as well 
as rich, the wine will be ready to drink from 2020. 
Ideal Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $65 

88 Domaine Antonin Guyon 2016 Premier Cru 
(Meursault). This wine is ripe, toasty and 

textured, with a nervy edge that gives it balance. 
The wine will age further, so drink from 2020. Taub 
Family Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $115 

87 Domaine Stéphane De Sousa 2016 Les Mil-
lerands (Meursault). This ripe wine is toasty, 

yeasty and ready to drink. Its fruitiness is there 
although the wine is more about texture and spici-
ness. Drink now. David Bowler Wine. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

PULIGNY-MONTRACHET

92 Albert Bichot 2016 Puligny-Montrachet. This 
wine is still young, with hints of richness 

behind its currently tight structure. It has plenty of 
acidity as well as ripe yellow and white stone-fruit 
flavors that are lifted by hints of spice from wood 
aging. This wine has plenty of the aristocratic char-
acter of a fine Puligny-Montrachet. Albert Bichot 
USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $94 

92 J. Coudray Bizot 2013 Les Combottes Premier 
Cru (Puligny-Montrachet). Vines up to 80 

years in age have contributed to this rich wine. Now 
in its beautiful maturity, it has an golden character, 
both in its color and in the way the fruit has devel-
oped wonderful secondary flavors, with almonds 
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and spice coming through. Drink the wine now. 
Bonhomie Wine Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $120 

92 Marcelle de Changey 2016 Puligny-Montra-
chet. Rich while also mineral textured, this 

wine, produced by Féry et Fils, shows excellent 
potential. Layers of white fruits, acidity and a taut 
character promise aging. Drink this tense wine from 
2020. Misa Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $60 

89 Madame Veuve Point 2015 Puligny-Montra-
chet. From the rich 2015 vintage, this is a 

full, ripe wine. Honey and creamed-apple flavors are 
made richer by the touches of nectarine and light 
acidity. It offers hints of toast as well as spice. Drink 
now. Total Beverage Solution. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $108 

SAINT-AUBIN

93 Jean-Claude Boisset 2016 En Remilly Premier 
Cru (Saint-Aubin). For full review see page 6. 

Editors’ Choice. 
abv: 13% Price: $55 

92 Château de Saint-Aubin 2015 Clos du Châ-
teau-Monopole Premier Cru (Saint-Aubin). 

With this vintage, the former Charles Blondeau-
Danne père domaine is under Piffaut family owner-
ship with a new name. Full of white stone fruits and 
with a tight citrus texture, the wine is still young. 
Its acidity and fruitiness are matched by the tight 
texture and nervy character of a wine that can wait. 
Drink this intense wine from 2019. Winesellers, 
Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $74 

92 Roux Père et Fils 2016 Les Cortons Premier 
Cru (Saint-Aubin). Ripe, full bodied and 

opulent, this wine also has the texture to age. With 
concentration and acidity balancing the fruits, it is 
complex, with freshness and richness working well 
together. Drink from 2020. Opici Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $65 

CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET

94 Domaine Jean Féry & Fils 2016 Abbaye de 
Morgeot Premier Cru (Chassagne-Montra-

chet). This full, rich wine is still young, but its 
toastiness, ripe apricot and pear flavors and intense 
spiciness all point to a good future. The wine has 
weight, ripe fruits and a tight texture. Drink from 
2021. Free Run Wine Merchants. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $65 

92 Roux Père et Fils 2016 Les Macherelles Pre-
mier Cru (Chassagne-Montrachet). Wood 

aged and still developing, this wine has great poten-
tial. Apples, citrus and hints of more tropical fruits 
are there, along with a tight texture that needs to 

soften. Give this wine until 2020 before drinking. 
Opici Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $120 

90 Albert Bichot 2016 Chassagne-Montrachet. 
Tight and mineral, this still-young wine 

offers generous yellow fruits as well as crisp, cool 
acidity. Developing slowly, it has rich potential. 
Drink from 2020. Albert Bichot USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $87 

90 Roux Père et Fils 2016 Chassagne-Montra-
chet. This mineral-textured wine is full of 

fruit while also being crisp and taut. Its lively char-
acter belies its weight and intensity. Drink this still-
developing wine from 2020. Opici Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $90 

OTHER CÔTE DE BEAUNE

92 Domaine Jessiaume 2016 Les Gravières Pre-
mier Cru (Santenay). For full review see page 

8. Cellar Selection. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $49 

92 Maison Champy 2015 En Caradeux Premier 
Cru (Pernand-Vergelesses). From a typically 

cool and crisp appellation, this is a delicious wine. 
Its tight mineral texture and bright acidity are all 
of a piece with the intense citrus and apple fruits. 
This structured wine will age further and should be 
ready from 2019. Diva Wine USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $69 

91 Chanson Père et Fils 2016 Les Hauts Marcon-
nets Premier Cru (Savigny-lès-Beaune). Still 

young, this crisp wine has a mineral texture and 
tight acidity. Along with the toastiness and spice, it 
is structured to age. Drink this rich, full wine from 
2020. Vintus LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $60 

89 Albert Bichot 2016 Santenay. This village 
Santenay is soft and creamy. Attractive 

apple fruits and good acidity cut through the rich-
ness. Smooth and just lightly juicy, the wine will be 
ready from 2019. Albert Bichot USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $60 

89 Domaine Serrigny 2015 Savigny-lès-Beaune. 
This ripe wine is smoothly textured and 

rich with toastiness as well as fruit. It is warm, 
generous and spicy, with baked apple and citrus in 
balance. Drink this full wine from 2019. Vintage ’59 
Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $50 

87 Jaffelin 2016 Ladoix. This fat, toasty wine 
shows touches of spice as well as ripeness. 

Apricot and peach flavors are just balanced with 
acidity. Drink now. Matinicus Wines, LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $46 

MONTAGNY

91 Laurent Cognard 2016 Clos du Vieux Château 
Premier Cru (Montagny). Now deliciously 

ready to drink, this ripe wine has touches of wood 
toast as well as smooth yellow fruits. It has a warm 
feel that still keeps minerality and acidity in play. 
Drink this rich wine from 2019. Craft + Estate–The 
Winebow Group. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $60 

91 Laurent Cognard 2016 Les Bassets Premier 
Cru (Montagny). A full, ripe wine, this is 

rich both in white fruits and acidity. Produced in a 
vineyard close to Buxy, it has a taut edge, plenty of 
honey and lemon flavors and a touch of toast. The 
wine is developing well and should be ready from 
2020 Craft + Estate–The Winebow Group. Cellar 
Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $46 

91 Vignerons de Buxy 2016 Les Chaniots Pre-
mier Cru (Montagny). This rich wine is full 

of young fruits that have a spicy edge from wood 
aging. The floral aroma is enhanced on the palate 
by almonds, acidity and ripe green-plum flavors. A 
ripe wine, it will be ready to drink from 2020. Ruby 
Wines Inc. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $35 

87 Vignerons de Buxy 2016 Buissonnier (Mon-
tagny). This smooth wine is all about 

fruit and crisp lemon flavors. The rich fruitiness 
is underlined by spice and peach flavors cut with 
acidity. Drink the wine from 2019. Ruby Wines Inc. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

OTHER CÔTE CHALONNAIS

88 L. Tramier & Fils 2016 Collection (Mercurey). 
Lightly structured and with layers of wood 

as well as ripe white fruits, this is a generous wine. 
Its acidity and rich fruitiness are in balance. Drink 
this attractive, aromatic wine now. Wine Universe 
Corp. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $39 

88 Vignerons de Buxy 2016 Buissonnier Char-
donnay (Côte Chalonnaise). From vineyards 

on chalky soil, it’s logical that this wine has a strong 
mineral, almost steely texture. Light oak aging has 
rounded out the fruit while leaving plenty of fresh-
ness. The aftertaste is perfumed and the wine is 
ready to drink. Ruby Wines Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $19 

POUILLY-FUISSÉ

93 Domaine Cordier 2016 Vieilles Vignes 
(Pouilly-Fuissé). Apricot aromas and a gen-

erous texture are balanced by the crisp freshness of 
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this ripe wine. With that easy contrast between the 
rich vintage and the natural minerality of the wine, 
this poised bottling is ready to drink. Pioneer Wine 
Company. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $40 

92 Gilles Morat 2017 Domaine Chataigneraie-
Laborie Sur La Roche (Pouilly-Fuissé). Rich 

while also freshly fruity, this is a delicious wine. In 
addition to fruit, it has a strong texture with miner-
ality and acidity equal components. Drink this wine 
from 2019 VOS Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $45 

92 Gilles Morat 2016 Domaine Chataigneraie-
Laborie Terroirs de Vergisson (Pouilly-

Fuissé). Full bodied and rich, this is a generous 
wine. Its richness and tropical-fruit character is 
balanced by intense acidity that cuts through and 
gives it a lift. Drink this ripe wine now. VOS Selec-
tions. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

92 Maison Stéphane Brocard 2017 Closerie des 
Alisiers (Pouilly-Fuissé). This wine is gen-

erous and well balanced, with a good partnership 
between lush fruit and a mineral texture. It is still 
young but has good potential, and will show its 
richness and acidity even better given time. Drink 
from 2019. Ideal Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $35 

91 Collin-Bourisset 2017 Pouilly-Fuissé. Rich and 
full, this wine offers apricot and creamed-

apple flavors shot through with tight acidity. It is 
deliciously full, juicy and certain to age well. Drink 
from 2019. Vigne Direct. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

91 Domaine du Roc des Boutires 2016 Aux 
Bouthières (Pouilly-Fuissé). This ripe and 

fruity wine from the heart of the appellation’s ter-
roirs is attractively spicy as well as packed with 
crisp apple fruits. Balanced and lifted by acidity, the 
wine still has attractive freshness. Drink now. Wil-
son Daniels Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $68 

91 Domaine Sangouard-Guyot 2017 Terroirs 
(Pouilly-Fuissé). Fresh apple flavors domi-

nate this crisp wine. It has bright acidity and a lively 
texture that is lightly perfumed and full of acidity. 
The mineral texture keeps the wine together and 
balanced. Drink now. Grapevine Distributors. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $26 

90 Domaine Sophie Cinier 2017 Classic (Pouilly-
Fuissé). This bright, crisp wine has good 

acidity and aging potential. It is rich at the same 
time, with plenty of acidity and a lively aftertaste. 
Drink the wine now. DHI Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $50 

90 Madame Veuve Point 2016 Pouilly-Fuissé. 
This luscious wine is generously rich, with 

honey flavors to go with the tropical fruits. It is bal-
anced with acidity while also ripe and full bodied. 
This wine is very ready to drink. Total Beverage 
Solution. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $34 

89 Domaines Devillard 2016 Domaine de la 
Garenne (Pouilly-Fuissé). This rich wine is 

concentrated and still young, but hints at good min-
erality. It shows a complex balance between acid-
ity and ripe yellow fruits, with a taut, nervy texture 
that will soften. The wine has dense fruitiness and 
will be ready to drink from 2020. Tenzing Wine and 
Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $37 

89 Rijckaert 2017 Les Croux (Pouilly-Fuissé). 
Buttery and honeyed, this wine is ripe and 

full bodied. All this richness does take away from 
the acidity, although the warm character gives great 
pleasure. Drink this open, fruity wine from 2019. 
Massanois Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $43 

88 Albert Bichot 2016 Pouilly-Fuissé. This 
smoothly textured, ripe wine is as much 

to do with rich fruit as with the hallmark textured 
minerality of the appellation. It’s a full wine with 
the right amount of juicy acidity and a rounded fin-
ish. Drink now. Albert Bichot USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $28 

88 Chanson Père et Fils 2016 Pouilly-Fuissé. 
This wine, inevitably rich because of the 

vintage, is concentrated, full in the mouth and ripe. 
Just enough acidity gives it a fresh edge but the 
wine is more about opulence and generosity. Drink 
now. Vintus LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $45 

88 Domaine du Roc des Boutires 2016 Pouilly-
Fuissé. Smooth and with a rounded charac-

ter, this warm wine fully reflects the ripe vintage. Its 
soft texture makes it very full in the mouth and it 
misses out on some necessary freshness. Drink the 
wine now. Wilson Daniels Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $39 

88 Domaine Sangouard-Guyot 2017 Authen-
tique (Pouilly-Fuissé). Round and fruity, 

this generous wine has ripe apple and crisp citrus 
flavors in a good balance. The texture shows it is 
still young, but it will fill out well. Drink from 2019. 
Grapevine Distributors. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $28 

88 Trénel 2017 Pouilly-Fuissé. Honey and spice 
go with the rich fruit of this full-bodied 

wine. It is generously textured, with a good balance 
between the richness and an edge of minerality. 
Drink now. Terlato Wines International. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $46 

88 Vins Auvigue 2017 Solutré (Pouilly-Fuissé). 
Poised and stylish, this wine is ripe while 

also crisp and fresh. Its acidity and taut texture 
contrast with rich pineapple and pear flavors to give 
a wine that needs a few months. Drink from 2019. 
Cape Classics. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $40 

87 Marcel Couturier 2016 Le Clos Reyssié 
(Pouilly-Fuissé). Bright, fresh and crisp, this 

wine is textured and fruity. It has a strong mineral 
edge as well as good acidity. Drink this wine now. De 
Maison Selections, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $90 

87 Yves Giroux 2016 Les Raidillons (Pouilly-
Fuissé). Light and fruity, this wine has lay-

ers of attractive acidity along with a mineral texture 
that keeps it on its toes. The wine’s freshness makes 
it attractive and ready to drink. Elliott Bay Distrib-
uting Co. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $30 

86 Domaine du Roc des Boutires 2016 En Bertil-
ionne (Pouilly-Fuissé). This wine is almost 

too soft, with superripe grapes that are missing out 
on acidity. It does have plenty of richness, with full 
apricot and pineapple flavors. Drink the wine now. 
Wilson Daniels Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $58 

POUILLY-LOCHÉ

91 Clos des Rocs 2016 En Chantonne (Pouilly-
Loché). Ripe, rich and fruity, this honeyed 

wine is generous and succulent at the same time. 
The 75-year-old vines delivered a great success, 
combining good texture with rich fruit and acidity. 
Drink now. Rosenthal Wine Merchant. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $38 

91 Marcel Couturier 2016 Le Bourg (Pouilly-
Loché). This toasty, spicy wine is rich, with 

a backup of great fruits. The mineral texture gives 
an edge to the ripeness and brings out the warmth 
of the vintage. Drink this full-bodied wine now. De 
Maison Selections, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $80 

90 Clos des Rocs 2016 Clos des Rocs Monopole 
(Pouilly-Loché). This rich wine has a ripe 

texture of minerality, spice and delicious apricot 
and creamed-apple flavors. Made from organic 
grapes, it is a rounded wine with warmth and fruiti-
ness. Drink now. Rosenthal Wine Merchant. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $38 

89 Clos des Rocs 2016 Les Mûres (Pouilly-
Loché). Full and rich, this wine comes from 

the producer’s 2.5-acre organic vineyard. Now 
mature and ready to drink, it combines ripe yellow 
fruits with a strongly mineral texture. Rosenthal 
Wine Merchant. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $35 
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89 Laurent Cognard 2016 Aux Barres (Pouilly-
Loché). This wine comes from a producer 

based in Buxy on the Côte Chalonnaise. It has rich-
ness and touches of honey as well as plenty of acid-
ity and crisp apples. The aftertaste with its mineral 
texture gives the wine a final lift. Drink now. Craft + 
Estate–The Winebow Group. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $44 

88 Yves Giroux 2016 Au Bucher (Pouilly-Loché). 
Ripe while still crisp, this is an attractively 

textured wine. Its mineral character is balanced by 
rich apricot and pineapple flavors. It’s concentrated 
and ready to drink. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

MÂCON-FUISSÉ

90 Yves Giroux 2016 Vers Chânes (Mâcon-
Fuissé). This is a full-bodied wine, packed 

with ripe fruits with a strong mineral edge. It has an 
intense tang from sweet orange zest that gives both 
texture and ripeness to the wine. Drink now. Elliott 
Bay Distributing Co. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $19 

88 Domaine Sophie Cinier 2017 Mâcon-Fuissé. 
Textured as well as fruity, this is already a 

delicious, crisp wine. It has a good balance between 
citrus acidity and riper pear flavors. The wine is 
fresh and ready to drink. DHI Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $35 

86 Domaine Vessigaud 2016 Haut de Fuissé 
(Mâcon-Fuissé). Bright, lightly textured 

and with good acidity, this wine offers citrus and 
green-plum flavors. A good touch of minerality gives 
the wine extra shape. Drink now. Field Blend Selec-
tions. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $24 

86 Ferraud et Fils 2017 Cuvée Marie Josèphine 
Ferraud (Mâcon-Fuissé). This tight, crisp 

apple-flavored wine is full of fresh acidity and with 
lively texture. It has a touch of spice as well as min-
erality. This lightly structured, fruity wine is ready 
to drink. The Wine Merchant. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

MAÇON LA ROCHE-VINEUSE

90 Domaine Perraud 2015 Maçon la Roche-
Vineuse. This is a ripe, toasty wine with 

rich yellow fruits and a smooth texture. Now totally 
mature, this is delicious, full and ready to drink. 
Votto Vines Importing. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $39 

89 Sylvaine et Alain Normand 2016 Maçon la 
Roche-Vineuse. An attractive, crisp wine 

with lively fruit and a tight, mineral texture, this 

is structured and perfumed. Drink this bright wine 
now. Vintage ’59 Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $21 

87 Sylvaine et Alain Normand 2016 Vieilles 
Vignes (Maçon la Roche-Vineuse). This wine 

is concentrated and rich, packed with tropical fruits 
cut with acidity. This ripe and full wine is ready to 
drink. Vintage ’59 Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $29 

MÂCON-VERZE

90 Domaine de la Jobeline 2016 Clos des 
Chanaux (Mâcon-Verze). Spicy and nutty 

is this wine’s meme. Punctuated with fresh apple 
and green-plum flavors, it is crisp while also having 
some complexity. Drink this attractive wine now. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

90 Nicolas Maillet 2016 Mâcon-Verze. This 
wine has a ripe, dense texture, with good 

acidity accompanying rich yellow fruits. Full bod-
ied, with a fresh edge and minerality, the wine is 
totally ready to drink. Polaner Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

88 Nicolas Maillet 2016 Le Chemin Blanc 
(Mâcon-Verze). Ripe mango flavors balance 

with fresh citrus acidity to give an attractive, lively 
wine. It has weight along with a crisp edge that 
keeps it refreshing. Drink now. Polaner Selections. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

85 Domaine de la Jobeline 2016 En Prévisy 
(Mâcon-Verze). This soft wine is open, ripe 

and bright with apple flavors. Its softness is under-
lined by spice and toastiness in the background. 
Drink the wine now. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

MÂCON-IGÉ

88 Jean-Claude Boisset 2016 Château Lon-
don (Mâcon-Igé). This is a crisp wine, full 

of bright acidity and with a nice touch of honey 
to make it richer. A hint of minerality adds to the 
attractive texture of this ripe and fresh wine. Drink 
now. Boisset Collection. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

88 Pierre-Yves et Olivier Fichet 2017 Château 
London (Mâcon-Igé). This bright and bal-

anced wine is packed with citrus and crisp apple, 
with a zesty texture. It is well balanced, lively and 
full of attractive acidity and fruitiness. Drink now. 
T. Edward Wines Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $23 

88 Pierre-Yves et Olivier Fichet 2016 La Cra 
(Mâcon-Igé). Rich and fruity, this ripe wine 

is full of honey, apricot and delicious ripe pear. 
A mineral texture holds this fruit salad of flavors 
together, giving a full wine that is ready to drink. T. 
Edward Wines Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $28 

84 Nicolas Maillet 2016 Le Chemin Blanc 
(Mâcon-Igé). Tropical-fruit flavors with 

mango and pineapple in evidence make for a full 
wine. It is rich and rounded, with the fruit merging 
into over-ripeness. Drink now. Polaner Selections. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

MÂCON-MILLY LAMARTINE

90 Louis Max 2016 Clos du Four (Mâcon-Milly 
Lamartine). This attractive, crisp wine 

offers fresh acidity as well as spice and a touch of 
honey. It has a crisp and fruity character, balanced 
and ready to drink. Vintage Wine Marketing. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

89 Domaine Carrette 2017 Mâcon-Milly Lamar-
tine. Crisply textured, this is a refreshing, 

citrus- and apple-flavored wine. A touch of spice 
as well as lively acidity gives the wine a refreshing 
quality. Drink the wine now. Winemonger. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $17 

89 Domaine Cordier 2016 Clos du Four (Mâcon-
Milly Lamartine). Ripe pineapple flavors 

give this honey- and lemon-flavored wine an exotic 
character. All this richness is balanced by a strong 
citrus edge giving the necessary lift at the end. 
Drink the wine now. Pioneer Wine Company. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $28 

MÂCON-PÉRONNE

88 Terroirs et Talents 2017 Château de la Tour 
Penet (Mâcon-Péronne). This bright and 

balanced wine is packed with citrus and crisp apple, 
with a zesty texture. It is well balanced and lively, 
full of attractive acidity and fruitiness. Drink now. 
Galaxy Wine Company. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

87 Domaine du Mont Épin 2016 Climat l’Etoile 
(Mâcon-Péronne). Light and crisp, this wine 

is full of lime and spice, offering freshness and 
plenty of acidity. Rounded and full bodied, it shows 
some concentration. Drink this rich wine now. 
Steep Hill Importing. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

85 Domaine du Mont Épin 2016 Mâcon-Péronne. 
This soft wine with ripe yellow fruits is 

rounded and smoothly textured. It’s fruity, with 
just enough acidity. Drink the wine now. Artisans 
& Vines. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 
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MÂCON-CHARDONNAY

90 Domaine des Deux Roches 2016 En Beauvois 
(Mâcon-Chardonnay). Full and rich, this 

balanced wine offers plenty of attractive citrus and 
spice flavors. There is also a creamy background to 
this generous, ripe wine, plus a lift of acidity. Drink 
now. J.A.E. Wine Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $35 

88 Collin-Bourisset 2017 Mâcon-Chardonnay. 
A crisp, apple-flavored wine, this is bright 

and immediately attractive. It has a lively texture 
with lifted citrus as well as a touch of minerality. 
Drink the wine now. Vigne Direct. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

88 Domaine Gérard Talmard 2017 Mâcon-Char-
donnay. This crisp, fruity wine is easy to 

like. Citrus fruits are balanced with warmer peach 
flavors to give a ripe wine that also has a bright, 
fresh side. Drink now. Vintus LLC. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $12 

86 Domaine des Deux Roches 2016 Tradition 
(Mâcon-Chardonnay). Textured while also 

rich, this rounded wine is generous and lightly 
spicy. The smooth texture gives the wine extra 
weight. Drink now. J.A.E. Wine Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

85 Domaine des Crets 2016 Climat En Bout 
(Mâcon-Chardonnay). Lightly toasty, this 

wine is both crisp and fruity It has acidity, touches 
of apples and a nutty minerality at the end. Drink 
now. Schatzi Wines. Best Buy. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $10 

VIRÉ-CLESSÉ

91 Cave de Viré 2016 Quintaine (Viré-Clessé). 
From old vines, some more than 80 years in 

age, this wine is aromatic and intense, with gen-
erous yellow fruits. The fresher side of the wine 
comes from the tangy texture and good acidity. A 
dense wine, it has a ripe feel that is letting it age. 
Drink from 2020. MHW, Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $41 

91 Collin-Bourisset 2017 Viré-Clessé. Fresh, 
fruity and with an attractive balance between 

acidity and richness, this wine is well textured. Its 
crisp character brings out citrus as well as ripe 
apples and pineapple flavors. Drink the wine now. 
Vigne Direct. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

90 Christophe Cordier 2016 Vieilles Vignes 
(Viré-Clessé). A full-bodied wine, this is 

rich and packed with fruits. It is generous in its 
texture and green-plum and pear flavors. Warm 

and ripe, the wine is ready to drink. Domaine Select 
Wine & Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

89 Cave de Viré 2017 Grande Réserve (Viré-
Clessé). Lightly mineral in texture, this 

wine has rich concentration. Rich yellow fruits and 
crisp apple are coupled together with ripe fruitiness 
and finished with acidity. The wine will be ready to 
drink from 2019. MHW, Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

89 Madame Veuve Point 2017 Viré-Clessé. 
Warm and ripe, this is a rich wine. Its soft 

texture and generous character gives a tropical char-
acter that contrasts with a touch of nuttiness and 
spice. Drink now. Total Beverage Solution. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $24 

87 Albert Bichot 2016 Viré-Clessé. A warm and 
rich wine with yellow fruits and hints of 

pineapple, this is generously textured. Its ripe char-
acter and layers of fruitiness show that it is ready to 
drink. Albert Bichot USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $19 

85 Chanson Père et Fils 2016 Viré-Clessé. This 
soft, unfocused wine has toastiness and 

almond flavors but not much in the way of fruit. 
Drink the wine now. Vintus LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

MÂCON-VILLAGES

89 Château de Chazoux 2016 Cuvée la Baronne 
(Mâcon-Villages). This full-bodied, honeyed 

wine is rich and generous. Apricot and peach flavors 
are cut by acidity that is warm and perfumed. The 
wine is fruity while also having toast and almond 
flavors at the end. Drink now. W. Direct. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

88 Georges Duboeuf 2016 Mâcon-Villages. 
A smooth, ripe wine with great fruit and 

soft texture, this wine sums up the rich 2016 vin-
tage. Hints of yellow fruits, acidity and honey are 
all there. This is an attractive wine to drink now. 
Quintessential Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

87 Cave de Viré 2016 Nos Terroirs (Mâcon-Vil-
lages). This ripe, creamy and intense wine 

has layers of white fruits cut with bright acidity. Its 
texture is tangy but full of smooth, ripe apricot and 
white-peach flavors. Drink now. MHW, Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $19 

87 Château de Chazoux 2017 Mâcon-Villages. 
Light and fresh, this wine offers white-fruit 

flavors balanced by acidity. It’s bright and crisp, 
with a richer undertow. Drink now. W. Direct. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $22 

87 Jacques Charlet 2017 La Crochette (Mâcon-
Villages). This fruity wine is soft and attrac-

tive. Plenty of apple and pear flavors are lifted by 
citrus and a crisp texture. Drink this wine now. 
David Bowler Wine. —R.V. 
abv: NA Price: $17 

87 Madame Veuve Point 2017 Mâcon-Villages. 
Crisp and fruity, this light, bright young 

wine has lively acidity, layers of citrus and a touch 
of honey. Drink now. Total Beverage Solution. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $19 

87 Seguin-Manuel 2015 Mâcon-Villages. Crisp 
and fruity, this is a smooth, ripe wine. Its 

freshness is still there, with bright acidity and a 
tight texture. Drink this wine now. The Winebow 
Group LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $21 

87 Trénel 2017 Mâcon-Villages. A crisp wine 
packed with apple and citrus flavors, this is 

light and immediately attractive. There is no need 
to age this balanced wine. Drink now. Terlato Wines 
International. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $26 

87 Vignerons de Buxy 2017 Clos de Mont-Rachet  
(Mâcon-Villages). This round, smooth wine 

shows a good balance between acidity and ripe 
apple fruits. It is an easy wine, fruity, touched by 
caramel and ready to drink now. Ruby Wines Inc. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

86 Clotilde Davenne 2015 Cuvée Plaisir (Mâcon-
Villages). Bright, crisp and ready to drink, 

this is a lively wine. It has plenty of apple and citrus 
flavors as well as a more mature edge of almonds. 
Drink now. Bonhomie Wine Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $24 

86 Ferraud et Fils 2017 Le Chai des Platanes 
(Mâcon-Villages). A bright, fresh and crisp 

wine, this is totally ready to drink. It has good acid-
ity as well as minerality. The Wine Merchant. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

86 Jean Loron 2017 Château de Mirande 
(Mâcon-Villages). A soft, fruity and creamy 

wine with attractive acidity and a touch of honey, 
this is crisp and bright. It has a lively, texture and 
a light touch of minerality. Drink now. Cognac One, 
LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $19 

85 Château de Javernand 2017 JP (Mâcon-Vil-
lages). This ripe, soft wine offers attractive 

acidity and a fresh, honeyed character. Drink this 
light, bright wine now. Field Blend Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

85 Clotilde Davenne 2015 Cuvée Paradoxe 
(Mâcon-Villages). This wine is soft and 

ripe with smooth fruits, touches of caramel and 
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honey, and good acidity. Drink now. Bonhomie Wine 
Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $24 

85 Domaine de la Verpaille 2016 Vieilles Vignes 
(Mâcon-Villages). This rich wine from the 

Phillipe family’s organic vineyard is full of yellow 
fruits cut by lime acidity. It has weight and ripe 
fruitiness, and is ready to drink. American B.D. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $19 

85 Jean-Claude Debeaune 2016 Lenoir (Mâcon-
Villages). Ripe and fruity, this wine has 

apricot and apple flavors and a soft texture that 
just hints at minerality. Drink now. Deutsch Family 
Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $21 

85 Vignerons de Buxy 2017 Buissonnier (Mâcon-
Villages). Sliced apples and fresh citrus give 

this bright wine an attractive character. Light and 
crisp, it is ready to drink. Ruby Wines Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

84 Georges Duboeuf 2017 Mâcon-Villages. 
Smooth and round, this wine has hints of 

yellow fruits, touches of citrus and simple bright 
fruitiness. Drink now. Quintessential Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

84 Jean-Claude Debeaune 2017 Lemoir (Mâcon-
Villages). This wine is herbal, almost too 

crisp, with tight citrus flavors. The taste of lemon 
dominates, giving a wine packed with acidity. 
Deutsch Family Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

OTHER MÂCONNAIS

90 Rijckaert 2017 Les Crays vers Vaux (Mâcon-
Lugny). Ripe and creamy, with touches 

of honey, this wine is smooth and rich. A pinch 
of spice as well as almonds go with the richness. 
Drink this full-bodied wine from 2019. Massanois 
Imports. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $28 

87 Domaines Devillard 2016 Domaine de la 
Garenne (Mâcon-Azé). This rich wine shines 

with the warmth of the Mâcon region. Ripe yellow 
fruits are cut with acidity as well as green-plum and 
zesty orange flavors. The wine is salty and refresh-
ing, with great crispness at the end. Drink now. 
Tenzing Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

87 Domaine de l’Echelette 2017 La Belouse 
(Mâcon-Cruzille). Crisp apples are balanced 

with a warm, creamy texture to give an attractive 
wine. A touch of nuttiness and good acidity at the 
end add freshness. Drink now. Golden Vines. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

87 Domaine de la Croix Senaillet 2017 Mâcon-
Davayé. Well integrated, this wine is bright, 

tight and fruity. A touch of minerality as well as cit-
rus balances the riper yellow fruits. Drink this wine 
now. Kysela Père et Fils. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

86 Joseph Drouhin 2017 Les Crays (Mâcon-
Lugny). This wine is textured and tight with 

a strong sense of minerality. The texture is backed 
by crisp apple and lemon-zest flavors to give a fruity 
wine ready to drink. Dreyfus, Ashby & Co. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

86 Maison Stéphane Brocard 2017 Domaine des 
Coteaux du Val Lamartinien Les Charmes 

(Mâcon-Pierreclos). A touch of spice gives an edge 
to the bright, crisp texture of this wine. It offers 
freshness, lively acidity and immediate drinkability. 
Enjoy it now. Ideal Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $18 

85 Domaine Gueugnon 2017 Mâcon-Charnay. 
This crisp, fresh wine has bright acidity 

and lively apple and citrus fruits. The focus is on 
the wine’s light texture and the perfumed, ready-
to-drink character. Zancanella Importing Co. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $19 

85 Domaines Devillard 2016 Domaine de la 
Garenne (Macon-Bussières). From a one-

acre parcel planted in 1980, this wine is rich with 
ripe yellow and crisp fruits. It is smoothly textured, 
with lifted acidity to give it a bright, lively after-
taste. Drink now. Tenzing Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

85 Marcel Couturier 2016 Les Longues Terres 
(Mâcon-Loché). A full bodied and ripe wine, 

this is rich and concentrated. The tropical fruits 
and spice give it a full character that does not leave 
enough opportunity for balanced acidity. Drink 
now. De Maison Selections, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $55 

85 Pascal Berthier 2017 Roxanne (Mâcon Chain-
tré). A smooth and rounded wine that has 

a creamy texture, this is soft and ready to drink. Its 
yellow fruits are already fully integrated. Jerome 
Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 14% Price: $18 

SAINT-VÉRAN

91 Vins Auvigue 2017 Moulin du Pont (Saint-
Véran). This is a crisp, textured wine, with 

tight acidity and a strong nervy character that will 
allow it to age. An edge of toastiness adds some 
complexity. Drink this attractive, fresh wine from 
2019. Cape Classics. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $28 

90 Rijckaert 2017 En Crêches (Saint-Véran). 
Luscious and rich, this wine has a mineral 

edge that will allow it to age. Tropical fruits com-
bine with fresh citrus to add fruitiness to the struc-
ture. Drink from 2019. Massanois Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $34 

89 Maison Stéphane Brocard 2017 Closerie des 
Alisiers (Saint-Véran). This wine is rounded 

and ripe, with ripe fruits balanced by a touch of 
acidity. The texture is open and full, giving a rich 
aftertaste. Drink now. Ideal Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $23 

88 Albert Bichot 2016 Saint-Véran. This crisp 
wine has lemon and ripe lime flavors to go 

alongside the tangy, edgy mineral texture. Its fruiti-
ness is all there, giving a wine that has lovely acid-
ity as well as richer apple flavors. Drink now. Albert 
Bichot USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $22 

88 Domaine Sangouard-Guyot 2016 Au Brûlé 
(Saint-Véran). Tightly textured but also 

rich, this concentrated wine is still nervy and needs 
some aging. Drink from 2019. Grapevine Distribu-
tors. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $24 

88 Domaine Sophie Cinier 2017 A la Côte (Saint-
Véran). This warm, ripe wine offers layers 

of rich tropical fruits coupled with acidity that bal-
ances the richness. The wine is still young, with 
touches of toastiness and plenty of acidity. It will 
age well; drink from 2019. DHI Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $38 

84 Trénel 2017 Saint-Véran. This wine is fat 
and flabby, with a soft texture and light 

fruitiness. It has weight but lacks definition. Terlato 
Wines International. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $33 

SAINT-BRIS

87 Bailly-Lapierre 2017 Sauvignon Blanc (Saint-
Bris). This small enclave of Sauvignon Blanc 

in the north of Burgundy has much, tastewise, to 
do with Sancerre. This wine offers crisp acidity 
and white-currant flavors cut with lemon juice and 
filled out with hints of white fruits. Drink the wine 
now. Regal Wine Imports Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $19 

87 Domaine Chenevières 2017 Ica-Onna (Saint-
Bris). A perfumed wine from the small region 

west of Chablis, this is a tropical-fruit-flavored 
wine. Its light texture and freshness give it a lively, 
crisp character. Drink now. Saranty Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $17 

BOURGOGNE

87 Domaine Gueguen 2017 Côtes Salines Char-
donnay (Bourgogne). From vines grown just 
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outside Chablis, this wine benefits from the same 
chalk soil to give a bright, crisp wine but one that 
also has delicious apple and apricot fruits and the 
hint of a taut texture. Drink this wine now. T. Elen-
teny Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $17 

87 L. Tramier & Fils 2015 Laurent Dufouleur 
Cuvée Eléonore (Bourgogne). This ripe wine 

has soft fruit and hints of wood. Its yellow-fruit 
flavors are rounded, lifted by some acidity although 
not quite enough to balance the ripe fruit. Drink the 
wine now. Wine Universe Corp. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $30 

87 Laurent Cognard 2016 Le Chardonnay (Bour-
gogne). This soft, creamy wine has plenty 

of ripe, honeyed fruit. Its gentle texture is cut with 
tangy orange peel and crisp acidity, although only 
enough to give the smooth wine a lift. Drink now. 
Craft + Estate–The Winebow Group. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $28 

86 Henri Darnat 2015 La Jumalie Chardonnay 
(Bourgogne). Warm and ripe, this wine 

offers touches of spice to balance the almonds and 
fresh lemon flavors. It is softly textured, just begin-
ning to show signs of toasty maturity. Drink the 
wine now. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

86 Jean-Marc Brocard 2017 Kimmeridgien Char-
donnay (Bourgogne). Kimmeridge chalk, 

named after a village in Dorset in southern Eng-
land, is the principal soil type in Chablis. This wine, 
although a Burgundy appellation, celebrates the 
soil with its mineral edge among all the ripe yellow 
fruits and acidity. Drink the wine now. Verity Wine 
Partners. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $18 

85 L. Tramier & Fils 2017 Collection Tiserny 
(Bourgogne). Muted fruit tones come 

through in this young wine. It needs a little time to 
allow the citrus fruit flavors to reveal themselves. 
Drink from 2019. Wine Universe Corp. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $22 

OTHER BOURGOGNE

87 Domaines Devillard 2016 Domaine des Per-
drix (Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits). This 

ripe, green-plum-flavored wine is crisp with acid-
ity and a lively texture. It comes from vines on the 
elevated plateau behind Nuits Saint-Georges, giving 
the wine a cool, collected and tangy character. Drink 
now. Tenzing Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $38 

87 Vignerons de Buxy 2017 Bourgogne Aligoté. 
This soft, ripe wine is smoothly textured 

with creamed apples and a shot of lemon to bring 

out the freshness. Drink this bright wine now. Ruby 
Wines Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $18 

CRÉMANT DE BOURGOGNE

91 Bailly-Lapierre 2013 Vive-la-Joie Rosé (Cré-
mant de Bourgogne). This is a crisp wine, 

fresh and with a texture that includes both miner-
ality and light tannins. The wine is still young and 
very fruity, delicious now but better with some 
aging so the crispness can tone down a little. Drink 
from 2019. Regal Wine Imports Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $33 

90 Bailly-Lapierre NV Brut Chardonnay (Cré-
mant de Bourgogne). This textured wine 

has a cool character with plenty of minerality. Apple 
fruits are cut with lemon acidity to give freshness. 
At the same time, a softer side comes from the bal-
anced dosage. Drink now. MHW, Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $25 

89 Victorine de Chastenay 2013 Brut Millésimé 
(Crémant de Bourgogne). With some age in 

the bottle, this wine shows sophisticated maturity 
while still keeping plenty of fruitiness. Crisp but 
creamy, it offers a rich texture and is ready to drink. 
AWDirect (The Wine Trees Portfolio). —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

88 Domaine Michel Briday NV Stéphane Briday 
(Crémant de Bourgogne). This is an attrac-

tively soft and fruity wine, full of creamed-apple 
and citrus flavors. A blend of Chardonnay, Pinot 
Noir and Aligoté, it is soft, with light acidity and an 
easygoing refreshing character. Drink now. Vineyard 
Brands. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $27 

88 Maison Chanzy NV Blanc de Blancs Brut (Cré-
mant de Bourgogne). This is a warm, rich 

wine. Ripe fruits and soft acidity come together 
well, with a bonus touch of yeastiness. Drink this 
fruity wine now. Strategic Importers. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $30 

88 Victorine de Chastenay NV Blanc de Blancs 
Brut (Crémant de Bourgogne). This blend of 

Chardonnay and Aligoté is crisp and fruity, with a 
delicious, tangy character. The wine is lively, bright 
with a creamy mousse and a dry aftertaste. Drink 
now. AWDirect (The Wine Trees Portfolio). —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

87 Bailly-Lapierre NV Réserve Brut (Crémant de 
Bourgogne). This is a fresh, fruity blend of 

Pinot Noir and Chardonnay with touches Gamay 
and Aligoté. The wine has a light, bright character, 
softly textured although with some good acidity. 
Drink now. Regal Wine Imports Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $23 

87 Bailly-Lapierre NV Rosé Brut (Crémant de 
Bourgogne). This light-pink-colored blend 

of Pinot Noir with a touch of Gamay is soft and 
fruity. Red-berry flavors shows against a back-
ground of perfumed acidity with a soft, ripe after-
taste. Drink now. Ruby Wines Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $25 

87 Victorine de Chastenay NV Brut (Crémant 
de Bourgogne). Bright and fruity, this crisp 

blend of Chardonnay and Gamay is soft, packed 
with apple flavors and acidity that are lifted by an 
orange-zest aftertaste. Drink this wine now. AWDi-
rect (The Wine Trees Portfolio). —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

87 Victorine de Chastenay NV Rosé (Crémant de 
Bourgogne). Ripe red fruits dominate this 

creamy, bubbly wine. Its acidity is balanced by the 
smooth, soft texture with red-currant flavors and an 
zesty edge. Drink this festive wine now. AWDirect 
(The Wine Trees Portfolio). —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

87 Vignobles Bulliat NV Brut Nature (Crémant 
de Bourgogne). It may have no added dosage, 

but this wine is so ripe with warm fruits it doesn’t 
need it. The texture is soft and open, full of white 
fruits and attractive acidity. Drink this wine now. T. 
Elenteny Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $25 

BURGUNDY
RED WINES
ECHÉZEAUX

95 Domaines Devillard 2016 Domaine des Per-
drix (Echézeaux). From one of the most 

famous Grand Cru vineyards in Burgundy, this 
huge wine comes from vines at least 70 years old, 
some nearly 100. Intense richness and concentra-
tion highlight the dark black fruits and acidity. Its 
weight and power are part of a package that will age. 
Drink the wine from 2024. Tenzing Wine and Spir-
its. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $300 

91 J. Coudray Bizot 2012 En Orveaux (Echézeaux). 
Surprisingly mature both in color and flavor 

for a wine from such a prestigious vineyard, this 
wine has almost passed its best. Secondary flavors 
are very present along with a touch of mature dry-
ness. Drink now. Bonhomie Wine Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $200 

OTHER GRAND CRU

96 Domaine Faiveley 2016 Latricières-Cham-
bertin. Old vines dating to 1958 are the 

basis of this concentrated wine. Bold tannins and 
swathes of black fruits combine with the structure 
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to give a wine that is superb and has an enormous 
life ahead. Wait at least until 2025. Frederick Wild-
man & Sons, Ltd. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $336 

95 Domaine Faiveley 2016 Clos de Vougeot. The 
producer owns just over three acres of scat-

tered parcels of this 123-acre vineyard, one of the 
iconic sites in Burgundy. Rich tannins and a huge 
structure are backed by powerful black damson 
fruit flavors. The wine is still very young and will 
not be ready to drink before 2025. Frederick Wild-
man & Sons, Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $300 

95 Domaine Chandon de Briailles 2016 Corton-
Bressandes. This wine currently is all about 

structure. It has power and weight as well as ripe 
jammy red fruits. The tannins and opulent fruit 
speaking to the wine’s enormous potential. Drink 
from 2026. David Bowler Wine. Cellar Selection. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $150 

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN

93 Domaine Faiveley 2016 Les Cazetiers Premier 
Cru (Gevrey-Chambertin). This rich, smoky 

wine has layers of wood to contrast with rich black-
plum flavors. It comes from one of the line of pre-
mier cru vineyards on the steep slope right behind 
the village of Gevrey-Chambertin, Structured and 
firm now, with the classic weight of the appellation, 
the wine will take its time. Drink from 2023. Fred-
erick Wildman & Sons, Ltd. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $156 

93 J. Coudray Bizot 2012 Les Cazetiers Premier 
Cru (Gevrey-Chambertin). This mature wine 

comes from one of the finest premier cru vineyards 
in Gevrey-Chambertin. While light in color, it has 
richness along with red-berry acidity. The tannins 
have softened to broaden this ripe wine that is ready 
to drink. Bonhomie Wine Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $110 

92 J. Coudray Bizot 2012 Champeaux Premier Cru 
(Gevrey-Chambertin). The end of the great 

line of Premier Crus in Gevrey-Chambertin shares 
some of the same richness. Just approaching matu-
rity this wine retains beautiful cherry fruits while 
increasing the depth of ripeness and concentration. 
It is ready to drink. Bonhomie Wine Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $90 

91 Joseph Drouhin 2015 Gevrey-Chambertin. A 
ripe wine from a fine vintage, this is full of 

rich red-berry fruits, tannins and balanced acid-
ity. It is still young, although all the elements for an 
excellent wine are in place. Let the tannins soften 
and drink from 2021. Dreyfus, Ashby & Co. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $60 

VOSNE-ROMANÉE

94 J. Coudray Bizot 2012 La Croix Rameau 
Premier Cru (Vosne-Romanée). This wine 

comes from the small premier cru that was possi-
bly once part of Grand Cru Romanée Saint-Vivant. 
It certainly has depth and structure as well as rich 
black fruit. Approaching maturity (although not 
there yet), it is a dense wine with tannins, a smoky 
character and sophisticated acidity at the end. 
Drink from 2020. Bonhomie Wine Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $150 

92 Joseph Drouhin 2015 Vosne-Romanée. This 
well-structured wine shows the combina-

tion of rich black fruit and tannins that is the hall-
mark of this appellation. Join that with the ripeness 
of the vintage, and this is a wine that can age. Drink 
from 2021. Dreyfus, Ashby & Co. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $96 

NUITS-ST.-GEORGES

93 Domaines Devillard 2016 Domaine des 
Perdrix Aux Perdrix Premier Cru (Nuits-St.-

Georges). This dense, structured wine has a great 
future. It comes from a vineyard on the southern 
slopes of the town of Nuits-St.-Georges, giving a 
full, rich wine, with black fruits that will soften into 
the generous tannins. The wine does need to age, 
and should be drinkable from 2023. Tenzing Wine 
and Spirits. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $120 

90 J. Coudray Bizot 2012 Au bas de Combe 
(Nuits-St.-Georges). From a vineyard on 

the border with Vosne-Romanée, this wine has 
something of the same dense structure. But with six 
years aging, the tannins have softened and filled out 
into a generous cherry-fruited wine with balanced 
acidity and hints of more earthy mature flavors. 
Drink now. Bonhomie Wine Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $70 

89 L. Tramier & Fils 2016 Collection (Nuits-St.-
Georges). A ripe, fully textured and struc-

tured wine, this is based on rich black fruits and a 
fine layer of tannins. Acidity, richness and a juicy 
black-cherry character come through well. Drink 
from 2020. Wine Universe Corp. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $92 

86 L. Tramier & Fils 2016 Laurent Dufouleur 
Aux Vignes-Rondes Premier Cru (Nuits-St.-

Georges). This wine is something of a disappoint-
ment for such a prestigious appellation. A red fruit 
flavor, gentle tannins and spice contrast with a 
tough, extracted texture that lingers. Wine Universe 
Corp. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $150 

ALOXE-CORTON

94 Domaine Antonin Guyon 2015 Les Fournières 
Premier Cru (Aloxe-Corton). Bold cherry fla-

vors dominate this ripe wine. With a touch of smok-
iness as well as spice and acidity, the wine is already 
showing its good potential. Full bodied and dense, 
it will need time. Drink from 2024. Taub Family 
Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $93 

91 Jaffelin 2015 Aloxe-Corton. Smoky and fruity, 
this rich wine has fine tannins and a sumptu-

ous texture. Fresh red fruits balance the generosity. 
It is just starting out and will not be ready to drink 
before 2023. Matinicus Wines, LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $56 

SAVIGNY-LÈS-BEAUNE

93 Louis Max 2015 Aux Fourneaux Premier Cru 
(Savigny-lès-Beaune). This powerful, dense 

wine is currently dominated by its rich tannins. It 
has weight both from the structure and the ripe 
berry fruits that are developing. With the weight of 
the vintage, it will turn into an opulent wine. Drink 
from 2023. Vintage Wine Marketing. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $65 

92 Albert Bichot 2016 Aux Guettes Premier Cru 
(Savigny-lès-Beaune). Delicious smoky 

wood over red-cherry flavors make this a ripe wine. 
Its structure is in place as are the bright fruits. 
There is a juicy character to this generous wine that 
will age easily and will be ready from 2021. Albert 
Bichot USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $67 

92 Domaine Michel et Joanna Ecard 2015 Aux 
Serpentières Premier Cru (Savigny-lès-

Beaune). This wine is still young and firm with con-
centrated tannins as well as perfumed berry flavors. 
Its texture and dry core show the ripe fruits and the 
touches of wood aging that come through gently. 
The wine will be ready to drink from 2023. North 
Berkeley Imports. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $60 

92 Domaine Michel et Joanna Ecard 2015 Les 
Narbantons Premier Cru (Savigny-lès-

Beaune). This wine has a bitter edge from extrac-
tion but it feels as though, with the weight of the 
fruit, it will soften and broaden as it matures. Plenty 
of bright cherry flavors should help it on its way. 
Drink from 2023. North Berkeley Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $65 

91 Chanson Père et Fils 2015 La Dominode Pre-
mier Cru (Savigny-lès-Beaune). This wine is 

packed with tannins and, with a slight farmyard 
character, it will need time to come together. But 
the potential is there, with smoky flavors vying with 
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complex tannins and acidity. Drink this richly tex-
tured wine from 2023. Vintus LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $75 

91 Domaine Michel et Joanna Ecard 2015 Aux 
Gravains Premier Cru (Savigny-lès-Beaune). 

Richly structured, this wine is dense and complex. 
With rich fruits as well as some firm tannins, it is 
a balanced wine that will age well. Drink this full 
wine from 2022. North Berkeley Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $54 

90 Domaine Serrigny 2015 Savigny-lès-Beaune. 
This rich wine is dense with both tannins 

and ripe fruit. Plenty of black-cherry acidity along 
with a solid, firm texture will let it age well. This 
wine brings out both the ripe fruit of the vintage 
and smooth character of the appellation. Vintage 
’59 Imports. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $47 

BEAUNE

94 Chanson Père et Fils 2015 Les Marconnets 
Premier Cru (Beaune). Firmly structured, 

this young and generous wine has power and con-
centration. Its rich tannins and solid texture are 
good auguries for the future, balanced with red-
plum and berry flavors. Drink this wine from 2024. 
Vintus LLC. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $75 

93 Albert Bichot 2016 Domaine du Pavillon Les 
Epenottes Premier Cru (Beaune). From one 

of the estates owned by this negociant firm, this 
wine’s potential and richness are considerable. It 
has weight along with solid tannins and dark fruits 
that are waiting to burst out. It will be a very fine 
wine as it matures, but wait until 2022. Albert 
Bichot USA. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $60 

93 Domaine Faiveley 2016 Clos de l’Ecu Mono-
pole Premier Cru (Beaune). This full wine is 

well structured and offers rich red fruits. It is still 
young, but its concentration and ripe red-berry and 
cherry flavors are all there. Let the wine age for a 
few years and drink from 2024. Frederick Wildman 
& Sons, Ltd. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $74 

92 Domaine Saint Marc 2015 Clos des Avaux 
(Beaune). This ripe and smooth wine is full 

of rich red fruits. At the same time, great tannins 
and structure give an excellent potential. The wine 
is balanced already, with good acidity at the end. 
Drink from 2023. Frederick Corriher Wine. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $60 

89 Jaffelin 2015 Sur les Grèves-Clos Sainte Anne 
Monopole (Beaune). This firm, smoky wine 

is still showing its wood aging. It has richness to go 
with that wood, giving the potential for a powerful, 

ripe and juicy wine from 2023. Matinicus Wines, 
LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $68 

88 Madame Veuve Point 2015 Climat Epenottes 
(Beaune). Bright red-fruit tones dominate 

this attractive, forward wine. With a touch of tan-
nins, it shows potential. For the moment, the fruiti-
ness is all, but wait for the wine to fill out and get 
the richness of the vintage. Drink from 2021. Total 
Beverage Solution. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $44 

87 Domaine Dujardin 2015 Beaux Fougets 
(Beaune). Softly textured with ripe red 

fruits, this wine has layers of tannins as well as 
spicy wood-aging flavors. But the main thrust is 
full and generous fruit. Drink from 2022. P. Comms 
International. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $45 

POMMARD

93 Albert Bichot 2016 Domaine du Pavillon Clos 
des Ursulines (Pommard). While not classi-

fied as a Premier Cru, the vineyard, wholly owned 
by this producer, performs seriously with bold tan-
nins and ripe black fruits. This wine is structured 
with a black core and the potential for rich fruits. 
The wine needs to age, so drink from 2023. Albert 
Bichot USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $79 

93 Vincent Girardin 2015 Epenots Premier Cru 
(Pommard). A ripe, smoky wine with great 

fruit and rich tannins, this is going to age well. It 
has power and the structure you expect from this 
appellation. Drink this dense, rich wine from 2025. 
Vineyard Brands. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $93 

92 Château de Meursault 2015 Clos des Epe-
neaux Premier Cru (Pommard). Properly 

bold and tannic, this is a concentrated wine. The 
rich fruits and powerful tannins will allow this 
generous wine to age. Black fruits, intense acidity 
and dark tannin mean it will take time. Drink from 
2024. Terlato Wines International. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $175 

92 Lucien Muzard et Fils 2015 Les Cras Vieilles 
Vignes (Pommard). Dense but also ripe and 

opulent, this wine has excellent potential. It has 
weight, richness and generosity, with black fruits 
and powerful tannins. The wine has a way to go, but 
everything is there. Drink from 2024. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $106 

91 Château de Pommard 2015 Pommard. Packed 
with tannins, this wine is rich, the fruit 

equaling the ripe structure. Its power and dry core 
are balanced with juicy berry flavors and acidity. 

This firm, smoky wine needs to age. Drink from 
2023. Famille Carabello-Baum Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $116 

91 Seguin-Manuel 2015 Petits Noizons (Pom-
mard). This concentrated wine is balanced 

and ripe. Its tannins and structure come from the 
richness of the vintage. This is an age-worthy wine, 
ripe with black fruits and firmly textured. Drink 
from 2024. The Winebow Group LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $50 

90 Domaine Coste Caumartin 2015 Le Clos des 
Boucherottes Monopole Premier Cru (Pom-

mard). Sourced from a 4.5-acre vineayrd, this wine 
is ripe and juicy, with attractive fruits and gener-
ous tannins. Currently, the bold fruits are coming 
through strongly. Drink from 2023. Crystalline 
Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $90 

90 Domaine Huber Verdereau 2015 Clos du 
Colombier (Pommard). This ripe, biody-

namic wine with packed tannins has good potential. 
The red fruits show strongly already, giving a wine 
that has weight, a powerful structure and the ability 
to age. Drink from 2024. True North Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $90 

90 Maison Champy 2015 Pommard. With tan-
nins and a firm, smoky structure, this wine 

has weight. Black fruits and acidity balance that 
powerful texture to suggest a wine that will age well. 
Drink from 2023. Diva Wine USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $85 

89 Madame Veuve Point 2015 Pommard. 
Bright, ripe and juicy, this is already an 

attractive wine. Its tannins are powerful and give a 
dry edge to the red fruits. Already, though, there is a 
sense of balance to this rich, fruity wine. Drink from 
2023. Total Beverage Solution. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $74 

89 Vincent Girardin 2015 Vieilles Vignes (Pom-
mard). This wine has structure and a firm 

edge of tannins. It also offers rich fruits and layers 
of smoky acidity. These elements suggest a wine for 
aging. Drink from 2023. Vineyard Brands. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $67 

88 Domaine Saint Marc 2015 Les Chanlins 
(Pommard). A ripe, fruity wine with soft 

tannins and a juicy character, this is likely to 
develop quickly. It has red fruits, acidity and a light 
core of tannins. Drink from 2022. Frederick Corri-
her Wine. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $86 

87 Domaine Coste Caumartin 2015 Les Vignots 
(Pommard). This is a dry wine, with firm 

tannins and a tough core. It is solid right through. 
The tiny vineyard sits at 1,000 feet near the top of 
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the Pommard slope. There may not be enough ripe 
fruit to balance the wine. Crystalline Wines. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $60 

VOLNAY

94 Albert Bichot 2016 Domaine du Pavillon Les 
Santenots Premier Cru (Volnay). Rich and 

juicy, this youthful, structured wine is from one 
of Volnay’s top vineyards. It is heading towards 
ripe opulence and dense black-cherry flavors as it 
matures. Concentration and fruit characterize this 
impressive wine. Drink from 2023. Albert Bichot 
USA. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $100 

94 Domaine Antonin Guyon 2015 Clos des 
Chênes Premier Cru (Volnay). This wine has 

both power and the richness of the vintage. It has 
the potential to be opulent, full and delicious. Give 
this ripe wine with dense red fruits time. Drink 
from 2024 Taub Family Selections. Cellar Selec-
tion. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $90 

90 Vincent Girardin 2015 Volnay. Big tannins 
are coming through this ripe, rich wine. It 

has structure to go with the smoky fruits and acid-
ity, giving a wine that has the potential to be ripe 
and concentrated as it ages. Drink from 2023. Vine-
yard Brands. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $57 

89 Domaine Huber Verdereau 2015 Les 
Robardelles (Volnay). This biodynamic 

wine from a small vineyard planted in 1943 has 
structure as well as generous fruits. It is taking its 
time to develop, giving a wine that has richness but 
also a solid, dry core. Drink from 2024. Indie Win-
eries. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $65 

SANTENAY

93 Albert Bichot 2016 Clos Rousseau Premier 
Cru (Santenay). While this wine is still very 

young with its dark tannins, it also has fine poten-
tial. Ripe red-berry flavors are right up front, giv-
ing a juicy character as well as plenty of acidity. The 
wine has weight and concentration, and is likely to 
be ready from 2022. Albert Bichot USA. Editors’ 
Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $58 

92 Maison Chanzy 2015 Les Gravières Premier 
Cru (Santenay). Obviously wood aged, this 

wine is rich in spice and smokiness. It has a firm 
structure as well as concentrated black fruits and 
acidity. Ripe and firm, the wine likely will take a 
while to age. Drink from 2023. The Winebow Group 
LLC. Cellar Selection. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $44 

91 Albert Bichot 2016 Santenay. This perfumed 
wine has spice and a core of firm tannins that 

are surrounded by ripe black-cherry and plum fla-
vors. Its structure is still young with dryness at the 
moment. But the weight of the fruit will ensure that 
the wine will open with warmth and richness. Drink 
from 2020. Albert Bichot USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $42 

91 Lucien Muzard et Fils 2015 La Maladière Pre-
mier Cru (Santenay). Full and ripe, this is 

a rich wine. Its structure is well embedded in the 
generous red fruits while the wood aging shows in 
the touch of smokiness. This full wine has a good 
future. Drink from 2023. Polaner Selections. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $81 

91 Prosper Maufoux 2015 Santenay. This ripe, 
cherry and red-berry flavored wine is rich 

and has good potential. It is generous in its tex-
ture with layers of cherry and spice, still young and 
fresh. This wine will age, so drink from 2022. Wine-
sellers, Ltd. Editors’ Choice. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $28 

89 Joseph Drouhin 2015 Santenay. This ripe, 
fruity wine has a good balance between tan-

nins and rich red-berry flavors. It is certainly struc-
tured, with youthful fruitiness. The concentrated 
structure will allow the wine to age. Drink from 
2021. Dreyfus, Ashby & Co. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $32 

OTHER CÔTES DE BEAUNE

93 Maison Champy 2015 Les Vergelesses Pre-
mier Cru (Pernand-Vergelesses). This wine is 

ripe with tannins and red-cherry fruits. It has spice 
from wood aging and a firm core that will soften. 
This will be a rich wine, juicy and well balanced. 
Drink from 2023. Diva Wine USA. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $85 

90 Domaine Dujardin 2015 Les Champs Ful-
liot Premier Cru (Monthélie). This full, ripe 

wine is rich with black fruits as well as firm, young 
tannins. It has weight, spice, black-cherry flavors 
and a solid structure that needs plenty of aging. 
Drink from 2023. P. Comms International. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $45 

90 Jean-Claude Boisset 2015 La Fussière Pre-
mier Cru (Maranges). This structured wine 

is ripe with tannins and full, smoky red fruits. 
The concentration promises good aging. It comes 
from the southernmost and newest of the Côtes de 
Beaune appellations. Drink this wine from 2021. 
Boisset Collection. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $32 

89 Maison Chanzy 2015 Maranges. From the 
southernmost of the Côtes de Beaune 

appellations, this is a ripe, full and fruity wine. It 
is balanced, with warm tannins and rich berry fla-

vors blending well together. The wine has weight 
and will be ready to drink from 2020. The Winebow 
Group LLC. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

85 Domaine Dujardin 2015 Monthélie. Full bod-
ied with plenty of tannins, this wine is firm 

and still with its dry core. It needs plenty of time for 
any fruit to show, although it seems it will always 
have a dry edge. P. Comms International. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

CÔTE CHALONNAISE

90 Domaine Faiveley 2016 Clos de Myglands 
Premier Cru (Mercurey). A wholly-owned 

vineyard, called a Monopole in Burgundy, this 
14-acre parcel has produced a juicy wine full of red 
fruits and with some firm tannins. Its bright fla-
vors, acidity and structure are still young and the 
wine should age further. Drink from 2021. Frederick 
Wildman & Sons, Ltd. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $51 

90 Laurent Cognard 2015 Clos du Paradis Pre-
mier Cru (Montagny). A rich wine packed 

with red fruits and layered tannins, this is well 
structured, benefiting from a great vintage. Juicy 
red-cherry and raspberry flavors are laced with 
acidity to give both freshness and concentration. 
Drink now. Craft + Estate–The Winebow Group. 
—R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $63 

89 Vignerons de Buxy 2017 Buissonnier (Mercu-
rey). Aged for a few months in wood before 

release, this wine has ripe tannins and red-cherry 
fruitiness. It is still shows youthful exuberance and 
will be better as it calms down. Drink from 2020. 
Ruby Wines Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $29 

89 Vignerons de Buxy 2016 Clos Jus Premier Cru 
(Givry). Attractively perfumed, this wine 

has soft tannins and ripe red-cherry flavors. It is 
well balanced but rich, with delicious, open fruiti-
ness and acidity to balance. Drink now. Ruby Wines 
Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

87 Vignerons de Buxy 2016 Buissonnier Pinot 
Noir (Côte Chalonnaise). This soft, ripe and 

fruity wine is delicious now. Its friendly red-berry 
fruits are soft and lightly textured, with some dry 
tannins and a fine line of acidity at the end. Drink 
the wine now. Ruby Wines Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

86 Domaines Devillard 2016 Le Renard (Givry). 
Soft and fruity with an attractive blend of 

cherry fruits and acidity, this wine is perfumed and 
developing well. Its fruitiness is lightly supported 
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by tannins that are just softening. Drink the wine 
from 2019. Tenzing Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $30 

BOURGOGNE

88 Henri Darnat 2016 Pinot Noir La Jumalie 
(Bourgogne). Soft fruit and gentle tannins 

mark this wine as ready to drink. But it has enough 
weight and richness to allow it to age. It will be best 
to let the bright fruit soften a little and drink the 
wine from 2019. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

87 L. Tramier & Fils 2017 Laurent Dufouleur 
Cuvée Grégoire (Bourgogne). A fruity wine 

with youthful acidity and bright-cherry flavors, this 
is simply structured, with just a touch of dry tannin. 
Drink now. Wine Universe Corp. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

87 L. Tramier & Fils 2016 Laurent Dufouleur 
Cuvée Grégoire (Bourgogne). This simple, 

ripe and fruity wine offers spice as well as rich red-
berry flavors. Softly textured and with just enough 
acidity, it is ready to drink. Wine Universe Corp. 
—R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

87 Laurent Cognard 2016 Pinot Noir (Bour-
gogne). This producer based in Buxy has 

produced a soft, fruity wine. Perfumed and with 
red-cherry flavors, it is generous. The acidity and 
fruitiness combine easily. Drink this lightly tex-
tured wine now. Craft + Estate–The Winebow 
Group. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $28 

86 Château de Chazoux 2016 Bourgogne. A ripe 
Pinot Noir from the Mâconnais region, this 

offers plenty of red-cherry flavors and balanced firm 
tannins. The wine is fruity, rich and likely to soften 
quickly. Drink from 2019. W. Direct. —R.V. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

85 Domaines Devillard 2016 Domaine des Per-
drix Pinot Noir (Bourgogne). A blend from 

a number of different parcels in Primeaux-Prissey 
just south of Nuits Saint-Georges, this wine is juicy 
and fruity. Crisp acidity gives a lift at the end. Drink 
now. Tenzing Wine and Spirits. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

OTHER RED WINES

89 Madame Veuve Point 2016 Bourgogne 
Hautes Côtes de Beaune. This young wine 

comes from vineyards in the hills west of Beaune. 
It delights in the red fruits of the vintage, balancing 
the fruit with spice and some firm tannins. It needs 
to age and should be drinkable from 2021. Total 
Beverage Solution. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

88 Château de la Borde 2015 En Cuillerie Hervé 
Kerlann (Hautes Cotes de Beaune). Bright 

and tight with an attractive smoky character, this 
wine is fresh. It also offers cherry and red-berry fla-
vors that are only lightly touched by tannins. Drink 
from 2020. Fairest Cape Beverage Co., Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $30 

87 Château de Chazoux 2017 Gamay (Mâcon). 
A rare Gamay to appear outside Beaujolais, 

this wine is soft, with the lightest of tannins and the 
friendliest of red fruits. The result is a wine with 
attractive acidity and a ripe aftertaste. Drink now. 
W. Direct. —R.V. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

87 Domaine Jean Féry & Fils 2016 Hautes Cotes 
de Beaune. This young wine is full of fresh, 

crunchy fruits. It has intense acidity with bright 
fruitiness and just a light touch of tannin. It seems 
very crisp. Fruit of the Vines, Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 12% Price: $25 

87 Vignerons de Buxy 2016 Buissonnier Pinot 
Noir-Gamay (Coteaux Bourguignons). This 

wine comes from a new regional appellation that 
spans southern Burgundy and Beaujolais. The wine 
is soft and fruity, with the Gamay in the blend show-
ing strongly. With attractive red fruits and gentle 
tannins, it is ready to drink. Ruby Wines Inc. —R.V. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

RHÔNE VALLEY
GIGONDAS

96 Domaine Saint Damien 2016 Les Soutey-
rades (Gigondas). Even among a lineup of 

fantastic peers in a fantastic vintage, this bottling 
of Les Souteyrades is a stunner. It’s intensely rich, 
bursting with mulberry and cherry flavors, yet not 
brawny or dense. Finessed and fine in texture, it’s 
marked by soft, chalky tannins and bright, sunny 
acidity. The finish is long, offering lingering hints of 
crushed earth and garrigue. A treat to savor now–
2030. Weygandt-Metzler. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $37 

95 Domaine Saint Damien 2016 La Louisiane 
(Gigondas). Located on the terraced hill-

sides of Gigondas, the vineyard site La Louisiane 
boasts Grenache vines that are nearly 80 years old. 
This is a powerful, intoxicating wine meshing rich 
black cherry and berry flavors against a sheen of 
crushed-stone minerality. It’s voluminous but not 
dense, finishing on chalky, gripping tannins. Beauti-
ful already but should improve through 2028, hold 
a few years further. Weygandt-Metzler. Editors’ 
Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $37 

94 Alain Jaume et Fils 2016 Terrasses de Mont-
mirail (Gigondas). Initial notes of smoke 

and char fade with aeration revealing layers of deca-

dent black plum and cherry flavors here. This is an 
intoxicatingly fruity, luscious wine that’s balanced 
pertly by fresh acidity and a crisp mineral under-
tone. Nuanced by spice and garrigue, it’s drinking 
beautifully already but should improve well through 
2030. Kysela Père et Fils. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $33 

94 Château de Montmirail 2016 Cuvée de Beau-
champ (Gigondas). Hints of crushed stone, 

savory dried thyme and lavender accent lush black-
berry and cherry flavors here. A blend of Grenache, 
Mourvèdre and Syrah, it’s lavishly textured but 
anchored with restraint and earthiness. Drinks 
beautifully already but should improve through 
2028. Kindred Vines. Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $35 

94 Domaine Brusset 2016 Les Hauts de Mont-
mirail (Gigondas). Crisp black plum and 

blackberry aromas are tinged with violet, spice and 
crushed mineral on the nose of this vibrant, per-
fumed wine. It’s supple and plump, offering plumes 
of rich blackberry and plum flavors, but there’s a 
firm mineral backbone as well, along with fine, 
upright tannins. Lovely already but will improve 
through 2030. MS Walker. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $50 

94 Domaine Brusset 2016 Les Secrets de Mont-
mirail (Gigondas). Made from equal pro-

portions of Syrah and Grenache. Fleshy plum and 
cherry notes juxtapose savory hints of bramble, 
smoked meat and earth here. It’s full bodied and 
lavish yet anchored by a grip of firm, fine tannins on 
the finish. Silky yet invigorating and mineral. Enjoy 
now–2030. MS Walker. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $65 

94 Domaine des Bosquets 2016 Le Lieu Dit (Gig-
ondas). Fine-grained but persistent tannins 

and a deep strikes of minerality abound throughout 
this ripe but restrained Gigondas. It’s concentrated 
in blackberry and boysenberry flavors, but has an 
invigorating freshness often attributed to the vine-
yard’s sandy soils and northern exposition. Hints 
of crushed mineral and anise linger on the finish. 
Elegant now but likely better from 2021. European 
Cellars. Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $55 

94 Domaine des Bosquets 2016 Le Plateau (Gig-
ondas). Hints of sweet licorice and spice 

mark this intensely ripe but stately wine made from 
predominantly Mourvèdre. Compared with the pro-
ducer’s other Gigondas bottlings, La Plateau has a 
depth of minerality and distinct freshness of acidity. 
A potent yet graceful wine edged by fine, persistent 
tannins. Enjoy now–2030. European Cellars. Cellar 
Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $55 

94 Domaine la Bouissiere 2016 Tradition (Gigo-
ndas). Whispers of dried thyme, rosemary 

and wild mint extend from nose to finish in this 
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supple, silken blend of Grenache and Syrah. It’s a 
penetrating wine full of succulent black cherry fla-
vor but keenly balanced, too. The finish is marked 
by rambling minerality and very fine, soft tannins. 
Pleasurable already but will improve through 2030. 
Skurnik Wines, Inc. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 15.2% Price: $35 

94 La Ferme du Mont 2016 Juganda (Gigondas). 
Hedonistic is an apt word to describe this 

luscious, perfumed sip full of black plum and cherry 
flavors. It’s unabashedly ripe and rich but main-
tains an upright edge marked by earth and mineral 
tones. The finish is long and silky, framed by chalky 
tannins and whiffs of rose and violet. Delicious 
already but should improve through 2028. Seaview 
Imports. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $30 

94 Moulin de la Gardette 2016 Ventabren (Gigo-
ndas). Opulent fruit and savory, earthen 

complexities combine in this voluptuous Gigon-
das. Intensely concentrated black cherry and plum 
flavors are muted by savory shades of dried thyme 
and bay leaf, crushed earth and bramble. It’s a bold, 
densely fruity wine framed by ripe but persistent 
tannins. Enjoy now–2030. K&L Wine Merchants. 
Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $35 

94 Pierre Amadieu 2016 Romane Machotte 
(Gigondas). There’s a deeply satisfying 

interplay of texture in this robust yet elegant wine. 
Its black plum and berry flavors are concentrated 
and plump but anchored by brisk acidity and firm, 
fine-grained tannins. It’s rolling and rich yet full of 
tension and vibe. Drinks well already but could gain 
complexity through 2026 and hold a few years fur-
ther. Fruit of the Vines, Inc. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 

94 Vidal-Fleury 2016 Gigondas. Intensely ripe 
yet finessed, this big-bodied Gigondas 

offers luscious blackberry and cherry flavors shaded 
by brushstrokes of earth, garrigue and violet. It’s 
silky yet brisk with a transparency of crushed min-
erals brightening the finish. Fine, firm tannins lend 
structure. Enjoy now–2030. Frederick Wildman & 
Sons, Ltd. Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $44 

93 Crous Saint Martin 2016 Les Espaliers (Gigo-
ndas). Lush dried berry and black cherry 

flavors are muted by darker tones of dried earth, 
bramble and thyme in this Grenache-dominant 
blend. It’s pristinely fruity and plump, but savory 
and structured, too. The finish is extended by 
fine, persistent tannins. Enjoyable now but should 
develop complexity through 2028. Grape Expecta-
tions (CA). —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $35 

93 Dauvergne & Ranvier 2016 Vin Rare (Gigo-
ndas). Sensuality abounds in this volup-

tuously ripe, plummy wine full of concentrated 

black cherry and berry flavors. It’s a fleshy, hedo-
nistic wine accented by notes of anise, toast and 
vanilla. Ripe but persistent tannins frame a long 
finish. It’s ready to drink now but should improve 
through 2028. The Sorting Table. Editors’ Choice. 
—A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $35 

93 Domaine de l’Espigouette 2016 Gigondas. 
Pronounced in perfume, this supple red 

offers intense aromas of ripe black cherry and berry 
offset by a crush of stone and earth notes. It’s full 
bodied, powerful and mouthfilling but framed by 
crisp red cherry acidity and chalky, persistent tan-
nins. Delicious already but should improve through 
2030 and hold further. Serge Doré Selections. Cel-
lar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: NA Price: $30 

93 Domaine de Longue Toque 2016 Hommage 
à Gabriel Meffre (Gigondas). Whispers of 

toast, smoked garrigue and earth juxtapose luscious 
black cherry and plum in this potent red. Made 
from 98% Grenache with just a splash of Syrah, it’s 
rich and velvety on the palate but has a spicy kick 
and touch of minerality that lend balance. Finishes 
long on firm but chalky tannins. Ready now but 
should hold nicely through 2026. OHMrone Wine 
& Liquor. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $NA 

93 Domaine d’Ourea 2016 Gigondas. There’s a 
delicate blue floral note that persists from 

nose to finish here, accenting fleshy but pure black 
plum and berry flavors. It’s a smoothly polished, 
decadent wine fringed by supple, baby-soft tannins. 
Ready to drink now but concentrated enough to 
improve through 2028. Thomas Calder Selections. 
Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14.7% Price: $30 

93 Domaine de Piaugier 2016 Gigondas. Warm-
ing notes of cedar and spice mingle into juicy 

blackberries and plum in this potent, penetrating 
wine originating from the sun-drenched plateau of 
Gigondas. A bold proportion of Mourvèdre accen-
tuates its deep, concentrated character, but sunny 
acidity and a clean mineral backbone lend balance. 
Approachable already but should improve through 
2026 and hold further. Polaner Selections. Editors’ 
Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $30 

93 Domaine des Bosquets 2016 La Colline 
(Gigondas). Dripping with sun-drenched 

blueberry and plum flavors, La Colline is Bosquets’ 
expression of pure Grenache. It’s a fleshy, opulent 
wine marked by earthen tones of crushed clay and 
smoked herb and a delightfully clingy texture. Its 
soft tannins and juicy constitution make it ready 
to drink now, but it should gain depth well through 
2028. European Cellars. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $70 

93 Domaine des Bosquets 2016 Les Routes 
(Gigondas). This is a gorgeously perfumed 

wine, wafting of sandalwood, violet and fleshy black 
plums. It’s pliant and round, chock-full of luscious 
blueberry and blackberry flavors. Chalky, persistent 
tannins and a hint of crushed earth persist on the 
finish. Enjoyable now but should drink well through 
2026. European Cellars. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $60 

93 Domaine du Grand Bourjassot 2016 Cuvée 
Cécile (Gigondas). Grace and power embody 

this ripe, intensely concentrated wine. Black cherry 
and berry flavors are succulent yet pure, augmented 
by whispers of spice, cedar and earth. The pal-
ate is supple and mouthfilling yet rimmed by taut, 
integrated tannins. Drinks beautifully already but 
should improve through 2026 and hold a few years 
beyond. Maverick Selections. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: NA Price: $NA 

93 Domaine du Grand Montmirail 2016 Cuvée 
Vieilles Vignes (Gigondas). Muscular and 

commanding, this bold, voluminous wine offers 
concentrated but pristine blueberry and plum fla-
vors. It’s creamy and expansive on the palate, its 
curves framed by soft, sinewy tannins and yielding 
acidity. Drink now–2026. Serge Doré Selections. 
—A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $45 

93 Domaine du Roucas de St Pierre 2016 Gigo-
ndas. Whiffs of dried strawberry and plum 

introduce this blend of 70% Grenache and 30% 
Syrah. It’s a gorgeously fruity, fleshy wine with 
opulent body but also nuanced by hints of crushed 
earth, leather and violet. A supple wine with soft 
tannins to enjoy now–2023. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $NA 

93 Domaine du St Gens 2016 Gigondas. While 
intensely ripe and rich, there’s a delicate lift 

of minerality that freshens this blend of Grenache 
and Syrah. Blackberry and cherry preserve flavors 
are rounded and densely concentrated but finessed 
by silky tannins and accents of spice and olive. This 
is a polished but powerful wine to enjoy now–2028. 
European Wine Imports. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $45 

93 Domaine la Fourmone 2016 Le Fauquet 
(Gigondas). While subtle on the nose, fleshy 

black plum and smoky violet perfume intensifies 
throughout this silky, full-bodied wine. It’s richly 
composed yet finessed, finishing on fine-grained, 
firm tannins. Approachable already but should gain 
complexity though 2030. Vin de Garde Wines. Cel-
lar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

93 Domaine la Soumade 2016 Gigondas. Hints 
of smoked nut, licorice and wild herb accent 

sumptuously ripe black plum and wild strawberry 
flavors here. The midpalate is fleshy and forward, 
cushioned by delicate acidity and fine, velvet tan-
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nins. Its open-knit demeanor is welcoming now but 
should drink well through 2026. Serge Doré Selec-
tions. —A.I. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $30 

93 Domaine Notre Dame des Pallières 2016 
Bois des Mourres (Gigondas). The Bois des 

Mourres shares an identical grape blend with the 
producer’s other Gigondas bottling, Les Mourres. 
Both are plush with black fruit and share a familiar 
perfume of dried mint, thyme and earth. Yet there’s 
a lift of minerality and briskness of acidity that 
differentiates this cuvée, as well as hints of anise 
and spice that mark the finish. It’s a concentrated, 
boldly structured wine to enjoy now–2026. Grape 
Expectations (CA). —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $35 

93 Domaine Saint Damien 2016 Clovis Saurel 
(Gigondas). Anise and black pepper lend 

spice and fire to gorgeous black cherry and plum fla-
vors in this supple red. It’s a potent yet plush, gen-
erous wine framed by yielding acidity and a subtly 
earthen finish. Lovely already but should improve 
through 2028. Weygandt-Metzler. Editors’ Choice. 
—A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $93 

93 La Bastide Saint Vincent 2016 Gigondas. 
Fruit purity and power combine in this 

opulent but elegant wine. Ripe black plum and 
boysenberry flavors are buoyant, but shards of 
crushed mineral and a crystalline freshness abound 
as well. The finish extends on fine, persistent tan-
nins. Ready now but should improve through 2028. 
Vigneron Imports. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $25 

93 Lavau 2016 Gigondas. Intense, lifted aromas 
of black cassis and plum are tinged with 

earth tones in this full-bodied, penetrating wine. A 
blend of mostly Grenache and Syrah with a small 
proportion of Mourvèdre, it’s rounded on the palate 
but firm in minerality and tannins. A rich, densely 
structured wine that’s approachable now but should 
improve through 2028. Kinson The Future of Wine. 
Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $29 

93 Les Grandes Serres 2016 La Combe des 
Marchands (Gigondas). High-altitude vine-

yards lend a distinct freshness and minerality to 
ripe black cherry and plum notes here. It’s supple 
yet pure and restrained, marked by integrated acid-
ity and a fine fringe of chalky, elegant tannins that 
lengthen the finish. An elegant, enjoyable wine 
already but should improve through 2030. La Ville 
Imports. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: NA Price: $30 

93 Mas des Restanques 2016 Gigondas. Hints of 
green olive, balsamic and soy sauce allude 

to the 30% Syrah in this supple, savory marriage 
of Grenache and Syrah. It’s a full-bodied, unctu-
ously concentrated wine plush with blackberry fla-

vor. Fresh acidity and ripe, sinewy tannins extend 
the finish. Drinks well already but should improve 
through 2028. Vintage Wine Marketing. Cellar 
Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $30 

93 Montirius 2016 La Tour (Gigondas). Initial 
notes of smoke and crushed earth fade with 

aeration revealing prettier tones of summer black-
berry and cherry. A blend of 80% Grenache and 
20% Mourvèdre, this is a rich, voluminous wine 
marked by deep fruit character and a smoky, meaty, 
umami undertone. Fresh but moderate acidity lends 
lift on the finish. Enjoy now–2028. The Winebow 
Group LLC. Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $40 

93 Moulin de la Gardette 2016 Tradition (Gigon-
das). There’s intoxicating power within this 

lush, concentrated wine full of blackberry and mul-
berry flavors. But it’s a polished, elegant wine, too, 
edged by fine-grained tannins and hints of earth, 
bramble and spice. Enveloping and silky through a 
long finish, it drinks well now but should develop its 
savory complexities through 2030. Maverick Selec-
tions. Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $28 

93 Olivier & Lafont 2016 Gigondas. Notes of 
salt, baked earth and crushed stones act as 

base notes to this succulent but restrained Gigon-
das. Aged entirely in concrete tanks, it’s subtle and 
nuanced, suggesting a transparency of black fruit 
flavors and a deep earthiness that lingers. Ripe, 
integrated tannins ring the finish. A lovely wine to 
enjoy now–2030. American B.D. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $30 

93 Vignobles et Compagnie 2016 Les Combelles 
(Gigondas). A blend of 70% Syrah and 30% 

Grenache, this full-bodied red wine offsets Syrah’s 
peppery, vivacious character with the rounded 
silkiness of Grenache. Mulberry and blackberry 
flavors are crisply concentrated, but the palate 
feels creamy and supple. The finish is marked by 
fine, silky tannins. Already drinks well but should 
improve through 2025 and hold a few years further. 
Vignobles & Compagnie. Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $30 

92 Brunel Père et Fils 2016 Brunel de la Gardine 
(Gigondas). A heady dose of Syrah lends 

intense minerality and a peppery kick to this full-
bodied but elegant wine. Blackberry and cherry fla-
vors are pristine and juicy, edged by very fine, sup-
ple tannins and brisk acidity. Drinks vibrantly now 
but should improve through 2028. Lemma Wine Co 
Inc. Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $40 

92 Charles Tort 2016 Gigondas. Whispers of 
sweet spice and vanilla juxtapose mineral 

tones of smoke and ash in this intensely blackber-
ried wine. It’s rich and lavishly mouthfilling, with 
a rounded, supple texture augmented by layers of 

soft, feathery tannins. Approachable already but 
should improve through 2028. Palateur Imports. 
—A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $42 

92 Clos du Joncuas 2016 Gigondas. Small pro-
portions of Cinsault and Mourvèdre lend 

depth and perfume to plush, plummy black fruit fla-
vors in this full-bodied yet finessed Grenache blend. 
It’s densely fruity yet anchored by firm minerality 
and fine, persistent tannins. Fully enjoyable already 
but will continue to improve through 2028. Cham-
bers Street Wines. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $28 

92 Domaine de Font Sane 2016 Terrasses des 
Dentelles (Gigondas). Hints of sweet spice, 

anise and cacao meld into ripe black cherry and 
mulberry flavors here. It’s voluminous and pen-
etrating yet finessed, freshened by sunny acidity. 
The finish lingers on ripe, integrated tannins. Enjoy 
now–2028. AHD Vintners. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $35 

92 Domaine de la Brunely 2016 Gigondas. Sweet 
spice and pepper tones lend fire to fleshy 

black plum and mulberry here. It’s a plush, full-
bodied wine with edges rounded out by soft, supple 
tannins and a silky mouthfeel, but there’s grace 
and balance, too. An open-knit, approachable sip 
but concentrated enough to improve through 2028. 
Grape Expectations (CA). Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $30 

92 Domaine de la Tourade 2016 Font Des Aieux 
(Gigondas). This full-bodied red is intensely 

ripe, offering luscious black cherry flavor marked by 
savory nuances of black olive, spice and smoked 
meat. It’s juicy yet firmly edged by fine, persistent 
tannins and fresh acidity. Should improve through 
2026 and hold a few years longer. Kindred Vines. 
Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $30 

92 Domaine de Longue Toque 2016 Gigondas. 
Warm tones of toast and spice juxtapose 

savory green olive and crushed earth in this fleshy 
but nuanced wine. Concentrated blackberry and 
cherry flavors are unctuous and juicy but balanced 
by rippling minerality and brisk acidity. An inte-
grated, foursquare wine to enjoy now–2028. OHM-
rone Wine & Liquor. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: NA Price: $30 

92 Domaine des Bosquets 2016 Gigondas. Made 
primarily from Grenache vines on average 

50 years in age, this is intensely ripe but elegantly 
balanced. Flavors of ripe black cherry and raspberry 
are tinged with crushed stone and dried mint notes. 
Its soft, pliant mouthfeel is accentuated by ripe yet 
persistent tannins. Enjoy now–2023. European Cel-
lars. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $35 
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92 Domaine des Espiers 2016 Cuvée Les Grames 
(Gigondas). Hints of sweet licorice and cin-

namon accent this dulcet wine full of juicy black 
cherry and blueberry flavors. It’s warm and wel-
coming on the palate, but hints of wild mint and 
thyme suggest the development of savory complexi-
ties through 2026. Ripe Wine Imports. —A.I. 
abv: NA Price: $37 

92 Domaine des Espiers 2016 Les Blanches 
(Gigondas). Ruddy, ripe blueberry and 

blackberry flavors are mouthcoating and rich in 
this voluptuous blend of Grenache and Syrah. It’s 
a plush wine with soft, yielding tannins and sunny 
acidity, but notes of pepper, smoke and herb entice. 
It drinks well already but should deepen in savory 
attributes through 2030. Ripe Wine Imports. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $46 

92 Domaine des Pasquiers 2016 Gigondas. 
Savory notes of crushed earth, bramble and 

dried mushroom juxtapose sun-kissed plum and 
berry in this opulent blend of 50% Grenache and 
50% Syrah. It’s plump and fleshy on the palate but 
anchored by firm, lingering tannins and a fresh min-
eral finish. Powerful yet stately, it should improve 
through 2030. Cognac One, LLC. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 

92 Domaine du Grapillon d’Or 2016 Cuvée 
1806 (Gigondas). Plump and mouthfill-

ing, this blend of 80% Grenache and 20% Syrah 
offers bold blackberry and boysenberry flavors 
accented by hints of crushed violet and thyme. It’s 
soft and rounded in constitution but has a glimmer 
of crushed mineral that lends freshness. Smooth, 
comforting tannins linger on the finish. Enjoy now–
2025. Wineberry America LLC. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $30 

92 Domaine du Pesquier 2016 Gigondas. A 
blend of 75% Grenache, 20% Syrah and 

5% Mourvèdre from vines spanning 40 to 50 years 
in age, this is a deeply concentrated wine offering 
layers of luscious black cherry and pomegranate fla-
vors. It’s supple and silky on the palate with ripe, 
smooth tannins and a hint of caramelized sugar that 
lingers on the finish. Ready now but should gain 
complexity through 2028. VOS Selections. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $33 

92 Domaine du Pradas 2016 Gigondas. Plush 
blueberry and black cherry flavors pene-

trate deeply on the palate of this warming, generous 
wine. A blend of 75% Grenache and 25% Syrah, it 
calibrates richness against an earthen freshness. It’s 
a forward, intensely fruity wine to enjoy now–2026. 
Serge Doré Selections. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $50 

92 Domaine la Roubine 2016 Gigondas. Whiffs 
of sun-baked earth, violet and spice lend 

complexity to sunny black cherry and dried straw-
berry in this full-bodied, stylish red. It’s a rich, 
mouthclinging wine with juicy, forward flavors but 

penetrates persistently. The finish is marked by 
ripe, chalky tannins. Irresistible already but should 
improve through 2026. Elite Wines Import. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $30 

92 Domaine Notre Dame des Pallières 2016 Les 
Mourres (Gigondas). Intensely ripe flavors 

of black cherry and preserved strawberry abound 
in this pliant, cream-textured wine. It’s plush and 
juicy with easygoing acidity but hints of crushed 
mineral, dried lavender and thyme lend freshness. 
Soft, integrated tannins cushion the finish. Ready 
now but could improve through 2024. Grape Expec-
tations (CA). —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $35 

92 Domaine Saint Damien 2016 Vieilles Vignes 
(Gigondas). While not from the producer’s 

oldest vines, this bottling is comprised mostly of 
fruit from 40-year-old Grenache planted on the 
lower terraces of Gigondas. Its black fruit flavors are 
plump and round, smoothed over by yielding acidity 
and a luscious, mouthclinging texture. Fine, grippy 
tannins lend structure to the finish. An approach-
able but deeply satisfying wine for now–2026. 
Weygandt-Metzler. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 

92 Ogier 2016 Dentellis (Gigondas). Plump 
black plum and berry aromas are accented 

by hints of violet and dried mushroom on the nose 
here. It’s a plush but soft-spoken wine with richness 
balanced by finely edged tannins and bright acid-
ity. The finish lingers on an elegant but savory tone. 
Enjoy now–2028. Taub Family Selections. —A.I. 
abv: NA Price: $25 

92 Ogier 2016 Héritages (Gigondas). Ripe but 
restrained black cherry and plum aromas 

are accented by whiffs of toast, sweet spice and 
olive. There’s plenty of plush, juicy black fruit here, 
but it’s balanced briskly against a cool mineral tone 
and fresh acidity. An stately wine with integrated 
alcohol and lingering chalky tannins. Taub Family 
Selections. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: NA Price: $24 

92 Reserve Saint Dominique 2016 Gigondas. 
Youthful, buoyant black cherry and berry 

flavors abound in this decadent blend of Grenache, 
Mourvèdre and Syrah. It’s fruity and forward, but 
glimmers of dried bay leaf and thyme lend nuance. 
Creamy in texture yet finishing on firm, persistent 
tannins, it’s ready to drink now but should improve 
through 2025. Blue Coast International. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 

91 Domaine Brusset 2016 Tradition Le Grand 
Montmirail (Gigondas). This intensely for-

ward, fruity Gigondas offers loads of silky black 
cherry and plum flavors marked by spicy twists 
of anise and tart cassis. Its fresh, primary style is 
accentuated by approachably smooth tannins. Easy 

drinking already but should meld nicely through 
2026. MS Walker. —A.I. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $35 

91 Domaine de Cabasse 2016 Juncunditas (Gigo-
ndas). Plush, primary blackberry and plum 

flavors abound in this full-bodied, fruit-forward 
wine. It’s soft and sensual in texture, with fine, 
feathery tannins and soft acidity. Its juicy fruit fla-
vors are ready to enjoy now but should gain savory 
complexity through 2026. United Wine and Spirits. 
—A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $29 

91 Domaine de la Tourade 2016 Gigondas. Ripe 
black cherry and blackberry notes are crisp 

and composed in this full-bodied but elegant red. 
It’s a bold, concentrated wine, but whiffs of violet 
and crushed mineral tones lend vibrance to the 
midpalate. The finish is edged by fine, persistent 
tannins. Enjoy now–2026. Kindred Vines. —A.I. 
abv: 14.8% Price: $28 

91 Domaine de Montvac 2016 Adage (Gigondas). 
While the nose is restrained, abundance and 

openness of blackberry and cherry flavors abound 
on the palate of this full-bodied wine. It’s dense 
and voluptuous in mouthfeel but balanced by bright 
acidity and fine but rigid tannins. Quite pleasur-
able already but should improve through 2028. T. 
Edward Wines Ltd. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $29 

91 Domaine La Grangette 2016 La Grangette des 
Garrigues (Gigondas). Fleshy black cherry 

and mulberry notes burst from nose and palate of 
this red blend made from 90% Grenache. Small 
proportions of Syrah and Mourvèdre lend base 
notes of crushed earth, bramble and thyme. It’s a 
full-bodied, robust wine but edged with soft, ripe 
tannins. Approachable now but should improve 
through 2026. Albert Bichot USA. —A.I. 
abv: NA Price: $NA 

91 La Grand Comtadine 2016 Gigondas. This 
creamy, deeply textured blend of Grenache, 

Syrah and Mourvèdre ripples on the palate with 
sumptuous layers of blueberry and plum. It’s a 
rounded, welcoming wine framed by supple tannins 
and sunny acidity. Hedonistic and slightly warm-
ing, it’s a fruity sip to enjoy now–2023. Serge Doré 
Selections. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $50 

91 Le Clos des Cazaux 2016 La Tour Sarrasine 
(Gigondas). Notes of preserved black cherry 

and berry extend from nose to finish here, muted 
by savory tones of crushed earth, forest floor and 
dried rosemary. Full bodied and richly textured, it’s 
a warming, ruddy wine accentuated by ripe, chewy 
tannins and sunny acidity. Enjoy now–2026. Kysela 
Père et Fils. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 
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91 Le Mas des Flauzieres 2016 Four Danuga 
(Gigondas). Blackberry and cherry flavors 

are fleshy and forward in this intensely juicy, fruity 
wine. Made from 70% Grenache, its silken and 
supple but builds in density and tannic structure. 
The finish has a slightly puckering note of Asian 
salt-cured plums. Approachable now but should 
improve through 2028. J.A.E. Wine Imports. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

91 Pierre Amadieu 2016 Domaine Grand Romane 
(Gigondas). Opulent and ripe, this full-bod-

ied red is packed with fleshy black cherry and plum 
flavors. It’s an open-knit, easy wine but freshened 
by hints of bramble and crushed mineral freshness. 
Ripe, sinewy tannins accentuate its supple, yielding 
mouthfeel. It’s ready to drink now but should hold 
well through 2026. Fruit of the Vines, Inc. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $30 

91 Ravoire et Fils 2016 Olivier Ravoire (Gigon-
das). This is an intensely ripe, sultry wine 

that heaves with sun-kissed cherry and blackberry 
flavors. While full bodied and full of horsepower, 
the midpalate offers fresh acidity and ripe, plush 
tannins that linger elegantly. Ready now but should 
improve through 2026. Knaus Imports. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $35 

91 RhonéA 2016 Les Pierres du Vallat (Gigon-
das). Primary, profoundly ripe cherry and 

raspberry flavors are plush and easy on the palate of 
this full-bodied blend of Grenache, Mourvèdre and 
Syrah. Beyond just fruity, however, it’s herbal and 
earthen, too, and balanced by sweet-tart hits of wild 
strawberry acidity. Ready to drink now but should 
develop nicely through 2026. Metrowine Distribu-
tion. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $45 

91 Xavier Vignon 2016 L’ Esprit Français (Gigo-
ndas). Ripe, sun-drenched cassis and black 

cherry flavors flood the palate of this plump, full-
bodied wine. It’s easy and generous in character, 
framed by ripe, fine-grained tannins and sunny 
acidity. Opulent yet pure in fruit, it should drink 
well through 2028. Petit Pois. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $40 

90 M. Chapoutier 2016 Gigondas. This is a 
richly textured, almost densely fruity Gigo-

ndas chock-full of lavish black cherry and berry 
flavors. It’s a forward, intensely primary wine but 
maintains briskness on the midpalate along with 
velvet tannins on the finish. An easygoing, juicy 
wine that favors earlier drinking. Terlato Wines 
International. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $50 

VACQUEYRAS

92 Domaine de la Charbonnière 2015 Cuvée 
Spéciale (Vacqueyras). Fragrant whiffs of 

black-tea leaf, bramble and sandalwood accent this 

opulent Grenache. It’s intensely fruity, offering gen-
erous layers of ripe black plum and cherry flavors. 
Fresh acidity and fine, integrated tannins lead a 
long, supple finish. An open-knit yet complex wine 
to enjoy now–2028. Roanoke Valley Wine Company. 
Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $NA 

92 Domaine des Amouriers 2015 Signature 
(Vacqueyras). Whiffs of charcuterie, thyme 

and rose petal perfume this seductive blend of Gre-
nache, Syrah, Mourvèdre and Cinsault. Full bodied 
yet silky, it’s an opulent but restrained wine, full of 
fleshy plum and black cherry flavors. Complex and 
pretty, it finishes on fine, persistent tannins. Enjoy 
now–2028. Grand Vintage, Inc. Editors’ Choice. 
—A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $NA 

91 Domaine de la Verde 2015 Prélude (Vacquey-
ras). Prélude is this producer’s entry-level 

red. But unadorned by oak, it’s a transparent and 
luminous expression of pristine black fruit and 
heady floral perfume. Cherry and plum flavors are 
lusciously concentrated, accented by violet, spice 
and baked earth. A silky yet briskly balanced wine 
with fine, integrated tannins that extend on the fin-
ish. Enjoy now–2026. Demontoux Fine Wines. Edi-
tors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $22 

91 Domaine la Fourmone 2015 Le Poète (Vac-
queyras). Perfumed notes of violet and lav-

ender lend a breathless quality to juicy blackberry 
and plum flavors in this Grenache-Syrah blend. It’s 
a potent, full-bodied wine but finessed on its feet. 
Silky tannins and a luscious mouthfeel linger nicely. 
Enjoy now–2026. Vin de Garde Wines. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $NA 

91 Domaine la Garrigue 2015 La Cantarelle (Vac-
queyras). Intensely concentrated yet nuanced 

by earth, spice and flower, this powerful wine origi-
nates from 80- to 100-year-old vines of Grenache 
and Syrah. Luscious blackberry and cherry flavors 
are persistent and punchy, balanced by crisp acidity 
and soft, silky tannins. Enjoyable now for its vibrant 
fruit but should improve through 2026. European 
Cellars. Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $28 

91 Domaine la Ligière 2015 Cuvée Point G (Vacqu-
eyras). Made from 100% Grenache sourced 

from vines averaging 75 years in age, this is a richly 
textured yet vibrant biodynamic wine. Black rasp-
berry and strawberry preserve flavors are concen-
trated on the palate, accented by hits of crushed 
violet and earth. The finish is long, marked by very 
fine but persistent tannins. Enjoy now–2028. AP 
Wine Imports. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $45 

91 Domaine Les Semelles de Vent 2015 Vieilles 
Vignes (Vacqueyras). Ripe but restrained 

black plum and boysenberry flavors are edged with 

graphite, thyme and lavender in this full-bodied 
blend of Grenache and Syrah. Sourced from vines 
ranging from 40 to 70 years old, it’s concentrated 
and framed by firm, gripping tannins. Still youth-
ful, it could improve well through 2030. Quintana 
HNOS. Cellar Selection. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $38 

91 Domaine Saint Pierre 2015 Vacqueyras. Sultry 
black cherry and cassis flavors are accented 

by hints of crushed granite and wild mint in this 
supple Grenache-Syrah blend. It’s full bodied 
and generous in character, but hints of coffee and 
olive lend savory complexity. The finish is marked 
by firm, fine-grained tannins. Enjoy now–2026. 
Cognac One, LLC. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $22 

91 Fontaine du Clos 2015 Pince Lapin (Vacquey-
ras). Power and elegance calibrate neatly in 

this blend of 70% Grenache and 30% Syrah grapes. 
Juicy black cherry and plum flavors are plush and 
richly concentrated but maintain a freshness of 
acidity and zesty mineral tang. Mouthfilling and 
silky, it finishes long on fine but penetrating tan-
nins. Enjoy now–2028. Luxe Wines & Spirits. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $65 

91 Montirius 2015 Le Clos (Vacqueyras). Made 
from equal proportions Grenache and Syrah, 

this feisty red blend offers alluring blackberry and 
mulberry flavors against a perfumed backdrop of 
violet, rose and bramble. It’s silky yet vibrantly bal-
anced, edged by bitter mineral tones and fine, per-
sistent tannins. Enjoy now–2028. The Winebow 
Group LLC. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

90 Château Bois D’Arlène 2015 Origine (Vacqu-
eyras). Lavishly ripe yet pertly balanced, 

this moderately full-bodied wine offers sumptu-
ous blackberry flavor offset by fresh acidity and an 
earthen, mineral backdrop. The finish is long and 
supple, extended by smooth, integrated tannins. 
Enjoy now–2025. —A.I. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

90 Domaine de l’Espigouette 2015 Vacqueyras. 
Sweet-tart blackberry and plum flavors are 

juicy and fresh on the palate of this full-bodied red. 
It’s unabashedly fruit forward but balanced neatly 
by brisk acidity and fine-grained tannins. A hint of 
cocoa and dried thyme lend complexity. Enjoy now–
2024. Serge Doré Selections. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $40 

90 Domaine de la Tourade 2015 Vacqueyras. 
Base notes of earth and garrigue lend com-

plexity to flavors of ripe, roasted black cherry and 
strawberry here. It’s full bodied and mouthfilling 
but elegantly balanced by fresh acidity and fine, 
firm tannins. A stately wine that drinks well now 
but should improve through 2026. Kindred Vines. 
—A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $25 
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90 Domaine de la Verde 2015 Alpha-Omega 
(Vacqueyras). Lavish streaks of vanilla, 

cream, toast and spice adorn this ornate blend of 
Grenache and Syrah. Aged 16 months in 50% new 
French oak, its embellished style will appeal to lov-
ers of oak, but there’s a core of crisp, vivacious black 
cherry and plum here as well. It’s a bit heady now 
but should ease and gain elegance through 2028. 
Swiss Cellars. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $35 

90 Domaine de la Verde 2015 Òra (Vacqueyras). 
Òra is the flagship bottling of Domaine de 

la Verde. It’s more structured in acidity and con-
centration than the producer’s basic label but less 
embellished than the oakier Alpha-Omega. It’s full 
bodied and plush but balanced by tart black currant 
acidity and piquant notes of anise and black pep-
per. A juicy but elegant wine to enjoy now–2026. 
Charles Neal Selections. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $23 

90 Domaine de Montvac 2015 Cuvée Vincila 
(Vacqueyras). Bright acidity and luscious 

fruit meld elegantly in this rich but balanced wine. 
A blend of 60% Grenache and 40% Syrah, it offers 
plush black cherry and mulberry flavors accented 
with lavender and crushed earth. The finish is long 
and silky, marked by smooth tannins. Drink now–
2026. T. Edward Wines Ltd. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $NA 

90 Domaine la Fourmone 2015 Les Ceps d’Or 
(Vacqueyras). A blend of Grenache and 

Mourvèdre, this full-bodied wine offers ripe but 
restrained black currant and blackberry flavors 
marked by crushed mineral and herb. It’s brisker 
and sleeker than many of the plush wines from 
Vacqueyras this vintage. Enjoy now–2026. Vin de 
Garde Wines. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $NA 

90 Domaine la Ligière 2015 Fumitarde (Vacqu-
eyras). Lifted lavender and violet perfume 

accents this unctuously fruity blend of 80% Gre-
nache and 20% Syrah. Produced biodynamically, 
it’s intensely ripe, suggesting roasted plums and 
cherries, but nuanced by fresh acidity and a linger-
ing bramble tone on the finish. An easygoing but 
elegant wine to enjoy now–2025. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $NA 

90 Domaine la Monardiere 2015 Vieilles Vignes 
(Vacqueyras). Hints of leather, banana 

bread and wet earth lend rusticity to sun-kissed 
black cherry and plum flavors here. A blend of Gre-
nache, Mourvèdre and Cinsault, it’s full in body 
yet briskly structured, with fresh acidity and fine, 
drying tannins. A supple but savory, old-world-
style wine that drinks well already but should hold 
through 2026. David Bowler Wine. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $NA 

90 Domaine le Clos de Caveau 2015 Lao Muse 
(Vacqueyras). Whiffs of sun-dried hay and 

earth lend savory accents to profoundly ripe flavors 
of cherry and strawberry preserves. A blend of 60% 
Grenache and 40% Syrah, it’s rolling and rich on 
the palate but balanced by sunny acidity and fine, 
sinewy tannins. Enjoy now–2025. MS Walker. —A.I. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $NA 

90 Domaine le Couroulu 2015 Cuvée Vieilles 
Vignes (Vacqueyras). A blend of 70% Gre-

nache and 30% Syrah, this full-bodied, plush wine 
offers ripe blackberry and mulberry flavors offset 
by hints of spice, bramble and coffee. It’s an easy-
drinking but polished red marked by fine, persistent 
tannins. Enjoy now–2024. Multiple U.S. importers. 
—A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 

90 Domaine les Amouriers 2015 Les Genestes 
(Vacqueyras). Integrated aromas of toast, 

spice and bramble accent plump black cherry and 
berry in this 50-50 blend of old-vine Grenache and 
Syrah. It’s a penetrating, hefty wine framed by firm, 
grippy tannins and pert acidity along with enticing 
kicks of olive and earth that linger on the finish. 
Hold till 2019; it should drink nicely through 2028. 
Boivin Selections. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $23 

90 Domaine Les Semelles de Vent 2015 Séduc-
tion (Vacqueyras). Youthful and slim com-

pared with the producer’s more robust old-vine bot-
tling of Vacqueyras, the Séduction offers buoyant, 
fresh blackberry and cherry flavors. It’s easy drink-
ing and fleshy, with fresh acidity and fine, persistent 
tannins. Enjoy now–2023. Quintana HNOS. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $35 

90 Fontaine du Clos 2015 Reflets de l’Âme (Vac-
queyras). Whiffs of violet and rosemary 

perfume this ripe but restrained blend of Grenache 
and Syrah. It’s succulent and concentrated with 
black plum and berry flavors but edged by elegant 
streaks of earth, crushed stone and coffee. Fresh but 
integrated acidity and chalky tannins lend structure 
to the finish. Enjoy now–2026. Luxe Wines & Spir-
its. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $27 

90 Montirius 2015 Garrigues Vacqueyras. 
Mineral and deft on its feet, this ripe but 

pristine Grenache-Syrah blend has a linear style 
that’s unusual in this robust vintage. Crisp black 
cherry and berry flavors are concentrated and zesty, 
marked by hints of bramble, wild thyme and pepper. 
Ready to drink now but should hold well through 
2026. The Winebow Group LLC. —A.I. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

90 Prat Sura 2015 La Cuvée (Vacqueyras). A 
blend of 60% Grenache and 40% Syrah, 

this luscious red bursts with ripe cherry and pome-
granate flavors. Sourced from vines that average 40 
years in age, it’s concentrated and nuanced with 
hints of violet and wild mint. The finish is supple 

and edged by ripe, polished tannins. Enjoy now–
2025. Riahi Selections. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $NA 

89 Château des Roques 2015 Cuvée du Château 
(Vacqueyras). A bit leaner and restrained 

compared with many of its robust vintage peers, 
this blend of 70% Grenache, 15% Mourvèdre and 
15% Syrah offers ripe but crisp blackberry and 
plum flavors. It’s approachable but elegant with 
fresh acidity and a grip of chalky tannins on the fin-
ish. Enjoy now–2024. Terroirs Wine Export. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $21 

89 Domaine de la Charbonnière 2015 Tradition 
(Vacqueyras). There’s a sweet blackberry 

and mulberry attack to this ripe blend of 60% Gre-
nache and 40% Syrah. It’s a primary, intensely 
fruit-forward wine, gilded by soft, pliable tannins 
and just a hint of garrigue. Its youthful exuberance 
is best enjoyed now–2022. Roanoke Valley Wine 
Company. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $NA 

89 Domaine la Monardiere 2015 Les 2 Monar-
des (Vacqueyras). Sun-baked black cherry 

and strawberry are nuanced with spice and smoked 
nut in this Grenache- and Syrah-dominant blend 
accented with Cinsault and Mourvèdre. It’s a con-
centrated and ripe but crisply balanced wine that 
lingers on finely edged, chalky tannins. Enjoy now–
2024. David Bowler Wine. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

89 Domaine le Clos de Caveau 2015 Carmin Bril-
lant (Vacqueyras). A blend of 60% Gre-

nache and 40% Syrah, this is an intensely primary 
wine offering easy black cherry and berry flavors. 
It’s juicy and mouthwatering with rounded acid-
ity and a finish gripped by fine, persistent tannins. 
Enjoy now–2022. MS Walker. —A.I. 
abv: 14.2% Price: $NA 

89 Domaine le Couroulu 2015 Cuvée Classique 
(Vacqueyras). Fresh acidity brightens 

intensely ripe black plum and cherry flavors in this 
blend of Grenache, Syrah and Mourvèdre. It’s a full-
bodied, mouthcoating wine with just a hint of earth 
and bramble lending nuance. A juicy, easy drink-
ing wine to enjoy now through 2023. Multiple U.S. 
importers. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

89 Domaine les Ondines 2015 Passion (Vacqu-
eyras). Lifted notes of violet and bramble 

accentuate this plump, pretty wine. Juicy black 
cherry and raspberry flavors are persistent and pri-
mary on the palate. It’s an approachable but elegant 
wine with fine, deeply integrated tannins. Enjoy 
now through 2024. Wine Traditions. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $25 

89 Gigondas la Cave 2015 Beaumirail (Vacqu-
eyras). Plump and juicy, this blend of 60% 

Grenache, 30% Syrah and 5% each of Cinsault and 
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Mourvèdre offers primary plum and wild straw-
berry flavors. It’s an easy, approachable wine with 
fresh acidity and velvet tannins. Hints of spice and 
caramel lift the midpalate. Enjoy now through 2024. 
Superior Wines. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $30 

89 Le Mas des Flauzieres 2015 Le Pilon (Vacqu-
eyras). Pronounced aromas of toast, tobacco 

and sweet spice meld into superripe black cherry 
and plum in this full-bodied, lavish wine. Streaks 
of caramel and vanilla embellish the midpalate. Its 
opulent, oaky style could benefit from a few years 
in the cellar. Drink from 2019 through 2028. Wine 
Warehouse Imports. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $27 

89 Paul Jaboulet Aîné 2015 Les Cyprés (Vac-
queyras). Silky, succulent blackberry and 

plum flavors are ripe and pure in this full-bodied 
Grenache blend. Puckering black cassis acidity and 
fine-grained tannins lend an upright feel to the 
midpalate. A juicy, approachable wine to enjoy now 
through 2026. Skurnik Wines, Inc. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $30 

88 Domaine Chamfort 2015 Les 2 Louis (Vac-
queyras). A 50-50 blend of Grenache and 

Mourvèdre, this is a plush and easy-drinking wine 
offering generous black cherry and plum flavor. Full 
bodied, soft and edged by fine, integrated tannins, 
it’s approachable already and should drink well 
through 2023. Michael Corso Selections. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $NA 

88 Gigondas la Cave 2015 Réserve de la Cam-
prière (Vacqueyras). Ripe but restrained 

black cherry and mulberry flavors are approachable 
and thirst quenching in this easygoing blend of Gre-
nache, Syrah, Mourvèdre and Cinsault. Silkiness on 
the midpalate is accentuated by ripe, soft tannins. 
Enjoy now through 2022. Superior Wines. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $40 

BEAUMES-DE-VENISE

91 Domaine de Coyeux 2013 Thétys (Beaumes-
de-Venise). High-altitude vineyards and a 

sunny southern exposition lend both power and 
freshness to this crisp but full-bodied red. It’s a 
juicy, supple wine offering a generous bounty of 
summer plum and strawberry flavors. Tangy min-
eral notes lend vibrance to a moderately long, softly 
tannic finish. Enjoy now–2025. Steep Hill Import-
ing. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

91 Domaine de Coyeux 2007 Les Cavares (Beau-
mes-de-Venise). Whiffs of earth, cacao and 

garrigue accent intensely ripe blackberry perfume 
in this sultry, full-bodied red. It’s velvety and potent 
yet not at all confected. Vine, gentle tannins and 

fresh acidity extend on the finish. Enjoy now–2026. 
Steep Hill Importing. Editors’ Choice. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $30 

90 Domaine de Beaumalric 2016 L’Extrait 
(Beaumes-de-Venise). Sourced from vine-

yards planted on clay and chalk hills, this intensely 
ripe wine offers layers of blueberry and preserved 
blackberry flavors accented by licorice and dried 
herb. It’s a plush, fruity wine rimmed with ripe, 
silky tannins and best enjoyed now–2025. —A.I. 
abv: NA Price: $NA 

90 Domaine la Ligière 2016 Les Garennes 
(Beaumes-de-Venise). This is an intensely 

ripe yet elegant wine offering succulent mulberry 
and black plum flavors edged by hints of crushed 
mineral and dried herb. It’s pure in fruit expres-
sion and silky on the palate. The finish lingers on 
fine, feathery tannins. Enjoy now–2025. AP Wine 
Imports. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

90 Domaine Saint Amant 2016 Grangeneuve 
(Beaumes-de-Venise). The 2016 Grange-

neuve shares the same intensely juicy, primary fla-
vors of black cherry and blueberry preserves as the 
2015, but it also has an earthen, herbal complexity 
that’s intriguing. It’s plush and rounded with fine, 
integrated tannins. An elegant, robust wine to enjoy 
now–2023. Petit Pois. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $27 

90 Domaine Saint Amant 2015 Grangeneuve 
(Beaumes-de-Venise). A very rich, primary 

wine full of mulberry and black cherry flavors. It’s 
delightfully soft and easy drinking but lifted by 
bright acidity and framed by firm, persistent tan-
nins. An elegant but forward wine to enjoy now–
2026. Demontoux Fine Wines. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $27 

90 Paul Jaboulet Aîné 2015 Le Paradou (Beau-
mes-de-Venise). A blend of 75% Grenache 

and 25% Syrah, this finessed yet deeply fruity wine 
offers intense black cherry flavor marked by bright 
pomegranate acidity. It’s a silky, medium-bodied 
wine nuanced by coffee and black pepper. The fin-
ish is moderately long, with polished tannins. Enjoy 
now–2025. Skurnik Wines, Inc. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $24 

90 RhonéA 2015 Création (Beaumes-de-
Venise). A blend of Grenache and Syrah 

sourced from a variety of this appellation’s diverse 
soil types, this is a spicy, perfumed wine boasting 
unctuous black cherry flavor. It’s silky in texture yet 
briskly balanced, finishing on fine, ripe tannins. An 
easy-drinking sip to enjoy now–2025. Metrowine 
Distribution. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $NA 

90 Xavier Vignon 2016 L’ Esprit Français 
(Beaumes-de-Venise). A 50-50 blend of 

Grenache and Syrah, this fleshy red wine juxta-

poses the rich, velvety nature of Grenache against 
Syrah’s vitality and perfume. Flavors of blueberry 
and blackberry are marked by hints of bramble and 
violet. Persistent but very fine, sweet tannins linger 
on the finish. A plush but expressive wine to enjoy 
now–2023. Petit Pois. —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $NA 

89 Bonpas 2016 Grand Cardinal (Beaumes-de-
Venise). Hints of olive, coffee and cacao 

accent plump blackberry and mulberry flavors in 
this fruit-forward, full-bodied wine. It’s approach-
able and soft but not jammy or confected. A touch 
of dried thyme and soft, fine tannins linger on the 
finish. Enjoy now–2023. Boisset Collection. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $20 

89 Domaine des Bernardins 2016 Beaumes-de-
Venise. A splash of white Grenache added 

to this otherwise typical red Grenache blend lends 
a touch of freshness to plump, slightly preserved 
flavors of dried plum and cherry jam. It’s an easy-
drinking, intensely fruity wine accented by a hint of 
truffle. Enjoy now–2023. Kysela Père et Fils. —A.I. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

89 Grandes Serres 2016 Rocca Lun (Beaumes-
de-Venise). Intensely ripe, almost ruddy, 

black cherry and raspberry flavors abound in this 
richly textured blend of Grenache, Mourvèdre and 
Syrah. It’s a warming, beefy wine marked by a hint 
of balsamic vinegar and ripe, chalky tannins. Enjoy 
now–2024. Misa Imports. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $20 

89 NewRhône Millesimes 2016 Romain Duver-
nay (Beaumes-de-Venise). Hints of tobacco 

leaf and forest floor lend savory nuances to ripe, 
plush black cherry and mulberry flavors here. It’s a 
ruddy, full-bodied wine with plush texture and soft, 
rounded acidity. The finish is framed by ripe but 
persistent tannins. Enjoy now through 2023. Grape 
Expectations (CA). —A.I. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $NA 

88 Château la Croix des Pins 2016 Les Contre-
forts de Montmirail (Beaumes-de-Venise). 

Though the wine is initially quite earthy on the 
nose, aeration reveals prettier notes of blueberry 
and blackberry preserves. It’s a soft, plump and 
easy-drinking wine, marked by rounded acidity and 
supple tannins. Enjoy now–2023. The French Cor-
ner. —A.I. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

88 RhonéA 2016 Dom Venitia (Beaumes-de-
Venise). Lip-smacking flavors of black 

cherry and plum preserves are profoundly ripe in 
this fruity, forward wine. Full bodied and lusciously 
textured, it’s a juicy, primary wine with a slightly 
confectionary tone. Soft acidity and silky tannins 
accentuate its easy, youthful character. Enjoy now–
2022. Metrowine Distribution. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $25 
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88 RhonéA 2016 Terroir Daronton (Beaumes-
de-Venise). Black cherries and plums burst 

in ripeness on the nose and palate of this rich, 
ruddy wine. While brawny in body and fruit char-
acter, there’s a slight lift on the midpalate that adds 
freshness. Tannins are soft and ripe on the finish. 
Enjoy now–2022. Metrowine Distribution. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $25 

88 Sema Pascal 2016 Hespéria (Beaumes-
de-Venise). Soft and rounded, this easy-

drinking blend of Grenache, Syrah and Mourvèdre 
offers lush black cherry and raspberry flavors. It’s a 
fleshy, intensely ripened wine with equally ripe tan-
nins and yielding acidity. Drink now–2023. Vins de 
France Cellars. —A.I. 
abv: 15% Price: $40 

87 RhonéA 2016 Confidence (Beaumes-de-
Venise). This is an unusual blend of Gre-

nache, Syrah and Cinsault mixed with Merlot, 
Marselan, Caladoc and other grapes. It’s an intensely 
rich, fleshy wine with fruit character that’s almost 
pulpy in ripeness. Ripe but persistent tannins lend 
structure to the finish. Drink now–2023. Metrow-
ine Distribution. —A.I. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $25 

NORTHERN ITALY
WHITE WINES

ALTO ADIGE

91 Cantina Tramin 2017 Moriz Pinot Bianco (Alto 
Adige). Delicately scented, this has enticing 

aromas of ripe pear, white wildflower and a whiff 
of Alpine herb. On the juicy palate, fresh acidity 
supports mature golden apple, peach and a flinty 
note. Leonardo LoCascio Selections–The Winebow 
Group. Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $22 

91 Kellerei Kaltern Caldaro 2016 Vial Pinot 
Bianco (Alto Adige). White spring flower and 

mature orchard fruit aromas lead the way along 
with a whiff of hazelnut. On the smooth, full-bodied 
palate, fresh acidity brightens juicy yellow apple, 
juicy golden pear and a hint of peach. A flinty note 
lingers on the close. Omniwines Distribution. Edi-
tors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

89 Kellerei Kaltern Caldaro 2016 Soll Pinot Gri-
gio (Alto Adige). Here’s a big, full-bodied 

Pinot Grigio that offers aromas and flavors of ripe 
apple, yellow pear and flinty minerals alongside just 
enough fresh acidity. It closes on a note of candied 
tangerine slice. Omniwines Distribution. —K.O. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $21 

89 Kurtatsch 2016 Penòner Pinot Grigio (Alto 
Adige). Aromas evoking toasted oak and 

yellow stone fruit mingle with a whiff of crushed 

rock. The round, brawny palate offers toast, ripe 
peach, baked apple and tangerine alongside a salty 
mineral note. Wine Icons. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $32 

88 Kellerei Kaltern Caldaro 2016 Quintessenz 
Pinot Bianco (Alto Adige). Oak, crushed 

herb and white grapefruit aromas follow over to 
the palate along with pineapple and a hint of yellow 
apple skin. A tangy mineral note suggesting oyster 
shell lifts the finish. Omniwines Distribution. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $46 

87 Kellerei Kaltern Caldaro 2017 Pinot Gri-
gio (Alto Adige). White spring flower and 

orchard fruit aromas mingle together in the glass. 
It’s round and juicy, offering mature yellow pear and 
a hint of banana. Omniwines Distribution. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $21 

87 Mezzacorona 2017 Tolloy Pinot Grigio (Alto 
Adige). Lightly scented, this opens with aro-

mas of ripe pear and green apple. The aromas fol-
low over to the soft, juicy palate along with a hint 
of Alpine herb. Prestige Wine Imports Corp. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

86 Cantina Produttori Bolzano 2016 Pinot 
Bianco (Alto Adige). This opens with aro-

mas of wildflower and orchard fruit. On the simple 
palate, fresh acidity lifts ripe Bartlett pear and 
mature yellow apple. Matchvino. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $17 

84 Cantine di Ora 2017 Pinot Grigio (Alto Adige). 
Light-bodied and simple, this has subdued 

aromas suggesting mature orchard fruit. Reflect-
ing the nose, the informal palate evokes ripe yellow 
pear and a hint of dried pineapple before abruptly 
finishing on a bitter note. WS Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

OTHER WHITE WINES

91 Jermann 2017 Pinot Grigio (Friuli). For full 
review see page 11. 

abv: 13% Price: $30 

91 Terlato 2017 Estate Bottled Pinot Grigio (Friuli 
Colli Orientali). For full review see page 13. 

abv: 13% Price: $24 

90 Alois Lageder 2017 Pinot Grigio (Delle 
Venezie). Baked pear, yellow apple and 

mature white peach aromas follow over to the ripe, 
medium-bodied palate. A ginger note accents the 
dry, fruity finish. Dalla Terra Winery Direct. Best 
Buy. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $15 

89 Jermann 2015 Where Dreams Have No End 
(Venezia Giulia). Aromas of cedar, white 

flower and toasted hazelnut lead the nose. The 
savory, medium-bodied palate delivers Golden Deli-

cious apple, grapefruit and a touch of papaya along-
side bright acidity. LUX Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $69 

88 Cantina Riff 2017 Pinot Grigio (Delle Vene-
zie). Mouthwatering aromas of baked apple, 

ripe white peach and Bartlett pear follow over to the 
juicy palate alongside tangy acidity. It closes crisp 
and clean. Dalla Terra Winery Direct. Best Buy. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $10 

85 Kirkland Signature 2017 Pinot Grigio (Friuli 
Grave). For full review see page 20. Best 

Buy. 
abv: 14% Price: $6 

NORTHERN ITALY
SPARKLING WINES

ALTA LANGA

93 Cocchi 2011 Pas Dosé Brut Nature (Alta 
Langa). For full review see page 5. 

abv: 12.5% Price: $50 

92 Cocchi 2013 Bianc ’d Bianc Brut (Alta Langa). 
For full review see page 8. 

abv: 12.5% Price: $45 

92 Cocchi 2013 TotoCorde Brut (Alta Langa). For 
full review see page 8. 

abv: 12% Price: $38 

91 Cocchi 2014 Brut Rosé Rosa (Alta Langa). 
Violet, red berry, wild herb and citrus zest 

aromas take center stage on this vibrant sparkler 
along with a whiff of doughy bread. It’s racy and 
loaded with energy, offering sour cherry, pomegran-
ate, baking spice and a hint of almond on the close. 
Bright acidity and a continuous perlage provide 
energy. Alpenz. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $45 

90 Banfi 2014 Cuvée Aurora Rosé Pinot Nero 
(Alta Langa). Chamomile flower, red berry 

and pastry dough aromas lift out of the glass. The 
tangy palate offers sour cherry, Rennet apple and a 
yeasty hint of bread crust alongside racy acidity and 
a lively perlage. Banfi Vintners. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $NA 

89 Pecchenino 2014 Pas Dosé (Alta Langa). 
Toasted oak, hazelnut and pressed wild-

flower aromas lead the nose. The smooth, rather 
lean-bodied palate offers bread crust, mature yel-
low apple and hint of citrus alongside and elegant 
perlage and racy acidity. Vias Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $60 

89 Tosti 2011 Cuvée Giulio I Metodo Classico 
Pinot Nero (Alta Langa). Made with 100% 

Pinot Nero, this has aromas of toast, bread crust 
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and citrus. The linear palate reflects the nose, offer-
ing toasted hazelnut, white stone fruit and a hint of 
tangerine zest alongside a light perlage. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

OTHER PIEDMONT  
SPARKLING WINES

93 Marchisio Tenuta Ca’ du Russ 2007 Faiv Brut 
Rosé Metodo Tradizionale (Roero Superiore). 

Enticing scents of rose, woodland berry, wild herb 
and pastry dough shape the nose on this lively spar-
kler. The elegant palate shows polished maturity 
but is still fresh, delivering sour cherry, pomegran-
ate, tangerine and a dollop of ginger alongside bright 
acidity and a silky mousse. An almond note lingers 
on the close. Tuttilili. Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $27 

92 Marchisio Tenuta Ca’ du Russ 2007 Faiv Blanc 
de Blancs Brut Metodo Classico (Roero). 

Made entirely with Arneis, this fragrant sparkler 
offers enticing scents of field flower, white stone 
fruit, crushed herb and a whiff of pastry. The savory, 
silky palate doles out white peach, yellow apple, 
tangerine slice and a hint of nutmeg alongside fresh 
acidity and a creamy mousse. It has complexity but 
also remarkable freshness for an 11 year old. Tut-
tilili. Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $25 

89 Cascina Bric NV 460 n.8 Brut Rosé Pret-a-
porter Metodo Classico (Nebbiolo d’Alba). 

Rose, wild berry, crushed herb and hazelnut aro-
mas take center stage. Vibrant and linear, the pal-
ate offers wild strawberry, pomegranate and clove 
alongside vibrant acidity and a lively perlage. It fin-
ishes on an almond note. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $NA 

89 Josetta Saffirio 2016 Brut Rosé (Nebbiolo 
d’Alba). Delicately scented, this has aromas 

evoking spring field flower, red berry, orchard fruit 
and a whiff of bread dough. On the racy palate, lively 
acidity and vivacious perlage underscore cranberry, 
pomegranate, and a hint of white pepper. Peter 
Warren Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

88 Borgo Maragliano 2017 La Caliera (Moscato 
d’Asti). White spring flower and yellow 

stone fruit aromas lead the way. Reflecting the nose, 
the sweet, foaming palate offers ripe apricot and 
candied lemon drop alongside tangy acidity. Ideal 
Wine and Spirits. —K.O. 
abv: 5% Price: $17 

OLTREPÒ PAVESE

92 Travaglino 2010 Riserva del Fondatore Vin-
cenzo Comi (Oltrepò Pavese). Pressed wild-

flower, ripe white stone fruit and whiffs of baked 
bread take shape in the glass. The creamy, ethereal 

palate offers ripe Rennet apple, white cherry, orange 
rind and a hint of toasted hazelnut alongside bright 
acidity and a silky mousse. A ginger note lingers on 
the finish. Alarich Distributing. Editors’ Choice. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $33 

91 Travaglino 2012 Monteceresino Rosé Brut 
Metodo Classico (Oltrepò Pavese). Savory 

and juicy, this radiant sparkler has berry, bread 
crust and baking spice aromas. On the tangy palate, 
a silky mousse provides the backdrop for succulent 
strawberry, pomegranate and a hint of hazelnut. 
Alarich Distributing. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $23 

90 Oltrenero 2013 Brut Nature (Oltrepò 
Pavese). White cherry and bread crust aro-

mas waft out of the glass. Creamy and vibrant, the 
dry palate offers ripe apple, pomegranate and hazel-
nut set against racy acidity and a persistent perlage. 
Zonin USA. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $50 

90 Travaglino NV Gran Cuvée Blanc de Noir 
(Oltrepò Pavese). Vibrant and linear, this 

has a delicate nose suggesting pressed wildflower, 
apple, bread dough and a hint of wet stone. Made 
entirely with Pinot Nero, the silky, structured palate 
offers white stone fruit, citrus and a hint of hazelnut 
set against crisp acidity and an elegant, continuous 
perlage. Alarich Distributing. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $25 

89 Oltrenero NV Brut Metodo Classico (Oltrepò 
Pavese). Delicately scented, this offers aro-

mas suggesting white flower, red berry and a whiff of 
bread dough. The vibrant palate evokes pomegran-
ate, peach and tangerine alongside a silky mousse. 
A slightly bitter walnut note lingers on the finish. 
Zonin USA. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $NA 

89 Oltrenero NV Cruasè (Oltrepò Pavese). 
Exhilarating aromas of wild red berry, peach 

and a warm whiff of bread crust take center stage on 
this fragrant sparkler. The aromas carry over to the 
racy palate along with tangerine zest and a note of 
bitter almond. Zonin USA. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $40 

89 Travaglino 2014 Cuvée 59 Metodo Classico 
(Oltrepò Pavese). Vibrant and tangy, this 

has aromas of yellow stone fruit, citrus and a whiff 
of crusty bread. It’s bright and juicy, with golden 
apple, peach and lemon drop alongside crisp acid-
ity and a lively perlage. Alarich Distributing. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $23 

LUGANA

90 Zenato 2014 Brut Metodo Classico (Lugana). 
White stone fruit, bread crust and almond 

aromas carry over to the sparkling palate along with 

white peach and candied citrus. Bright acidity and 
lively, refined bubbles lift the bitter almond fin-
ish. Leonardo LoCascio Selections–The Winebow 
Group. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $39 

88 Olivini 2012 Brut Metodo Classico (Lugana). 
Spring field flower, white stone fruit, toast 

and a whiff of bread crust waft out of the glass. The 
linear, rather lean palate offers mature yellow apple, 
bitter almond and orange rind alongside tangy acid-
ity. Tradizione Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

88 Olivini 2011 Diciannove Marzo Pas Dosé 
(Lugana). Aromas of toast and yeasty bread 

dough take center stage. The racy, vivacious palate 
offers yellow apple, roasted coffee bean, chopped 
dill and lemon zest alongside firm acidity and a 
lively perlage. Tradizione Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

FRANCIACORTA

89 Cà d’Or NV Noble Cuvée Brut Sparkling Blend 
(Franciacorta). Ripe white stone fruit, aca-

cia and toasted bread crust aromas come to the 
forefront. The bright palate offers ripe Golden Deli-
cious apple, candied citrus zest and toasted hazel-
nut alongside a continuous perlage. A&B Wines & 
Spirits. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $32 

87 Cà d’Or NV Brut Nobl Rosé Sparkling Blend 
(Franciacorta). Red berry, orchard fruit and 

bread crust aromas lead the nose. On the lively pal-
ate, steely, continuous bubbles and bright acidity 
provide the backdrop for sour cherry, strawberry 
and a hint of toasted hazelnut. A&B Wines & Spir-
its. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $38 

TRENTO BRUT NATURE

96 Moser 2012 Brut Nature (Trento). This 
drop-dead gorgeous sparkler is all about 

finesse and fragrance. It opens with enticing scents 
of Alpine wildflower, pear, flint and a whiff of pas-
try. The savory, elegant palate has an airy, weight-
less character, doling out ripe apple, creamy white 
peach, minerals and a dollop of vanilla before the 
dry, juicy finish. A silky perlage gives it a polished, 
irresistible texture. DiVino International. Editors’ 
Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $45 

94 Maso Martis 2014 Dosaggio Zero Riserva 
(Trento). Elegant and silky, this lovely 

sparkler opens with aromas of wildflower, crushed 
herb, orchard fruit and a yeasty hint of bread dough. 
Made with 70% Pinot Nero and 30% Chardonnay, 
the vibrant, creamy palate shows red cherry, Gala 
apple, white peach and tangerine zest alongside 
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bright acidity and an ultrafine perlage. A mineral 
note lingers on the dry, juicy finish. Noble Harvest, 
LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $67 

92 Oro Rosso NV Dosaggio Zero (Trento). Fra-
grant and refined, this has lovely aromas of 

white spring flower, orchard fruit, citrus and pastry 
dough. On the silky palate, bright acidity lifts juicy 
white peach, McIntosh apple, tangerine and ginger. 
A creamy mousse lends elegance, while the wine 
finishes juicy and bone-dry. Ethica Wines. Editors’ 
Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $28 

92 Rotari 2011 Alpe Regis Pas Dosé (Trento). 
This lovely sparkler hits all the right but-

tons. It opens with delicate scents of pastry dough, 
wildflower and a whiff of Alpine herb. On the fresh, 
polished palate, an elegant mousse and bright acid-
ity provide a smooth backdrop for yellow apple, 
lemon zest, bread crust and mineral. It has a juicy, 
bone-dry finish. Prestige Wine Imports Corp. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $NA 

88 Altemasi 2012 Pas Dosé (Trento). Aromas 
of medicinal herb, white stone fruit and 

field flower carry over to the linear palate. It’s fresh, 
with crisp acidity and a vivacious perlage. Palm Bay 
International. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $55 

88 Revi 2014 Dosaggio Zero (Trento). The nose 
is rather shy but eventually reveals medici-

nal herb and bread crust. The palate is on the lean 
side, offering yellow apple skin, thyme and bitter 
walnut before a bone-dry finish. Casa Bruno. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $32 

TRENTO EXTRA BRUT

94 Ferrari 2007 Giulio Ferrari Riserva del Fonda-
tore (Trento). Aromas of toast, bread crust 

and mature exotic fruit waft out of the glass. On the 
creamy palate, tangy acidity lifts ripe Golden Deli-
cious apple, candied citrus zest, ginger and hazel-
nut, while a silky perlage lends finesse. It finishes 
on a honeyed mineral note. Taub Family Selections. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $130 

92 Ferrari 2009 Perlé Nero Extra Brut Riserva 
(Trento). Aromas of toasted bread, chamo-

mile and a whiff of dried aromatic herb follow over 
to the elegant, structured palate along with mature 
yellow apple and a hint of citrus zest. A creamy per-
lage provides the backdrop while a hazelnut note 
lingers on the finish. Taub Family Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $75 

91 Cesarini Sforza 2010 1673 Extra Brut Riserva 
(Trento). Chamomile, bread crust, vanilla 

and white pear aromas shape the bouquet. It’s 
vibrant and linear, delivering yellow apple, Meyer 

lemon and white almond alongside bright acidity 
and a silky mousse that softens the crisp, dry finish. 
Banville Wine Merchants. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

90 Ferrari 2009 Lunelli Extra Brut Riserva 
(Trento). Aromas of toasted hazelnut, cof-

fee and bread crust mingle together on this. The 
aromas carry over to the mature, linear palate where 
they join ripe yellow apple and a hint of citrus rind. 
An elegant perlage lends finesse, while fresh acidity 
lifts the close. Taub Family Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $60 

89 Rotari 2011 Alpe Regis Extra Brut (Trento). 
Made entirely with Chardonnay, this viva-

cious sparkler has aromas of bread crust, orchard 
fruit and a whiff of citrus. Reflecting the nose, the 
vibrant palate delivers toasted hazelnut, ripe yellow 
apple and lemon zest set against bright acidity and 
a continuous perlage. Prestige Wine Imports Corp. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

88 Cantina d’Isera 2012 1907 Extra Brut 
(Trento). White flower, white stone fruit, 

citrus and bread dough aromas come together on 
this lively sparkler. On the vibrant palate, a vigorous 
perlage and bright acidity accompany yellow apple, 
lemon zest and a tangy hint of minerals. Wine Uni-
verse Corp. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $40 

87 Revi 2011 Cavaliere Nero Extra Brut Riserva 
(Trento). This has aromas of red berry, 

thyme and adhesive bandage that carry over to 
the dry, linear palate. It’s crisp, with vibrant acid-
ity, while a refined perlage softens the finish. Casa 
Bruno. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $45 

TRENTO BRUT

92 Maso Martis NV Brut (Trento). Creamy and 
fresh, this elegant sparkler opens with an 

enticing fragrance of lilac, wisteria, pastry dough 
and orchard fruit. The silky palate dishes out juicy 
white stone fruit, lemon drop and baking spice 
alongside a silky perlage. Noble Harvest, LLC. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $35 

92 Moser NV 51,151 Brut (Trento). Enticing 
scents of ripe pear, citrus zest, pastry and 

Alpine herb mingle together on this elegant, refresh-
ing sparkler. On the bright, silky palate, a refined 
perlage and tangy acidity offset lemon, Golden Deli-
cious apple, ginger and a mineral note evoking wet 
stone. Casa Bruno. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

92 Rotari 2011 40 Anni Special Limited Edition 
Riserva (Trento). For full review see page 9. 

Editors’ Choice. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $40 

91 Ferrari 2012 Riserva Perlé Brut (Trento). 
Orchard fruit and citrusy aromas mingle in 

the glass together with a yeasty whiff of bread dough. 
On the palate, bright acidity lifts white peach, ripe 
apple and a toasted almond note alongside a soft, 
persistent mousse. Taub Family Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $40 

91 Maso Martis 2014 Brut Riserva (Trento). 
Aromas of toast, bread crust and a whiff of 

orchard fruit guide the nose. On the bright palate, 
vibrant acidity and an elegant mousse provide the 
backdrop for yellow apple, white peach and a hint of 
bitter almond. Noble Harvest, LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $60 

91 Maso Martis 2008 Madame Martis Brut 
Riserva (Trento). Subdued aromas evoking 

grilled rosemary, bread crust and a balsamic note 
slowly take shape on this smooth sparkler. On the 
somewhat mature palate, fresh acidity brightens 
ripe golden apple, toasted hazelnut and a coffee note 
while a refined perlage lends finesse. Noble Harvest, 
LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $170 

90 Altemasi 2010 Riserva Graal Metodo Clas-
sico Brut (Trento). For full review see page 

14. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $45 

90 Cesarini Sforza 2008 Aquila Reale Riserva 
(Trento). This aged sparkler opens with 

inviting aromas of mature tropical fruit, freshly 
baked bread and candied citrus. The aromas fol-
low through to the linear, elegant palate along with 
yellow apple, mineral and a hint of tangerine drop. 
Bright acidity lends balance and energy while a 
refined perlage bestows finesse. Banville Wine Mer-
chants. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $50 

90 Letrari 2007 976 Riserva del Fondatore 
(Trento). A blend of half Chardonnay and 

half Pinot Nero, this has aromas of toast, bread 
crust, graphite and orchard fruit. On the mature 
palate, a soft perlage provides the backdrop for ripe 
yellow apple, toasted hazelnut, coffee and vanilla. 
DiVino International. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $71 

90 Revi 2014 Brut (Trento). This racy sparkler 
opens with aromas of ripe apple, hazel-

nut and bread crust. The aromas carry over to the 
vibrant palate along with citrus zest, fennel and 
Alpine herb alongside crisp acidity. It’s dry and 
elegant, with a refined perlage. Casa Bruno. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

90 Rotari 2010 Flavio Riserva (Trento). For full 
review see page 16. 

abv: 13% Price: $49 

89 Cantina d’Isera 2012 Brut Riserva (Trento). 
Aromas of dried field flowers, bread crust 
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and white orchard fruit appear in this bright, lin-
ear sparkler, made entirely from Chardonnay. The 
vibrant palate offers Golden Delicious apple, lemon 
zest and toasted hazelnut alongside lively bubbles. 
Wine Universe Corp. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $45 

89 Casata Monfort NV Brut (Trento). Baked 
bread, ripe orchard fruit and pressed cham-

omile aromas lead the way while the vibrant pal-
ate shows mature Golden Delicious apple, pear and 
candied citrus. A continuous perlage provides the 
backdrop. Tricana Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $37 

89 Casata Monfort 2012 Brut Riserva (Trento). 
Wildflower, acacia, white stone fruit and 

citrus aromas mingle with a whiff of bread crust. On 
the linear palate, an elegant mousse and fresh acid-
ity support Golden Delicious apple, citrus zest and 
toasted walnut alongside a hint of honey. Tricana 
Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $50 

89 Letrari 2015 Brut (Trento). Aromas of cit-
rus, bread dough and white stone fruit leap 

out of the glass. Reflecting the nose, the bright pal-
ate offers white peach, yellow apple and tangerine 
alongside a vibrant perlage. It closes on a hazelnut 
note. DiVino International. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $27 

89 Letrari 2011 Brut Quore Riserva (Trento). 
Toast, walnut and bread crust aromas lead 

the nose. The aromas carry over to the firm, lean 
palate along with mature Golden Delicious apple, 
medicinal herb and a hint of hazelnut. Crisp acid-
ity and a vivacious perlage provide the backdrop. 
DiVino International. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $47 

88 Altemasi NV Brut (Trento). Field flower and 
yellow stone fruit aromas lead the way. 

Reflecting the nose, the vibrant palate evokes golden 
apple, citrus drop and a hint of toasted hazelnut 
alongside bright acidity and a lively perlage. Palm 
Bay International. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $24 

88 Altemasi 2014 Brut (Trento). This opens 
with subtle aromas of spring flower, medic-

inal herb, white stone fruit and a whiff of bread 
crust. The brisk palate reflects the nose, offer-
ing yellow apple, lemon, thyme and a toasted note 
alongside brisk acidity and a lively perlage. Palm 
Bay International. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

88 Cantina d’Isera NV 1907 Brut (Trento). 
Toasted bread, chamomile flower and a 

whiff of nut lead the way. Mirroring the nose, the 
linear, almost lean palate evokes mature yellow 
apple, citrus zest and a hint of toasted hazelnut. 

It’s crisp and fresh, with bright acidity and lively 
bubbles. Wine Universe Corp. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $29 

88 Cesarini Sforza NV Brut (Trento). Alpine 
herb and white stone fruit aromas mingle 

with a whiff of bread crust. The racy palate offers 
lemon, Golden Delicious apple and a hint of nut 
alongside a lively perlage. Banville Wine Merchants. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

88 Ferrari NV Brut (Trento). Refreshing and 
enjoyable, this lively sparkler has aromas 

of white spring flower, ripe orchard fruit and just a 
whiff of bread dough. The breezy palate offers juicy 
golden apple and candied lemon slice before clos-
ing on a bitter almond note. Taub Family Selections. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $26 

88 Letrari 2011 Brut Riserva (Trento). Aromas 
of toast, bread crust and hazelnut lead 

the nose. The rather lean-bodied, vivacious palate 
offers mature yellow apple, citrus zest and walnut 
alongside bright acidity and steely bubbles. DiVino 
International. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $44 

88 Oro Rosso NV Brut (Trento). This refresh-
ing sparkler opens with aromas suggesting 

ripe orchard fruit, citrus and a yeasty whiff of bread 
crust. On the vigorous palate, lively bubbles and 
bright acidity frame lemon zest, Golden Delicious 
apple and a candied note. Ethica Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

86 Borgo dei Posseri 2014 Tananai (Trento). 
This opens with aromas of medicinal herb, 

walnut and a whiff of adhesive bandage that fol-
low over to the palate along with toast, bread crust, 
yellow apple and citrus. Racy acidity and vivacious 
bubbles provide the background. Vinotas Selec-
tions. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $39 

TRENTO ROSÉ

93 Ferrari 2012 Riserva Perlé Rosé (Trento). 
Delicate scents of field flower, warm bread 

crust and a whiff of orchard fruit come together in 
this elegant sparkler. The bright, silky palate offers 
sour cherry, pear and tangerine zest alongside tangy 
acidity and a vibrant, refined perlage. Taub Family 
Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $60 

93 Moser 2013 Rosé Extra Brut (Trento). Elegant 
and savory, this lovely sparkler hits all the 

right buttons, starting with an enticing fragrance 
that recalls wild berry, Alpine herb, bread crust and 
a hint of baking spice. On the creamy, weightless 
palate, bright acidity lifts strawberry compote, ripe 
Rennet apple, citrus zest and a ginger note while 

a silky perlage lends finesse. A flinty mineral note 
energizes the finish. Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $40 

92 Maso Martis 2014 Rosé Extra Brut (Trento). 
This has delicate, inviting aromas of red 

berry, chamomile and bread crust. On the vibrant 
palate, an ultrarefined perlage wraps around sour 
cherry, pomegranate, tangerine and a hint of white 
pepper. Noble Harvest, LLC. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $50 

91 Revi 2014 Rosé (Trento). Aromas of violet, 
bread crust and wild berry carry on to the 

juicy palate along with Alpine herb and a hint of 
hazelnut. Racy acidity and lively, refined bubbles 
provide a vibrant backdrop. Casa Bruno. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $32 

90 Ferrari NV Rosé Brut (Trento). Aromas of 
field flower, toast, bread crust and a whiff 

of wild berry mingle together in the glass. Reflecting 
the nose, the bright palate evokes juicy sour cherry, 
toasted nut, and tangerine zest framed in crisp 
acidity and a silky mousse. Taub Family Selections. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $33 

89 Altemasi NV Rosé Brut (Trento). This has 
a delicate nose that suggests orchard fruit 

and a whiff of bread crust. The bright palate offers 
white peach, grapefruit and hints of candied orange 
zest and ginger alongside a soft perlage. Palm Bay 
International. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $45 

89 Letrari 2009 Brut Rosé +4 Riserva (Trento). 
Made with Chardonnay and Pinot Nero, 

this has a shy nose that eventually reveals whiffs of 
red berry and bread crust. Reflecting the nose, the 
racy, linear palate offers suggestions of sour cherry, 
toasted nut and tangerine rind alongside small, con-
tinuous bubbles. DiVino International. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $40 

88 Cesarini Sforza NV Brut Rosé (Trento). Fruity 
aromas of red berry and peach mix with a 

yeasty whiff of bread dough. On the palate, fresh 
acidity and vivacious bubbles brighten juicy cherry, 
Rennet apple and a hint of bitter almond. Banville 
Wine Merchants. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

88 Oro Rosso NV Brut Rosé (Trento). This has 
a shy nose that eventually reveals toasted 

walnut, bread crust and a whiff of dried chamo-
mile. On the soft, easygoing palate, a lively perlage 
provides the backdrop for juicy strawberry, toasted 
hazelnut and a hint of ripe apple. Ethica Wines. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

87 Casata Monfort NV Rosé Brut (Trento). This 
has subdued scents evoking wild berry, 

spring wildflower and a whiff of pastry dough. On 
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the fresh palate, you’ll find apple, pomegranate and 
a hint of ripe orange peel alongside rather vigorous 
bubbles. Tricana Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $40 

VALDOBBIADENE SUPERIORE 
DI CARTIZZE

91 Le Colture NV Dry (Valdobbiadene Superiore di 
Cartizze). This delicious sparkler opens with 

heady scents of white spring flower, green apple and 
vanilla that follow through the creamy palate along 
with white almond. Fresh acidity brightens the rich 
flavors while a silky mousse lends elegance and an 
irresistibly smooth texture. T. Edward Wines Ltd. 
Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 11% Price: $30 

90 Andreola 2017 Dry (Valdobbiadene Supe-
riore di Cartizze). Rose, white peach and 

green apple aromas float over to the bright, creamy 
palate along with a note of candied lemon zest. A 
silky mousse lends finesse while fresh acidity lifts 
the rich flavors. Prestige Beverage Group. Editors’ 
Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $26 

90 Bisol 2017 Dry (Valdobbiadene Superiore di 
Cartizze). Delicate scents of banana, honey-

suckle and tropical fruit lead the nose on this foam-
ing wine. The off-dry palate offers ripe white peach, 
pineapple and a dollop of vanilla pastry cream 
alongside a silky mousse. Wilson Daniels Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $40 

90 Villa Sandi 2017 Vigna La Rivetta Brut (Val-
dobbiadene Superiore di Cartizze). Honey-

suckle, ripe green apple and banana aromas follow 
over to the creamy palate along with a note of pastry 
cream. A silky mousse provides an irresistibly soft 
texture. Folio Fine Wine Partners. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $42 

89 Bortomiol 2017 Dry (Valdobbiadene Supe-
riore di Cartizze). Heady scents of honey-

suckle, wisteria and white stone fruit waft out of the 
glass. On the foaming palate, fresh acidity brightens 
ripe Granny Smith apple and white peach, while 
a confectionery note clings to the finish. Simioni 
Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $36 

89 Col Vetoraz 2017 Valdobbiadene Superiore di 
Cartizze. This foaming sparkler opens with 

heady aromas of honeysuckle and green apple that 
follow on to the palate together with white peach 
and candied lemon drop. Bright acidity lifts the rich 
flavors. Regal Wine Imports Inc. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $47 

89 Merotto NV Dry (Valdobbiadene Superiore di 
Cartizze). Aromas of white rose and orchard 

fruit lift out of the glass. The aromas carry on to the 
silky, vibrant palate along with yellow apple, yellow 

peach and a candied almond note. Prestige Wine 
Imports Corp. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $40 

89 Villa Sandi NV Dry (Valdobbiadene Superiore 
di Cartizze). Honeysuckle, acacia and white 

stone fruit aromas delicately shape the nose. On the 
foaming palate, vibrant acidity brightens ripe yel-
low apple, Bartlett pear and a candied citrus zest 
note. Folio Fine Wine Partners. —K.O. 
abv: 11% Price: $38 

88 Carpenè Malvolti NV 1868 (Valdobbiadene 
Superiore di Cartizze). Almond blossom and 

ripe orchard fruit aromas mingle together on this 
soft sparkler. On the silky palate, fresh acidity lifts 
ripe yellow pear, apple and citrus. Angelini Wine. 
—K.O. 
abv: 11% Price: $20 

LESSINI DURELLO

93 Casa Cecchin 2011 Dosaggio Zero Riserva 
(Lessini Durello). Creamy and delicious, this 

lovely sparkler offers delicate scents of wildflower, 
yellow stone fruit, wet stone and a whiff of bread 
dough. The silky palate delivers golden apple, lemon 
zest and almond alongside a steely mineral note 
and crisp acidity. It has a pristine, bone-dry finish. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $NA 

92 Corte Moschina 2011 60 Riserva (Lessini 
Durello). Vibrant and elegant, this has aro-

mas of white stone fruit, acacia and a whiff of bread 
crust. The silky palate doles out white peach, yellow 
apple and honey alongside bright acidity. It closes 
on an almond note. Vi. Sco., Inc. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $80 

92 Fattori 2012 Roncà Brut 60 Mesi Metodo 
Classico (Lessini Durello). Yellow wildflower, 

chamomile, bread crust and acacia honey aromas 
follow through to the elegantly sparkling palate 
together with yellow apple, citrus zest and flinty 
minerals. A honeyed almond note lingers on the 
close. The Wine Company. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $42 

92 Fattori 2012 Roncà Non Dosato 60 Mesi 
Metodo Classico (Lessini Durello). Made 

with native grape Durello, this has enticing scents 
of pressed wildflower, wet stone, bread crust and 
acacia honey. The honeyed note follows over to the 
palate along with ripe apple, white peach and hazel-
nut set against crisp acidity and a polished perlage. 
A mineral vein energizes the bone-dry finish. The 
Wine Company. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $42 

91 Tonello NV Lessini Durello. Lemon zest and 
bread crust aromas follow through to the 

vibrant, creamy palate along with mature yellow 
apple and a hint of wild herb. A tangy mineral note 

evoking oyster shell closes the finish while bright 
acidity and a silky mousse provide the backdrop. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $NA 

90 Casa Cecchin 2013 Extra Brut Nostrum 
Metodo Classico (Lessini Durello). Aromas 

of yellow spring flower and crushed stone waft out 
of the glass. It’s vibrant, with yellow pear, peach and 
tangy citrus zest flavors set against crisp acidity. 
Slow, refined beading provides the soft backdrop. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

89 Cà d’Or 2016 Blanc de Blancs (Lessini 
Durello). Made entirely with native grape 

Durello, this svelte sparkler opens with aromas of 
field flower, Anjou pear and a hint of honeydew 
melon. On the polished, refreshing palate, bright 
acidity and a silky mousse lift creamy apple, white 
peach and tangerine alongside a hint of tangy min-
erals. A&B Wines & Spirits. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $21 

89 Franchetto 2013 Brut Riserva (Lessini 
Durello). Crushed rock, ripe orchard fruit, 

citrus and bread crust aromas slowly form the nose. 
Creamy and vibrant, the linear palate evokes yel-
low apple, lemon zest and a flinty mineral note set 
against racy acidity. An elegant perlage softens the 
firm finish. J. Strecker Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

86 Gianni Tessari NV Brut Metodo Classico 
(Lessini Durello). This has aromas evoking 

medicinal herb and adhesive bandage that follow 
over to the palate along with citrus zest, powdered 
sage and bitter walnut. Vigorous bubbles and racy 
acidity provide the lively backdrop. Zeman Global 
Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $30 

OTHER VENETO  
SPARKLING WINES

93 Ca’ dei Zago 2015 Dosaggio Zero Metodo 
Classico (Prosecco di Valdobbiadene). This 

elegant, savory sparkler opens with inviting aro-
mas of dried wildflower, mature orchard fruit and a 
yeasty whiff of bread dough. On the creamy palate, a 
soft mousse accompanies yellow apple, white peach 
and citrus zest alongside accents of dried herb and a 
hint of ginger. Ethica Wines. Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 11% Price: $40 

90 Corte Moschina NV Purocaso Metodo Clas-
sico (Veneto). Bottle fermented and bottled 

on its lees, this has yeasty aromas of bread dough, 
citrus, nut and chopped herb. Mirroring the nose, 
the racy palate delivers lime, Golden Delicious apple 
and almond alongside a tangy mineral note. A softly 
foaming mousse lends finesse. Vi. Sco., Inc. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $25 
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88 Corte Moschina 2014 Brut Metodo Classico 
Durella (Veneto). Aromas of hazelnut, yel-

low peach and orange flavored liqueur carry over to 
the racy palate along with bitter yellow apple skin. 
A refined perlage lends softness and vibrancy. Vi. 
Sco., Inc. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $40 

NORTHERN ITALY
RED WINES

AMARONE DELLA  
VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO

93 SalvaTerra 2009 Cave di Prun Riserva (Ama-
rone della Valpolicella Classico). Enticing 

aromas of ripe dark-skinned berry, new leather, 
mocha and a hint of pressed violet emerge from 
the glass. The structured, savory palate offers black 
cherry jam, espresso, star anise and tobacco along-
side fine-grained tannins. Drink through 2025. Sal-
vaterra USA. —K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $75 

93 SalvaTerra 2008 Cave di Prun Riserva (Ama-
rone della Valpolicella Classico). For full 

review see page 7. Cellar Selection. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $75 

92 Buglioni 2010 Teste Dure Riserva (Amarone 
della Valpolicella Classico). Inviting aromas 

of ripe dark-skinned berry, new leather, cocoa and 
forest floor emerge from the glass. The concentrated 
palate doles out black currant jam, licorice, black 
pepper and tobacco alongside fine-grained tannins. 
Drink 2019–2027. Wilson Daniels Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 16.5% Price: $249 

92 Corteforte 2010 Vigneti di Osan (Amarone 
della Valpolicella Classico). Enticing aromas 

of ripe dark-skinned fruit, pipe tobacco, leather and 
incense emerge from the glass. The savory, full-
bodied palate delivers dried black cherry, star anise 
and licorice alongside fine-grained tannins. Kindred 
Vines. —K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $90 

92 SalvaTerra 2011 Amarone della Valpolicella 
Classico. For full review see page 9. 

abv: 15% Price: $50 

92 Santa Sofia 2012 Amarone della Valpoli-
cella Classico. Alluring aromas of ripe dark-

skinned berry, pipe tobacco and leather emerge 
from the glass. The hearty palate delivers ripe black 
plum, fig, white pepper and cinnamon alongside 
polished tannins. Grapes and Greens. —K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $60 

92 Santa Sofia 2011 Gioè (Amarone della Valpo-
licella Classico). Aromas of baked plum, fig 

and mocha lead the nose. The concentrated, full-

bodied palate delivers blackberry jam, vanilla, clove 
and black pepper alongside velvety tannins. Grapes 
and Greens. —K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $105 

91 Buglioni 2013 Amarone della Valpolicella 
Classico. Enticing aromas of cassis, cocoa and 

underbrush lead the nose. The dense palate offers 
blackberry jam, tobacco and licorice alongside firm, 
polished tannins. Drink 2019–2026. Wilson Dan-
iels Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 16% Price: $59 

91 Tenuta Santa Maria 2012 Amarone della Val-
policella Classico. Pressed violet, allspice, 

baked plum and cake spice aromas lead the nose. 
The densely concentrated palate offers dried black 
cherry, star anise, clove and tobacco alongside firm, 
refined tannins. Drink 2019–2026. Indigenous 
Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $76 

90 Corteforte 2009 Riserva (Amarone della 
Valpolicella Classico). Ripe dark fruit, 

cedar and a balsamic note lead the nose on this big, 
brawny red. The densely concentrated palate offers 
raisin, blackberry jam, licorice and mocha framed in 
tightly wound tannins. Kindred Vines. —K.O. 
abv: 16.5% Price: $72 

90 Rubinelli Vajol 2012 Amarone della Valpoli-
cella Classico. Aromas of ripe dark-skinned 

berry, baking spice and underbrush lead the way. 
The concentrated palate offers blackberry jam, 
toasted hazelnut and star anise alongside velvety 
tannins. Golden State Wine Co. —K.O. 
abv: 16% Price: $80 

89 Albino Armani 2014 Amarone della Valpoli-
cella Classico. Dark berry, tobacco and bak-

ing spice aromas lead the nose. The robust palate 
offers dried black cherry, clove and black pepper 
alongside bracing tannins. Saranty Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $50 

89 Cantina di Negrar 2015 Amarone della Val-
policella Classico. This opens with aromas 

of mature black-skinned berry, leather and cooking 
spice. The forward palate offers prune, licorice and 
a hint of clove alongside firm tannins. Global Wines 
Inc. —K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $35 

89 Cecilia Beretta 2013 Terre di Cariano Riserva 
(Amarone della Valpolicella Classico). Aro-

mas of toasted oak, mature dark-skinned fruit and 
cooking spice lift out of the glass. The ripe palate 
delivers raisin, licorice and dried sage alongside 
grippy tannins. Casa Bruno. —K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $80 

89 Corteforte 2011 Terre di San Zeno (Amarone 
della Valpolicella Classico). Earthy aromas 

of truffle, new leather and ripe black fruit lead the 
nose. The firm palate doles out ripe black plum, 

blackberry and cinnamon alongside smooth tan-
nins. Kindred Vines. —K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $48 

89 Corte Rugolin 2012 Monte Crosara delle Strie 
(Amarone della Valpolicella Classico). Aro-

mas of black cherry marinated in spirits, vanilla and 
mocha emerge from the glass. The big, chewy palate 
delivers prune, cocoa and espresso alongside velvety 
tannins. Angelini Wine. —K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $55 

89 Domìni Veneti 2013 Amarone della Valpoli-
cella Classico. Aromas of forest floor, leather 

and ripe dark-skinned fruit lead the nose. The 
chewy, monolithic palate evokes dried black cherry, 
clove and a dollop of vanilla alongside firm tannins. 
Global Wines Inc. —K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $39 

89 Le Bertarole 2013 Podere Le Maragnole 
(Amarone della Valpolicella Classico). Dark 

berry, scorched earth and leather lead the nose. The 
solid palate delivers blackberry jam, fig and mocha 
alongside firm tannins. Vinarium Inc. —K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $45 

88 Corte Rugolin 2012 Monte Danieli Riserva 
(Amarone della Valpolicella Classico). This 

opens with aromas of ripe black-skinned fruit, 
resin and roasted coffee bean. The warm, dense pal-
ate delivers espresso, dried black cherry, clove and 
vanilla alongside close-grained tannins. Angelini 
Wine. —K.O. 
abv: 16% Price: $70 

88 Le Bertarole 2013 Podere Cariano (Amarone 
della Valpolicella Classico). Earthy aromas 

of tilled soil, dark fruit and leather lead the nose. 
The robust palate delivers prune, vanilla and nut-
meg alongside close-grained tannins. Vinarium Inc. 
—K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $35 

87 Antica Corte 2015 Amarone della Valpolicella 
Classico. This opens with aromas of ripe 

dark fruit, tilled soil and a whiff of dark spice. The 
straightforward palate offers dried black cherry and 
clove alongside round tannins. Saranty Imports. 
—K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $50 

AMARONE DELLA  
VALPOLICELLA

92 Pasqua 2010 Famiglia Pasqua Riserva (Ama-
rone della Valpolicella). Aromas of spiced 

plum, new leather, toasted oak and tobacco shape 
the nose. It’s concentrated and full bodied, doling 
out blackberry jam, licorice and black pepper fla-
vors framed in tightly wound, fine-grained tannins. 
Drink 2021–2033. Pasqua USA LLC. Cellar Selec-
tion. —K.O. 
abv: 16.5% Price: $130 
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92 Pasqua 2011 Mai Dire Mai (Amarone della 
Valpolicella). This opens with aromas evok-

ing ripe black plum, underbrush and exotic spice. 
The structured, full-bodied palate offers dried sour 
cherry, tobacco and baking spice alongside fine-
grained tannins. Pasqua USA LLC. Cellar Selection. 
—K.O. 
abv: 16.5% Price: $100 

92 Villabella 2011 Amarone della Valpolicella. 
Mature dark fruit, leather and cooking spice 

aromas come together on this. The full-bodied, 
polished palate offers blackberry jam, tobacco and 
clove alongside fine-grained tannins. Blue Star 
International Imports LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $70 

92 Villabella 2009 Fracastoro Riserva (Ama-
rone della Valpolicella). Aromas of ripe dark 

berry, underbrush and cocoa lift out of the glass. 
The smooth, polished palate delivers dried black 
cherry, mocha and tobacco alongside polished tan-
nins. Blue Star International Imports LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $94 

90 Monte Zovo 2014 Amarone della Valpoli-
cella. Mature black plum, leather, cocoa 

and cooking spice emerge from the glass. The dense 
palate offers blackberry jam, star anise and black 
pepper alongside velvety tannins and the warmth of 
alcohol. Monte Zovo USA. —K.O. 
abv: 16% Price: $46 

90 Pasqua 2013 Famiglia Pasqua (Amarone 
della Valpolicella). Ripe dark-skinned 

berry, cedar and vanilla lead the nose. The savory, 
full-bodied palate offers blackberry jam, tobacco 
and star anise alongside firm, fine-grained tannins. 
Pasqua USA LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $45 

90 Tenuta Sant’Antonio 2013 Selezione Campo 
dei Gigli (Amarone della Valpolicella). Aro-

mas of toasted oak, mocha and dark fruit lift out of 
the glass. The dense palate offers black currant jam, 
roasted coffee bean and star anise alongside fine-
grained tannins. Dalla Terra Winery Direct. —K.O. 
abv: 16% Price: $50 

89 Tenuta Sant’Antonio 2015 Selezione Anto-
nio Castagnedi (Amarone della Valpolicella). 

Aromas of dark berry, cedar and a balsamic note 
lead the nose. The full-bodied palate offers ripe 
black plum, mocha and a tobacco alongside firm 
tannins. Dalla Terra Winery Direct. —K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $45 

89 Vivaldi 2015 Ai Colli (Amarone della Valpo-
licella). Aromas of mature black-skinned 

berry, mocha and tobacco emerge from the glass. 
The chewy palate delivers ripe black cherry, lico-
rice and a hint of cocoa alongside smooth tannins. 
Global Wines Inc. —K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $NA 

88 Albino Armani 2012 Amarone della Valpoli-
cella. This opens with aromas of dark fruit, 

underbrush and cedar. The linear, straightforward 
palate delivers prune, clove and tobacco alongside 
smooth tannins. Saranty Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $50 

88 Cantina Valpantena 2013 Torre del Falasco 
(Amarone della Valpolicella). This opens 

with aromas suggesting ripe dark-skinned fruit, 
toasted oak and espresso. The full-bodied palate 
offers prune, fig and vanilla alongside polished tan-
nins. Omniwines Distribution. —K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $40 

88 Delibori 2015 Amarone della Valpolicella. 
Aromas of mature dark fruit, wet soil and 

tobacco lead the nose. The linear palate offers rai-
sin, cooking spice and nutmeg alongside close-
grained tannins. Snarky & Spirited LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 15% Price: $50 

88 Le Preare 2015 Amarone della Valpolicella. 
Aromas of dark-skinned berry, clove and 

underbrush come together on this brawny red. The 
firm palate delivers ripe black plum, star anise and 
clove alongside chewy tannins. Global Wines Inc. 
—K.O. 
abv: 15.5% Price: $NA 

CENTRAL ITALY
WHITE WINES

ORVIETO

90 Barberani 2014 Luigi e Giovanna (Orvieto 
Classico Superiore). Delicate scents evok-

ing yellow stone fruit, pressed flower, beeswax and 
crushed herb lift out of the glass. The bright, linear 
palate delivers mature apricot, tangerine zest and 
a hint of white almond alongside vibrant acidity. 
Vinifera Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $50 

87 Barberani 2016 Castagnolo (Orvieto Classico 
Superiore). Scents of wildflower and orchard 

fruit lift delicately out of the glass. On the palate, 
bright acidity accompanies yellow pear and citrus 
zest. Vinifera Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $NA 

87 Argillae 2016 Orvieto. Spring blossom and 
orchard fruit aromas lead the nose. On the 

bright, linear palate, vibrant acidity offsets notes 
of white peach, pineapple and citrus. Vias Imports. 
—K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

86 Bigi 2016 Secco (Orvieto Classico). A blend 
of Procanico, Malvasia and Drupeggio, this 

opens with subtle aromas suggesting ripe orchard 
fruit and spring wildflower. The simple but juicy 
palate offers Bosc pear, candied lemon slice and a 

hint of raw almond. Frederick Wildman & Sons, Ltd. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $13 

VERDICCHIO DEI  
CASTELLI DI JESI

89 Stefano Antonucci 2015 Riserva (Verdic-
chio dei Castelli di Jesi Classico). Delicately 

scented, this offers pressed chamomile, Spanish 
Broom and tropical fruit aromas. The rich, juicy pal-
ate offers pineapple, yellow peach and candied cit-
rus alongside somewhat tangy acidity. Omniwines 
Distribution. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $39 

88 Casalfarneto 2014 Crisio Riserva (Verdicchio 
dei Castelli di Jesi Classico). Aromas of yel-

low spring flower, cedar and marzipan emerge from 
the glass. The juicy palate delivers Golden Delicious 
apple, lemon zest and toasted almond alongside 
bright acidity. Drink through 2020. Enotec Imports, 
Inc. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $30 

87 Marchetti 2016 Tenuta del Cavaliere (Verdic-
chio dei Castelli di Jesi). This opens with del-

icate aromas of acacia flower and toasted almond. 
The aromas carry over to the linear palate along 
with citrus notes and white peach. Drink soon. 
August Wine Group. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

86 Quercia Antica 2016 Verdicchio dei Castelli 
di Jesi. This has delicate aromas of mature 

apricot and grapefruit that carry over to the for-
ward, simple palate. It closes on a bitter, nutty note. 
Drink soon. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $NA 

86 Filodivino 2015 Filotto (Verdicchio dei Cas-
telli di Jesi Classico Superiore). Aromas of 

scorched earth, ripe yellow apple and a whiff of 
toasted nut lead the nose. On the medium-bodied 
palate, fresh acidity offsets dried yellow peach, a 
hint of citrus zest and bitter almond. Drink soon 
to capture the remaining fruit flavors. Alwaysgood. 
—K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

VERNACCIA DI  
SAN GIMIGNANO

89 Castello Montauto 2016 Vernaccia di San 
Gimignano. This opens with aromas of 

white spring flower and yellow stone fruit. The 
savory palate offers yellow peach, Bartlett pear and 
citrus while a bitter almond note signals the close. 
Webster Barnes LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

89 Fornacelle 2016 Vernaccia di San Gimignano. 
Fragrant yellow flower and mature orchard 
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fruit aromas lead the nose along with a whiff of gin-
ger. The medium-bodied, savory palate delivers ripe 
Golden Delicious apple and tangerine while a touch 
of bitter almond wraps the finish. Wineries of Italy 
Consortium. Best Buy. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 

89 Il Palagione 2017 Hydra (Vernaccia di San 
Gimignano). Delicate scents suggesting 

white spring flower, citrus and white stone fruit 
lead the nose. The bright, enjoyable palate doles 
out white peach, honeydew melon, lemon zest and a 
tangy hint reminiscent of oyster shell. Vision Wine 
Brands. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

88 Cecchi 2017 Vernaccia di San Gimignano. 
This opens with subtle aromas of citrus 

blossom and ripe orchard fruit. The juicy pal-
ate delivers lemon zest, ginger and a touch of raw 
almond alongside rather fresh acidity. Terlato 
Wines International. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $18 

88 Panizzi 2016 Vernaccia di San Gimignano. 
Aromas of yellow spring flower, acacia 

honey, mature peach and a whiff of hazelnut lead 
the nose. Reflecting the nose, the linear palate offers 
dried apricot and a note of honeyed almond. Bac-
chanal Wine Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

87 Casa alle Vacche 2017 I Macchioni (Vernaccia 
di San Gimignano). Aromas of yellow stone 

fruit, citrus and a hint of dried sage lift out of the 
glass. The ripe palate offers pineapple, yellow peach 
and a note of toasted almond. Villa Italia. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

87 Palagetto 2014 Riserva (Vernaccia di San 
Gimignano). Aromas of French oak, vanilla 

and a whiff of paraffin lead the way. The aromas 
carry over to the rather lean palate along with but-
terscotch, vanilla, bitter almond and a note of can-
died tangerine zest but not much fruit richness. 
Drink soon. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $28 

OTHER WHITE WINES

90 Marchesi de’ Frescobaldi 2016 Gorgona 
(Costa Toscana). A joint effort between 

Frescobaldi and inmates from a penal colony on the 
Gorgona island off the Tuscan coast, this blend of 
Vermentino and Ansonica offers aromas of yellow 
field flower, dried Mediterranean herb and a whiff 
of tropical fruit. The juicy palate delivers ripe Bosc 
pear, white peach and a touch of wild fennel that 
brightens the creamy finish. Shaw-Ross Interna-
tional Importers. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $146 

89 Borgo Paglianetto 2015 Rewine (Verdicchio 
di Matelica). Made with organically farmed 

grapes, this opens with aromas of yellow peach, 
chamomile and apricot. The structured palate offers 
citrus, marzipan and a touch of raw almond on the 
finish alongside fresh acidity. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $23 

89 Marchesi de’ Frescobaldi 2016 Bianco (Pom-
ino). A blend of Chardonnay and Pinot 

Bianco, this has a delicate fragrance of orchard fruit 
and white flower. The vibrant, savory palate deliv-
ers Golden Delicious apple, citrus and a touch of 
thyme, while fresh acidity provides the framework. 
Shaw-Ross International Importers. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

89 Roccafiore 2015 Fiorfiore (Umbria). Made 
entirely with Grechetto, this opens with 

scents of citrus blossom, Spanish broom and bees-
wax. The juicy palate delivers yellow peach, mature 
Bosc pear and a hint of almond alongside bright 
acidity. It closes on a saline note. Vignaioli Selec-
tion. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

87 Carminucci 2017 Belato (Offida Pecorino). 
Aromas of jasmine and white peach emerge 

from the glass. The easygoing palate offers Golden 
Delicious apple and pink grapefruit, while a ginger 
note marks the finish. Charles River Wine Company, 
Inc. Best Buy. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $12 

85 Barberani 2016 Grechetto (Umbria). Made 
with organic grapes, this has delicate scents 

of spring blossom. Crisp, light-bodied and simple, 
the palate suggests dried apricot and a hint of bitter 
almond. Vinifera Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $18 

PASSITO

91 Barberani 2014 Passito Moscato (Umbria). 
Made with dried Moscato grapes, this savory 

dessert wine opens with aromas of dried apricot and 
candied lemon that carry over to the elegant palate, 
with rosemary honey and toasted almond. It’s well 
balanced with a long finish. Vinifera Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 11% Price: $45/500 ml 

CENTRAL ITALY
SPARKLING WINES

LAMBRUSCO DI SORBARA

94 Paltrinieri 2017 L’Eclisse (Lambrusco di Sor-
bara). Made by the firm that helped put 

quality Lambrusco on the map, this delicious, stun-
ning wine opens with enticing scents of wild berry, 
rose petal and citrus. The aromas carry over to the 
elegant, foaming palate along with juicy strawberry, 
creamy nectarine, grapefruit and a sprinkling of 
white pepper. A silky mousse gives it an irresistible 

texture, while fresh acidity keeps it balanced. Lyra 
Wine. Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $25 

93 Paltrinieri 2017 Radice (Lambrusco di Sor-
bara). One of the wines that put Lambrusco 

back on the map, this vibrant, linear wine boasts 
aromas of wild strawberry, violet, red cherry and 
grapefruit. The aromas carry through to the slightly 
sparkling, savory palate along with cinnamon and 
white pepper notes. Crisp acidity lifts the savory 
finish. Lyra Wine. Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $20 

90 Cavicchioli 2017 Vigna del Cristo (Lambrusco 
di Sorbara). Celebrating the 30th vintage of 

this bottling, this wine opens with delicate scents 
of violet, strawberry and a whiff of baking spice. 
On the ripe palate, fresh acidity lifts mature black 
cherry, raspberry and candied tangerine zest before 
the dry finish. Frederick Wildman & Sons, Ltd. Edi-
tors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 11% Price: $18 

90 Paltrinieri 2016 La Riserva (Lambrusco di 
Sorbara). This opens with aromas suggest-

ing tangerine zest, nut and orchard fruit, while the 
bright palate offers pink grapefruit, graphite, can-
died citrus and a hint of orange-flavored liqueur. 
A continuous perlage provides the backdrop. Lyra 
Wine. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $30 

89 Cavicchioli 2014 Rosé del Cristo Metodo Clas-
sico Brut (Lambrusco di Sorbara). Aromas of 

toasted hazelnut, nectarine and a whiff of vanilla 
lead the nose. On the bright palate, a soft perlage 
underscores white cherry, pink grapefruit and a hint 
of candied citrus. It’s crisp, with vibrant acidity. 
Frederick Wildman & Sons, Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $18 

88 Cantina di Sorbara 2017 Omaggio a Gino 
Friedmann (Lambrusco di Sorbara). This 

foaming red opens with heady aromas of fragrant 
purple flower, rose and wild berry. On the tangy 
palate, bright acidity boosts juicy red cherry, wild 
strawberry and a yeasty hint of bread dough before 
the crisp finish. USA Wine West. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $14 

88 Villa di Corlo 2017 Primevo (Lambrusco di 
Sorbara). Delicately scented, this has a 

fragrance reminiscent of violet and thyme. On the 
vibrant, foaming palate, bright acidity lifts crushed 
raspberry, strawberry compote, candied citrus zest 
and a hint of culinary spice before a crisp, dry fin-
ish. Ethica Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 11% Price: $19 

87 Cantina di Sorbara 2017 Emma Amabile 
(Lambrusco di Sorbara). Aromas of wild rose 

and red berry follow over to the bright, light-bodied 
palate along with raspberry compote and crushed 
strawberry. A note of candied tangerine zest and 
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vanilla close the finish. It’s fun and refreshing. USA 
Wine West. —K.O. 
abv: 8.5% Price: $14 

87 Paltrinieri 2017 Lambrusco di Sorbara. White 
rose and strawberry aromas carry over to the 

dry, softly sparkling palate along with hints of culi-
nary spice and blood orange. Tangy acidity lifts the 
juicy finish. Lyra Wine. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $16 

LAMBRUSCO GRASPAROSSA  
DI CASTELVETRO

90 Villa di Corlo 2017 Corleto (Lambrusco 
Grasparossa di Castelvetro). This deeply 

colored, frothy wine opens with aromas of iris, 
blackberry jam and baking spice. It’s crisp, savory 
and dry, doling out prune, dried black cherry, star 
anise and white pepper set against bright acidity 
and dusty tannins. Ethica Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $24 

88 Cavicchioli 2017 Col Sassoso (Lambrusco 
Grasparossa di Castelvetro). Deeply colored 

purple, this has vinous aromas of ripe blackberry 
and blueberry. The aromas carry over to the dry, 
vibrant palate along with hints of star anise, white 
pepper and dusty tannins. Frederick Wildman & 
Sons, Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 11% Price: $20 

88 Villa di Corlo 2017 Amabile (Lambrusco 
Grasparossa di Castelvetro). Violet, blue-

berry and cake spice aromas lead the nose on this 
semisweet white. On the lightly foaming palate, 
you’ll find ripe plum, blackberry jam and a hint of 
cocoa while bright acidity keeps the rich flavors in 
check. Ethica Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 9% Price: $19 

88 Villa di Corlo 2017 Lambrusco Grasparossa di 
Castelvetro. Delicate scents of field flower, 

warm bread crust and a whiff of orchard fruit come 
together on this elegant sparkler. The bright, silky 
palate offers sour cherry, pear and tangerine zest 
alongside tangy acidity and a vibrant, refined per-
lage. Ethica Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 11% Price: $19 

86 Villa di Corlo NV Brut Rosato Rosanto (Lam-
brusco Grasparossa di Castelvetro). Vinous 

aromas of strawberry, Marasca cherry and blue-
berry follow over to the vibrant, light-bodied palate 
along with hints of baking spice. It’s easy drinking, 
with medium-sized, lively bubbles and bright acid-
ity. Ethica Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $19 

LAMBRUSCO DI MODENA

90 Francesco Bellei 2016 Ancestrale (Lambr-
usco di Modena). Strawberry, crushed herb 

and bread crust aromas follow over to the savory, 
softly sparkling palate along with watermelon and 
a hint of minerals. Tangy acidity provides fresh 
support. Frederick Wildman & Sons, Ltd. Editors’ 
Choice. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $20 

90 Medici Ermete NV Metodo Ancestrale (Lam-
brusco di Modena). Wild berry, dried rose, 

violet and an unusual but intriguing whiff of gar-
rigue lift out of the glass. On the savory, fizzy palate, 
vibrant acidity supports succulent red cherry, white 
peach, strawberry, lemon zest and bread dough. It’s 
fun and easy drinking but also loaded with person-
ality. Kobrand. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $27 

88 Cantina di Carpi NV Brut Piazza Grande 
(Lambrusco di Modena). Rose petal, wild 

strawberry and cherry aromas carry over to the 
bright palate along with a hint of white pepper. It’s 
elegant and easy drinking, with a light mousse and 
fresh acidity. Libation Project. Best Buy. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $13 

OTHER SPARKLING WINES

92 Marchesi de’ Frescobaldi 2015 Leonia Brut 
Metodo Classico (Pomino). Spring flower, 

white orchard fruit and citrus aromas mingle with a 
whiff of bread crust. Bright and elegant, the palate 
doles out yellow apple, lemon zest and a hint of gin-
ger set against a refined, continuous perlage. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

91 Marchesi de’ Frescobaldi 2014 Rosé Metodo 
Classico (Pomino). Delicately scented, this 

opens with scents of crushed herb, red berry and 
a whiff of toasted bread. The racy palate offers sour 
cherry, pomegranate, fennel and thyme alongside 
lively acidity and a refined, continuous perlage. 
—K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

88 Montecappone 2015 Mirizzi Extra Brut 
Metodo Classico (Verdicchio dei Castelli di 

Jesi). Delicately scented, this has aromas of spring 
flower, Bartlett pear and a whiff of pastry dough. 
The crisp, lively palate shows yellow apple, white 
peach and citrus drop alongside a vivacious perlage. 
It closes on a note of toasted almond. Banville Wine 
Merchants. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $15 

87 Alfredo Bertolani 2016 Lambrusco Grasp-
arossa (Colli di Scandiano e di Canossa). 

Made with Lambrusco di Grasparossa, this sparking 
red opens with aromas suggesting underbrush, truf-
fle, fleshy black-skinned fruit and a whiff of wet fur. 
On the dry, foaming palate, fresh acidity lifts dried 
black cherry, raspberry jam and game before a dusty 
finish. It’s a bit rustic but it’s also savory and full of 
personality. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $NA 

87 Paltrinieri 2017 Solco Semisecco (Lambrusco 
dell’Emilia). Made with Lambrusco Salamino, 

this fun, off-dry red doles out aromas and savory fla-
vors of spiced blueberry, raspberry, citrus zest and 
a hint of clove. Bright acidity and a foaming mousse 
give it an easy-drinking vibe. Lyra Wine. —K.O. 
abv: 11.5% Price: $16 

CENTRAL ITALY
RED WINES

POMINO ROSSO

92 Marchesi de’ Frescobaldi 2015 Rosso Pinot 
Nero (Pomino). Made with 100% Pinot Nero, 

this smooth, seductive red delivers juicy raspberry, 
strawberry compote, white pepper, star anise and 
cinnamon flavors. It’s fresh and elegant, with supple 
tannins that leave a silky mouthfeel. Drink through 
2022. Shaw-Ross International Importers. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $35 

92 Selvapiana 2013 Villa Petrognano (Pomino). 
A blend of 60% Sangiovese, 20% Merlot 

and 20% Cabernet Sauvignon, this has alluring, 
earthy aromas of new leather, tobacco and ripe 
black-skinned berry. On the smooth palate, fresh 
acidity brightens juicy raspberry, Marasca cherry, 
orange zest, star anise and eucalyptus. Polished 
tannins lend elegant support. Drink through 2025. 
Dalla Terra Winery Direct. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $20 

ROSSO PICENO

89 Bucci 2014 Pongelli (Rosso Piceno). Made 
with Montepulciano and Sangiovese, this 

has aromas of dark berry, tilled soil and allspice. 
The savory palate offers juicy sour cherry, clove and 
white pepper balanced by freshness and supple tan-
nins. Enjoy soon. Empson USA Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $22 

86 Carminucci 2015 Naumakos (Rosso Piceno). 
Made with 70% Montepulciano and 30% 

Sangiovese, this has aromas of prune, raisin and 
tilled soil. The rather evolved palate offers dried 
cherry, vanilla and star anise alongside rounded 
tannins. Charles River Wine Company, Inc. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $12 

TOSCANA

93 Tenuta San Guido 2016 Guidalberto (Tos-
cana). For full review see page 7. 

abv: 14% Price: $60 

91 Tenuta San Guido 2016 Le Difese (Toscana). 
Made with 70% Cabernet Sauvignon and 

30% Sangiovese, this offers enticing aromas of 
black-skinned berry, iris and cedar. The savory, 
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balanced palate delivers red currant, dried black 
cherry, star anise and white pepper alongside fine-
grained tannins. Drink through 2023. Kobrand. 
—K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $36 

90 Il Peraccio 2017 Bruno (Toscana). A blend of 
70% Sangiovese, 15% Colorino and 15% 

Canaiolo fermented in amphora, this has aromas of 
red-skinned berry, raspberry and underbrush. The 
firm, savory palate doles out red cherry, clove, white 
pepper and a mineral note alongside taut, refined 
tannins. Drink 2019–2024. Village Wine Imports. 
—K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $42 

89 Il Peraccio 2016 Red (Toscana). Made with 
70% Sangiovese, 15% Colorino and 15% 

Canaiolo, this opens with aromas of dark berry, 
leather and underbrush. The juicy palate offers 
black cherry, clove and vanilla alongside close-
grained tannins. Drink 2019–2023. Village Wine 
Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $36 

89 Piandaccoli 2011 In Primis (Toscana). A 
blend of 70% Sangiovese, 20% Pugnitello 

and 10% Foglia Tonda, this offers aromas of dark 
berry, cedar and leather. The firm palate evokes 
mature black plum, clove and tobacco alongside 
polished tannins. Drink through 2022. Lilium 
Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $32 

89 Piandaccoli 2011 Maiorem (Toscana). Made 
with Sangiovese, Pugnitello, Foglia Tonda, 

Mammolo and Colorino, this opens with aromas 
suggesting dark-skinned berry, underbrush and 
tobacco. The ripe palate offers dried black cherry, 
clove and vanilla alongside pliant tannins. Drink 
through 2021. Lilium Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $50 

SICILY
ETNA ROSSO

95 Tenuta delle Terre Nere 2016 Rosso Guar-
diola (Etna). Aromas of red berry unite 

with whiffs of Mediterranean scrub, blue flower 
and exotic spice. Reflecting the nose, the elegantly 
structured, focused palate delivers juicy red cherry, 
strawberry, star anise and baking spice accompa-
nied by firm, polished tannins. Bright acidity lends 
balance. Drink 2022–2031. de Grazia Imports LLC. 
Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $40 

95 Tenuta delle Terre Nere 2016 Rosso San 
Lorenzo (Etna). Aromatic herb, rose, wild 

berry and dark spice aromas take shape in the 
glass. It’s savory, elegant and juicy, doling out sour 
cherry, crushed strawberry, star anise and orange 
zest alongside a tangy saline note. Fine-grained tan-

nins and fresh acidity provide balance and support. 
Drink 2022–2031. de Grazia Imports LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $50 

95 Wiegner 2014 Contrada Marchesa Rosso 
(Etna). Smoke, crushed stone, underbrush, 

aromatic herb and wild berry aromas lift out of the 
glass. Structured, focused and loaded with finesse, 
the savory palate delivers juicy Marasca cherry, 
crushed raspberry, licorice, ground pepper and 
a flinty mineral note alongside taut, refined tan-
nins. It’s balanced, with bright acidity. It already 
has a great depth of flavors but will develop even 
more complexity over the next several years. Drink 
through 2026. Enotria Wine Import. Editors’ 
Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $35 

93 Pietradolce 2016 Contrada Santo Spirito 
Rosso (Etna). Smooth and seductive, this 

offers aromas of wild berry, blue flower, dark spice, 
crushed rock and a whiff of Mediterranean brush. 
The polished, savory palate doles out juicy Morello 
cherry, strawberry, star anise and wild herb. Lithe 
tannins provide seamless support while bright acid-
ity lends balance. Drink 2021–2028. Empson USA 
Ltd. Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $35 

93 Tornatore 2016 Pietrarizzo Rosso (Etna). For 
full review see page 7. 

abv: 14% Price: $55 

93 Wiegner 2014 Rosso Treterre (Etna). Pro-
nounced aromas of red berry, rose, flint and 

smoke lead the nose on this focused, vibrant red. It’s 
elegantly structured, offering crushed strawberry, 
sour cherry, star anise, white pepper and iron. Taut, 
polished tannins and bright acidity provide support 
and finesse. Savory and ready now, it also has good 
mid-term aging potential. Drink through 2024. 
Enotria Wine Import. Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $26 

92 Benanti 2014 Rosso Rovitello (Etna). Deli-
cately scented but enticing, this offers tan-

talizing aromas of red berry, new leather, Mediter-
ranean herb and exotic spice. The focused palate 
is all about extreme elegance, evoking strawberry, 
blood orange, star anise and a tangy mineral note 
framed by polished tannins and vibrant acidity. It 
may be too ethereal and understated for some, but 
others will love it. Drink 2020–2026. Tradizione 
Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $65 

92 Cottanera 2016 Rosso Diciasette Salme 
(Etna). Aromas of ripe dark-skinned berry, 

exotic spice, espresso and a whiff of Mediterranean 
brush lift out of the glass. Reflecting the nose, the 
tense, linear palate offers Marasca cherry, licorice, 
clove, wild herb and coffee bean alongside taut, 
close-grained tannins that give the finish grip. 
Indigenous Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

92 Irene Badalà 2016 Rosso (Etna). Rose, wild 
berry, dark spice, crushed herb and a whiff 

of Mediterranean scrub lead the way. It’s full-bod-
ied, elegant and savory, delivering ripe Marasca 
cherry, raspberry compote, licorice and a hint of 
tobacco alongside taut, close-grained tannins that 
leave a rather grippy finish. Drink 2021–2028. USA 
Wine West. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $70 

92 Pietradolce 2016 Rosso Archineri (Etna). 
Subtle but alluring aromas of wild berry, 

fragrant blue flower and menthol come together on 
this. It’s elegant and structured, evoking succulent 
Marasca cherry, orange zest, star anise and a flinty 
mineral note alongside polished tannins. Empson 
USA Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $35 

91 Barone di Villagrande 2014 Rosso Contrada 
Villa Grande (Etna). Dark-skinned berry, 

baking spice, new leather and rose aromas come 
together in the glass. It’s light-bodied and ethere-
ally elegant, offering raspberry, dried cherry, clove 
and ferrous minerals framed by lithe, slightly drying 
tannins. Drink through 2026. Omniwines Distribu-
tion. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $40 

91 Planeta 2016 Rosso (Etna). For full review 
see page 13. 

abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

91 Tenuta delle Terre Nere 2016 Rosso Calderara 
Sottana (Etna). Aromas of menthol, French 

oak and dark spice take center stage. The linear, 
medium-bodied palate offers red cherry, crushed 
cranberry and star anise alongside close-grained 
tannins and bright acidity. A salty mineral note sig-
nals the close. Drink 2021–2028. de Grazia Imports 
LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $50 

90 Al-Cantàra 2015 Rosso O’Scuru O’Scuru 
(Etna). Ripe, black-skinned fruit, dark 

spice, scorched earth and balsamic aromas lead the 
way. The juicy, medium-bodied palate offers dried 
black cherry, star anise and exotic spice alongside 
taut, fine-grained tannins. Drink through 2023. 
Wines LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $26 

90 Barone di Villagrande 2016 Rosso (Etna). 
Made with native grapes and aged in chest-

nut barrels, this fragrant red has intriguing aromas 
of wild berry, new leather, tobacco, crushed herb 
and graphite. The vibrant, light-bodied palate offers 
juicy red cherry, baking spice and star anise along-
side lithe, slightly dusty tannins. It closes on a carob 
note. Drink through 2024. Omniwines Distribution. 
—K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

90 Calcaneus 2016 Rosso Arcuria (Etna). Euca-
lyptus, dark spice and crushed aromatic 
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herb aromas form the nose. Reflecting the aromas, 
the polished palate offers juicy cherry, orange zest, 
white pepper, clove and a saline-like mineral note. 
Taut, fine-grained tannins offer lithe support. Drink 
through 2026. Robert Mackin. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $27 

90 Pietradolce 2017 Rosso (Etna). This has 
inviting aromas of wild berry that mingle 

with whiffs of wet stone and Mediterranean scrub. 
The full-bodied, polished palate offers Marasca 
cherry, ground clove, cured meat and a smoky note 
alongside a hint of iron. Drink through 2023. Emp-
son USA Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $21 

90 Tenuta delle Terre Nere 2016 Rosso Santo 
Spirito (Etna). Aromas of dark spice, men-

thol, wild berry and French oak slowly appear in 
the glass. The taut, linear palate evokes cranberry, 
raw strawberry, star anise and blood orange set 
against vibrant acidity and tight, fine-grained tan-
nins that need a few more years to unwind. Drink 
2021–2026. de Grazia Imports LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $40 

90 Tenuta di Fessina 2016 Erse (Etna). Earthy 
aromas evoking wild red berry, brimstone 

and a whiff of underbrush shape the nose. Vibrant 
and linear, the palate offers sour cherry, pomegran-
ate, white pepper and a saline-like mineral note 
alongside bright acidity and lithe tannins. Drink 
through 2026. Vineyard Brands. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

90 Tenuta di Fessina 2012 Rosso Musmeci 
Riserva (Etna). Blue flower, eucalyptus, 

oak-driven spice and dark-skinned berry aromas 
mingle with a whiff of pipe tobacco. The linear pal-
ate delivers Morello cherry, blood orange, licorice, 
espresso and a salty note. Close-grained tannins 
give it a firm, drying finish. Vineyard Brands. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $50 

90 Vivera 2013 Martinella Rosso (Etna). This 
opens with aromas of blue flower, dark 

spice, toasted hazelnut and a whiff of flint. On the 
svelte palate, fine-grained tannins give lithe sup-
port to red cherry, strawberry and ground clove. 
It’s fresh, with lively acidity. Drink through 2022. 
Montcalm Wine Importers. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $40 

89 Biondi 2016 Contrada San Nicolò Rosso 
(Etna). Made with Nerello Mascalese and 

Nerello Cappuccio, this offers subtle, earthy aro-
mas evoking red berry, moist soil, exotic spice and 
a whiff of white pepper. The ethereal palate is a bit 
on the lean side, offering pomegranate and a hint of 
clove alongside firm acidity and lithe tannins. Drink 
2020–2024. Oliver McCrum Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $55 

89 Cottanera 2014 Rosso Zottorinotto Riserva 
(Etna). Aromas of French oak, espresso 

and underbrush lead the nose along with a whiff 
of eucalyptus. Mirroring the nose, the tight palate 
offers ripe black-skinned fruit, oak-driven spice and 
roasted coffee bean alongside close-grained tannins 
that leave a firm, drying finish. Indigenous Selec-
tions. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $80 

89 Firriato 2016 Rosso Le Sabbie dell’Etna 
(Etna). This has rather unusual but intrigu-

ing aromas of charcuterie, crushed rock, and dark, 
exotic spice. The linear palate is a bit on the slen-
der side, offering raw strawberry, clove and a hint of 
espresso alongside lithe, dusty tannins and bright 
acidity.  Soilair Selection. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $25 

89 Fischetti 2013 Rosso Muscamento (Etna). 
Wild berry, Mediterranean brush, blue 

flower and a whiff of ground clove appear on this 
fragrant, lean-bodied red. The racy, linear palate 
suggests raw red cherry, pomegranate, star anise 
and a hint of rusted iron alongside vibrant acidity. 
Close-grained but rather fleeting tannins leave a 
drying finish. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

89 Nicosia 2017 Rosso Fondo Filara (Etna). 
Made with organically farmed grapes, this 

has pretty scents of wild berry, blue flower and aro-
matic herb. Savory and easygoing, the palate doles 
out juicy black cherry, clove and star anise, while a 
salty note backs up the close. Smooth tannins pro-
vide light support. FX Magner Selection. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $20 

89 Tenuta di Fessina 2015 Erse (Etna). Aromas 
of scorched earth, leather, garrigue and 

dark culinary spice lead the way. The bright palate 
is rather lean, offering dried cherry, raw cranberry, 
a hint of star anise and a salty note alongside dusty 
tannins and surprisingly lively acidity. Vineyard 
Brands. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20 

89 Terra Costantino 2016 Rosso De Aetna 
(Etna). Made with organically cultivated 

grapes, this has aromas of dark-skinned berry, blue 
flower, Mediterranean brush and baking spice. It’s 
straightforward and savory, doling out juicy Mar-
asca cherry, raspberry, star anise and clove along-
side lively acidity and taut, polished tannins that 
give it a drying finish. Banville Wine Merchants. 
—K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $27 

88 Al-Cantàra 2015 Rosso Lu Veru Piaciri (Etna). 
Aromas of toast, red berry and Mediter-

ranean herb lead the nose. The bright, easygoing 
palate offers red cherry, wild strawberry and star 
anise alongside polished tannins and bright acidity. 
Wines LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $24 

88 Antichi Vinai 1877 2013 Rosso Pietralava 
(Etna). Smooth and easygoing, this juicy 

blend of Nerello Mascalese and Nerello Cappuc-
cio doles out crushed raspberry and ripe black 
cherry flavors accented with notes of dark baking 
spice. Polished tannins provide lithe support. Drink 
through 2021. Siena Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

88 Antichi Vinai 1877 2012 Rosso Koinè Riserva 
(Etna). Aromas of underbrush, scorched 

earth, toast and Mediterranean scrub lead the nose 
alongside a whiff of prune. The firm, lean palate 
evokes dried black cherry, raisin, powdered sage 
and star anise alongside grainy tannins that leave a 
drying finish. Drink sooner rather than later. Siena 
Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $40 

88 Calcaneus 2016 Feudo di Mezzo (Etna). Aro-
mas of toasted oak, oak-driven spice and 

menthol lead the nose. The tight palate offers sour 
cherry, clove and white pepper alongside close-
grained tannins that give it a drying finish. Robert 
Mackin. —K.O. 
abv: 14% Price: $27 

88 Nicosia 2017 Vulkà (Etna). A blend of 80% 
Nerello Mascalese and 20% Nerello Cap-

puccio, this has inviting aromas of dark-skinned 
berry, culinary spice, blue flower and a whiff of 
charred earth. It’s smooth, easygoing and juicy, 
offering fleshy black cherry, blackberry and a hint of 
clove alongside pliant, fine-grained tannins. Drink 
through 2020. FX Magner Selection. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $17 

88 Nicosia 2012 Contrada Monte Gorna (Etna). 
Ripe black-skinned fruit, baking spice, 

French oak and camphor aromas take shape in the 
glass. The linear, lean-bodied palate reflects the 
nose, offering vanilla, oak-driven spice and straw-
berry compote alongside close-grained, drying tan-
nins. Drink through 2022. FX Magner Selection. 
—K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $40 

87 Cantine Russo 2012 Rampante (Etna). This 
opens with aromas of stewed prune, dark 

baking spice and a whiff of nail polish. It’s rather 
lean-bodied, evoking dried black cherry, clove and 
orange zest alongside firm, close-grained tannins 
that leave a somewhat abrupt, drying finish. Cha-
tham Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $35 

86 Gambino 2015 Tifeo Rosso (Etna). For full 
review see page 18. 

abv: 13.5% Price: $25 

86 Tenuta Rapitalà 2016 Rosso (Etna). French 
oak, coconut and mature plum aromas carry 

over to the rather light-bodied, astringent palate 
along with hints of clove, coffee bean and a note of 
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powdered sage. Raspy, grainy tannins dry out the 
finish. Frederick Wildman & Sons, Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $25 

OTHER RED WINES

97 Franchetti–Passopisciaro 2016 Contrada G 
Nerello Cappuccio (Terre Siciliane). Entic-

ingly fragrant, this stunning red opens with delicate 
but alluring scents of wild berry, Mediterranean 
brush, rose, crushed rock and a whiff of exotic spice. 
It’s full bodied but loaded with finesse, delivering 
creamy red cherry, raspberry compote, star anise 
and white pepper. Taut, refined tannins and lively 
acidity provide support and balance, while a savory 
mineral note lingers on the close. Drink 2021–2036. 
T. Edward Wines Ltd. Cellar Selection. —K.O. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $79 

93 Franchetti–Passopisciaro 2016 Contrada C 
Nerello Cappuccio (Terre Siciliane). This has 

a shy nose that eventually reveals subtle aromas 
evoking dark culinary spice, crushed rock, crushed 
herb and a whiff of blue flower. The palate boasts 
the firm’s trademark of structure and weightless ele-
gance, delivering red cherry, wild strawberry, orange 
zest, star anise and salty minerals alongside polished 
tannins. It’s well balanced, with bright acidity. Drink 
2021–2028. T. Edward Wines Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $59 

92 Planeta 2016 Eruzione 1614 Nerello Masca-
lese (Sicilia). For full review see page 9. 

abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

90 Tenuta di Fessina 2016 Laeneo Nerello Cap-
puccio (Sicilia). Made entirely with Nerello 

Cappuccio, this reveals aromas of dark berry, Medi-
terranean brush and cooking spice. The juicy, bal-
anced palate offers blackberry, raspberry jam and 
star anise alongside firm acidity and polished tan-
nins. Drink through 2022. Vineyard Brands. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $22 

WHITE WINES

93 Tornatore 2017 Bianco Pietrarizzo (Etna). 
Enticing scents of Spanish broom, citrus 

blossom, white stone fruit and Mediterranean herb 
lift out of the glass. The juicy, savory palate delivers 
lemon zest, pastry dough, ripe yellow apple and pear 
alongside fresh acidity. A tangy mineral note gives it 
a savory, almost salty finish. It’s everything an Etna 
white should be: elegant, fresh and delicious. LUX 
Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $55 

88 Wiegner 2017 Bianco Contrada Rampante 
(Etna). Made entirely with Carricante, this 

brisk white opens with aromas of crushed aromatic 
herb, Mediterranean scrub, wet stone and a slight 
whiff of cellar floor. The light-bodied, linear palate 

offers lemon zest, yellow pear and minerals along-
side crisp acidity. Enotria Wine Import. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $26 

ROSATOS

92 Barone di Villagrande 2017 Rosato (Etna). 
Fragrant and refined, this rosato has entic-

ing aromas of red berry, citrus, wild herb and nec-
tarine. A blend of 90% Nerello Mascalese and 10% 
Carricante, the savory palate doles out juicy straw-
berry, sour cherry, ginger and peach alongside tangy 
acidity. A saline note closes the finish. Omniwines 
Distribution. Editors’ Choice. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $22 

88 Al-Cantàra 2017 Amuri di Fimmina e Amuri 
di Matri Rosato (Etna). Made entirely with 

Nerello Mascalese, this bright rosato has aromas of 
red berry, Spanish broom and a whiff of wet stone. 
The straightforward, tangy palate offers white 
cherry, peach and citrus alongside a saline note. 
Wines LLC. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $24 

OTHER ITALY
WHITE WINES

88 Marilena Barbera NV Ammàno Menfi (Vino 
Bianco d’Italia). This deeply golden col-

ored wine opens with intense aromas of white 
rose, mature orange peel and dried apricot that 
carry through to the palate. Bright acidity lifts the 
unusual flavors, while a rather bitter note closes the 
finish. T. Edward Wines Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $38 

88 Villa Guelpa NV Longitudine 8 10 (Vino 
Bianco d’Italia). Made with 100% Erbaluce, 

this offers juicy apricot, yellow apple and pear aro-
mas that follow over to the bright palate alongside 
tangy acidity. A light mineral note brightens the fin-
ish. T. Edward Wines Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

87 Morgante 2016 Bianco di Morgante (Vino 
Bianco d’Italia). A white wine made with 

Nero d’Avola, this lively wine opens with wildflower 
and white stone fruit aromas. On the fresh palate, 
tangy acidity accompanies pink grapefruit, white 
almond and a hint of saline. Leonardo LoCascio 
Selections–The Winebow Group. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

84 Masseria Frattasi 2016 Vino Bianco d’Italia. 
Aroma suggesting toast and orange rind fol-

low over to the hollow, rather diluted palate along 
with a candied note. Fantasy Finewine. —K.O. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $18 

84 Masseria Frattasi 2016 SVG 920 (Vino 
Bianco d’Italia). This has aromas of overripe 

citrus zest and a whiff of saline. The aromas carry 
over to the extremely simple, dilute palate along with 
a candied orange slice note. Fantasy Finewine. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

VINO SPUMANTE ROSÉ

95 Dubl NV Esse Rosé Dosaggio Zero Metodo 
Classico (Vino Spumante). Made entirely 

with native grape Aglianico, this stunning sparkler 
opens with enticing scents of Mediterranean scrub, 
bread crust, red berry and crushed stone. The dry, 
savory palate doles out juicy sour cherry, orange 
zest, strawberry, fennel, wild herb and flinty aromas 
alongside an elegant perlage and bright acidity. A 
mineral note reminiscent of oyster shell energizes 
the tangy finish. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

92 Falesco NV Metodo Classico Brut Rosé (Vino 
Spumante). Elegant and fresh, this lovely 

rosé sparkler opens with delicate scents of bread 
crust and orchard fruit. The savory palate offers 
Rennet apple, ripe cherry, ginger and a hint of tan-
gerine zest set against a soft, continuous mousse. 
Leonardo LoCascio Selections–The Winebow 
Group. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $25 

93 Gino Fasoli 2011 Creaman Rosé Brut Metodo 
Classico (Vino Spumante). Made entirely 

with native grape Corvinone, this lovely sparkler 
opens with aromas of wild rose, red berry and a 
whiff of bread dough. The savory, excellent pal-
ate doles out red cherry, pomegranate, dried herb 
and a hint of hazelnut. Bright acidity and a refined, 
elegant perlage provide the backdrop. M&M Wine 
Import. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $50 

91 Dubl NV Brut Rosé Metodo Classico Aglianico 
(Vino Spumante). You’ll find inviting scents 

of bread crust, orchard fruit and Mediterranean 
brush in this southern Italian sparkler. The creamy 
palate doles out white cherry, strawberry, can-
died citrus zest and nectarine alongside a foaming 
mousse and bright acidity. Domaine Select Wine & 
Spirits. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $50 

90 Princic & Cetric NV Sinefinis Rosé Brut (Vino 
Spumante). Field flower, red berry, hay 

and orchard fruit aromas set the tone along with a 
whiff of nut. Bright and elegant, the linear boasts 
a weightless delicacy, delivering strawberry, pome-
granate, fennel and baking spice alongside a note 
of bread crust. Racy acidity and an elegant perlage 
provide the vibrant setting. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $NA 

89 Cantine Russo 2011 Mon Pit Brut Rosé 
Metodo Classico (Vino Spumante). Made 

with Nerello Mascalese planted on the slopes of 
Mount Etna, this has aromas and flavors of red 
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berry, peach, violet, crushed stone, bread crust 
and fennel. It’s bright and refined, with a creamy 
mousse and a tangy finish of salted almond. Empire 
Merchants. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $38 

88 Felsina NV Brut Rosé (Vino Spumante). A 
blend of 50% Sangiovese, 30% Pinot Noir 

and 20% Chardonnay, this sparkler has subdued 
aromas of toast, wild herb and a whiff of orchard 
fruit. On the palate, a lively perlage wraps around 
dried sour cherry, bitter almond and a citrus zest 
note. Polaner Selections. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $37 

87 Ca’ Rugate NV Fulvio Beo Rosé Metodo Clas-
sico Brut (Vino Spumante). Aromas of wild 

berry, toasted nut and a whiff of grilled herb waft 
out of the glass. On the lively palate, a vigorous per-
lage underscores white peach, red cherry and a hint 
of candied tangerine. Massanois Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $16 

87 Cascina Chicco NV Dosaggio Zero Rosé (Vino 
Spumante). This has a shy nose that eventu-

ally reveals whiffs of underbrush, bread crust and 
the barest hint of woodland berry. The racy palate 
offers strawberry, peach and a somewhat bitter 
note suggesting powdered sage and medicinal herb 
alongside a firm perlage. Vinifera Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

87 Scacciadiavoli NV Rosé Brut Metodo Classico 
(Vino Spumante). The nose is quite shy, 

but the palate reveals sour cherry, pink grapefruit 
and white pepper alongside racy acidity. Brisk bub-
bles provide a lively backdrop. Selected Estates of 
Europe Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

86 Borgo Maragliano 2014 Giovanni Galliano 
Brut Rosé (Vino Spumante). Aromas of 

toasted walnut and moist underbrush lead the nose. 
The walnut note carries over to the lean palate along 
with bitter yellow apple skin and a candied note. 
It has brisk acidity and firm, steely bubbles. Ideal 
Wine and Spirits. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $32 

VINO SPUMANTE

94 Dubl NV Esse Dosaggio Zero Metodo Classico 
(Vino Spumante). Citrus, pineapple, dried 

Mediterranean herb and bread dough aromas follow 
through to the elegant, savory palate along with a 
hint of ginger. It’s gorgeous, fresh and savory, with a 
bone-dry, mineral finish. Bright acidity and a silky 
mousse give it finesse and tension. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

92 Cascina Chicco 2014 Cuvéè Zero Metodo 
Classico (Vino Spumante). Silky and bright, 

this refined sparkler has delicate, enticing scents 
of yellow pear, chopped herb and bread crust. On 

the bone-dry palate, crisp acidity lifts juicy lemon, 
creamy white peach and a hint of ginger while 
a silky mousse adds softening finesse. Vinifera 
Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

92 Castello di Neive 2013 Metodo Classico 
(Vino Spumante). Spring field flower, white 

orchard fruit bread crust aromas shape the nose. On 
the vibrant, elegant palate, bright acidity energizes 
creamy white peach, juicy yellow apple and citrus 
zest alongside white almond and a hint of baking 
spice. A silky perlage softens the racy finish. Leonardo 
LoCascio Selections–The Winebow Group. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

92 Zymè 2011 Dosaggio Zero Metodo Classico 
(Vino Spumante). Heady aromas of wild 

berry, spring flower and stone fruit lead the way 
along with a whiff of bread crust. Linear and bright, 
the elegant palate delivers Rennet apple, creamy 
nectarine and hazelnut alongside a silky, polished 
mousse. It has a bone-dry finish. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

91 Dorigo NV Blanc de Blancs Pas Dosé Metodo 
Classico (Vino Spumante). Spring flower, 

orchard fruit and a hint of tropical fruit mingle with 
bread crust aromas. On the vibrant palate, bright 
acidity offsets juicy pineapple, white peach and tan-
gerine zest before the dry finish. An elegant mousse 
lends finesse. Panebianco. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

91 Dubl NV Brut Metodo Classico Falanghina 
(Vino Spumante). Wildflower, Mediterra-

nean brush and citrus aromas lead the way. The 
juicy palate delivers lemon zest, pear and crushed 
stone alongside fresh acidity and an elegant perlage. 
Domaine Select Wine & Spirits. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $30 

91 Dubl 2015 + Brut Metodo Classico Greco (Vino 
Spumante). Delicate scents evoking field 

flower, orchard fruit, toasted bread, and just a whiff 
of Mediterranean brush lift out of the glass. Reflect-
ing the nose, the silky palate doles out white peach, 
yellow apple, juicy citrus and a hint of hazelnut 
alongside a creamy perlage. Domaine Select Wine & 
Spirits. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $45 

91 Lungarotti 2015 Brut Millesimato Metodo 
Classico (Vino Spumante). This inviting 

sparkler offers apple, exotic fruit and baked bread 
aromas. On the round, creamy palate, an elegant 
mousse underscores white peach, baked pear, lemon 
drop and a dollop of vanilla. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

91 Tenuta Montemagno NV TM Brut 24 Metodo 
Classico (Vino Spumante). For full review see 

page 13. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $28 

90 Tasca d’Almerita 2015 Almerita Brut Metodo 
Classico (Vino Spumante). This bright, lin-

ear sparkler opens with aromas of citrus, Mediter-
ranean scrub and a whiff of toasted almond. The 
aromas follow through to the vibrant palate along 
with yellow apple, dried pineapple and saline note. 
A lively perlage provides the backdrop. Leonardo 
LoCascio Selections–The Winebow Group. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $65 

90 Usiglian del Vescovo NV Il Bruvè Metodo 
Classico (Vino Spumante). Aromas of 

crushed stone, pressed rose and wild berry deli-
cately lift out of the glass along with an earthy for-
est floor note and a whiff of bread crust. Reflecting 
the nose, the dry, vibrant palate offers strawberry, 
wild cherry, citrus and a mineral note of oyster shell 
alongside racy acidity and a refined perlage. Wine 
Worldwide. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $25 

89 Dorigo NV Brut Cuvée (Vino Spumante). 
Lemon, golden apple, pencil lead and toast 

aromas follow over to the soft palate along with cit-
rus, a dollop of vanilla and a hint of hazelnut. An 
airy perlage accompanies the rich flavors. Panebi-
anco. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $22 

89 Felsina NV Brut Metodo Classico (Vino 
Spumante). Aromas of red berry, white 

stone fruit, vanilla and a yeasty whiff of pastry 
dough follow over to the vibrant palate along with 
toasted hazelnut and a hint of candied citrus. A 
lively, continuous perlage carries through to the dry 
finish. Polaner Selections. —K.O. 
abv: NA Price: $28 

89 Parusso 2013 Metodo Classico Brut (Vino 
Spumante). This lively sparkler opens with 

understated aromas suggesting chopped dill, wild 
berry and a whiff of toast. The vibrant palate deliv-
ers juicy red cherry, blood orange, nutmeg and a 
hazelnut note alongside a rather vigorous perlage 
and firm acidity. Massanois Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $55 

89 Villa Sparina NV Brut Metodo Classico (Vino 
Spumante). This opens with aromas of 

field flower, yellow stone fruit, citrus and a whiff of 
medicinal herb. Reflecting the nose, the lively pal-
ate offers yellow apple, white peach and a hint of 
toasted almond alongside bright acidity and a viva-
cious perlage. Ethica Wines. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $28 

88 Borgo Maragliano NV Brut Chardonnay 
(Vino Spumante). Made with the Charmat 

method, this has aromas of dried tropical fruit, cit-
rus and a leesy whiff of bread dough that carry over 
to the fresh palate along with mature yellow apple 
and lemon drop. A silky mousse softens the hazel-
nut finish. Ideal Wine and Spirits. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 
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88 Borgo Maragliano 2015 Francesco Galliano 
Blanc de Blancs Metodo Classico (Vino 

Spumante). Made entirely with Chardonnay, this 
lively sparkler has aromas of white spring flower, 
white stone fruit and a whiff of bread dough. The 
palate offers yellow apple, orange peel and toasted 
hazelnut alongside a vivacious perlage. Ideal Wine 
and Spirits. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $31 

88 Ca’ Rugate NV Fulbio Beo Metodo Classico 
Brut (Vino Spumante). Lively and fun, this 

opens with aromas of white spring flower, white 
stone fruit and a yeasty whiff of bread dough. Made 
entirely from Garganega, the tangy palate offers ripe 
yellow apple, citrus zest and white almond along-
side lively bubbles. Maritime Wine Trading Collec-
tive. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $15 

88 Carpenè Malvolti 2013 Brut Metodo Classico 
(Vino Spumante). White orchard fruit, yel-

low spring flower and crusty bread aromas lead the 
way on this soft sparkler that’s made from Chardon-
nay. The bright palate offers Golden Delicious apple, 
candied lemon slice and toasted nut set against crisp 
acidity and a refined perlage. Angelini Wine. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $50 

88 Cascina Bric 2014 460 Brut Nature Metodo 
Classico Nebbiolo (Vino Spumante). Made 

with native grape Nebbiolo, this racy, copper-col-
ored sparkler has shy aromas suggesting rose, cran-
berry and citrus that mingle with a whiff of pastry 
dough. On the vibrant palate, crisp acidity and a 
lively perlage provide the setting for sour cherry, 
lemon zest and medicinal herb. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $NA 

88 Francesco Bellei 2014 Metodo Classico Lam-
brusco di Sorbara (Vino Spumante). Made 

with Lambrusco di Sorbara grapes, this bright spar-
kler opens with delicate scents of wildflower and 
red berry. The light-bodied, refreshing palate offers 
juicy sour cherry, pomegranate and pink grapefruit 
alongside vibrant acidity and an elegant mousse. 
Frederick Wildman & Sons, Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $25 

88 Villa Sandi NV Opere Trevigiane Serenis-
sima Metodo Classico (Vino Spumante). 

Aromas of field flower, white stone fruit and a whiff 
of toasted bread crust lead the way. The vivacious 
palate offers apple, hazelnut and a hint of candied 
citrus zest alongside tangy acidity. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $NA 

87 Cantine Russo 2014 Mon Pit Balnc de Blancs 
Metodo Classico (Vino Spumante). A blend of 

Carricante and Catarratto cultivated on Mount Etna, 
this has aromas of Spanish broom, orchard fruit, 
acacia honey and crusty bread. The aromas follow 
over to the lively palate along with toasted almond 

and yellow apple. It’s edgy, with vibrant acidity and 
vivacious beading. Empire Merchants. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $38 

86 Borgo La Caccia NV Kames Brut (Vino 
Spumante). This has subdued aromas 

of chamomile flower, yellow apple and a whiff of 
toasted bread. On the palate, bright acidity lifts 
toast, mature yellow apple, bitter walnut and a can-
died citrus note alongside vivacious bubbles. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $NA 

86 Borgo Maragliano 2014 Blanc de Noirs 
Dogma Brut (Vino Spumante). Aromas of 

toasted nut, bread crust and a whiff of candied cit-
rus zest waft out of the glass. On the palate, vig-
orous bubbles provide the firm setting for yellow 
apple skin, bitter walnut and a candied note. Ideal 
Wine and Spirits. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $36 

86 Borgo Maragliano 2013 Brut Nature 
Giuseppe Galliano (Vino Spumante). Aro-

mas of toasted bread crust carry over to the lean, 
racy palate along with bitter walnut and mature 
yellow apple skin. It’s vibrant and dry, with firm 
acidity and vigorous bubbles, but it lacks fruit. Ideal 
Wine and Spirits. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $33 

86 Scacciadiavoli NV Brut Metodo Classico 
(Vino Spumante). Aromas of yellow apple, 

toasted nut and a yeasty whiff of bread crust come 
together on this. The aromas carry over to the lean 
palate along with a dollop of vanilla and a hint of 
bitter walnut. Bright acidity and vigorous, steely 
bubbles provide the vivacious backdrop. Selected 
Estates of Europe Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $35 

OTHER SPARKLING WINES

88 Pedres 2017 Sanquista Gold Brut (Vermen-
tino di Gallura). This lively sparkler opens 

with aromas of spring wildflower and yellow and 
white stone fruit. The vibrant palate offers yellow 
apple, white peach and candied lemon drop alongside 
a vivacious perlage. Bacchanal Wine Imports. —K.O. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $20 

88 Sinefinis 2014 Ribolium (Vino da Tavola). 
Toasted nut, chamomile, bread crust and 

pressed field flower aromas waft out of the glass. The 
racy, linear palate reflects the nose, showing hazel-
nut, toast, yellow apple and citrusy aromas along-
side brisk acidity and a vigorous perlage. —K.O. 
abv: 12% Price: $NA 

RED WINES

90 Farnese 2014 Edizione Cinque Autoctoni 
16 Red (Italy). This red crosses regional 

boundaries to blend together five Italian grapes: 

Montepulciano, Sangiovese, Primitivo, Negroamaro 
and Malvasia Nera. Notes of coffee and cocoa ride 
over a brooding, dark core of blackberries on the 
nose. The palate is luscious yet structured, with a 
ripe blackberry coulis flavor surrounded by more 
oak spices. Empson USA Ltd. —A.P. 
abv: 14% Price: $46 

89 Centovigne 2013 Il Centovigne (Vino da 
Tavola). Black-skinned berry, dark culinary 

spice and new leather aromas lead the way. The firm, 
rather lean-bodied palate offers cherry, cranberry 
and star anise alongside close-grained tannins that 
leave a drying finish. T. Edward Wines Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

87 Centovigne 2016 Rosso della Motta (Vino da 
Tavola). This easygoing red has aromas and 

flavors of Marasca cherry, grilled herb, eucalyptus 
and a hint of star anise. It has lithe tannins and 
lively acidity. T. Edward Wines Ltd. —K.O. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

BULGARIA
RED WINES

89 Telescope 2016 Mavrud (Thracian Valley). 
Dark cherry red in the glass, this Bulgarian 

Mavrud has aromas of black plum, raspberry, cloves 
and cinnamon. In the mouth, there are soft tannins 
with flavors of cedar, tart cherry and black plum.  
Park Street Imports. —J.J. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $24 

89 Telescope 2014 Red (Thracian Valley). This 
Bulgarian red blend is garnet colored, with 

aromas of smoked meats, red plums, saddle leather 
and cedar. In the mouth, there are flavors of black 
raspberry and red plums with a touch of brown bak-
ing spices in the finish. Park Street Imports. —J.J. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $24 

88 Rigid Elm 2016 Mavrud (Thracian Valley). 
This Mavrud is cherry red in the glass with 

aromas of eucalyptus, red fruits, cotton candy and 
cinnamon. In the mouth, there are flavors of ripe 
sweet cherry and black raspberry. It is well bal-
anced, with a pleasant, tannic finish. Silver State 
Spirits. —J.J. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $16 

87 Horse Valley 2015 Single Vineyard Nisovo 
Vineyards Cabernet Franc (Danube River 

Plains). This single-vineyard Cabernet Franc has 
aromas of cherry cola and farm fresh green peppers. 
In the mouth, there are flavors of ripe blueberries 
and blackberry. The tannins are well balanced and 
the persistent finish has a touch of spice. Silver 
State Spirits. —J.J. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $15 

87 Rigid Elm 2016 Barrel Reserve (Danube River 
Plains). This red blend consists of Cabernet 
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Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot and Petit Ver-
dot. There are aromas of black cherry, coffee and 
espresso and flavors of black plum and blackberry in 
the mouth. The finish is juicy and fruit filled. Silver 
State Spirits. —J.J. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $16 

86 Horse Valley 2015 Single Vineyard Nisovo 
Vineyards Merlot (Danube River Plains). 

This single-vineyard Bulgarian Merlot has aromas 
of cotton candy, ripe cherry and fruits of the woods. 
In the mouth, there are flavors of ripe cherry, black 
berry and cassis. Silver State Spirits. —J.J. 
abv: 13% Price: $12 

85 Horse Valley 2015 Single Vineyard Nisovo 
Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon (Danube 

River Plains). Garnet in the glass, this Cabernet Sau-
vignon has aromas of black cherry, black pepper and 
cassis. In the mouth, there are flavors of black cherry, 
plum and black raspberry. Silver State Spirits. —J.J. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $12 

OTHER WINES

88 Rigid Elm 2016 Muscat (Danube River 
Plains). Brilliant straw colored in the glass, 

this wine has aromas of lemon rind and freshly 
mowed grass. There are flavors of vanilla bean, lime 
juice and lemon curd before the clean finish. Silver 
State Spirits. —J.J. 
abv: 13% Price: $14 

86 Rigid Elm 2016 Chardonnay (Danube River 
Plains). This Bulgarian Chardonnay has aro-

mas of lemon lime zest and apple blossoms. In the 
mouth, there are flavors of canned peaches and apri-
cots with a touch of vanilla bean in the soft finish. 
Silver State Spirits. —J.J. 
abv: 13% Price: $12 

86 Rigid Elm 2016 Rosé (Danube River Plains). 
Light pink in the glass, this Bulgarian Rosé is 

made from Cabernet Franc and Merlot. It has aromas 
of raspberries and red plums with flavors of straw-
berry and red raspberries. Silver State Spirits. —J.J. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $12 

OTHER EUROPE
CZECH REPUBLIC

88 Krásná Hora 2015 Cuvée Bernety Merlot-
Cabernet Sauvignon (Moravia). This cuvée 

is made using 60% Merlot and 40% Cabernet Sau-
vignon. The aromas of black cherry, tart cherry and 
black plum transfer seamlessly to the palate. Ahtel 
Wines. —J.J. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $22 

87 Krásná Hora 2016 Sauvignon Blanc ( Moravia). 
Aromas of vanilla bean, lemon custard and 

green apple are found in this Czech Sauvignon 

Blanc. In the mouth there are flavors of apple pie, 
flan and caramelized orange peel. The finish is crisp 
and clean. Ahtel Wines. —J.J. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $23 

85 Krásná Hora 2016 Blanc de Noir Rosé 
( Moravia). This rosé is made from Pinot 

Noir and has interesting yet pleasant aromas of 
sweet cherry and fermented apple cider. In the 
mouth, there are flavors of dark fruits including 
black cherry and black plum. Ahtel Wines. —J.J. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

SLOVENIA

90 Edi Simcic 2015 Tokata (Goriska Brda). This 
Slovenian aged white wine is amber colored 

in the glass. It has aromas of lemon zest, sliced green 
apple and caramelized lemon peel. There are flavors 
of apple, peach and pear in the mouth and the finish 
is soft and elegant. August Wine Group. —J.J. 
abv: 12% Price: $40 

86 Giocato 2017 Pinot Grigio (Goriska Brda). 
Straw colored in the glass, this Pinot Gri-

gio has aromas of citrus blossom, white flowers and 
lemon rind. In the mouth, there are flavors of green 
apple, pear and white peach. It is well balanced and 
has a crisp finish. August Wine Group. Best Buy. —J.J. 
abv: 12.5% Price: $11 

CROATIA

92 Matošević 2016 Alba Malvazija (Istria). This 
wine has delightful aromas of Acacia flower, 

citrus blossom and lemon rind. In the mouth, there 
are crisp flavors of lemon zest, white peach and green 
apple. It is very well balanced with a sturdy mineral 
backbone and a savory finish. VOS Selections. —J.J. 
abv: 13% Price: $18 

92 Matošević 2015 Grimalda (Istria). This wine 
has delightful aromas of red raspberry, black 

currant and black plum. It is a well-balanced blend of 
80% Merlot and 20% Teran, with flavors of cassis, 
mocha and espresso that wash across the whole pal-
ate. The tannins are well balanced and the finish is 
smooth and  persistent. VOS Selections. —J.J. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $34 

89 Korta Katarina 2014 Sabion Posip (Korcula). 
Amber colored in the glass, this sparkling 

Croatian Posip has delightful small bubbles with 
aromas of freshly baked bread and caramelized 
peach. In the mouth, it is soft with flavors of apple 
pie and lemon curd. Katharine’s Garden LLC. —J.J. 
abv: 12% Price: $70 

KOSOVO

86 Stone Castle 2016 Reserve Chardonnay 
( Rahoveci Valley). This wine has aromas of 

lemon rind, peach blossom and tropical fruits. It is 
aged for six months in oak barrels and has flavors of 
pineapple and peach with a soft finish. U.S. Stone 
Castle Imports. —J.J. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $NA 

85 Stone Castle 2016 Chardonnay (Rahoveci 
Valley). This wine offers aromas of lemon 

zest, white peach and gooseberry. In the mouth there 
are flavors of lemon zest and lemon curd. U.S. Stone 
Castle Imports. —J.J. 
abv: 13% Price: $NA 

GEORGIA

87 Schuchmann Wines 2016 Pirosmani Saper-
avi (Kakheti). Aromas of black cherry and 

nectarine pave the way for flavors of cherry, white 
peach and toffee with a touch of salinity. Tannins 
are a tiny bit gritty, a sensation that is washed 
away by the bright cherry finish. Georgian House of 
Greater Washington, LLC. Best Buy. —M.D. 
abv: 13% Price: $11 

ARMENIA

92 Yacoubian-Hobbs 2015 Areni (Vayots Dzor). 
For full review see page 10. 

abv: 14% Price: $32 

92 Yacoubian-Hobbs 2015 Sarpina Areni ( Vayots 
Dzor). Deep cherry in the glass, this wine 

has a nose of raspberry and lavender. Made with the 
indigenous Armenian grape Areni, it is smooth on 
the palate, with flavors of black cherry, raspberry, 
dark chocolate and smoked meat. Fine-grained tan-
nins fill the mouth and then drift off into a savory 
finish. Paul Hobbs Selections. —M.D. 
abv: 14.5% Price: $45 
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A
lthough Cognac gets all the headlines, its 
rustic cousin, Armagnac, deserves atten-
tion, too. Both are French brandies, made 
with many of the same grape varieties. 

But Gascony’s Armagnac offers robust richness 
that’s not often seen in the lighter Cognac style. 
Think gorgeous butterscotch, dried apricot and 
salted caramel; or in older bot-
tlings, flavors of roasted nuts, 
leather and plum skin.

“Armagnac is a more agricul-
tural spirit than Cognac,” writes 
artisanal spirits champion Thad 
Vogler in his book By the Smoke 
and the Smell. Despite the 
region’s long history, he notes, 
many producers are “at a cross-
roads, torn between the tra-
ditions of agricultural spirits and a desire for 
greater commercial success.”

Domaine d’Esperance is an excellent exam-
ple of a house that artfully navigates these 
crossroads. The same distiller that produced 
this month’s top-scoring bottling also recently 
introduced a sassy, provocative approach to 
Blanche Armagnac.

A white spirit, minimally aged and intended 
to compete with vodka as a cocktail mixer, 
Blanche Armagnac hasn’t caught on the way 
producers had hoped when introduced in 2015. 
However, Esperance teamed up with Brooklyn-
based importer PM Spirits to debut Cobrafire. 
It’s labeled as grape eau de vie, not Blanche 

Armagnac; stay tuned to see if 
this emerging style lands with 
 bartenders.

Speaking of Armagnac des-
ignations, one notable recent 
change to the XO category 
aims to match Cognac: As of 
April 2018, the minimum age 
requirement for XO Armagnac 
was increased from six to 10 
years. Other categories remain 

the same: VS and Trois Etoiles (three stars) are 
aged between one and three years; VSOP four to 
nine years; Napoleon six to nine years; and now 
XO, Hors d’ Age and single-vintage bottlings all 
start at 10 years of age.

Despite these and other changes, Armagnac 
remains a spirit category that holds fast to its 
traditional roots. Cheers! —Kara Newman

Armagnac attack

Gascony’s 
Armagnac offers 
robust richness 
that’s not often 

seen in the ligher 
Cognac style.

98 Domaine d’Espérance XO Bas-Armagnac 
(France; PM Spirits, Brooklyn, NY). The won-

derful aroma suggests juicy orchard fruit brushed 
with vanilla and cocoa. On the supersoft palate, 
a concentrated cocoa note leads to peach nectar, 
gingery spice and a delicate curl of orange peel on 
the finish. Made with a blend of four vintages, the 
youngest of which was aged 10 years.
abv: 40.7% Price: $94

97 Eric Artiguelongue 1974 Bas-Armagnac 
(France; T. Edward Wine & Spirits, New York, 

NY). The aroma shows oak and a hint of fudge. Give 
this Armagnac some time to open in the glass to 
coax the most out of this surprisingly light, lively 
brandy. The first sips show dried fig and baked 
apple, followed by a cocoa midpalate and finishing 
long with walnut astringency, hints of baking spice 
and lemon peel.
abv: 40% Price: $128

97 Jollité VSOP 5 Years Armagnac (France; 
Saranty Exports, Stamford, CT). This is 

exactly what you want a VSOP to be: smooth and 
balanced, yet lively. Rich vanilla sweetness is 
enlivened by a hint of fresh apple, finishing with a 
sprinkle of baking spice. Easy sipping, but not too 
precious to mix. 
abv: 40% Price: $35

96 Castarède 1979 Bas-Armagnac (France; 375 
Park Avenue Spirits, Louisville, KY). Look 

for deep dried-and cooked-fruit aromas: fig, date 
and baked apple drizzled with caramel. The silky, 
remarkably light palate shows plum-flesh tart-
ness at first, then dried dates and figs, and finally a 
long mocha finish accented by cinnamon, clove and 
orange peel.
abv: 40% Price: $169 

96 Eric Artiguelongue XO 15 Years Old Bas-
Armagnac (France; T. Edward Wine and 

Spirits, New York, NY). The perfumy aroma balances 
fruity and floral essences. The silky palate opens 
with a distinct violet note, winding into a caramel-
tinged midpalate and a juicy, mouthwatering exit 
that hints at Meyer lemon peel and ginger spice.
abv: 40% Price: $63

95 Château de Laubade 1998 Bas-Armagnac 
(France; Baron Francois, New York, NY). 

Blended and bottled in 2018, this 20-year-old 
Armagnac, made from a blend of Baco and Colom-
bard grapes melds rich vanilla, maple and brown 
sugar with a drying blast of fiery spice, notably 
allspice, ginger and cayenne heat, plus lemon peel. 
Adding water releases some of the tannic grip and 
adds a creaminess that reads as lemon custard or 
vanilla cream pie. 
abv: 52.1% Price: $150

95 Château de Laubade 1979 Bas-Armagnac 
(France; Baron Francois, New York, NY). For 

full review see page 20. 
abv: 40% Price: $200

95 Domaine d’Aurensan 20 Year Armagnac 
(France; PM Spirits, Brooklyn, NY). Think 

cinnamon, butter, thick maple syrup and warm, 
concentrated toffee on nose and palate. Drying oak, 
walnut and cinnamon tones accent the long finish. 
Made with 100% Ugni Blanc.
abv: 42.5% Price: $202

95 Eric Artiguelongue VSOP Bas-Armagnac 
(France: T. Edward Wine & Spirits, New York, 

NY). Light and elegant, the mellow aroma hints at 
vanilla, oak and orange peel. The palate is relatively 
dry, with oak leading the way. Subtle shadings of 
vanilla and brown butter chime in, plus hints of 
orange peel and cinnamon bark on the feather-light 
finish. Sip or mix.
abv: 40% Price: $40

95 Jean Cavé Trois Étoiles Bas-Armagnac 
(France; David Bowler Wine, New York, NY). 

The funky, fruity aroma suggests dried apricot and 
quince paste. Intriguing and complex, the rela-
tively dry palate is reminiscent of honey without 
the sweetness, coupled with chamomile tea, cigar 
wrapper and fruit leather, finishing with ginger and 
white pepper. Aged a minimum of two years, the 
equivalent of a VS.
abv: 40% Price: $31 

95 Jollité XO 8 Years Armagnac (France; Saranty 
Exports, Stamford, CT). The mild cocoa 

aroma gives a hint of what’s to come. The first sips 
echo that cocoa note, but lead to a light, relatively 
dry palate laced with leather, cigar wrapper and a 
wisp of espresso, enlivened by a clove-spiked exit. 
Complex and enticing.
abv: 40% Price: $43

SPIRITS
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94 Château Arton 2007 Haut-Armagnac 
(France; Altamar Brands, Corona del Mar, 

CA). The Millésime expressions are “only released 
if the vintage is of exceptional quality, and from the 
very best of one or two barrels,” the producer says. 
No arguments about this selection; it needs a little 
dilution to tame the alcohol intensity, but after that 
adjustment it’s a wash in soothing mocha, dried fig 
and brown butter. This Armagnac was distilled and 
barreled in 2007, and was released at 10 years old. 
abv: 45% Price: $200

94 Castarède Réserve de la Famille Armagnac 
(France; 375 Park Avenue Spirits, Louisville, 

KY). Scented deliciously with caramel and cocoa, 
the luxe palate opens with hazelnut and pecan 
sweetness layered with figs and candied orange 
peel. It finishes long with cocoa powder, oak, dried 
dates and mild spice. Overall, a pleasingly dessert-
worthy sipper. 20 years old.
abv: 40% Price: $100

94 Château de Laubade Intemporel No. 5 Bas-
Armagnac (France; Baron Francois, New 

York, NY). Look for a rich amber hue and concen-
trated caramel aroma. This brandy is reminiscent of 
a lighter-style Bourbon, with plenty of oak, vanilla 
bean, espresso and spice. A splash of water helps 
soften the tannins and unfurls gentler mocha, 
pecan, lemon cream, crème brûlée tones. VSOP.
abv: 40% Price: $150

94 Château de Leberon 1987 Bas-Armagnac 
(France; PM Spirits, Brooklyn, NY). This 

tawny single-vintage Armagnac has a warm, cocoa-
tinged aroma and concentrated flavors that open 
with rounded orange peel, toffee and espresso, fin-
ishing long and lip-smacking on dusty cocoa and 
ground cinnamon. Enjoy with an ice cube or a gen-
erous splash of water to cool the alcohol blast and 
coax out a pleasing mocha note.
abv: 49.9% Price: $254

94 Domaine de Papolle 20 Years Bas-Armagnac 
(France; Columbus Wine & Spirits, Ami-

tyville, NY). Look for a deep amber hue and con-
centrated oak and vanilla bean aromas. The palate 
has a dusty cocoa-powder quality and fair amount 
of alcohol bite. Complex, rounded vanilla leads to a 
violet hint and exits with a swirl of clove and black 
pepper heat, plus a burnt orange-peel note.  
abv: 42% Price: $110

94 Eric Artiguelongue 1988 Bas-Armagnac 
(France; T. Edward Wine & Spirits, New York, 

NY). A medicinal edge shows up on nose and pal-
ate, alongside more pleasing notes of walnut, cocoa 
powder and dried fig. The finish is long and drying, 
with a juicy hint of orange peel. Adding water helps 
polish up that fruity sparkle.
abv: 46% Price: $106

94 Janneau XO Armagnac (France; Sazerac, Chi-
cago, IL). Rich, comforting caramel and tof-

fee aromas warm the nose. The palate is a bit lighter 

than the aromas suggest but still rewards with 
rounded vanilla, cocoa and espresso, fading into 
nutmeg and mouthwatering lemon peel brightness. 
abv: 40% Price: $68

94 Jollité XO Extra 25 Years Armagnac (France; 
Saranty Exports, Stamford, CT). Enticing 

aromas suggest dark, luscious tones: cherry pie 
filling, dried dates, Port and a hint of toffee. The 
feather-light palate echoes the dark, moody flavors, 
translating as leather, oak, and unsweetened choco-
late, driving into a finish accented by clove and a 
hint of black cherry. 
abv: 40% Price: $70

94 Larressingle XO Armagnac (France; Kobrand, 
New York, NY). This dessert-worthy pour 

opens with concentrated, sweet caramel on nose 
and palate. The first sips double down with palate-
coating crème brûlée, edged with espresso and bak-
ing spice, leading to a long, gentle, custard fade.
abv: 43% Price: $100

93 Château Arton 2008 Haut-Armagnac 
(France; Altamar Brands, Corona del Mar, 

CA). This is indeed a charming sipper, with sweet 
layers of hazelnut, cocoa and crème brûlée, the cus-
tardy softness braced up with spicy sizzle on the 
exit. This Armagnac was distilled and barreled in 
2008, and was released at 10 years of age. 
abv: 45% Price: $200

93 Château de Maniban V.S.O.P Single Estate 
Bas Armagnac (France; Biagio Cru and Estate 

Wines, New Hyde Park, NY). For full review see page 
20.
abv: 40% Price: $55

93 Château de Maniban X.O Single Estate Bas 
Armagnac (France; Biagio Cru and Estate 

Wines, New Hyde Park, NY). For full review see page 
20.
abv: 40% Price: $80

93 Château du Tariquet 12 Ans Pure Folle 
Blanche Bas-Armagnac (France; CVI Brands, 

San Carlos, CA). For full review see page 20.
abv: 48.2% Price: $80

93 Eric Artiguelongue 1978 Bas-Armagnac 
(France: T. Edward Wine & Spirits, New York, 

NY). Bold, concentrated aromas channel maple, 
dried fig and oak. A plush blanket of cocoa coats the 
palate, though the finish dries into lemony pucker, 
plum skin, cinnamon and cayenne. Adding water 
softens the overall effect and integrates the layers of 
cocoa, fruit and spice. 
abv: 44% Price: $125

93 Jean Cavé Vieil Hors d’Age Armagnac (France; 
David Bowler Wine, New York, NY). This lus-

cious bottling shows vanilla bean and caramel 
sweetness on aroma and palate, trailing off with 
cinnamon spice, nuts and a hint of chocolate.  
abv: 40% Price: $62 

93 Joÿ VSOP Armagnac (France; H. Mercer 
Imports, Culver City, CA). Deep amber in 

the glass, the sweet aromas suggest honey, maple, 
vanilla and oak. The remarkably light, silky palate 
shows oak, vanilla and a hint of cocoa powder. Most 
of the flavor is on the mouthwatering, exceedingly 
long finish, echoing with baking spice and vanilla.
abv: 40% Price: $40

93 Joÿ XO Armagnac (France; H. Mercer Imports, 
Culver City, CA). Give this brandy a little 

time in the glass for off-aromas of herbs and vinegar 
to dissipate. After that, more pleasing tones emerge 
on the light, dusty palate. Most of the flavor is on 
the delicate finish: peppery and honeyed, shored up 
with hints of dried apricot, orange peel and cocoa. 
abv: 40% Price: $50

92 Baron de Lustrac XO 25 Years Limited Edi-
tion Bas-Armagnac (France; CVI Brands, San 

Carlos, CA). A light tawny hue in the glass, look for 
maple, oak and brown sugar aromas in this brandy. 
The light palate opens with a distinct mocha note, 
finishing with brown sugar sweetness, nutmeg and 
peppery spice. A racy, mouthwating hint of lemon 
peel lends astringency. Limited edition, bottled at 
cask strength.
abv: 42.4% Price: $80

92 Château Arton La Réserve Haut-Armagnac 
(France; Altamar Brands, Corona del Mar, 

CA). The aroma is fruity and enticing, offering dried 
fig and toffee notes. Light and spiced on the pal-
ate, it opens with candied ginger and honey before 
yielding to oaky vanilla, plum skin and orange peel. 
Add water or ice to cool the alcohol heat, and serve 
with squares of dark chocolate. Blend of four- to 
11-year-old Armagnacs.
abv: 45% Price: $80

92 Château de Laubade XO Bas-Armagnac 
(France; Baron Francois, New York, NY). 

Immerse in the comforting, concentrated caramel 
aroma. The soft palate opens sweet with sarsapa-
rilla, cocoa and vanilla, but dries into cigar wrapper 
and chamomile. The finish is laced with nutmeg, 
cardamom, and cayenne spice. Average age of blend 
is 18 years old, aged in Gascony black oak barrels.
abv: 40% Price: $80

92 Larressingle VSOP Armagnac (France; 
Kobrand, New York, NY). Look for a dark 

amber hue and sweet vanilla bean aromas plus hints 
of cocoa and fig. The soft palate opens with a blast 
of baking spice, leading into a softer, mocha-tinged 
midpalate refreshed by lemon peel astringency on 
the exit. Sip or mix. 
abv: 40% Price: $60

92 L’Encantada XO Bas-Armagnac (France; PM 
Spirits, Brooklyn, NY). This is made with a 

blend of four single-vintage casks (1987-1997) and 
bottled at cask strength. The rich aroma is loaded 
with vanilla bean, coffee and oak. The palate opens 
relatively drying, with hints of resin and sarsapa-
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rilla, and leads into a long, powerful finish of cocoa, 
vanilla cream and baking spice. 
abv: 46.7% Price: $104

91 Castarède VSOP Bas-Armagnac (France; 
375 Park Avenue Spirits, Louisville, KY). The 

spiced aroma suggests allspice, vanilla and nutmeg. 
The palate feels super light, opening with an her-
baceous lilt that gives way to mouthwatering honey 
and vanilla, tapering off on hints of cedar, orange 
peel and clove. 
abv: 40% Price: $50

91 Château de Laubade VSOP Bas-Armagnac 
(France; Baron Francois, New York, NY). 

Golden and bright in the glass, this offers a mild 
honey and wildflower scent. The robust palate 
shows dried apricot, cocoa and dark honey notes 
laced with espresso, finishing with clove and black 
pepper sparks. Made with brandies an average of 9 
years old. 
abv: 40% Price: $45

91 Janneau VSOP Armagnac (France; Sazerac, 
Chicago, IL). Sweet aromas of vanilla bean 

and oak tinged with orange peel lead the nose. Oak 
also leads the palate, balancing between tannic dry-
ness and richer vanilla, winding into a spiced finish 
dusted with cocoa powder.
abv: 40% Price: $60

91 Joÿ 1986 Armagnac (France; H. Mercer 
Imports, Los Angeles, CA). Look for a deep, 

ruddy-brick hue and rich, allspice and caramel 
scent. The palate echoes that caramel and allspice, 
creating an almost cola-like effect, plus dark, rela-
tively dry hints of burnt orange peel, espresso, toffee 
and dried dates that finish long with tannic, puck-
ery hints of leather and unsweetened chocolate.
abv: 40.5% Price: $85

90 Château du Tariquet 15 Years Bas-Armagnac 
(France; CVI Brands, San Carlos, CA). Made 

with a single grape variety (Folle Blanche), this 
Armagnac opens with toasty brioche, vanilla and 
cinnamon, almost evoking a cinnamon bun effect. 
The palate is very drying and oaky, sliding into a 
long, vanilla- and honey-accented finish sprinkled 
with cayenne heat. Cask strength.
abv: 47.2% Price: $100

90 Jean Cavé VSOP Vieil Armagnac (France; 
David Bowler Wine, New York, NY). The bold 

aroma suggests sarsaparilla and allspice underlined 
by maple sugar. The sweet-spiced palate resounds 
with allspice, dusty cocoa and vanilla, finishing 
spiced, drying and relatively hot.
abv: 40% Price: $51 

89 Château du Tariquet 8 Ans Bas-Armagnac 
(France; CVI Brands, San Carlos, CA). Add 

a generous splash of water to this cask strength 
Armagnac, made with 100% Folle Blanche grapes. 
The complex, rounded palate rewards with a swirl of 

honey, vanilla and espresso accented by grapefruit 
peel, finishing predictably hot. Sip or mix. VSOP.
abv: 50.5% Price: $60

89 Larressingle Napoleon Armagnac (France; 
Kobrand, New York, NY). The aroma is 

resiny, with just a hint of vanilla. The dry palate 
shows a similar effect, opening with resin and cedar, 
plus a dusting of cocoa and a floral hint. The spiced 
exhale offers clove, black pepper, cayenne, leather 
and a hint of honey. 
abv: 40% Price: $70

87 Château de Maniban V.S Single Estate Bas 
Armagnac (France; BIagio Cru and Estate 

Wines, New Hyde Park, NY). For full review see page 
20. 
abv: 40% Price: $40

OTHER BRANDIES

90 Cobrafire Eau de Vie de Raisin (France; PM 
Spirits, Brooklyn, NY). Technically, this is 

classified as “eau de vie de raisin,” not Armagnac 
Blanche. It’s still a dynamic sip: a fleeting peach 
note subsides into green apple and plum skin, fin-
ishing with white pepper, honeysuckle and plenty 
of cobra-like bite. Made by Armagnac producer 
Domaine d’Esperance, distilled from Baco Blanc and 
Folle Blanche grapes.
abv: 51.37% Price: $52 

88 Marquis de Papolle Blanche d’Armagnac 
(France; Columbus Wine & Spirits, Ami-

tyville, NY). Showing a very pale straw hue, this 
blanche has a distinctly floral aroma. The complex, 
brisk palate opens with vanilla, leads to a white flo-
ral midpalate and finishes with a brush of nutmeg. 
Made from 100% Ugni Blanc grapes, and aged three 
months in stainless steel.
abv: 40% Price: $55

87 Château Arton Fine Blanche Armagnac 
(France; Altamar Brands, Corona del Mar, 

CA). The mildly floral aroma gives a hint of what’s to 
come. The soft, slick palate opens with an armload 
of violets and rose petals and exits with peppery 
heat and a honeyed fade. 
abv: 45% Price: $40



96 Founders 2018 Barrel Aged Series CBS 
(American Imperial Stout; Founders Brew-

ing Company, MI). Founders CBS, or Canadian 
Breakfast Stout, is one of the brewery’s most iconic 
barrel-aged stouts, right up there with KBS. Part of 
Founders’ Barrel Aged Series and limited in release, 
CBS is an imperialized version of Founders’ Break-
fast Stout, brewed with chocolate and coffee, that’s 
then aged in Bourbon barrels which recently held 
maple syrup. This is one that’s well worth the hunt, 
folks. Dark and brooding in appearance, it leads with 
intense scents of chocolate malt, roasted coffee and 
bittersweet cocoa that are hit with hints of vanilla 
bean, maple cream, caramelized turbinado sugar and 
boozy woodspice. Those notes carry through to the 
full, lush and smooth palate, with a creamy texture 
that’s carried by just enough carbonation. The finish 
is complex and enduring, and this is one for the cel-
lar that will only continue to develop and evolve over 
the next five years or more. Cellar Selection.
abv: 11.6% Price: $25/750 ml

95 Samuel Smith’s Organic Chocolate Stout 
(English Stout; Samuel Smith’s Brewery 

[Tadcaster], U.K.). This is such a classic, well- 
balanced, smooth and easy to drink stout. Every-
thing is in perfect proportion for immediate 
enjoyment,  a change from the sea of delicious yet 
often incredibly potent and assertive barrel-aged 
domestic stouts that currently dominate the market. 
Deep brown in color, with a full, creamy tan head, 
this immediately entices with notes of chocolate- 
covered malted milk balls, roasted grain, toasted 
brown bread and light touches of peanut skin and 
sweet smoke. The palate offers more of those notes 
within a rich and full-bodied mouthfeel, balanced 
by moderate carbonation that keeps any cloying or 
overly sweet impressions  at bay. Merchant du Vin.
abv: 5% Price: $5/550 ml

94 Hardywood Park Hoax (American Imperial 
Stout; Hardywood Park Craft Brewery, VA). 

Similar in style and feel to the brewery’s Trickery, 

but aged in regular brandy barrels as opposed to 
apple brandy barrels, this is a rich and satisfying 
stout that’s not shy on personality. Black in color 
with a mocha-colored head that falls to a lingering 
rim, it looks big and bold right from the start, and 
delivers on that promise. The nose leads with asser-
tive scents of chocolate-covered malt balls, roasted 
malts, coffee, baking spice and fresh caramel. The 
full-bodied palate offers more of the same, with 
additional notes of booze-poached spiced fig, choc-
olate-covered caramel, sweet char and warm pie 
spice. Medium-minus carbonation lends some lift 
to the sweet, creamy and round mouthfeel, while a 
warming sensation and sweet-spice tones carry the 
enduring finish.
abv: 13.5% Price: $20/750 ml

94 Hardywood Park Kentucky Christmas Morn-
ing (American Imperial Stout; Hardywood 

Park Craft Brewery, VA). This sweet, unctuous stout 
is brewed with local ginger, honey and roasted cof-
fee beans and then aged in Bourbon barrels. It’s a 
perfect Christmas morning surprise for any beer-
loving adult, offering up cozy and comforting aromas 
of spiced fruit cake, dried dates, fresh gingerbread 
cookies, maple glaze and creamy coffee. The palate is 
smooth and seductive, with great opulence, though 
it’s not overly thick or sticky thanks to the ample 
carbonation and warming baking-spice tones that 
help to keep the palate in check. The evolving finish 
takes your palate through a whirlwind of dark dried 
fruit to sweet spice and roasted coffee before finish-
ing on a light whiskey-tinged char. Cellar Selection.
abv: 10.6% Price: $16/750 ml

94 Hardywood Park Trickery (American Impe-
rial Stout; Hardywood Park Craft Brewery, 

VA). The name is fitting here, as the brewery has 
accomplished an amazing feat in producing a well-
balanced and surprisingly drinkable barrel-aged 
beer despite the high alcohol content. An imperial 
milk stout aged in apple brandy barrels, it’s black in 
color, with a brown head that falls down to a linger-
ing rim of froth. The barrel aging certainly shows 
on the nose and mouth, with forward aromas and 
flavors of warm poached-spiced apple and vanilla 
bean that ride atop a core of roasted malt, molasses 
bread and Baker’s chocolate. It’s slick and thick in 
feel, with just enough carbonation to keep an overly 
cloying sensation at bay, while the spicy, roasty fin-
ish is slightly warming and oh-so-comforting. 
abv: 13.5% Price: $20/750 ml

93 Avery Annual Barrel Series Uncle Jacob’s 
Stout Batch No. 7 (American Imperial Stout; 

Avery Brewing Co., CO). This imperial stout that’s 
aged six months in Heaven Hill Bourbon barrels is not 
for the faint of heart. It’s a potent and powerful brew, 
and one that has the stuffing to cellar nicely for the 
next 3–5 years, if not longer. Currently, it’s intense 
in aroma and flavor, with assertive and warming 
notes of vanilla bean, raisin, prune, date, molasses, 
burnt brown bread and oodles of toasty, oaky spice. 
Medium-plus in body, it’s slightly viscous on the pal-
ate, with medium carbonation to lift the slick mouth-
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O
nce cooler temperatures set in, there’s 
no beer style as appealing as a dark, 
roasty stout. Sure, they’re delicious year-
round, but there’s little to compare with 

the satisfaction that a good, strong stout offers 
on a chilly day: filling your palate with robust 
and decadent flavors and sending that tingling 
warming sensation down to your 
core, soothing the soul and heat-
ing the body from the inside. 

There are so many differ-
ent styles of stouts available 
that there is almost certainly a 
bottling for any palate. Though 
they’re all flavorful, each varies 
in intensity, weight, alcohol and 
overall drinkability. 

Many consider Russian 
imperial stouts to be king, with 
their high alcohol content (usually between 
8–12%) and intense, roasted malt profiles. Oth-
ers might prefer oatmeal stouts, which are full 
bodied, with moderate alcohol levels (usually 
between 4–7%) and creaminess from the addi-
tion of oats to the mash. And let’s not forget the 
lush, mouthfilling beauty that is a milk or sweet 
stout, rounded by the addition of unfermented 

sugars, typically lactose. Some stouts can be so 
creamy, rich and smooth, we’re essentially talk-
ing boozy chocolate milkshakes for grown-ups.

Within each of these key stout styles, a fan-
tastic amout of experimentation and manipu-
lation can take place. From herb infusions to 
soured selections and, of course, barrel-aged 

flavor bombs, the profile possi-
bilities seem near endless. 

Indeed, many of the stouts 
reviewed for this month’s Beer 
Buying Guide are of the barrel- 
aged variety. From Bourbon 
casks to barrels that previously 
held maple syrup, molasses and 
even salt, there’s a wide world 
of oaky influence to be enjoyed. 

Another great thing about 
stouts, especially potent and 

barrel-aged versions, is that they are excel-
lent cellar candidates. Bold profiles of intense 
flavor and high alcohol suggest longevity; they 
can evolve into even more complex and layered 
selections. So when you find one you like, enjoy 
a bottle now, but also lay down a few bottles for 
future enjoyment! 

Prost! —Lauren Buzzeo 

Stunning stouts for now and later

Bold profiles of 
intense flavor and 

high alcohol suggest 
longevity; they can 

evolve into even 
more complex and 
layered selections.
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feel and a pronounced warmth that remains through 
the close. Final flavors of bittersweet cocoa and bak-
ing spice linger long on the finish. Cellar Selection.
abv: 15.9% Price: $15/12 oz

93 Captain Lawrence Fudgie the Beer (Ameri-
can Stout; Captain Lawrence Brewing Co., 

NY). Captain Lawrence pushed beer boundaries yet 
again with this year’s release of Fudgie the Beer, a 
collaboration with ice cream shop Carvel. Brewed 
with Carvel’s signature chocolate crunchies, fudge 
and ice cream, as well as milk sugar, this beer is 
childhood goodness in an adult glass. The nose is 
pure chocolaty-stout bliss, with pronounced scents 
of chocolate-covered malted milk balls, chocolate-
coffee shake and chocolate-molasses chews. The 
full-bodied palate boasts a balanced richness and 
whole-milk texture, with more roasted malt, coffee 
and bittersweet cocoa flavors that carry through to 
the finish. 
abv: 6% Price: $18/16 oz 4 pack

92 Hardywood Park Christmas Morning (Ameri-
can Imperial Stout; Hardywood Park Craft 

Brewery, VA). This stout, brewed with local ginger, 
honey and roasted coffee beans, pours a true black 
color, with a fingers’ worth of tan head that doesn’t 
linger long. The bouquet leads with rich, roasty 
aromas of coffee bean, chocolate malt and cocoa 
powder, with an assertive sweet-spice overlay remi-
niscent of holiday cookies. The full-bodied palate 
follows suit, with a smooth texture and similarly 
decadent, toasty flavors that are fiercely topped 
with pronounced notes of cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger 
and allspice that all hang around on the dry, lightly 
bitter finish.
abv: 9.2% Price: $11/750 ml

91 Hardywood Park Roots Series Raspberry 
Stout (American Imperial Stout; Hardywood 

Park Craft Brewery, VA). Dark brown in color, with 
a dense, lingering tan head, this fruited imperial 
stout is made with Virginia-grown red raspberries. 
The bouquet is redolent of black forest cake, with 
attractive aromas of muddled ripe raspberries and 
bittersweet cocoa. The medium-weight palate offers 
more of the same, with soft hints of char and sweet 
smoke for added depth. The velvety mouthfeel is 
framed by ample carbonation, a pleasant fruity tart-
ness and a dusty, dry cocoa character that lends a 
lightly gripping texture to the finish. 
abv: 9.2% Price: $6/500 ml


